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s an engineer, I want a guarantee of sonic quality at the 
end of the day. As a producer, I want a guarantee that 
the room I'm working in will be reliable, and give me 
the most flexibility to create music. When I choose a 
room, I insist on a Neve VR." 

Elliot Schemer, Grammy-award winning engineer and 
producer, on the Neve VR Console 

t's all based on trust . . . Knowing that the perfect fader move will 
be replayed again and again without a hitch, that the perfect mix 
from last week is only a RECALL away . . . It's knowing that this 
board doesn't fail.. . that it will hold its value and usefulness for 
years to come . . . And it's knowing that this is truly the finest 
sounding console in the world. That's trust." 

Tom Davis, Director of Audio/Chief Mixer, 525 Post Production (LA), 
on the Neve VRP Post Production Console 

But if you really want an earful 

about Neve consoles and CD-

cuality sound for film and video, 

call the Power Station and 

speak with Tony Bongiovi. 

Power Station (NYC) — (212) 246-2900. 
Studio C features a Neve VRP72 with Flying Faders 

Siemens Audio Inc. 
Neve & AMS Professional Audio Products 

7 Parklawn Drive, Bethel. CT 06801 • Tel: ( 203) 744-6230 • Fax: (203) 792-7863 

NY: (212) 956-6464 • TN: (615) 329-9584 • IL: ( 312) 645-9888 
• CA: (213) 461-6383 • Toronto: (416) 365-3363 
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Introducing Dyaxis IF Studer's 
second generation digital work-
station delivers immense DSP 
power, unlimited channel capa-
city, and immediate interchange 

between projects. 

Real-time Each 8-track Dyaxis II 
processor supports both channel-
based and ingredient- based DSP 
with digital level control, mixing. 
cross-fading and EQ. Unmatched 
in sheer DSP capacity. our 48-
track configuration furnishes over 
900 MIPS of unchained digital 
audio power. 

Modular As your needs grow, 
so will your Dyaxis II system. 
Stack up to six 8-track systems 
for a total of 48 tracks of 
simultaneous playback. And 
Studer's exclusive Distributed 
Expansion Architecture lets you 
access individual processors off-
line, then combine all 48 tracks 
for final assembly. 

Multitrack Dyaxis II is both a 
multitrack and virtual track 
machine. Operate Dyaxis II like a 
multitrack recorder and you can 
record, edit. and playback up to 
48 tracks in real time. Need to 
layer additional sounds? Dyaxis II 
can assemble any number of 
"virtual'. sounds off-line, giving 
you an unlimited resource of 
playable events. 



audio 
Freedom Dyaxis II takes full 
advantage of optical removable 
media. On- board, state-of-the-
art Dolby AC-2 4:1 data 
compression technology lets 
you Plug & Play optical disks 
like hard drives. Imagine, no 
back-up or restore bottlenecks! 

Unleash your creative potential 
with the power of Dyaxis H. Call 
your Studer representative now 
for complete details. 
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Cover: Pedernales Pedernales "Cut N' 

Putt" Recording Studio, lo-

cated in the country club of a 

championship golf course 

overlooking the Pedernales 

River in Spicewood, TX, is the 

facility where Willie Nelson cut 

many of his hits. The reno-

vated studio features a 40-in-

put Tascam M-700 console 

with moving fader automation, 

interfaced with a 24-input, vin-

tage Neve 8024 console; 24-
track analog and digital record-

ers; and custom TAD monitors 

by Steven Durr. 
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SL 4000 G SERIES 
Master Studio System 

t or 'U' shaped console wings 

a 

Mono or stereo modules 

Advanced G Series circuitry and sonic performance 

e 

Two styles of equalisation 

Compressor/limiter, expander/gate in every channel 

G Series Studio Computer provides the world's most advanced 

session management software 

Ultimatioe dual automation system 

(moving fader or VCA operation) 

Total Recall' of all I/O module settings 

Tape autolocation under computer control 

Synchroniser system for master and slave and multi-slave 

autolocation and synchronisation of audio, video or film transports 

to all timecode formats and bi-phase or tach pulses 

Events Controller for non-synchronous devices 

Programmable equalisation and panning system 

Worldwide standard in music production 

Jetcf, 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarten, 

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU • Tel: ( 0865) 842300 

Paris ( 1134 60 46 66 • Milan ( 2) 612 17 20 Tokyo (31 54 74 11 44 

New York ( 212) 315 1111 • Los Angeles (2131463 4444 • Toronto (416) 363 0101 

US Toll Free: 800-343 0101 



FROM THE EDITOR 

ou had big crews in those days, six 
or seven men just for sound," recalls film sound pioneer James G. Stewart of 

the days when the talking picture was making its first appearance on the sil-
ver screen. "In some cases the production mixer's power on the set rivaled the 

director's. Recordists were able to insist that cameras be isolated in sound-

proof booths and even had the authority to 'cut' a scene in progress whenev-

er they didn't like what they were hearing." 
Certainly when sound was new to the film medium, those who could craft 

it had a special significance to the creative art form. Their stature gradually 

subsided as directors rebelled against the artistic restrictions these new 
requirements of sound presented. In the process, however, the demands from 

the filmmakers to the sound people "brought about improvements in both 
recording technique and equipment, such as directional microphones and bet-

ter booms," says Stewart. 
For many years following those early talkies, sound by and large stayed 

out of the way (with a few notable exceptions, such as the work being done 

at RKO Studios). Audio quality gradually improved as theaters were able to 
upgrade their playback systems, Foley and sound effects became more impor-

tant, and music emerged to play a larger role in film. Then Dolby Stereo burst 
onto the screen in the 1970s, and sound once again became a power player, 

spurred on by the sensory-loading styles of directors such as George Lucas 
and Francis Coppola. Their commitment to audio's critical importance in film 

paved the way for the era of the sound designer, a title that still rubs some 
people the wrong way two decades after its introduction. Nobody, however, 

disputes the impact of sound on picture. 
Truly the status of the film sound engineer has returned to its high-profile 

roots. But more than a creative opportunity, it is today a serious marketing 
demand, driven by CD-literate moviegoers who won't settle for less than wide 
dynamic range and high-fidelity surround sound. To make matters trickier, 
points out Tomlinson Holman ( Mr. THX), eight different and incompatible 

systems to supply digital sound to motion picture theaters have sprung up in 

the past several years. 

Making sense of where we are in film sound isn't as easy as reading a mar-

quee, but perhaps some of this month's film sound editorial focus will put the 

situation in perspective for those of you in the sound-for-picture world. 
Also this month, you'll find a format change in our directory section, to 

make our listings easier to read and extract the essential information. We 

hope you like the changes. 

VBPA 
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Keep reading. 

David Schwartz 

Editor-in-Chief 
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Who said a workhorse can't be a thoroughbred? 

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER PCM-7010 
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It wasn't Sony. Because the 

PCM-7010 was built from the ground 

up as a professional DAT recorder 

that can handle everything from 

music recording and on-air radio 

and television broadcasting to 

audio-for-video production and 

corporate multimedia systems. 

The PCM-7010 features 

high-speed search, variable-speed 

playback, punch-in/out with cross-
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fade and confidence monitoring. 

And, with its advanced options, you 

can record, playback and display 

SMPTE time code and store digital 

audio in memory for instant-start 

playback. If you want a workhorse 

DAT recorder that can do it all, today 

and tomorrow, you want the Sony 

PCM-7010. For more information, call 

the Sony Professional Audio Group 

at 1-800-035-SONY, ext. 7010. 



Andora Studios, Hollywood 
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"It's fat..." 

We're printing at 9 over 250 and it 

still doesn't sog up. 

I know, the harder you hit it, the better 

it gets. 

Listen to that high hat. 

Ifs stiff. 

Yeah, and it's not squashed. 

No, it's not compressing at all. 

That's pretty amazing. 

What's amazing is the noise floor. 

What noise floor? I don't hear any noise. 

Right! 

Hey, this sound's got everything I need. 

Ifs got depth all right You can hear 

everything—way back in there. 

Clarity, punch, depth—that's it. 

You heard it. Ampex 499. 

I'd say it was audibly superior. 

Pi say it just sounds better. 

TFC 

1992 NOMINEE 

Ampex 499. 
It just sounds better. 

AMPEX 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation 
401 Broadway, M.S. 22-02, Redwood City, CA 94063-3199 
(415) 367-3809 ©1992 Ampex Corporation 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



CURRENT 
NED UPDATE 

First, to clear up some misconcep-
tions. New England Digital, mak-
ers of the Synclavier and PostPro 
recording and editing systems, has 
shut down operations and re-
leased its employees, but they did 
not default on a $3.6 million loan 
to Bay Bank of Boston. The bank 
foreclosed on June 16, two weeks 
before payment was due. All indi-
cations are that NED management 
knew the foreclosure was coming. 

And, the four parties that initial-
ly expressed an interest in pur-
chasing the assets of the company 
are not "bidders," as we referred 
to them last month. They have 
simply "expressed an interest in 
the future of the company," we 
are told. 

As of press time, two of those 
companies are no longer involved 
in negotiations. Fostex Corp., 
which was rumored at one time to 
have all but purchased the compa-
ny, and Harman International, 
which many speculated would 
purchase the patents and copy-
righted software, are no longer in-
terested, according to Bay Bank 
sources. That leaves the Synclavier 
Owner's Consortium and an un-
named party. 

Meanwhile, three regional 
groups of the "Synclavier Owner's 
Consortium" have re-formed—in 
New York City, Chicago and Los 
Angeles—in an effort to keep 
users informed and their equip-
ment maintained. Each of the 
three groups has hired a full-time 
technician, each a former NED 
employee. Local users put in "$100 
per tower, $200 for the first 
tower," according to David Klein 
of RMI, representative for the New 
York group, and in return they get 
priority service and an attractive 
hourly maintenance rate. 

"We hope to hire a second tech 
in each location," Klein says, "and 

we may have Nashville involved 
soon as well. Since the announce-
ment in June, we have really seen 
a cooperative spirit among active 
users across the country." 

East Coast Synclavier and Post-
Pro owners who need more infor-
mation on the Consortium's plans 
should call Mike Thorne at (212) 
929-2675; West Coast owners call 
Bruce Nazarian at (310) 478-8060; 
Midwest owners call Terry Well-
man at (312) 649-9000. 

FIRST PUBLISHED DRAFT 
OF AVID'S OMF PROPOSAL 

The formal publication of Avid 
Technology's Open Media Frame-
work proposal for data exchange 
between digital audio worksta-
tions and editing systems took 
place on July 27. According to 
Mack Leathurby, Avid audio prod-
uct manager, a formal meeting of 
the several dozen audio and video 
firms—known as Partner Partici-
pants—is scheduled for late Sep-
tember. "At that time, OMF's vari-
ous technical and operational pro-
posals will be discussed and revi-
sions will be suggested," Leathur-
by explains. "Final publication of 
the Open Media Framework is still 
scheduled to occur this fall." For 
more on OMF, see this month's 
"Byte Beat" on page 35. 

ORANGE COUNTY 

MEDIA CENTER TO OPEN 

The Orange County Media Center, 
a new complex designed for film, 
television, radio, telecommunica-
tions, multimedia and related busi-
nesses, has announced plans for a 
January 1, 1993, opening. The in-
tent is to provide a permanent lo-
cation for businesses and profes-
sional associations, while main-
taining a showplace and activity 
center for media events, confer-
ences, meetings and seminars. 
Plans call for a permanent exhibit 

floor to display manufacturers' 
products and educational activi-
ties, and it will contain a media 
and broadcasting school. 

The complex will include a 
multiproduction three-camera stu-
dio with online edit bays, a re-
cording studio, multimedia and 
graphics stations, a software li-
brary, and scanning, color proof-
ing and prepress facilities. 

The O.C. Media Center is locat-
ed on McCabe Way in Irvine. For 
more information, contact Dan 
Fields at (714) 851-6262. 

AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE 

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

In celebration of its one-year an-
niversary, The American Film In-
stitute-Apple Computer Center for 
Film and Videomakers appointed 
Harry Marks (Marks Communica-
tions Inc., Los Angeles) its creative 
director and formed the Advanced 
Technology Council. The Council 
will serve as a "support group and 
forum for the exploration and de-
velopment of advanced technolo-
gies for the moving image arts, in-
cluding computers, HDTV, interac-
tive media and telecommunica-
tions," according to a company re-
lease. 

The AFI-Apple Computer Cen-
ter was made possible by a grant 
from Apple Computer and dona-
tions from more than 90 compa-
nies. Activities and programs focus 
on the computer's role in every as-
pect of film and television produc-
tion—from budgeting and sched-
uling to special effects and set de-
sign. It is located in the Warner 
Building on the AFI campus in Los 
Angeles. For more information, 
call Nick DeMartino at (213) 856-
7690. 

NAMM CALLS FOR MUSIC INDUS-

TRY ECONOMIC SUMMIT 

Leaders of the music products in-
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Tri-Power 
D3900 Vocal 
Performance Microphone 
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and compare the 3900's handling noise, 
feedback rejection and sonic performance 
against any other microphone. 
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VOCALISTS-
DON'T COMPROMISE. 
Don't settle for second ra 
fr(m-i your ,x7rformance microphonAKG's 

new Tri-Power'" performance microplipncs are 

revolutionizing live performance with a pure, p-:in,orf.il 

sound that gives vocals tl-e punch and preserçe to cut 

through to your audience. AKG's Tri-Power design team 
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INDUSTRY N OTES 
Studer Revox Canada Ltd. pro-
moted Prodromos Constantinou 
to general manager for the To-
ronto-based division. Constanti-
nou, previously manager of 
sales/engineering and special 
projects, is now responsible for 
sales, engineering, service, per-
sonnel and marketing...Micro 
Technology Unlimited (Raleigh, 
NC) appointed Michael Stierhoff 
director of marketing. Stierhoff 
will help implement a new mar-
keting program designed to 
reach potential MTU direct-to-
hard disk customers. New Mi-
croSound DAW developments 
include software and hardware 
for audio post, recording studio 
and mastering clients...Quentin 
R. Nelson was named national 
sales manager for FOR.A Corpo-
ration of America. He will direct 
sales and marketing efforts for 
the company's pro audio and 
video products from headquar-
ters in Natick, MA... Pacific 
Recorders and Engineering Cor-
poration of Carlsbad, CA, an-
nounced a joint venture with the 
German company Thum + Mahr 
Audio GmbH. They formed Pacif-
ic Recorders Europe, which 
can be reached at 02173/78060 
(phone) or 02173/81497 (fax)... 
Seattle-based Symetrix welcomed 
Walt Lowery to the customer ser-
vice and information depart-
ment...Barry Diament Audio 
(Riverdale, NY) appointed Allen 
Geauer intergalactic ambassador 
of marketing, which we can as-
sume is a new position...UCLA 
Extension now accepts enroll-
ment through electronic mail. 
The school's Internet mailbox is 
Enroll© Unex. ucla.edu. Full de-
tails of the procedure are in the 
Extension's summer-quarter cata-
log (call [310] 825-9971 for a 
copy)...A new company that 
specializes in maintenance and 
overhauls of Sony professional 
DAT recorders, NXT Generation, 
was formed in Greendell, NJ. 

NXT Generation may be phoned 
at (201) 579-4849. Their address 
is 249 Kennedy Rd., Greendell NJ 
07839...Westbury, NY-based 
Korg Pro Audio named two new 
dealers for its random access dig-
ital audio production system, 
SoundLink. Sam Ash Professional 
Audio covers the New York area, 
while ID Systems handles south-
ern Texas...Pioneer Electronics 
(Long Beach, CA) changed the 
prefix of all employees' direct 
telephone numbers. The area 
code remains (310), but prefixes 
were changed from 816 to 
952.. Burlington Audio/Video 
Tapes of Oceanside, NY, is cele-
brating its 22nd year in busi-
ness...KAT's West Coast sales 
and marketing office relocated to 
50-066 Calle Rosarita, La Quinta, 
CA 92253. New phone number is 
(619) 564-8618; new fax is (619) 
564-8619...Tektronix Inc. (Bea-
verton, OR) is hosting free semi-
nars across the country this fall to 
train attendees in oscilloscope 
and logic analyzer test and mea-
surement techniques. For further 
information, call (800) 426-2200, 
ext. 579.. Jan Hebei is a new 
field sales representative at 
AFA/Martin Pro Audio Group, a 
division of A.F. Associates Inc., in 
Northvale, NJ...Schumacher 
Communications Group (Van 
Nuys, CA) acquired the equip-
ment assets and customer base 
of Visual Dynamics (Santa Ana, 
CA)...The Audio Engineering So-
ciety will hold its 93rd conven-
tion in San Francisco, October 1-
4...The CyberArts International 
conference will be in Pasadena, 
CA, from October 29-November 
1. For more information, write to 
CyberArts, 600 Harrison St., San 
Francisco, CA 94107; or call (415) 
905-2496, fax (415) 905-2232... 
We are sad to announce that 
Jenny Blackwell, owner and stu-
dio manager of Soundtrack Inc. 
of North Miami, FL, passed away 
on July 16, 1992. 

-FROM PAGE 12, CURRENT 

dustry from around the world 
will gather in Newport Beach, 
Calif., next July 29 for a three-
day economic summit on the 
trends and issues affecting the 
worldwide industry and shap-
ing its future. 

Of special significance will 
be the Summit's emphasis on 
music education, a longtime 
National Association of Music 
Merchants commitment. "The 
key to developing the next 
generation of music makers is 
for our industry to get behind 
music education in every 
country where we have a pres-
ence," says Barry Linkin, 
NAMM president. "That's just 
good economic sense." 

CONVENTION NEWS 

The Audio Engineering Society 
will host the 93rd AES conven-
tion in San Francisco, October 
1-4. Contact the AES at (212) 
661-8528. On October 2, Mix 
will sponsor the eighth annual 
TEC Awards at the Westin St. 
Francis in SF. Call (510) 939-
6149 for more information. 

For those New Englanders 
who can't make it to San Fran-
cisco, Parsons Audio, Welles-
ley, Mass., is hosting a Digital 
Audio Conference from Sep-
tember 14-16. For a schedule 
of events, call (617) 431-8708. 
NAB Radio takes place this 

month, from September 9-12 at 
the Convention Center in New 
Orleans. Call (800) 342-2460 
for registration information. 

More regional notes: The 
Society of Broadcast Engineers, 
Central New York Chapter, is 
hosting a regional convention 
September 25 at the Sheraton 
Inn Convention Center, Liver-
pool, N.Y. For more informa-
tion, call John Soergel at (315) 
437-5805. 

CORRECTION 

I n our May Northeast Studio 
Directory for Gregmar Studios, 
Eatontown, NJ., we left some 
equipment out of the facility's 
expanded MIDI suite. Gregmar 
has a Roland U220, D550, S550 
with monitor and 80MB hard 
drive, Yamaha 'DC802, and Ale-
sis D4 drum module. 
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Yes, that's right. You too can become 
a schizophrenic. 

All you have to do is buy an RSP-550 
Stereo Signal Processor and follow these 
instructions. The possibilities are limit-
less—you can become 10, 20, even 30 
different personalities—so read on and 
read carefully. 

You can choose from as many as 39 
personalities (algorithms). The some-
what disturbed illustrations to your left 
are examples of but 9 of them. 

Technically speaking, these algorithms 
are as follows: (Please excuse us as we 
lapse into our decidedly multifaceted 
personas here. It can't be helped.) 

1. The Delay algorithms range from 

duces warm tube amp-like distortion. 
5. When combined with Roland's 

pioneering high-definition chorus effect, 
the chorus algorithms sport innovative 
effects such as Multi Band Chorus. This 
particular effect features two separate 
stereo or four separate mono bands, each 
with its own adjustable parameters. With 
the Penta Chorus algorithm, the input 
signal is divided into different frequency 
ranges, with each range independently 
processed so that you'll experience the 
most subtle or radical sound. 

6. The Phase Shifter also has indepen-
dent left and right channels and provides 
a 12-stage phaser per channel. 

7. The RSP-550's Reverh has the 

pitch shifters simultaneously each with a 
four octave range. 

There are 30 more algorithms where 
these came from, but more on this later. 

One of the truly cool things about the 
RSP-550 is the true stereo ins and outs 
that both create spacious-sounding stereo 
effects and retain the integrity and pan-
ning of the input signal. 

No doubt that by now you've 
already guessed that this machine is fol 
serious users only. This is because only 
serious users will quite know what to 
do with a dynamic range of 95dB 
coupled with a frequency response of 
15Hz-21kHz and a THD of 0.02 or 
less. Not to mention signal processing 

Now, just about anyone can become a schizophrenic. 
al Roland 

• 

4.heer. 

• 

• 

simple single-line to genuine stereo and 
multi-tapped delays featuring up to eight 
independent delay lines, with up to 
2700 ms of delay time each. With the 
RSP-550's Tempo Delay function, you 
can automatically assign the delay time 
according to, believe it or not, tempo. 
Or, if you'd rather, you can simply tap 
in the delay time. 

2. The Stereo Flanger can be used for 
bi-flanging effects or independent left/ 
right flanging. 

3. Ambience is an effect that simulates 
the pickup from an ambience microphone 
and may be further modified with the 
Edge Expander function to emphasize 
the attack of a sound. It lets you create 
a realistic "presence:' for instance, with 
the ambience of a recording studio or 
small club. 

4. The Rotary algorithm delivers a 
detailed simulation of the distinctive 
rotary speaker sound—complete with 
independent rise/fall times for the horn 
and rotor. An Overdrive parameter repro-

high-density spaciousness that acoustic 
environments create as well as a smooth 
and natural release. The Hall/Room/Plate 
algorithms feature options for a wide 
range of reverb time settings-0.1 to 480 
seconds—with a frequency response of 
15Hz to 21kHz. 

Parameters such as Pre Delay Time 
and Early Reflection enable you to set 
the apparent "length" of the room while 
HF Damp simulates reverberation from 
different wall materials. 

By the way, all of the reverb algo-
rithms also include three-band EQ for 
tonal adjustment of effected sounds. 

8. Only the RSP-550 has a Vocoder 
algorithm which superimposes your 
voice onto other sounds, such as brass 
or a jet taking off, to give your voice char-
acteristics of that sound. Incidentally, 
brass makes you sound like a robot. 

9. The Stereo Pitch Shifter allows an 
independent pitch shift per channel 
because it features independent left and 
right channels. Or you can use up to four 

conducted at a CD-quality sampling 
rate of 48kHz, with fully independent 
16-bit A/D and D/A converters 
for each channel. 

Beyond all of these qualities, the 
gonzo-in-straightjacket effects, the 
commensurate professional sound 
quality and the ability to control effelt 
via foot-switches,the RSP-550 has 
tremendous MIDI capabilities. With 
MIDI, you can control up to four para-
meters simultaneously from controllers, 
aftertouch, velocity, note range or 
pitch bender. 

Now, as we promised, here's more 
on the 30 additional algorithms. To hear 
them, you need to visit a Roland dealer, 
who, in this case, can be thought of asta 
kind of reverse psychologist. If that makes 
any sense. It does to us, but then we're 
already schizophrenic. 

No we're not. Yes, we are. 

Roland 
Roland Corporation US, 7200 Domi, . 
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647, 213 b85-5141 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



INSIDER AUDIO 

by Ken C. Pohlmann 
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THE STORY OF A MAN, 

A WOMBAT AND A RADIO STATION 

n our last episode, Rex blew into 
town and seduced Jessica, the rock 
'n' roll wannabe, the night before 
she married billionaire-industrialist-
lead singer Spike, in spite of the ob-
jections of her stockbroker, who 
purchased an AK-47 assault rifle and 
666 rounds of soft-point, and in a 
drug-crazed rage mistakenly wound-
ed state representative/sleaze ped-
dler Julio's older quarter-sister 
Margarita, the tractor-pulling cham-
pion/ex-CIA operative with a tor-
mented past, throwing cold water 
on the midnight rendezvous be-
tween Sheila, the psychic transsexu-
al who has been dead for three 
years, and Roger, the station manag-
er who is rumored to be half-man, 
half-wombat. 

As today's episode opens, we 
find Roger spread-eagled over the 
console, his hands and legs tied. 
Margarita limps into the control 
room, breaks open the disc jockey's 
first aid kit, puts a compress on her 
wounded shoulder and turns to 
Roger. 

"Dammit, Roger, the develop-

ment of Digital Audio Broadcasting 
in America is starting to look more 
and more like a soap opera. Every-
one involved in radio knew it was 
going to be a bumpy ride, but the 
intensity of the drama is now getting 
juicy, if not a bit squishy." 

"Margarita, the DAB plot has 
more convolutions than Einstein's 
brain, but perhaps the most basic 
and controversial issue is where 
DAB will operate. Spectral space is 
worth more than Ross Perot because 
it is a limited resource, which has, 
for the most part, already been allo-
cated. Furthermore, the frequency of 
the DAB transmission band will af-
fect the technology's quality, cost, 
worldwide compatibility and public 
acceptance, among other things. An-
other big issue is the type of broad-
cast technology that will be selected 
to transmit and receive the signal. 
Many companies are pursuing that 
financial windfall, all the while lin-
ing up crucial political support from 
organizations like the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters." 

"But the NAB likes to throw 

IUS1RATION JIM PESON 
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Bottoms Up 

In recent years, the popularity of nearfield monitoring has become 
the mainstay of engineers throughout the industry. From midi rooms 
and home studios to major recording facilities, small-reference 
monitors are precariously perched atop consoles everywhere. 

This current trend, however, presents its own unique 
problems, in terms of inadequate bass performance, particu-
larly in the critical 40-100 Hz. region. 

With this dilemma in mind, Tannoy now offers a compact N o ., 
and affordable solution in the PS-88. 

The PS-88 is a purpose built nearfield sub woofer 
designed for under console placement, and represents 
considerably more thought and design than the average 
amplified bass loudspeaker. 

The PS-88 utilizes a proprietary amplifier which takes 
advantage of a performance region not normally used in a 
loudspeaker system, the area below box resonance. The amplifier 
provides a correcting signal to overcome the natural 12dB per octave 

TAmiC3Y 

I-11 E A 

BELIE 'VE 

rolloff of a woofer in a sealed box. 
The result is a flat response from the point where the dynamic 

limiter takes over up to the system resonance of the speaker and an 
18 dB per octave rolloff above system resonance. The amp 
eliminates the need for a passive crossover, which often 
performs poorly at high power levels. 

The dynamic limiter constantly monitors the input signal 
and dramatically adjusts the correcting signal to give the 
deepest bass possible at that signal level, given the finite 
power and excursion limits of the system. 

When utilized in reference mixing applications, a very 
useful and revealing picture of low frequency information 
comes into focus, offering well balanced, subsonic reinforce-
ment, knitting seamlessly with the majority of todays small 
reference monitors. 

Tannoy / TGI North America Inc. • do Bill Calma • 300 Gage Ave., Unit 1, 

Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8 • (519) 745-1158 • Fax (519) 745-2364 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



INSIDER AUDIO 

curve balls, Roger. In 1991 they sur-
prised everyone by endorsing the 
Eureka 147 technology and its L-
Band ( 1,500 MHz) system. They 
proposed that existing AM and FM 
licensees be given DAB space in the 
L-Band before phasing out existing 
frequencies. Meanwhile, opponents 
to the NAB plan started arguing for 
an in-band DAB that would allow 
existing stations to gradually phase 
in while still operating AM and FM. 
Meanwhile, the military volunteered 
that it would rather give the L-Band 
to Saddam Hussein than to the 
FCC." 

"That's right, Margarita. Then it 
got really crazy. The NAB abruptly 
reversed itself, coming out in favor 
of an in-band system. The standard 
would accommodate current AM 
and FM broadcasters because, of 
course, the NAB clearly opposes 
any satellite delivery since that 
would negatively impact terrestrial 
stations. Overnight, domestic sup-
port for the L-Band vanished into 
thin air. Scrambling, the European 
Eureka 147 folks started looking into 
an in-band version of their technol-

ogy, much to the chagrin of Ameri-
can in-band companies that thought 
Eureka had been dealt a mortal 
blow." 

"Roger, exactly how does an in-
band system work?" 

"Basically, an in-band DAB sys-
tem would place digital signals 
under both AM and FM transmis-
sions. DAB receivers extract the 
digital signal, free of analog inter-
ference. Multipath problems woud 
apparently be overcome as well. 
USA Digital Radio, for example, has 
demonstrated this technology with 
its Project Acorn. It employs 21 dig-
ital carriers, each 43 dB below the 
FM signal. DAB data is conveyed in-
side the RF envelope of the FM sig-
nal. The receiver's extractor does the 
rest. USA Digital Radio is now work-
ing on an AM system that would 
provide audio with a 15kHz fre-
quency response and 96 dB of S/N, 
operating with AM antennas." 

"Well, Roger, I guess it was in-
evitable. The U.S. government re-
jected the L-Band for military 
reasons, and the S-Band (2,310-
2,360 MHz) isn't suitable for terres-
trial DAB, so you're left with terres-
trial in-band. You are quite 

attractive—for a station manager." 
"Interestingly, the S-Band is 

where microwave ovens operate. I 
played some high school football, 
you know." 

"How soon could an in-band sys-
tem be developed, Roger?" 

"It isn't all that easy. Interference 
and crosstalk problems could be a 
nightmare, especially in mobile en-
vironments. In fact, some argue that 
in-band DAB would be a minor im-
provement over AM and FM. In-
stead, some say that L-Band DAB 
should entirely replace AM and FM 
because it would be much more ef-
fective. That raises the question: 
Would an in-band system be as 
good or robust as an L-Band system? 
When the NAB uses marketplace 
and political realities as its primary 
constraint and endorses in-band, 
does it condemn DAB to a marginal 
status? Interestingly, it also pits 
American research companies 
against European ones. The former 
are mainly working on in-band sys-
tems, while the latter aren't even 
convinced it will work outside the 
laboratory. Remember, over in Eu-
rope the Eureka 147 system is a 
foregone conclusion. I guess we're 
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heading for different American and 
European systems." 

"Oh, sweetheart, it's so compli-
cated and confusing." 

"Margarita, you can blame your 
nemesis, the World Administrative 
Radio Conference, for the latest cri-
sis. The WARC met last February to 
discuss satellite DAB bandspace. 
They considered the U.S. delega-
tion's support for the S-Band, 
weighed it against Canada's and 
other European's bid for the L-Band, 
as well as splinter-group fondness 
for 2,600 MHz, and then, after meet-
ing for a month, the bastards agreed 
not to agree on anything." 

"Not entirely true, Roger. They al-
located 40 MHz at 1.5 GHz for dig-
ital audio broadcasting, but gave 
countries the option to do as they 
damn well please. The U.S. immedi-
ately stated that 1.5 GHz was not ac-
ceptable, and they were sticking 
with the S-Band, while other coun-
tries said they wanted 1.5 or 2.6 
GHz, or whatever. In other words, 
the chance for a worldwide satellite 
standard looks pretty grim, and 
things will be messy. The U.S. may 
wind up with a 2.3GHz system, and 
neighboring Canada and Mexico 

with 1.5 GHz. Europe, too, is far 
from unified. The EBU supports 1.5 
GHz, and the CEPT would prefer 
2.6. God, you're beautiful in the 
moonlight." 

"At least the people at Satellite 
CD Radio are happy. The 2.3GHz 
decision is exactly what they want-
ed, and now they are anxious to de-
velop a commercial-free music 
service delivered to listeners via 
satellite. While the NAB pursues its 
own agenda, the government is ap-
parently supporting an S-Band satel-
lite service." 

"Roger! Who would have be-
lieved it? Digital audio right up there 
along with microwave ovens. You 
have such firm muscles!" 

"That's right, Margarita. The S-
Band isn't much good for terrestrial 
broadcasting, but it's great for satel-
lite. Companies such as General Mo-
tors would appreciate a satellite 
service because it would be ideal for 
long-haul motorists traveling away 
from urban areas. The satellite sys-
tem could both extend the effective 
range of terrestrial stations and offer 
unique national stations as well." 

"So where do we stand?" 
"For now, the U.S. government 

refuses to allocate the L-Band be-
cause we need it for military aero-
nautical testing purposes. So Canada, 
Mexico, Europe and others are on 
their own up there, along with Eu-
reka 147. The government got 
WARC's agreement to pursue the S-
band for satellite systems, but the 
FCC refuses to let Satellite CD Radio 
proceed with its plans. And the NAB 
supports a terrestrial in-band system, 
and many American companies are 
pursuing it, but it may be very, very 
tricky to pull off." 
"No, I mean where do we stand— 

you and me?" 
"Do you know what a wombat 

is?" 
Will L-Band make a surprise 

comeback? Will the NAB change its 
mind again? Rather than suffer an in-
compatible DAB system, will Cana-
da ask to become the 51st state? Will 
Margarita unlock the animal passion 
burning in Roger's soul? Tune in to-
morrow. 

Ken Pohlmann is a professor of 
music at the University of Miami. He 
gave up early on a career as a pulp 
fiction writer, and, obviously, he has 
a lot of time on his hands. 

• 
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FAST LANE 

by Stephen St. Croix 
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eality? Reality? Do we really need re-
ality? Exactly how aware are you of 
what is and is not real? 

ALTERED STEAKS 

(WHAT ARE THE STAKES?) 

Lets see now, first there are your 
standard alternate realities. Any of 
you who may have accidentally done 
acid, mescaline or peyote during the 
'60s (or last Saturday, for that mat-
ter) should be pretty much aware of 
what alternate realities are all about. 

Research from the last decade 

showed that stuff learned while 
straight is best remembered while 
straight. (For those of you who have 
always been straight and do not 
know the term, it means unaffected 
by any psychoactive substance.) 

Okay, no big deal here, but this 
same research further revealed that 
things learned while stoned are much 
more easily and accurately recalled if 
the subject is again stoned. The same 
goes for alcohol. It turns out that it 
also applies to high levels of stress. 

So our memories are partitioned 
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—MICHAEL ORSBURN, PRESIDENT, POST EDGE, Hoityw000, FLORIDA 
POST EDGE is the Southeast's premier post- production facility. They 

serve an extremely diverse and demanding international clientele who post 
everything from national television shows and spots to productions for leading 
corporations. 

After evaluating digital audio systems for 

a specially-designed audio suite, MICHAEL ORSBURN, 
POST EDGE'S VISIONARY OWNER, decided to install the 
lexicon Opus last November. In his words: 

"The majority of our clients post in a pure 
digital domain. From start to finish, they want to 
keep their projects all digital and now demand 

CD-quality audio. With Lexicon's Opus, clients 

tell us they are amazed by the transparent audio 
quality as well as the increases in productivity. 

e 
Opus has proven to be the most reliable, cutting-
edge digital audio system available —anywhere. Our Opus room is the One 

they all want to post their audio in now. They realize the benefits of the 

r-1 L 

system's speee, the greater creative options and outstanding quality. In the 
saine amount of time it used to take to get a single audio sweetening project 
done, our client's are now getting several cuts— all with the same pristine 

quality as the visuals. It cives them a better product— faster." 

"At POST EDGE, our clients are our most 

important asset. We simply wouldn't trust our 
client's material on any other digital audio sys-
tem other than Opus." 

.1.)1 MOORE, CHIEF AUDIO ENGINEER, has other 
accolades: "I immediately felt comfortable with 
the sys em. What's particularly impressive is 

that the Opus Suite has been performing consis-
tently and reliably nearly round-the-clock for 

the pas 6 months." 
It you would like to know more about the 

Opus and how it can put four facility at the top, give us a call. Don't your clients 
deserve a Lelion Opus? 

HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES 
LEXICON INC ., 100 BEAVER STREET, WALTH.w,M4., 02154-8425 Ts.: (617) 736-0300 FAX: (617) 891-0340 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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If you've ever 
dealt with a 2" 24-track whose 

synchronization was a design afterthought, you'll 
appreciate the speed and pinpoint accuracy of the 
TASCAM ATR-80. Its microprocessor-controlled transport 
is specifically designed for the repeatable locating you 
need for no-excuses, extra-fast lockup in synchronized 
operation. And the punch in/out precision you demand. 

Built with legendary TASCAM reliability, the ATR-80 
will continue to get the job done—session after session, 
project after project. It is also plug compatible with Dolby 
SR racks. Available in a higher capacity 32-track format. 
And, of course, accommodates 14" reels. 

But, you be the judge. 
To arrange for a personal demonstration of the 

rapid-response ATR-80, just call (213) 726-0303. Or write 
TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 

TASCAM 11 

(C)1991 TE AC America, Inc Dolby is a registered tr ark of Dolby Laboratories 
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FAST LANE 

into various sections, one for each al-
tered state. While it is possible to 
cross-access, optimum performance 
for each partition is achieved when 
in the appropriate reality. Which of 
these realities is real, then? Are any of 
them less real than the others? 

A QUICK TRIP 

THROUGH A SLICK TRICK 

Over a decade ago. I learned an in-
teresting trick that I still use today. 
It was at a time when synthesis was 
very young and sounded, well, ter-
rible. 

After a typical short burst of ig-
norant panic (when the unions were 
claiming that synths would replace all 
honest, hard-working real musicians 
within a year), synthesizers were just 
finding their seemingly rightful po-
sition in the instrumental arsenal as 
monophonic oddities capable of 
gaseous bass-like sounds or buzzy, 
obnoxious, thin, stringy leads. 

There simply was no way to build 
convincing voices, so we were forced 
to use this new technology for arti-
ficial "electronic" sounds. Minimoogs 

and ARP 2600s were as identifiable in 
a mix as Strats or Les PauIs. 

If your dream was to synthetical-
ly construct a convincing alto saxo-
phone, for example, medication was 
available for you, as was involuntary 
commitment if you went so far as to 
actually attempt such an insane 
thing. 
I had clone considerable research 

in the area of psychoacoustics by 
then, and I liad a theory that I had 
wanted to try for some time. Finally 
a recording project came along that 
did in fact require a synthetic sax. 
To make matters even worse, this 
synthetic sax was necessary because 
it was to change into a guitar while 
it played, much to the amazement of 
the buying public. Right. 

Anyway, my research led me to 
believe that the human mind appar-
ently has better things to do than 
spend all day trying to identify 
sounds, so it uses a clever shortcut 
(no matter how powerful your CPU 
is, performance optimization routines 
are always helpful) to free itself up 
for other functions. 

Here is how it works. You hear a 
new sound, and your brain immedi-

ately searches the appropriate data-
base for a match. If it cannot find one, 
it stays interested and learns enough 
about the new sound to build an in-
ternal model of the acoustic event 
and the physical conditions sur-
rounding it. 

If on the other hand ( other lobe?) 
it can find the sound, it says, "Okay, 
this is Fred's sister Raquel [hopeful-
ly it only does this if it is Fred's sis-
ter Raquel]. She looks like this [and 
calls up a fast snapshot along with 
a helpful little memory package], 
and.. oh yeah, I owe her $32.50." 
You have then been briefed, and you 
can proceed with a reasonable con-
versation as if you actually knew 
what was going on, because you do. 
Your brain can do this even if the 
voice was in the form of an incom-
ing phone call. 

It seems that once the brain is con-
fident that it has properly ID'd the 
audio, it simply stops trying to re-ID 
it or confirm it. In other words, when 
you are convinced that it is in fact 
Raquel on the phone, you won't 
spend any more time trying to fig-
ure out if it is still Raquel. Your brain 
is so serious about not wasting time 

Burlington Audio / Video Tapes, Inc. 
Audio/Video i r middle name! 

Best Prices • Shipped from Stock • Immediate Delivery 
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FAST LANE 

once the ID is made that Raquel could 
go through some pretty extreme 
changes while she talks to you, and 
though you might be aware that she 
is starting to sound different, it would 
take extreme alteration of her voice 
character before your brain would let 
go of the ID and re-question whether 
or not it was still the same person. 

She could tell you that she has se-
vere allergies, and as long as she 
stayed involved in conversation with 
you while her voice mutated, she 
could actually become so hoarse over 
several minutes that you could not 

even understand her; and though 
you might ask if she were okay, you 
would notask if she were still Raquel. 

If, on the other hand, she called 
you at 1:30 and sounded fine and 
then called you back in 15 minutes 
and was that hoarse, you might well 
ask who it was. 

Well, back to the saxophone prob-
lem. By now it's probably obvious 
how I solved it. I recorded a real sax, 
and then I built a synthetic sax that 
sounded as close as I could get to the 
original. After a few bars of real sax 
(long enough for the listener's brain 
to recognize it as a sax), I slowly 
crossfaded from the real one to the 

FINALLY, 
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The SSP-200 SPATIAL SOUND PROCESSOR is a program-
mable audio signal panner for any loudspeaker system in any 
format with up to eight loudspeakers. 

It allows you to work in Dolbym Surround TV and Film post-produc-
tion, Omnimax/ImaxTm post-production, 5/6 channel discrete mixes 
for Dolby SR.D and HDTV, four to eight channel "3-D" surround 
sound for Theatres, Planetariums, Discotheques, Laser shows, Theme 
Parks. Corporate presentations, and Live Concerts. 

One or two independent sound sources with Real-time, Step-time, 
MIDI or SMPTE (with FSK data track) control. Additional effects 
such as Proportional Reverberation and Doppler Shift. 

19 inch rack, 2 spaces high. Also available as desk top model Remote with 2 Joysticks 

For more information call, fax or write: 

Spatial Sound, Inc., 743 Center Blvd., Fairfax, CA 94930 
Tel: (415) 457-8114 Fax: (415) 457-6250 
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horrible ARP 2600 synthetic version, 
using every trick possible to keep 
them sounding the same in the mix. 

Then I performed the morph from 
(synthetic) sax to (synthetic) guitar, 
and before the listener could deter-
mine that the guitar didn't really 
sound convincing either. I crossed 
over to a real guitar track. It worked 
beautifully. They paid me. I got rich 
and famous (for a couple of weeks). 

The listener heard the song, iden-
tified a saxophone as existing in the 
mix, believed the ID, and stopped 
testing for it. Once the sax was es-
tablished, the deception was rea-
sonably simple; well, at least it was 
achievable. 
I have been using variations of this 

trick ever since. It still works. 

PHONY PHONES AT HOME 

Think about all the audio things that 
are not real that we accept as real: 
voices on phones (only remotely re-
sembling the person's real voice, yet 
we accept it as such), radio, movies, 
CD players, car stereo systems...All 
false realities that we have been 
trained to accept. 

Granted, a good CD player cou-
pled with an excellent playback sys-
tem can sound pretty convincing, and 
we do all enjoy pretending that it is 
real, but nobody ever really forgets 
that it's not, unless they are employ-
ing significant recreational pharma-
ceutical assistance. 

TVs, phones, radios and the like just 
don't sound real. Yet we adapt, and we 
do it quite rapidly. We automatically 
learn to extract the most from what is 
available, and the mind fills in the rest, 
just so it doesn't have to go on and 
on trying to identify the same thing 
over and over. Interesting system. 

Put a little cotton in your ears when 
you first get up in the morning, and 
you will be acutely aware of the high-
frequency attenuation this produces. 
Leave it in all day. Within half an hour 
you will only notice occasionally, and 
by lunch everything will sound totally 
normal. At 3 p.m., rip it out and get 
a big surprise: The entire world has 
a 10dB boost at 12 kHz! 

Reality is a matter of reference. Try 
this test. It is much more of a shock 
than you think it is from just read-
ing about it. 

Stephen St.Croix has a lovely collec-
tion of colored cotton balls to go with 
his fine, sophisticated wardrobe. 
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The Alesis 3630... 
a compressor that sounds great, 
does everything and is affordable 
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When we blueprinted the new 

Alesis 3630 Compressor Limiter 
we had a hard time cutting out features. 

So we left them all in. 
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A great metering system tells you 

exactly what's happening to the signal, 
with separate meters for gain reduction 

and input or output. The 3630 uses the 
industry standard VCA for low noise 

and great sound. There's 
OD 

Hard knee or soft knee, and peak or RMS 
compression. All the options you need to 

custom configure the 3630 for any record-
ing application... especially necessary for 
digital recording. 

* Slightly higher in Canada 

Alesis Corporation 36343 Holdrege Avenue Los Anqeles CA 90016 

a side chain for keying and 

ducking, adjustable noise 

gate, -10 or +4 dB operation. All this for a 
price that's like getting one channel free. 

Retail price of the 3630 is $299.* 
Read the headline again. Then go hear 

the 3630 at your Alesis dealer today. 
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THE LOS ANGELES RECORDING MARKET 

STRUGGLES WITH RECESSION 

AND OTHER DEMONS 

The music recording studio industry in Los Ange-
les is slowly hemorrhaging. The good news is that 
not everybody is hurting. The bad news is that most 
are hurting, and some people are hurting badly. In 
years past, some studios were able to survive—heck, 
prosper—just on the business that came knocking. 
But at many studios, fewer projects are finding their 
way to the door. Add to that a host of other prob-
lems, some endemic to Los Angeles and 
some more pervasive, and you have an in-
dustry full of people who can't take many 
more punches. 

The list of those problems is extensive. 
First, the recession. It's real. "We have to 
make deals and add services," says Ron 
Lagerlof, management consultant for Ground Con-
trol in Santa Monica, "like offering 48-track for no 
extra money or giving rentals back. Everything is ne-
gotiable. I think it's safe to say that nobody is in a 
position to turn away business in the current econ-
omy." 

Virtually every studio owner I speak to says that 
music recording business is down, and those pro-
jects that are being done have smaller budgets. Only 
the "elite" studios and facilities that have aggressively 
attracted other types of business are relatively un-
affected. "We're trying to compete at a service and 
facilities level, not at a price level," says Rick Stevens 
of Record Plant, which will actually double in size 
later this year, from two rooms to four. 

But even a top studio might glean a sizable chunk 
of its business from a handful of clients. The only 
thing that keeps their position from being precari-
ous is that their clients—typically big-name acts— 
continue to make and sell records even when other 
artists' sales are down. These studios do not rep-
resent some kind of "ray of hope" in this depressed 
industry. 

There is a historic oversupply of studio time in 
this town. It's not just temporary, or even cyclical, 
but chronic. As I pointed out in last month's "L.A. 

Grapevine" column, a trend that's become evident 
over the last year or so is the "coming out of the clos-
et" of numerous studios that were originally built for 
private use. I don't mean to imply that any of them 
ever operated illegally. I only mean that for one 
reason or another many private studio owners have 
decided they should go commercial (the assumption 
is that when they make the jump they do it legal-

ly). Maybe it's the recession—perhaps their 
personal earnings are down, and they sud-
denly see their studios as potential income 
producers. Or maybe they are working 
more—at studios other than their own—and 
it just doesn't make sense for their own 
rooms to stand empty. 

Whatever the reason, this trend means that the 
normal weeding process that takes place in an eco-
nomic downturn (the clichéd -survival of the fittest") 
isn't happening. For every studio that goes under, 
there's another to take its place. In the foreseeable 
future, there's still going to be a glut of studio time, 
and with demand only stable or diminishing, room 
rates are bound to stay low. 

There's a second side effect, too. Although any-
one who wants to operate a studio is certainly en-
titled to do so, it's a different matter to run one for 
the purpose of recouping one's investment than to 
run one for the purpose of earning a living. "The fact 
that so many studios are owned by people who do 
not have to make the studio profitable in order to 
make a living has created a real problem," one long-
time studio owner (whose studio is his only source 
of income) told me confidentially. This situation 
tends to depress prices—think about how much less 
you'd pay for groceries or clothing if no one had 
a strong incentive to make a profit from the trans-
action. 

Few studio owners will admit how much they are 
really discounting time off their card rate, but there 
are rumors of people slicing it 50% and even more. 
One-third off is not unusual by any means. And who 
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little voice inside tells me not to 

up my analog machines. There is ci 

nement and character with analog 

available with other mediums." 

Occupation 

Recent credits 

Career credits 

Career direction 

On his techni ue 

On Dolby SR 

Producer, engineer, songwriter. 

Co-produced 5 and engineered I I songs on Michael 

Jackson's "Dangerous." Currently working with 

Michael Jackson, Sergio Mendes and Rene Moore. 

At age 19 recorded Tommy Dorsey, and hasn't stopped 

yet: Quincy Jones. The Chicago Symphony, Duke 

Ellington, Count Basie, Stan Kenton, Oscar Peterson, 

Sarah Vaughn, Natalie Cole, Barbra Streisand, 

Dizzy Gillespie, Diana Ross, Nat'King' Cole. Awards: 

3 Grammy's (8 nominations); TEC Hall of Fame. 

"I want to do more co-producing and song writing 

along with engineering." 

"Lately I have returned to recording directly to analog 

recorders, later transferring the final elements to 

digital for editing and storage." 

"Dolby SR allows the inherent beauty of analog 

recording to come through 

without annoying hiss, hum, or 

print-through. I use Dolby SR 

on all my projects." 

Michael Jackson's "Dangerous" (Epic) 
5 songs co-produced, I I engineered 

by Bruce Swedien 

Dolby SR: now over 61,000 tracks worldwide. 

can blame them? $ 1,000 is better than 
$0, no matter how you slice it. And 
that client willgo to another studio to 
get a lower rate. 

"Unfortunately, I think there are 
a lot of facilities on the ropes that 
are willing to take whatever action 
is necessary to generate income day 
to day," says Paul Camarata of Sunset 
Sound. Because the industry is quite 
small, everyone knows where they 
can get the lowest price. If you do 
give someone a deal, it gets around 
fast. 

"It's lucky that we have an over-
all facility with five rooms," Cama-
rata adds. "Some of them are more 
budget-oriented, so I've been able to 
accommodate clients by moving 
them into less-expensive rooms for 
certain parts of their projects, like 
overdubbing." Although that kind of 
maneuvering has always been a ne-
gotiating tool, he says it is even more 
important now to keep an entire pro-
ject in-house, because some studios 
will make incredible bargains just to 
get anything in the door. 

Illegal home studios are definite-
ly putting pressure on rates. This 
topic is so emotionally charged that 
it's hard to gauge the real size of the 
problem and difficult to control re-
gardless. (At least one person has a 
sense of humor about the matter: "I 
just want the city to decide about the 
legality of home studios [run com-
mercially]," says Skip Saylor of Skip 
Saylor Recording, "and then regulate 
it, because if they decide commercial 
home studios are legal, I'm setting the 
speed record to my home.") 

"The record companies want to do 
records more cheaply," confirms Al 
Morphew, studio manager of Track 
Record in North Hollywood, "so we 
get beat up on the price, or they go 
to an illegal studio that doesn't have 
a high overhead." Studios in all price 
ranges are seeing tapes come in from 
illegal facilities. Those studios able to 
attract mix work from producers who 
don't have the ability to mix in their 
own studios are ahead of the game, 
but that's only making the best of a 
had situation. In this type of climate, 
card rate is virtually meaningless. 

While most people say their card 
rates are the same as they were five 
years ago, expenses have definitely 
escalated. I hear lots of complaints 
about the cost of doing business in 
Los Angeles. When I asked Paul Ca-
marata about taxes, he laughed. 
"They're never ending," he says. 
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Introcucing Bryston's 4B NPB Professional Stereo Amplifier 
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Bryston's Model 4B, at 250 watts per channel has long 

been considered something of a legend in professional applications such as 

studio monitoring, theater and soundstage amplification, even arena and nightclub instal-

lations. Although there had been many improvements in the design over time, the basis of 

the 4B had remained relatively stable. Recently, however, our research showed we could 

make a substantial step forward in amplifier design. The result is the 4B NPB. 

The power supplies employ multiple smaller filter capacitors per channel, 

rather than the single pairs of large filter cans as has been traditional practice. This allows 

better high frequency response and reduces overall losses in the supply. The wiring harness 

has been eliminated, and the channels plug directly onto the power supply PCB, further 

reducing resistance for improved current flow and better filtering. 

The inputs feature a special, proprietary buffer circuit which establishes the 

inverting input for bridging the amplifier, and also is used for the balanced inputs, which are 

standard. This buffer can actually help the performance of source preamps because its input 

impedance is perfectly linear at high frequencies, a situation which is not always the case 

with power amplifiers. 

Even such simple areas as the clipping indicators have been improved for 

more meaningful operation. The LEDs now indicate whenever there is any deviation from 

linearity, including shorted outputs, or strong out-of-band information, like RF or DC. 

They turn red during the actual presence of any distorted or inappropriate signal, however 

brief in duration, down to the millisecond level. 

As may be seen, these differences amount to virtually a total re-design, with 

the purpose of further strengthening the traditional Bryston values of reliability and sonic 

accuracy. The performance improvement is what is really meaningful to the user, of course, 

and here we feel the results are most obvious, and most worthwhile. Bryston has always felt 

that intermodulation distortion is the main source of grain and pain in reproduced music, so 

we are pleased that this numerical specification has improved by about a factor of four in 

our new designs. The fact that this is accomplished without large amounts of feedback is 

testimony to the new circuitry's remarkable linearity. 

If your professional requirements are sonic excellence, ultimate reliability 

and superb value then Bryston professional power amplifiers will surpass your every 

performance criterion. 

Bryston Ltd., Tel: (416)746-1800 Fax: (416)746-0308 

Brystonvermont, Tel: 1-800-673-7899 Fax: (215)628-2970 
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more conducive to the creative 
process," he says. "We're far less con-
cerned where [a recording is done] 
than we are that the creative process 
goes forward in an exciting way. If 
a band wants to work in a particu-
lar place, you're not going to find 
many record companies who'll say 
they can't. 

"Function and atmosphere are 
what distinguish those studios that 
get the work," Gerston continues. 
"Some bands walk into Capitol 
Records and want to record there be-
cause Frank Sinatra did. One hand re-
ally liked Sunset Sound because they 
have a basketball court. And then you 
sometimes have a producer who only 
wants to mix on an SSL or a Neve." 

He acknowledges that while, from 
a revenue perspective, the record 
business is doing well, unit sales are 
flat or down. Revenues are only up 
because of the higher cost of compact 
discs. He denies that Arista is pay-
ing less attention to new talent or cut-
ting the amount of product being 
made, despite the slump. 

The effects of a depressed studio 
business trickle down to all the peo-
ple who rely on them for work. "I've 

seen fully qualified first engineers 
looking for second work, anything to 
keep them alive," Ron Lagerlof says. 
This in turn opens up another can 
of worms that can adversely affect 
studio business. Clients like to see the 
same faces, and they like to know 
that the staff is experienced in the 
room. They also want instant tech-
nical support if a piece of equipment 
should go down. But many simply 
aren't willing to pay the price for that 
kind of security and service. 

Consequently, most studios are 
running with less staff, sometimes 
having no full-time employees, re-
lying entirely on freelancers. Many 
owners have taken over bookkeep-
ing and traffic chores in an attempt to 
reduce overhead. 

An analysis of the situation in Los 
Angeles can't be complete without 
some self-examination. To some ex-
tent, the recording studio industry has 
engaged in deception, in self-de-
structive practices that are coming 
home to roost. There's still a common 
perception that this type of enterprise 
is exempt from the normal rules of 
business because it's "showbiz." It's 
music, entertainment, fun stuff. The 

real world doesn't intrude here. 
But lease payments, worker's 

compensation insurance and col-
lecting on past due bills are real-
world problems. just today I heard 
this telling story: A media facility 
president was negotiating a purchase 
with a sales manager, and the pres-
ident's knowledge of sales and lease 
agreements surprised the manager. 
"What a pleasure it is," said the man-
ager, "to do business with someone 
who knows what I'm talking about 
for a change." 

Few studios have anything ap-
proaching a real marketing plan. al-
though there are exceptions. "I'm 
starting a more aggressive phone 
campaign to bring some of our past 
and present clients in," says Al Mor-
phew. Rick Stevens, who was VP of 
A&R for PolyGram from 1973-81, has 
extensive contacts at labels and 
makes sure he knows who is going 
into the studio and when and how 
to reach them. But he stresses that 
even with personal contacts it's com-
petence that clinches deals. "You 
may have access to those people," he 
says, "but once they're at your studio, 
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Stem made simple! 
The new Audio-Technica OnePoint- X/Y stereo microphone makes great stereo easy for 
everyone. Used with the new portable DAT recorders it provides low noise, wide dynamic 
range, and smooth, wide-range response from its closely-matched cardioid condenser 
elements. A switchable lowzcut filter is included and the output is mono compatible. 

Ideal for high-quality recording, it also mounts directly on camcorders and its compact 
design and light weight make it easy to hand hold. The standard 1.5 volt AA battery 
has a useful life of up to 1000 hours. 

The new AT822 stereo microphone is complete with cable and mini plug 
output connectors, plus adapters to fit 1/4" phone jacks and the single stereo jack 
found on the new portable DAT equipment. A windscreen and camera shoe 
mount adapter are included 

Whether you are capturing samples, creating background 
ambience, or just want to record natural 
stereo sound, the new AT822 
OnePoint- stereo condenser 
microphone is simply the one. 

A 
audio-technica 
Available in the U.S. and Canada from Audio-Technica U.S.. Inc. 
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 • Fax (216) 686-0719 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

by Paul Potyen 

AVID 
TECHNOLOGY'S 
OPEN MEDIA 
]-1%RAMEWORK 
A PROPOSED DIGITAL STANDARD 

mong the other participants at Dig-
ital World '92, held at the Beverly 

\ Hilton Hotel at the end of June, was 
Avid Technology. Based in Tewks-
bury, Mass., Avid is a manufacturer of 
non-linear digital video-editing sys-

 tems for post-production, broadcast, 
corporate and emerging integrated 
media applications. Founded in 1987, 
Avid has sold close to 1,000 Media 
Composers to date and shows no 
signs of slowing down. 

Digital video was one of the hot 
topics at the conference, as indicated 
by the presence of Digital F/X, Ras-
terOps, SuperMac and Radius, each 
of whom was showing its set of dig-
ital video production tools. In ad-
dition, video software developers 
abounded, from relatively low-end 
QuickTime applications to C-Cube 
Microsystems, which revealed its lat-
est strides in video compression tech-
nology. In fact, many of the confer-

ence sessions were devoted at least 
in part to compression, which many 
consider to be the last remaining bar-
rier to successful multimedia appli-
cations. 

But what attracted me to Avid was 
its recently announced commitment 
to developing a multiplatform initia-

Integrated Digital Media from the Desktop to the Professional 

Avid Media Composer 
(Mac) 

7-4 

Networked 
Multi-Plolform 

Solutions 

> ircripting 
• (PC) 

tive for digital media types. First an-
nounced at the NAB show in April. 
Avid's proposed Open Media Frame-
work was being demonstrated at the 
DemoCenter. Since that time, many 
manufacturers have expressed their 
support for the goals of OMF, and 
as part of its plan, Avid has elicited 
the support of many big guns in the 
video, audio and computer industry 
(see Table 1, pg. 39). One big gun I 
talked to—Steve Mayer of Digital 
F/X—expressed enthusiasm for the 
concept, adding that "we just re-

Left:Carol Peters 

of Silicon Graph-

ics and Avid's 

Jim Ricotta 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

ceived the specs a week ago, so I 
haven't had time to look at it in depth, 
but in general I have nothing but 
good things to say about Avid." 
I talked to Jim Ricotta, director of 

product marketing at Avid, and Carol 
Peters, director of emerging markets 
at Silicon Graphics Inc., about the 
goals of OMF. According to Ricotta, 
the aim is to develop a common 
means of moving digital media— 
whether they be graphics, video or 
audio—among the different operat-
ing systems currently in use. "Our 
users in the post-production world 

have told us that systems like ours are 
great, but they ask, 'How can we in-
corporate our character-generating 
system or our digital audio worksta-
tion? How can we move this digital 
information around?' That's what we 
want to address." 

Avid put together a demonstration 
sequence of video, audio animation 
and graphics that originated from dif-
ferent systems and could be played 
back and edited from its own system. 
This included an animation built in 
Electric Image on the Macintosh; dig-
ital video created on the Media Com-
poser coming off its own disk; a still 
image from Kodak's Photo CD and 

IT'S TRUE. DIGITAL? ANALOGUE? 

THE BEST Of BOTH 

NOW PLAYING UNDER ONE ROOF. 

OR PONDER 

TODAY'S SELECTION FROM 

OUR GOURMET CHEF. 

WHILE 120 MUSICIANS DISCOVER 

HOW MUCH MOW ROOM 

THERE REALLY IS IN STUDIO ONE. 

another one that was scanned using 
the Polaroid scanner in through the 
Mac; a Chyron graphic; an anima-
tion that was done on the Macintosh 
using AT&T software; and another 
animation done on the Indigo using 
Alias software. All elements were 
networked together via Ethernet. 

"Open Media Framework consists 
of two components," Ricotta ex-
plains. "There's OMF Interchange 
and the OMF Engine. The idea with 
OMF Interchange is to be able to 
bring these disparate types of ele-
ments into your particular system— 
whether it's an Avid or some other 
system that supports OMF—and use 

MANAGING DIRECTOR: ANDRE PERREAUt T. BOP RECORDING STUDIOS. MMABATHO. BOPHU 



it the same way you use a clip of 
video on this system. You could also 
send from a system like this out to 
other devices. Let's say you want to 
capture a frame of digital video cre-
ated on the Avid and send it out to an-
other platform like a Silicon Graphics 
or a PC. With OMF you could do that." 

Exact synchronization of video 
and audio at full-screen, full-frame 
rates is considered an immediate re-
quirement, not a hoped-for future 
goal. However, if you want to export 
to a platform that doesn't support 
broadcast-quality frame rates or res-
olutions, such as QuickTime, the 
OMF standard would allow scalabil-

ity to that level of resolution. The phi-
losophy is to embed the computer in-
side the media environment, as op-
posed to embedding the media inside 
the computer environment. Also crit-
ical is the concept of modularity. Just 
as media computers will become 
modular communications devices, 
Avid feels that the supporting media 
framework software must be modu-
lar in design. And finally, OMF is 
specifically designed to run on dif-
ferent hardware platforms and op-
erating systems and to take advantage 
of widely accepted standards when-
ever possible. 

"Our schedule is to work with 

these partners and others to complete 
a draft of the OMF Interchange format 
by the end of July," Ricotta says. "By 
the end of the fall we hope to have 
a final format. People who want to 
participate can support the format in 
their products, and we'll all be able to 
write OMF files. 

"[With OMFI our customers would 
bring their material in and cut picture 
on the Avid," Ricotta continues. "They 
could set up a couple of simple audio 
tracks and then go out to the NED 
or the SSL and do more sophisticat-
ed audio layout. Right now they have 
to dump out a CMX EDL, and they 
lose a lot of information about level 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

setting and audio editing. The way 
OMF works is that the composition— 
the description of where the cuts are 
and so on—is separate from the data 
itself." 

The second part of 
OMF has to do with the 
OMF Engine. As Ricotta 
puts it, " We're taking 
some of the underlying 
pieces of the Media Com-
poser software—mainly 
those pieces that allow you 
to digitize media to disk, to 
play it back, to synchronize 
video and audio, to build 
compositions that include 
many tracks of video and 
audio—and making the ap-
plications programming in-
terfaces available for use by 
any software developer. 
One way this is already 
happening is that we are 
porting these pieces to the 
Silicon Graphics platform. 
So SGI will ship a clemo of 
the ()ME Engine with every 

workstation. That can be used by 
other developers to write digital 
media applications for the Indigo." 

The next generation of Avid prod-
ucts, including future releases of the 
Media G Huposer. will be developed 
using MI I Vngine applications pro-

Avid Open Media 
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Audio 

(Mari Corporation 

WaveFrame Corporation 
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Lexicon 

Studer Editech Corporation 
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Polaricid Corporaticin 

,Alias Research Inc. 

ElectroGIG 

DiVA 

Technology 

Silicon Graphics Inc. 

C-Cube Microsystems Inc. 

.Aware Inc. 

Starlight Networks 

Apple Computer 

gramming interfaces. As with OMF 
Interchange, Avid plans to publish 
draft standards for the APIs and open 
them up for a period of public com-
ment and review. 

In brief, the OMF Engine has two 
functional layers: the Media Integra-

tion layer and the Media 
Structure layer. The Med-
ia Integration layer moves 
media into and out of OMF 
applications. It is the inter-
face between media in its 
"native" form and the dig-
ital media formats used by 
OMF. The Media Structure 
layer adds the structure re-
quired to store, edit. com-
posite and copy OMF med-
ia through the computer. 

The issue of incompati-
ble operating systems is a 
big one. Says SGI's Carol 
Peters, "Today an optical 
disc from an Avid system 
can't he recognized by an 
NED or an Akai, because 
system vendors, software 
vendors and peripheral ven-
dors haven't agreed on a sin-

While there was no lack of spec-
ulation about the future of digital 
technology at this third Digital 
World conference, the discussions 
seemed less removed from reality 
than at the previous two. Maybe 
that's because reality is moving for-
ward. Last year Apple used the con-
ference to announce its QuickTime 
technology (watch for a Quick-
Time Primer in next month's "Byte 
Beat"), with the result that this 
year's conference was filled with 
QuickTime-related products. Su-
perMac, maker of the successful 
VideoSpigot card, hosted a series 
of 90-minute, hands-on QuickTime 
workshops for interested atten-
dees. 

But just as important to the sub-
tle shift in direction was the inclu-
sion of people like Lily Tomlin, 

Shelley Duvall, Bay Area New Med-
ia artist Abbe Don and sculptor/set 
designer/hit songwriter Allee Wil-
lis. The entertaining and often out-
rageous input of these and other 
left-brain types added a nice bal-
ance to the comments of Apple's 
John Scully, Sony's Ron Sommer, 
IBM's Lucie Fjelstad, Intel's Andrew 
Grove—you get the picture. 

Once again, stimulating debates 
were generated around recurring 
unanswered questions. Will cable 
TV or the telephone company he 
the purveyor of the new digital 
media? Will satellite transmission 
beat both of them to the punch? Is 
multimedia a consumer electronics 
industry or a computer-based in-
dustry? Are we couch potatoes or 
do we crave interaction? And last 
but not least, where do we stand 
vis-a-vis intellectual property rights 
and distribution of digital media? 
Here's a hint: SCMS is only the tip 
of the iceberg. 
Among the more interesting de-

velopments revealed at the con-
ference were the appointment of 
A. Nathaniel Goldhaber as CEO of 
Kaleicla, the joint venture between 
Apple and IBM. Goldhaber was on 

hand to announce the company's 
first product, a set of software ex-
tensions designed to work on all 
major platforms and focus on the 
media/publication industry. Other 
developments included an an-
nounced partnership between 
Apple and Toshiba that will result 
in a "multimedia player" code-
named "Sweet Pea." SuperMac an-
nounced a new video digitizing 
board with hardware compression 
called Digital Film. It is said to be 
capable of full-motion video and 
able to print to videotape. Radius 
brought out its VideoVision card, 
which also provides output to 
tape. Unfortunately, neither card 
supports 16-bit audio. Both com-
panies claim that the problem is 
with Apple, which has yet to sup-
port 16-bit audio in its Sound Man-
ager software. More about this next 
month. 

In any event (and this wasn't just 
any event), Seybold Digital World 
'92 once again delivered an excit-
ing and thought-provoking pack-
age of speakers and topics for three 
days of stimulating discussion and 
dazzling technodemos, most of 
which worked. 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

gle format. Part of the goal of OMF is 
to overcome those limitations. That's 
where OMF is going. We have the 
ability on the Indigo to read floppies 
that were written by DOS systems as 
well as Mac systems, and to write to 
those formats as well. Some of this 
is being clone by third parties. It con-
tinues to be an unsolved problem, 
but we're addressing it. Silicon 
Graphics will be at the next Mac 
World Expo, and we'll be highlight-
ing this very issue. We'll be show-
ing a first-class Mac connectivity so-

1 like the dual-capsule 
concept and use my 
CU-41's mainly for 
vocals. I work quickly and 
with Sanken I never have 
to go for the EQ." 

Mark Miller, 
Engineer • Garth Brooks. 
Kathy Mattea, Don Williams 

"I have four Sankens and 
use them all the time. The 
precise cardioid pattern 
and off-axis response 
create an ideal spotlight 
effect inside the 
orchestra." 

— Shawn Murphy, 
Scoring Engineer • 
"Dances With Wolves.'' 
"Hook," 
"Indiana Jones" 
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lution with Macs and Indigos on a 
network, and we'll be transferring 
floppies from one system to the 
other." 

Ricotta adds, "We're looking at 
using the same kind of media and for-
matting that the NED uses, which is 
a 1GB magnetic drive with a 3 1/2-inch 
form factor. Also, people are starting 
to incorporate networks using Ether-
net. 

"We believe that the operation sys-
tem issue is coming together, although 
speed is still a problem. We're ad-
dressing the issue this way: Now that 
we can all see each others' files on the 

r-

SANKEN 
CU- 4! MAU •' 

_ith-11111, 

AUDIO INTER VISUAL DESIGN 
Exclusive U.S. Distributor (213) 845-1155 FAX (213) 845-1170 

"We use our Sankens to 
record everything— 
Foley, ADR, celebrity 
voiceovers and tuba 

overdubs. They're 
always clean, quiet 
and dependable." 

— Ken Hahn, 
Co-owner. 

Sync Sound NYC • 
"Barbara Walters Specials," 

"Billy Joel Live at Yankee 
Stadium," "Michael 

Jordan's Playground" 

With over 50,000 
microphones in daily use, 

Sanken is foremost in 
progressive technology 

and precision craftsman-
ship. Studio mics, 

MS-stereo, Lavaliers— 
Sanken has the 

microphone for your 
recording needs. 

Trummll 
Japan's most original 
microphone maker 

desktop, let's make sure that all the 
composition and the data contained 
in those files is something we can all 
understand." 

"One solution is FDDI la fiber optic 
standard that follows the Ethernet pro-
tocol]," says Peters. " In fact, some of 
us think that as film studios and post 
houses move further into the digital 
domain, they'll go directly from non-
networked shops into FDDI, without 
ever going through the typical Ether-
net-coaxial solution." 

With transfer rates around ten times 
that of traditional Ethernet, the fiber 
technology could indeed be an at-
tractive networking scheme. It's still 
somewhat pricey today, hut there's a 
perceived demand—and an effort to 
change the economics—on the part of 
SGI. The company has a subsidiary 
that's busy just designing and manu-
facturing FDDI chips as a way to make 
the economics more realistic. 

While the current Media Compos-
er is focused at the top of the pyramid, 
the Indigo product will be directed 
to a more broad-based market: the 
corporate communicator who is not 
a media professional but maybe a 
product manager, a sales manager or 
a journalist who wants to combine a 
model they've built on the computer 
with some video they've shot and add 
audio and graphics to create a com-
munication that's a step beyond a slide 
show. Avid plans to have the Indigo 
product out by the end of the year. 

Another part of Avid's relationship 
with Silicon Graphics centers around 
video compression technology. Says 
Ricotta, "We're having them build a 
.1 PEG video-compression board for the 
Indigo. We intend to build on the tech-
nology we used to make the JPEG 
board for our current system, which 
has been available for about 18 
months." 

With its respected position in the 
digital video market, Avid could well 
be the right company to orchestrate 
the creation of a valuable digital media 
standard. The company is removed 
enough from the competitive and 
often-guarded digital audio manufac-
turers to offer a face-saving way for 
everyone to get what they want. And 
facilities that deal only with digital 
audio production could also stand to 
reap the benefits of such a standard. 
Stay tuned. 

Paul Pot ren is an associate editor at 
Mix. 
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YOUR NEXT CONSOLE PURCHASE MAY HAVE A 

PROFOUND IMPACT UPON YOUR ART AND BUSL\ESS. 

SO LIS 1 EN CAREFULLY, CHOOSÈ WISELY, AND BE SURE 

THE CONSOLE'S BUILDERS ARE PASSIMAI ELY COMMITTED. 

POPULAR MYTH HAS IT THAT 

success in the music and recording 

business is a matter of luck, a 

happy spin of Fortuna's wheel. Sure. 

Fact is. ;f you've enjoyed any 

luck. an unwavering dedication to 

your work likely made it happen. 

When it's time for a new 

console, however, lots a people will 

court you for your money. but few 

will share or understand the nature 

of your passion. Does that matter? 

It should. For just like you, we 

at D&R are serious — passionately 

serious — about what we do. It 

shows in the way we design and 

handcraft our entire console range. 

Mere words, we know. So we 

invite you to listen critically to any 

console from any of our 

worthy competitors. 

Regardless of the 

price. Then apply 

your ears to one 

of our consoles. 

You'll hear what 

thousands of D&R 

owners know. 

Our zealous 

devotion to duality 

goes beyond sonic 

subtleties. It also 

manifests itself in 

highly tangible ways. 

For instance, we 

phase-correlate every 

audio stage. Our star-

grounded circuit and 

module designs eat 

noise for lunch. And 

we surround the com-

plete signal path with 

a custom-welded. fully 

shielded steel chassis. 

These are just a 

few of the make-sense 

reasons why all D&R 

boards sound so quiet 

and so accurate. (Ordinary designs in 

an aluminum chassis can't touch this 

— and you can hear the difference.) 

Naturally. being rather 

fervent in our passion. we have 

come up with some inspired 

features. Such as floating 

subgroups ( which we 

pioneered. by the way). 

This mishoran under-
stands gthundinglieuer 
dam SOMe 
— so don', be suekeird. tt 

D&R. are employ a unique 
slamoond.9,stem. On each 
rimat. On emh module. 

On even. C01/50/e. 

Full-band. -high-der 

edualizers. Extensive 

sourcing. User-configurable 

aux send, monitor, chan-

nel. and EQ signal paths. 

All a which will 

inspire you to work 

faster, more flexibly. and 

ultimately, more profitably. 
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Remember this ad?ll'e MY do. 
Instead e aiihnishing this 
.aunt,ee earl:fully balanced 
a hedf-am Del? ilvalon on 

the edge edit Grand Canyon. 
Like see said. committed. 

Oh yes — this 

brings us to another 

matter. Our North 

American prices are 

factory-direct. So 

with D&R. your 

money buys far more. 

Far more com-

mitted support. Far 

more performance. 

Far more features. 

To get to the point. 

far more console. 

Now. if this 

sounds intriguingly 

rational. let's get to know each 

other. After all, our passionate 

commitment to handcrafting the 

finest consoles may have a profound 

impact. Upon you. 

D&R W EST: (818) 291-5855 

imeR NASHVILLE: (615) 661-4892 

D&R SOUTHWEST: (409) 756-3737 

D&R USA: (409) 588-3411 

D&R ELECTRONIC A H.V. 

Rijnhade 156. 1382( iS Weetp. 

The Netherlands tel (--) 31 2940-18014 

1,1 I/1/ "Me f MIN river 5100.4 ,00 Wu. $ 1141/44) 11'.U. hhis pright). 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



CHIP SHOTS 
WHITE CROW OFFICE MANAGER 

Oil ice Nlanziger, from White Crow 
Software (Burlington, VT), was de-
veloped by studio manager Todd 
Lockwood, of sister company 
White Crow Audio, for small busi-

nesses. The sophisticated Macin-
tosh Hypercard program features 
customizable address files, letter 
processing capability, automated 
to-do lists and job tracking files, 

Whee Crow 

Office Manager 

UnipuePeople New Card 

Office Mane er 

Find Name 

Ben Cohen 
C hairmen 
Ben 0, Jerry's Homemade, Inc. 
Hon 240, Route 100 
Waterbury, Vermont 05676 

ra 802-244-5957 

Telephone SS ding History 

Work 

Called 5/15/92 et 1 20 PM 
5.'15/92 GreehrgsfromWhiteCrowLetter 
5/21/92 roi Newsletter001 
FAX 5/25/92 at 227 PM 

di 

RIBMIZr.111 

Ice cretin) with en attitude 

Plays Motown hews arothd the 
factory. 

619 sfflorter of smell charities. 

IX for Peace - great Ideal 

FAO 002-244-5944 

nedial Copy to Speed Oral« 

project files, telephone dialing and 
faxing and letter/envelope print-
ing/merging options. 

Office Manager is not intend-
ed to offer accounting features; but 
what it does, it does well, and it's 
well-suited to the business needs 
of recording studios. The standard 
Office Manager package retails for 
$99 including the HyperCard 2.1 
application. A second package, 
selling for $ 149, also includes Mail 
Manager. Finally, Office Manager 
Remote ($79) is a special version 
of Office Manager that allows 
other Macs to share files with the 
-master" program without being 

on a network. The family of prod-
ucts is designed to run on any Mac 
with 2 MB of RAM and System 6.0.5 
through System 7. It also includes 
excellent documentation. 
Circle #250 on Reader Service Card 

DATA TRANSLATION MEDIA 100 

VIDEO PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

Media 100 is a random-ac-
cess, online, non-linear, 
video production system 
that creates NTSC or PAL 
video programs directly 
from a Macintosh com-
puter. The system, from 
Data Translation (Marl-
boro, MA), inputs and 
outputs a single NTSC 
composite or S-Video 
video signal along with 
two channels of 44.1kHz 
16-bit audio synched to 
video. The audio subsys-

tern features a built-in 32-bit dig-
ital signal processor for audio 
mixdowns and sweetening. 

Through the use of JPEG video 
compression, 20 minutes of high-

quality compressed 
video and uncom-
pressed audio can be 
stored on a 1.2GB 
drive. Additional sys-
tem requirements are a 
Mac Iffx, Quadra 700 
or Quadra 900 with 
8MB RAM; System 7; 
QuickTime; Quick-
Draw graphics; a high-
capacity SCSI drive; a 
video monitor; and a 
VTR, VCR or cam-
corder. Media 100 is 
priced at $ 11,995 
and includes all 

Media 100 NuBus hardware, 
software and cables. 
Circle #251 on Reader Service Card 

ANTEX AUDIOPORT 

Audioport is an external 
audio adapter that offers 
stereo, broadcast-quality, 
digital audio capabilities for 
laptop, desktop and note-
book PCs. Designed for ap-
plications where portability 
and space are at a premium 
or for remote recording, Au-
dioport plugs into the printer port 
of any PC or compatible. Stereo 
recording and playback of audio 

with sample rates up to 36.5 kHz 
with 12-bit resolution are support-
ed. Audioport is available at a list 
price of $495. 
Circle #252 on Reader Service Card 

SONIC SOLUTIONS 

SONICSTATION 

SonicStation is Sonic Solutions' 
(San Rafael, CA) lower-cost, Mac-
intosh-based digital audio work-
station. The system offers up to 
eight channels of playback from 
disk, real-time filtering and mixing, 
and background loading. De-
signed for music and dialog edit-
ing, radio spot production and 
basic multitrack editing and mix-
ing, SonicStation includes two 
channels of digital ins and outs; 
A/D and D/A converters can be 
added as an option. Expansion op-
tions are available for multitrack 
editing and automated mix-
ing, machine control, project man-
agement, varispeed and PQ edit-
ing. The basic system is priced at 
$4,995. 
Circle #253 on Reader Service Card 

DIGIDESIGN 

AUDIOMEDIA II SYSTEM 

Audiomeclia II is the second gen-
eration of Digidesign's entry-level 
digital audio recording and editing 
system for the Macintosh II fami-
ly of computers. The new system 
adds S/PDIF digital input and out-
put for compatibility with DAT 
recorders. 

Audiomedia H also includes 
Digidesign's Sound Designer II 
editing software, which features 
non-destructive "playlist" editing, 

SMPTE synchronization, 
digital EQ and more. 
Circle #254 on Reader Service Card 

real-time 
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If Midas Had the Touch 
But Didn't Want to Part With the Cold Cash.. 

He'd get his hands on a Spectral Synthesis 
Digital Stadiolm Or, if he had really itchy fingers, he'd 
go for Spectral's fully configured AudioEngine.P4 

After all, any of our hundreds of customers 
worldwide would agree that a Spectral Digital Audio 
Workstation is as good as gold to the audio/video pro. 
Spectral's state-of-the-art technology provides the 
utmost in speed, flexibility and power at a fraction of 
the cost of other systems. 

Where else can you get a truly integrated real-time 
digital studio- 16 tracks (with 256 virtual tracks!), up 
to 16 channels of I/0, 16-bit sampling, editing, digital 
signal processsing and mixing, all controllable through 
MIDI and completely digital—without having to cough 
up the big bucks. 

You don't have to be a King Midas to have the 
very best in digital recording and editing right at your 
fingertips and still keep your cash flow flowing. 

With Spectral, everything you touch turns to gold. 

SYNTHESS 

19501 144th Ave NE, Woodinville WA 98072 
TEL. (206)487-2931 • FAX (206)487-3431 

MASTERING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IhF0 



LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

by Mr. Bonzai 

LTIqIir;1-n7 
-)J LICK INGH- J\ 
ENDLESSLY ROCKING 

Like a star athlete hitting his prime, 
Lindsey Buckingham is at the peak 
of his powers on his new album. 
Out of the Cradle. He's got the re-
serve energy of a long distance run-
ner, the accuracy of a cross-court 
sharpshooter, the torque of a gym-
nast and the brains of a pool shark. 

Buckingham is best known for 
his guitar, vocal and songwriting 
mastery with Fleetwood Mac, that 
best-seller gang of the '70s and '80s. 
Responsible for such hits as "Tusk." 
"Big Love" and "Go Your Own 
Way," he also delivered two solid 
solo albums: Lau, and Order in 1981 
(remember "Trouble"?) and Go In-
sane in 1984. It's been five years 
since he stepped away from the big 

Mac machine, and Iles been work-
ing out alone. 

He plays almost all of the instru-
ments on Out of the Cradle, and he 
engineered most of the album at his 
home studio with co-producer 
Richard Dashut. Toward the end of 
the project, he called in Kevin Killen 
to choose some champion overdub-
bers and turned over the mix to 
Killen and another master maker, 
Chris Lord-Alge. From the mix point 
of view, it's an education in crafts-
manship listening to Killen at the 
Neve and Lord-Alge at the SSL. 

The title of the album is taken 
from a poem by Walt Whitman. The 
old renegade's full title reads "Out of 
the Cradle, Endlessly Rocking." 
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PORTABLE D IGITAL. 
IT'S A BOUT T INIE. 

In an industry where timing is everything, the Fostex 

PD-2 offers the first and only professional portable 

timecode DAT recorder. Now you can enjoy the bene-

fits of digital recording combined with the features 

and functions familiar to location recordists. 

Four-head technology, a PD-2 exclusive, provides 

off-tape confidence or source monitoring. You can 

select mono, A/B, stereo or M/S stereo while in the 

record or shuttle mode and monitor via either head-

phone output or built-in speaker. 

The PD-2 boasts full timecode capa-

bility. Features include an on-board 

timecode generator/reader for all four 

rates, full jam sync functions and timecode loop 

output jacks. Composite video and word sync inputs 

are provided for external reference. Full DAT subcode 

functions include start, end, skip and Fostex error 

IDs, PNOs and blank search. 

mandl 
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Recording versatility in 48, 44.1 or 44.056kHz 

sampling rates is enhanced with the inclusion of 

familiar features — I/0 connectors for +4dBm analog, 

T-12 or 48V phantom powering and separate 

channel voice/music filters. 

Limiter functions include 

either single or dual channel 

operation. An easily read LCD panel displays system 

functions. In short, this compact digital recorder 

offers everything you expect from traditional portable 

analog recorders and a lot more. 

Nothing is left to chance when operating the 

PD-2. At a scant 10 pounds, your Betacam" battery 

pack installed, this seasoned location recorder is as 

dependable as you are...time after time. 

To speak directly to a qualified DAT technician 

regarding the PD-2 call toll 

free 1-800-7-FOSTEX. Fostex 



LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

Bonzai: Judging from the album 
package, there's a family theme in 
this album... 
Buckingham: Only in a general 
sense. Its just about any long-term 
period put into a healthy perspec 
tive. I was making an association 
with my family and the band—two 
different kinds of families. 
Bonzai: Is this really a new begin-
ning? 
Buckingham: I would hope so—I 
perceive it that way. That's the way I 
am approaching it in terms of where 
I place my energies. Touring is 
something I never had a chance to 
do in the past with my solo records, 
and now I have an open-ended feel-
ing for the first time. I made a few 
changes in my life that make me 
more accountable to certain things, 
one of which was to make myself 
happy. 
Bonzai: You weren't happy before? 
Buckingham: I wasn't that happy in 
the last few years in the band situa-
tion. It was kind of a tough atmos-
phere to be around, for me anyway. 
Bonzai: What makes you happy 
now? 
Buckingham: My previous solo 
work was squeezed into four-month 
windows, smaller periods of time 
between the needs of the band. The 
approach to record-making with the 
group was like moviemaking in 
some ways. It was more of a con-
scious—even a political—situation. I 
felt I had earned the right to spend a 
few years looking at what I wanted 
to do and trying to get as close to 
right as I could—to tap into my po-
tential in a deeper sense. 
Bonzai: I notice there are a number 
of engineers on this album, includ-
ing yourself. Did you do a lot of the 
work totally alone? 
Buckingham: Well, I work closely 
with Richard Dashut, who has been 
a good friend for nearly 20 years. He 
was co-producing much of the time, 
but I would take periods where I 
would work on my own. In the 
sense that my previous band in-
volvement was like moviemaking, 
this project was like painting. You've 
got a canvas, and you start off with a 
certain intent. But because it's a 
quiet and intuitive process, you put 
strokes on the canvas, and the work 
starts to speak to you, taking you off 
in a direction you didn't expect. In 
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many ways, it was easier to discover 
things, to be surprised by things 
coming out of nowhere. I wasn't that 
anxious to work with another group 
of musicians. I wanted to get a sense 
of myself and get my feet on the 
ground. Now I'm hungry to put a 
hand together and tour. 
Bonzai: I notice only a few musi-
cians credited on selected cuts: Alex 
Acuna on percussion, Mitch Froom 
on organ, Larry Klein and Buell Nei-
dlinger on bass. Does this mean you 
played everything else? 
Buckingham: Yes, I played about 
95 percent of what's on the album. 
There are some drum machines, and 
some drums led to a click track in 
playing off the Fairlight, just to keep 
it kind of sloppy. And some had no 
drums at all. My writing process is 
very intertwined with the process of 
making a record. Sometimes I have 
a whole track and don't have a mel-
ody yet. 
Bonzai: Was this done in your own 
studio? 

Buckingham: Yes, I don't think I 
could have spent three years making 
a record at regular studio rates. 
Bonzai: Although Fleetwood Mac 
were pretty famous for spending big 
bucks... 
Buckingham: Sure were. 
Bonzai: Where is this little cubby-
hole studio of yours? 
Buckingham: It's a converted 
garage in my house. There's just a 
control room; there is no studio 
space. If you wanted to play live 
drums you'd have to move them out 
into the bathroom or the hallway. 
That didn't happen very often. We 
experimented with a lot of direct 
recording and a lot of mono record-
ing. We were going for a sense of 
containment, and there is a dense-
ness to the sound in some of the 
songs. A way to deal with that on 
the heavier production numbers was 
to record direct, which keeps it very 
contained and undynamic in some 
ways. Using mono, instead of getting 
a spread on an acoustic guitar, 
you've got a point. You have all 
these visual points from left to right. 
That was our intent. 
Bonzai: Of course, you played all 
the guitars. 
Buckingham: Yes, I really wanted 
to emphasize the guitar playing 
more. In the band, and to some de-

gree in my solo work, the approach 
was more orchestral, in the sense 
that you can make a great record by 
working out parts that are comple-
mentary and supportive. The listener 
may not be aware of them, and that 
goes for rhythm parts and melodic 
parts but also solos as well, where it 
just becomes a texture of the track. 
In my solo work—certainly on Go 
Insane—I was taken with the 
Fairlight, and a lot of the guitar play-
ing took a back seat. For this new 
record, I thought it was important to 
flaunt it—even to go over the line 
with the guitar playing. I can do that, 
and it's a part of nie. It was just 
something that hadn't been touched 
on in a while. 
Bonzai: There's quite a range of 
guitars, from soft classical acoustic 
to the wangly-jangly guitar on "This 
Is The Time." That's a strange 
sound—it gives me the jerks listen-
ing to it. How did you get that 
sound? 
Buckingham: [Laughs] Well, that 
was a Telecaster, not through speak-
ers. We have a distortion preamp 
that goes right into the console. You 
just go for it, and a lot of it is how 
you respond to that sound. Put a lit-
tle slap echo over it. That track 
cracks me up—something a 42-year-
old has no business recording. 
Bonzai: Your vocals go through 
some rather odd permutations, from 
ear-tingling whispers to stepping 
back and projecting. Was that differ-
ent microphones or different proc-
essing? 
Buckingham: Not even processing; 
it was a cubist sort of approach. 
Some of the vocal parts were triple-
tracked, with one talked, one sung 
on a note and another sung on a dis-
sonant note above that. You get this 
triad of dissonance along with some-
thing spoken. 
Bonzai: You also do "All My Sor-
row," the old Kingston Trio song... 
Buckingham: I first heard that in 
the early '60s. It was a song that the 
three members of the trio had taken 
writing credit for, even though it had 
been a public domain folk song for 
some time. This was something that 
happened all through the popular-
ization of folk music—tons of stuff 
laying around and nobody had pub-
lishing on the material. I didn't take 
the writing credit on this, but I did 
make it my own in another way by 
changing the melody, changing the 
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chords, to make it like a '40s num-
ber. Also, Dave Guard died last year, 
and I thought it would be a nice nod 
to him. 
Bonzai: I don't want to dwell on 
Fleetwood Mac, but contrary to the 
big commercial image of the band, 
there is a strong folk influence that 
may be overlooked. 
Buckingham: If people only re-
member certain hits, they may be pi-
geonholing. You can go to the Tusk 
album, which may not be that repre-
sentative of the band as a whole, the 
quirky album, but much of the 
sound is almost living room-ish, very 
underplayed in a lot of ways. 
Bonzai: Getting back to the new 
album, "Street Of Dreams" has some 
interesting sounds of a rainy night. 
Buckingham: Richard and I were 
working on that one day, and it had 
just started to rain. It's not the first 
time that it's been done, but we tried 
to use it in a musical context, and 
then at the end it came up so loud 
that it was as if someone was riding 
the cymbals. Two tracks of rain, and 
then when we mixed in Hollywood, 
we went out on the street and got 
cars going by. 
Bonzai: This song talks about your 
Lit her. 
Buckingham: Yes, it certainly does. 
Ile died long ago, but I found my-
self remembering how I would go 
and just talk to him. It's a song about 
loneliness, and it was during a peri-
od of disillusionment when I wrote 
that. Actually, that section about my 
father was written earlier than the 
rest of the song. Also, the Rodgers 
and Hammerstein number "Say We'll 
Meet Again" was one of my father's 
favorite songs, and the two became 
a pair in my mind. 
Bonzai: What did you learn from 
\ our dad? 
Buckingham: A sense of joy, enthu-
siasm and compassion—not judging 
people, which I don't always adhere 
to, I admit. He was the greatest father 
you could imagine. I have two broth-
ers, and he shared in all the activities, 
games—he was just always there. He 
wasn't caught up in business, maybe 
to the point of it being a fault. He 
wasn't the best businessman in the 
world, but that wasn't his priority. 
Many friends had fathers who were 
caught up in the business world, and 
they suffered because of it. 
Bonzai: Was he a musician? 
Buckingham: No, that's weird— 

there isn't a musical bone in my fam-
ily. For me, it all started when I was 
six and my brother, who is seven 
years older, brought home "Heart-
break Hotel." It was a revelation 
compared with records by Patti Page 
and the Sons of the Pioneers, or 
South Pacific, for that matter. I was 
suddenly hit with that song, and the 
image of a guy with a guitar. A lot of 
kids must have run out and got gui-
tars at that time. That was it, and I 
managed to collect a lot of 45s, a lot 
of the great '50s classics. I don't read 
music and never had any lessons. 
Just played through listening to 
records. I'm a real primitive—what 
can I sav? [Laughs] Who could tell? 
Bonzai: Could you tell me about 
your engineers? What did Kevin 
Killen contribute? 
Buckingham: When we were at the 
point where we felt we were as 
done as we could be at the house, 
we sought out someone who could 
not only mix, but could provide 
some perspective. I had made the 
decision to not mix at the house, be-
cause the room isn't very flexible, 
and, also, Richard and I were a little 
too close to everything. Having 
made that decision, we looked for 
someone who could go through the 
material with us and say, "Well, that 
one doesn't need anything, but this 
could use a little something." Kevin 
brought in the outside musicians. 
Bonzai: What format were your 
tapes in? 
Buckingham: I have a 24-track 
Sony digital and an Otani analog, so 
some songs were synched together 
and were eventually dumped over to 
a 48-track digital. Afterward, we 
went ahead and mixed with Kevin 
and with Chris Lord-Alge. 
Bonzai: Who mixed what? 
Buckingham: Chris Lord-Alge 
mixed " Don't Look Down," 
"Wrong," "All My Sorrows," "Soul 
Drifter," "Surrender the Rain," "Do-
ing What I Can," "Turn It On" and 
"Say We'll Meet Again." Kevin mixed 
"Countdown," "This Is the Time," 
"You Do or You Don't" and "Street 
of Dreams." I mixed "This Nearly 
Was Mine." It's interesting because 
Kevin works on a Neve, which has 
a transformer kind of sound, a little 
bit softer. Chris uses an SSL, which 
is a little different sounding—has a 
little bit tougher sound. 
Bonzai: It's a very colorful album 
with lots of different textures and 
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sounds. but it all holds together real 
well as a unit. 
Buckingham: Yes, just holding by a 
thread there [ Laughs]. From Rodgers 
and Hammerstein to "This Is the 
Time." Whoa! 
Bonzai: So, how do you like the 
music business? 
Buckingham: [Burst of knighted 
What kind of a question is that? 
Well.. . 1 like it, hut what can you 

say—it's like any other business. 
You've got the same problems: 
you've got politics to deal with. The 
competition is fierce right now. 
\X'hen vou think of the demographic 
for someone who has been around 
for a while like me, there's more of a 
challenge to make a dent in some-
thing like MTV, which in itself has 
changed a lot in the past year or 
two. The demographics seem to be 
being pushed down; they've made it 
into a lifestyle kind of channel. But 
that's just a slice of it. It's a challenge 
like anything else. There is more 
competition now than there was 
when Fleetwood Mac were doing 
their thing. The way that the econo-
my has gone isn't helping. 

That's the bottom line stuff, but it 
doesn't affect what I do in my 
garage. On another level, I would be 
lying if I said I wouldn't like to sell 
some records. But I'm still (()ing the 
work l'or the work. I saw the ma-
chine greased up to the max in 
Fleetwood Mac during the RUMOWN 
time, and I was a bit ambivalent 
about all that. 
Bonzai: It must have been quite a 
feeling when you surpassed the Bea-
tles and other groups in sales... 
Buckingham: Yes, and there was a 
focus on the phenomenon and the 
soap opera aspect. It became a little 
more important than the music in a 
way. There was also the momentum 
of that machine, and the idea that " If 
it works, then run it into the 
ground." t didn't relish making "Ru-
mours II" because it felt like mak-
ing it for the wrong reasons. Obvi-
ously I did a total 180, and maybe I 
was being a little subversive with 
Tusk. It might have been a way of 
keeping myself honest. Actually, you 
could pull out my material from that 
album and call it my first solo 
record. 
Bonzai: How long were you a part 
of the Fleetwood Mac machine? 

Buckingham: From 1975 until '87, 
after Tango in the Net came out. I 
produced the album but didn't tour. 
and that was the jumping-off point. 
The first year I was just resting, let-
ting the dust settle. It was a long 
stint. After that I lived a very monk-
like existence. I was in the studio. 
working single-mindedly. 
Bonzai: As you establish a separate 
identity, do you think that the audi-
ence knows your specific input with 
Fleetwood Nlac? 
Buckingham: There is a certain fac-
tion who do, a certain number of 
people who followed my efforts 
within the band from 1979 when 
Tusk came out. That and my two 
previous solo albums were sidebars 
to the mainstream activity. There are 
some who understand the course 
I've taken, and there are those who 
just think of me as the guitar player 
from Fleetwood Nlac who wrote 
some hits. 

If you listen to Tusk and go 
through my solo records it would 
provide background, but all 'ou can 
say is. -Is this new album worthy of 
attention on a big scale?" But com-
merciality is only one validation. I 
think some people will appreciate 
my attempt to pursue things aside 
from the pursuit of money. I am in a 
position where I have the luxury to 
do that. 
Bonzai: You mean if you wanted to 
just put your feet up on the front 
porch and relax, you could? 
Buckingham: Pretty much. I have a 
healthy mortgage, but I could do 
that. And there are options open to 
me, like producing one album a 
year. I could remain low-key and go 
fishing, but I don't know if I have 
that in me. There are ideas that 
come to me, and I have to be ac-
countable to myself. I really need to 
be responsible to my work—to the 
gift, as they say. 

In many ways, this album is a 
starting point for more. I just feel 
like I'm coming into a good time. 
On this record, I took the sc)lo side-
bar, which was a valid and truthful 
thing alongside the mainstream 
thing, and tried to reconcile the two 
into something greater. We'll just 
have to wait and see if it works. • 

In the spirit of Stevie Nicks, mi ing ed-
itor Mr. Houzal 'nude four costume 
changes over Ihe course of this inter-
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BY OM KENNY 

Capturing Dialog 
for " The Player" 
When you think of special 
effects films, you think 
George Lucas. When you 
think of music in films, 
you think Kubrick or Cop-

PHOTOS LOREY SARAST,AN,NEW UNE CINEMA 

pola. And when you think 
about dialog, its Robert 
Altman. Foreground, hack-

Robert Altman takes a 

short break on the set. 

Actor Tim Robbins takes 

a short break at his 

desk, in ' The Player.' 

ground, traveling, multi-
ple-source dialog—no-
body does it better. And it 
ain't easy, either on the set 
or at the mix. 

"We put mics every-
where and on everybody, 
and they go clown on sep-

-LONTINt El) ON PAGE 55 

Fostex 
Time Code DAT in 
Film Production 
Think back to the June 
Earth Summit in Rio. First, 
President Bush was not 
going to attend, then he 
decided to attend, for bet-
ter or worse. Well, buried 
in the publicity hoopla, a 
music video produced in 

Robin Winter, Steve 

Hawk and Mike Riner 

looking through the Fos-

tex manual on location 

for the "Please Save Us 

the World" film shoot. 

L.A. for the United Nations 
Environment Programme 
Global Youth Forum made 
its worldwide debut. 
Please Save Us The World 
is noteworthy because a 
lot of professionals in Los 
Angeles, many of them 

union, donated tneir time 
and equipment to make 
this no-budget film come 
to life. It also was the first 
35mm music film shoot to 
make use of the Fostex 
PD-2 time code portable 

DAT machine from begin-
ning to end. 

Prototype PD-2s have 
been in the field for nearly 

a year now, but indepen-
dent production sound 
mixer Steve Hawk, C.A.S., 
purchased the first pro-
duction model from Audio 
Services Corporation fol-
lowing last April's NAB 

snow. At the sanie time, an-
gered by Bush's initial deci-
sion to not attend the Sum-

_(.avini El) ON PAGE 59 
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

Todd-AO/Glen Glenn 
Scoring Stage 
The big get bigger. Todd-
AO/Glen Glenn, the coun-
try's largest audio post-
production company, 
recently opened the 
country's largest and 
most technologically ad-
vanced scoring stage. 
Acoustically, aesthetical-
ly and technically, it 
truly stands alone. 
Known in previous 

incarnations as the Re-
public Stage, the Rad-

L.A. Post 
Impressions 
The Los Angeles post-pro-
duction market is unique. 
Nowhere in the world do 
the demands of film, tele-
vision, music and com-
mercial sound production 

converge so dramatically. 
Burbank, Hollywood, Stu-
dio City, Santa Monica— 
facilities and support serv-
ices abound, yet the trick 
is to keep clients in your 
building from beginning 
to end, and keep them 
coming back. Repeat busi-
ness is crucial, and bad 

ford Stage and the Ever-
green Stage, this marks the 
third time in 40 years that 
the huge, open space on 
the CBS Studio lot has 
been overhauled. Todd-
AO spent $3 million and 
more than nine months in 

The newly redesigned 

and refurbished scaring 
stage of Todd-AO/Glen 

Glenn, with room for 

150 musicians. Also, the 
custom Neve in the spa-

‘ià cious new control room 

word-of-mouth can spell 
doom. 

Walk into any L.A. 
audio or video post facili-
ty these days and the term 
"full-service" will eventual-
ly come up. For a video 
post house, full-service 
may mean adding a high-

end audio room or a 
telecine suite. For an 
audio house, it may mean 
adding a D-2 digital video 
deck or some type of pre-
production room. Full-
service can be as simple 
as making sure the L.A. 
Times is in the room when 
the producer walks in, and 

as complex as providing 
satellite uplinks. 

What, then, does full-
service mean in the L.A. 
market today? 

ADVANTAGE AUDIO, 

BURBANK 

Bill Koepnick and 

Jim Hodson, 

co-owners 

Featured clientele: Emmy 
Award-winning Saturday-
morning sound; cartoon 
noises on Cool World; ex-
panding into commercials 
and live-action. 

"Post-production clients 
tend to look either for full-

525 Pot, 

HoUvtvood 

construction getting the fa-
cility up for a June 23 re-
opening. With solid book-
ings through October 
(scheduled before the 
grand opening), it seems 
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service facilities or those 
specializing in one partic-
ular area. Advantage 
Audio is a smaller facility 
designed for soundtrack 
production for broadcast 
television. The majority of 
our clients want complete 
editorial services, meaning 
dialog, music and sound 
effects, as well as record-
ing Foley and performing 
the final mix. We pay spe-
cial attention to providing 
extensive capabilities for 
the creation of custom 
sounds. Many of our serv-
ices transfer well to film, 
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arate tracks," Altman says. "We use 
half-inch tape and two Otani 8-
tracks, so we can have as many as 
14 separate channels. Then that's all 
re-employed in the final mixing. I 
haven't done any looping in 20 
years. I'll occasionally go in and add 
a line, but we don't even put loop-
ing deals in the actor's contracts." 
No looping? In today's Holly-

wood? "Bob is committed to the idea 
of not looping—for any reason," 
says production sound mixer John 
Pritchett, who has worked with Alt-
man on Streamers, O.C. and Stiggs 
and now The Player, a wry, often 
acerbic portrayal of behind-the-
scenes Hollywood. "He believes the 
performance is compromised in a 
way that's not worth it. That's why 
he wants the option of gathering all 
these bits and pieces from the per-
formance, rather than trying to get 
people to re-create." 

Gathering those bits and pieces 
was Pritchett's job on The Player, 
and it sometimes involved as many 
as 15 mics—radio and boom and 
plant mics everywhere—two 
Sonosax mixers, two Otan MX-5050 
8-tracks, phone taps, even a wireless 
monitoring system for Altman and 
others to hear what was going down 
to tape. The equipment all fits on 
"the largest sound cart ever made," 
measuring 6.5-feet-long by 5-feet-
high by 28-inches-thick, "so it can 
still fit through a door." 

During the shoot, Pritchett made 
a work-track mix down to a proto-
type Fostex PD-2 DAT machine for 
the picture editors (supervised by 
Geraldine Peroni). At the same time, 
he kept the seven open channels 
discrete (the eighth was for a 60Hz 
sync pulse) so that dialog levels 
could be varied in the final mix. 
Submixing was crucial to scenes 
such as the complex eight-minute 
opening shot and the parties. Joel 
Shryack handled the submixing. 
"We used one 8-track and two 

Sonosax mixers," Pritchett explains. 
"They're built with pre- and post-
fader line outputs on each input. I 
had a large patch bay built by John 
Eldridge that allows me to feed the 
left-right-aux as submix buses into 
the first Sonosax, which goes straight 
to the multitrack. On the opening 
scene, we had 15 mics and only 
seven tracks. The mix that you see 
in the final is pretty close to what we 
did, but we wanted to give the post-

production people handles on either 
end. Just because I'm fading mics 
out here and there doesn't mean 
they necessarily have to. 

"When Bob edits," Pritchett con-
tinues, "he pulls individual tracks 
from the multitrack just to see what 
was there—to listen to conversa-
tions—and he may actually use the 
conversations in sync, but he may 
just pull them out and use them as 
extra sounds. The post people have 
to go back and figure out where 
everything is. It's a lot of material to 
sort through." ( For Altman's next 
film, L.A. Shortcuts, currently in pro-
duction, Pritchett will use the PD-2's 
time code function, which not only 
gives him automatic cue points, but 
also allows post-production access 
to all tracks at any point through the 
use of an autoassembly system.) 

So many scenes in The Player in-
volve complex dialog associations 
and, consequently, complex techni-
cal requirements: the voyeuristic 
phone calls (radio mics and a cellu-
lar phone tap), the restaurant scenes 
(plant mics and radio mics) and the 
parties. For Pritchett, the party at 
Sydney Pollack's house, where our 
hero first betrays his guilt, was the 
most difficult. 

"We had all these very high-pow-
ered personalities, none of whom 
were given lines to say but almost all 
of whom were given microphones," 
he says."We didn't know when they 

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT 

were going to appear, what they 
were going to say or what they were 
going to do. And the principals are 
carrying on a very quiet, confidential 
conversation, but they are wander-
ing through all of these other con-
versations. We only had three hours 
to do it, because for them it was just 
a party. When the party was over, 
we were through shooting. It was a 
very short work day." 
On to the final. Six weeks on the 

Otani Premiere in Stage 3 at Sky-
walker South (Santa Monica) with 
Matthew Iadarola on music and dia-
log, Stanley Kastner on effects. This 
is where the foreground/background 
dialog blend is created, with every-
thing in balance. 

"It's just the way music is done," 
Altman says. "You put a mic on all 
the instruments, isolate them as 
much as possible and do your mix-
ing." 

"I compare it to mixing a drum 
sound," ladarola adds, "where you 
have all these channels of tom toms 
and snares and kick; they all make 
up a drum sound, but they have to 
be balanced against one another. If I 
have radio mics and booms for one 
shot, I have to EQ them all to sound 
natural. Then I have to do that all 
over again for the next shot. It isn't 
like you just open them up and they 
all play. Each shot needs tuning, 
which makes it more methodical in 
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InterlockDisk Digital 
Recorders/Dubbers 

WaveFrame and Magna-Tech Elec-
tronic have teamed up to create the 
InterlockDisk line of disk-based, dub-
ber-style recorders and players due 
for debut in September. Based on 
magneto-optical (MO) technology, 
each unit uses readily available 
erasable disks, providing up to eight 
tracks of digital audio. The random-
access environment offers the ability 
to instantly advance or retard any 
track, while the layout of the front 
panel simplifies operation with famil-
iar, dubber-style controls. 

The line is designed to smoothly 
integrate with conventional sprocket-
ed devices. As a bi-phase master, the 

InterlockDisk acts as a bi-phase con-
troller, simulating the ballistics of 
physical transports. In slave mode, 
the system is said to follow the accel-
eration curve of the master, and any 
unit may be taken offline without los-
ing the sync relationship. Rear panel 
sync connections include six hi-
phase inputs, bi-phase output, LTC 
in/out, VITC in, composite video/ 
house sync, internal crystal AES/EBU 
clock and 711 level word clock. 
Among the supported control proto-
cols are MIDI; and RS-422A/485, RS-
232C and Centronics parallel ports 
are available for peripheral control. 
A front panel headphone jack is 

provided; the rear panel has eight bal-
anced analog inputs and outputs, two 
analog monitor outputs and AES/EBU 
digital in/out ports. For more info, call 
Felix Kur at Magna-Tech Electronic in 
New York City at (212) 586-7240. 

—George Petenen 
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the mixing process." 
Individual sound units were de-

livered to the dub stage on 3-band 
magnetic film. The film is not com-
mon three-stripe, as Iadarola points 
out, and it's rather unusual stock 
these days. "They did it that way so 
that they could use very traditional 
editing techniques of wiping and 
scraping with a razor blade," he 
says, "or wiping with an acetone, to 
get rid of pops and clicks while ma-
nipulating the sound mechanically. 
The drawback is that you only have 
three of the seven possible tracks. 
You have to select and then transfer 
at some point. I also had John 
[Pritchett's] DAT work track, which I 

used a lot of the time. His choices 
were very good in the mixdown." 

Because everything comes in un-
locked on separate tracks, there was 
quite a bit of flexibility in the final. 
Radio mics from Tram, Sanken and 
Lectrosonics provided the isolation 
on the set (though Pritchett is quick 
to point out that they don't prevent 
bleeding; you can maintain accept-
able bleeds as long as you obey the 
3:1 rule), while booms from Neu-
mann and Schoeps provide the am-
bience. Plant mics go everywhere, 
most notably on the tables in the 
restaurant scenes. 

As on the set, the trickiest scenes 
for the mixers were the party scenes 
because of the visual shifts and con-

stant introductions of new charac-
ters. Equally tricky, however, was a 
scene that takes place in a screening 
room, where Lily Tomlin and Scott 
Glenn appear onscreen, with the 
studio types watching from the seats 
and carrying on conversations. 

"Everybody was untreated," 
Iadarola explains. "We had to try to 
create the feeling of their coming off 
the screen, in a screening room, 
with people talking to each other in 
the background about the screening, 
and people talking in the fore-
ground, with all of it shifting. In 
ternis of dialog texture, that was the 
most difficult and probably the most 
fun." Sounds like a typical Altman 
film, if there is such a thing. 

Entertainment 
Digital Network 
When Ron Howard wanted to su-
pervise the final mix for Backdraft, 
he went to a screening room at Sky-
walker South in Santa Monica. Same 
for Barry Levinson on Buey. Both 
films were being mixed 350 miles 
away at Skywalker Sound in Marin 
County, but neither director had 
time to leave L.A. Thanks to a dedi-
cated Ti phone hookup and some 
new technology from Dolby Labs 
and LucasArts, they didn't have to. 
The output came directly from the 
console and was sent down south. 
With the projectors locked as well, 
there was synchronized picture and 
sound on both ends—the world's 
longest screening room. 
Tom Kobayashi, general manager 

of Skywalker Sond, and Tom Scott, 
director of engineering, pleased by 
the Backdraft and Buey success, 
began to consider an expanded net-
work business that would stretch 
coast to coast. The initial foray into 
long-distance screening, remote ADR 
and transfers caught the eye and ear 
of Howard Schwartz, owner of a 
multiroom post house in New York 
City. 

"Tom and Toni presented to me 
that they had hooked up Skywalker 
North and South," Schwartz remem-
bers. "I thought, 'What a fabulous 
thing. What would happen if we got 
it down so that we could do remote 
voice-overs?' Fiber optics gave us 
multichannels, whereas with satellite 
we occasionally have stereo, but it is 
not necessarily discrete stereo." 

While Schwartz acknowledges 
that he can't move completely away 
from satellite because he does too 
many overseas voice-overs, "I want-
ed to go to a system that would be 
discrete, be the sanie price for up 
and downlink or in and out, and 
handle multichannel. We're sending 
6-channel mixes, 4-track with time 
code and multichannel digital mate-
rial, back and forth from the coasts 
and England all the time in the com-
mercial business. When Torn 
showed us this, we said, 'Holy cow. 
It's 20 to 20k, total repeatability, bidi-
rectional, synchronizable, multichan-
nel—go for it.' So they hooked me 
up, and I've been using it ever 
since." 

That collaboration has led to the 
formation of Entertainment Digital 
Network, a new long-distance, ter-
restrial-based digital audio network 
spearheaded by the two Toms, to-
gether with LucasArts colleagues 
Wayne Wagner and Andy Hendrick-
son. E.D. Net has been in business 
since July, transferring audio and 
data across the U.S. 

Nobody involved with E.D. Net 
expects to replace satellite commu-
nications any time soon. The goal is 
to " shrink the country down," as 
Schwartz says, with a commitment to 
high-quality digital audio transmis-
sion. Along the way, member stu-
dios save on air fares, hotel costs, 
faxes, lunches, and so on. You need 
Michael Jordan in New York for a 
Nike spot while the Bulls are playing 
in L.A.? No problem. 

To test the viability of terrestrial 
digital audio transmission, initially 
only major-market studios will come 

online. Besides the two Skywalker 
facilities and Howard Schwartz 
Recording, member studios include 
Dolby Labs in San Francisco, L.A. 
Studios, Ron Rose Productions in 
Detroit, Chicago Recording Compa-
ny and Steve Lawson Productions in 
Seattle. At a member studio, E.D. Net 
installs a black box of phone equip-
ment, called a channel bank, which 
terminates the Ti line and breaks it 
out into appropriate serial data. The 
Dolby DP501 and DP502 
encoder/decoder units, which make 
up the Dolby AC-2 transmission 
standard, provide A/D and D/A con-
version and low bit-rate coding (data 
compression). 

Obviously, it's the Dolby units 
that run the network machine. "The 
two channels in the Dolby AC-2 
scheme are encoded into a single 
256 kilobit datastream, but the audio 
stays completely separate," Scott 
says. "Even though they are multi-
plexed together—so that they are re-
ally locked in phase—when you pull 
them apart at the far end there is no 
crosstalk, which I found a little hard 
to believe. We did a bunch of tests, 
putting distorted, high-level time 
code down one channel, with quiet 
audio on the other. It was amazing. 
No crosstalk. 

"Our screening experience led us 
to create and patent a system for 
synchronizing machines, using bi-
phase signal sent down a data chan-
nel," Scott continues. "That's how 
we lock two projectors or two 
recorders or a roomful of dubbers." 

In the not-too-distant future, digi-
tal video as well as audio will be 
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Skywalker Sound maximizes sonic performance 
throughout the production process... 

with Otani! 

Skywalker Sound's new state of the 
art post-production facility in Los Angeles 

uses four Otan i Premiere consoles to meet 
tight deadlines and create thetest possible 
audio for their clients. 

The Premiere, Otari's specialized 
film style/re-recording console with 
DiskMix 3 Moving Fader automation, gave 
Skywalker's engineers the unique features 
they needed to mix complex theatrical 

SKYWALKER SOUND 
Santa Monica, California • (310) 315-5000 

presentations, from "Teenage Mutant Ninfa 
Dirties II" to "The Doors" and "LIFK': in 
record time. Each Premiere is custom-
configured and built especially for film 
and video mixing with single and multiple 
mix positions. 

Otan i is proud to supply these 
specialized post- production tools to the 
dedicated and talented professionals of 
Skywalker Sound. 

Foster City, California • (415) 341-5900 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



for a great recording.. 

Are your recordings lacking something? That secret ingredient that just makes a song. 

Maybe you're missing the most stunning half rack sized effects processor in existence. The effects processor with the 

'drop-dead looks and a purity of sound that's won the hearts and ears of studio engineers and home recordists the world over. 

Maybe you're missing that Zoom ingredient - the Zoom 9030. 

47 powerful effects, 99 user-definable patches, warm analogue sounds ( like natural compression and rich, tube-type 

"harmonic" distortion), an incredible selection of digital effects from reverb to amp simulation to an intelligent " harmonised" pitch 

shifter, extensive midi control and the ability to combine up to 7 effects simultaneously. 

It's everything you need, and incredibly easy to use. 

Go on - add a little Zoom. 

add a little 

385 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 7, South San Francisco, California 94080 
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sent over the phone lines, though 
right now the data requirements are 
too high. Typically, you need 90 
megabits a second for an NTSC dig-
ital TV picture. Ti ( or DSI) has a 
limit of 1.5 megabits. Several sys-
tems are being developed for 
squeezing that information into a 
smaller bandwidth. Teleconferenc-
ing at 320 to 768 kilobits a second is 
an example of a practical, com-
pressed video application. Small-
screen picture phones with data 
rates as low as 56 kilobits are on the 
market now, though the picture 
does not translate well to a larger 
screen. 

E.D. Net post sessions have al-
ready taken place, even though the 
legalities of forming the company 
are still being worked out at press 
time. Schwartz gives an example, in 
inimitable Schwartz-ese: "An an-
nouncer in New York. Sound de-
signer/producer in Skywalker North. 
Client is IBM. Picture sent the night 
before on 3/4-inch with time code. 
Matches the time code at Skywalker. 
But we forgot to put the music on 
the 3/4. Locked up our 3/4 to their 
3/4 and shot the music down the 
line. Announcer read to music and 
picture. No controls being used in 
New York. My engineer only started 
and stopped a time code DAT as 
protection. Punch-in, which is an-
other channel, with so little delay, 
was seamless. Very scary. We 
walked in the room and asked, Is it 
working?' My engineer said, ' It's un-
believable.' And we all smiled. It 
was a Wow." 

Look for an Entertainment Digital 
Network sample session from the 
AES floor at the convention next 
month in San Francisco. 
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mit, line producer Robin Winter 
(whose careers in journalism, live 
sound and production include nu-
merous "firsts") and director Glenn 
Goodwin were conspiring to make a 
U.S. video entry to the Rio Earth 
Summit. They had five weeks to get 
a finished product to the UN for in-
clusion on the program, and they 
had no money. Where to begin? 
On the phone, naturally. This is 

L.A. To make a long story short, 
Winter, Goodwin, production man-
ager Ken Calaustro and others as-
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the effort is appreciated by both the 
local and international recording 
communities. 

The company also scored a sig-
nificant coup by naming Shawn 
Murphy, whose music engineering 
for feature film scores includes 
Dances With Wolves, Glory, Far and 
Away and, most recently, Batman 
Returns, as supervising sound mixer 
for the new facility. He'll direct a 
four-person staff, which includes 
two engineers, a recordist and a full-
time manager. 

The stage itself is approximately 
74 feet by 102 feet, with 32-foot ceil-
ings. The control room has been 
moved from the left back corner to 
the center of the back wall; the ta-

pered end contains the big screen, 
with a clrum/iso booth at stage-right. 
The acoustical treatment of the stage 
was handled by Charles Salter Asso-
ciates of San Francisco. The archi-
tects for the project, also responsible 
for the control room acoustics, were 
Boto Architects Inc., under the guid-
ance of company president Bret 
Thoeny. 

"When we went in and measured 
the room, it wasn't an even revert, 
time," says Clay Davis, VP of engi-
neering at Todd-AO and project 
manager for the redesign. "We took 
down the linear glass on the side 
walls and put a layer of gypsum all 
around, then remeasured the room. 
We added more diffusion toward the 
screen to pick up extra floor-to-ceil-

ing reflections and make the reverb 
compatible. It's now around two 
seconds." Acoustical wedge diffusors 
were also placed along the beams in 
the ceiling; fiberglass panels dot the 
walls. 

The control room was moved 
back and center and significantly en-
larged. A double-glass window (four 
feet between panes) was installed, 
angled back at the corners to allow 
for wide sight lines, while four feet 
of bass trap were added to the back 
wall/ceiling. ATC monitors, powered 
by Krell and Ramsa amps, handle 
the 4-channel surround monitoring. 

The centerpiece of the control 
room is a 60-input custom Neve V3, 
spec'd by Shawn Murphy and con-
taining a custom 6-channel Neve 
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sembled a small army of volunteers, 
facilities and equipment manufactur-
ers, all of whom donated time and 
materials. "These are people you 
don't just work with," Winter says. 
"These are people you invite over to 
dinner. And every one of them 
shared this commitment to the envi-
ronment." 

Goodwin, meanwhile, found the 
perfect song, "Please Save Us The 
World," by 13-yearold Love Hewitt, 
which had been released in Japan 
on CD and made into a rough video. 
Hewitt's manager, David Helfant, 
served as executive producer for the 
Rio project. 

The process of shooting and pro-
ducing was not much different than 
a normal music video, except per-
haps that there were six days from 
initial shoot to the airing in front of 
the UN General Assembly. And the 
PD-2 was used no differently in the 
field than a typical Nagra 1/4-inch. 
However, the PD-2 sped up the 
process because it can locate to an 
A-time number, time code number 
or program number. And it has two 
memories that can be used to access 
programmed cue points through 
other keys. No more "waiting for the 
sound team" when you want play-
back on the set. 

But, the PD-2 has no time code 
cross-resolving capability, which 
meant compensations had to be 
made at some point for the . 1% 
telecine slowdown. This is where 
things got interesting. 

Transfer from CD to DAT for 
playback in the field took place at 

Mix Magic in Los Angeles, super-
vised by Gary Frakin. "The CD of 
the master song was sped up . 1% 
and laid down on the Fostex D-20B 
DAT machine, with 30-frame code 
on it," explains "codemaster" Mike 
Riner, senior product specialist at 
Audio Services Corporation, North 
Hollywood. "On the set, Steve Hawk 
played it back at the correct sam-
pling frequency, so there wasn't any 
alteration of speed. When they got 
into telecine, they fed it code from 
the Rank Cintel at 29.97, and that 
pulled it down." 

But this is just one way of doing 
it. According to Riner, there is no 
standard method of dealing with the 
telecine slowdown and DAT materi-
al, because the machines haven't 
been out long enough. At Fototron-
ics, Burbank, he says, they have the 
D-20 interfaced to their TLC editing 
system, accomplishing the . 1% slow-
down through the RS-422. The D-20 
can also be fed an appropriate word 
sync to pull it clown. 

"You can do it before, or you can 
do it after," Winter explains. "I chose 
to do it before. Because we were 
doing playback on the set, I wanted 
to make sure that we had all com-
pensations working prior to the 
shoot. That way, when we went from 
the set to telecine, we could lock up 
immediately and not have to transfer 
again. As long as Love was singing to 
the track, she matched up." 

Telecine took place at Image 
Transform (with the help of Gavin 
Schutz and Merl Sharp), where the 
Fostex manuals were pulled out, and 
everybody learned about DAT lock-

up as they went along. "Image 
Transform had a D-20B, which has a 
built-in chase synchronizer," Riner 
says. "They just fed it 29.97 code that 
was incremented by the Rank Cintel. 
That pulled down the 30-frame tape 
and caused the . 1% slowdown to 
keep sound in sync with the image." 

The audio from the telecine stage 
was used on the final master, and, 
according to Winter, she had never 
heard such quality sound in that en-
vironment. "The lockup was so per-
fect," she says, "that even Love's ac-
centuated 'esses' and her lips smack-
ing together could be seen and 
heard. It was incredible. It blew me 
away. We were jumping up and 
down when it locked in, because we 
weren't sure that it would. We had 
backup. Analog was standing by, 
and I'm very happy that it wasn't 
used." 

Then came offline and online, at 
First Light Video and Santa Fe Com-
munications. There are a thousand-
and-one stories surrounding this 
"never-ending miniseries," as Winter 
calls it, perhaps none more impor-
tant than the dedication and volun-
teerism of so many in the L.A. pro-
duction community. The credit roll is 
as long as the film. 

Besides the huge list of individu-
als, there was Fostex, Audio Services 
Corporation, Sony Tape, 3M Tape, 
Panavision, PASKAL Lighting 8z Grip, 
Technicolor, Limelight Productions, 
Lorimar, Paramount, Walt Disney 
Productions, Audient Marketing and 
countless others. Look for it to be 
bumped back to film this fall to run 
in theaters. 
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film monitor module. Typical racks 
of outboard gear line the producer's 
desk and one side wall; the Sony 
3348 48-track digital recorder, two 
Studer A827 24-tracks, DATs, video 
decks, Albrecht and Magna-Tech 
dubbers, synchronizers—all are in 
an adjacent machine room. Four 
fully restored EMT 140 plate reverbs 
are housed in a concrete storage 
space off the main room. A DDA D 
Series console serves as the cue 
mixer out on the stage. 

Tom Kenny is an associate editor for 
Mix. 

-FROM PAGE 53, L.A. POST IMPRESSIONS 

but clients must be willing to trans-
fer to video while we work. 

THE ENTERPRISE, BURBANK 

Thom Brown, studio manager 
Big-time additions: This extremely 
hot music house also does post; 
brought in two SSL 8000s, a 96-in 
and an 80-in; also grabbed Brian 
Malouf and made him a staff engi-
neer; own eight Sony 3324s through 
their rental house, Audio Affects. 

"I believe anybody can buy the 
right equipment, and I believe we 
have more than anyone. But it real-
ly comes down to how you take 
care of your client. I guarantee my 
clients that if they book time at The 
Enterprise, and for any reason I then 
cannot give them the time, I will 
book a room at a comparable facili-
ty and supply all outboard gear, 
multitracks—you name it—that you 
would have gotten here, right down 
to the fresh fruit, fresh pastries, fresh 
vegetables and L.A. Times. For the 
exact same rate, even if we must pay 
for it. And it's happened." 

525 POST, HOLLYWOOD 

Tom Davis, director of audio 
Digital, digital, digital: A D-1 suite, 
new Quantel Harry room, 24-track 
ProDisk in a non-linear audio room, 
digital telecine, compositing, Alpha 
Image serial router, fiber optics be-
tween buildings—all machines ac-
cessed from a proprietary Macintosh 
software controller. Whew! 

"The term 'full-service' is most 
often used by sales departments. I 
don't think any facility can boast that 
it can truly handle all facets of post-
production audio. There are a lot of 
them. Generally, a TV post house 
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John Arrias and DIC///DAT... 

achieving the Ultimate in Sound! 
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17/C 1711T 
The Ultimate in Sound 

222 Bridge Plaza South, Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

Technology in its highest form. That's the John Arrias trademark 
witnessed on albums he engineered for Barbra Streisand, Bob Seger 
and countless other artists who demand his distinctive sound of 
perfection. 

John developed his own audio preservation system which 
transforms older analog recordings into crisp, clear digital sounds. 
And to back up these and new recordings, he uses four digital audio 
tape computer drive units. Whether mixing down or backing up, John 
relies on DIC Digital's MQ series DAT and 4 mm data grade metal 
particle tape products. 
The only cassette made in the U.S.A., the MQ shell has increased 

stability and structural integrity so it can stand up to rigorous studio 
use inflicted by the most astute engineers. 
MQ's proprietary metal particle technology is enhanced with a 

formulation finish that reduces friction in the tape to head interface. 
Combined with its dust-busting design, the MQ cassette virtually 
eliminates environmental contamination that leads to recording 
errors and tape jamming. 

For impeccable recordings, today's engineers use DIC Digital's 
DAT tape products for the ultimate digital sound. 

201-224-9344 • 800-328-1342 • Fax: 201-224-9363 USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO © Inc DIGITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION 1992 



can handle some form of all the 
major requirements of posting a pro-
ject once the shoot is done—from 
telecine, through offline to online, 
into graphics and special effects, and 
then to audio for sound effects and 
mixing. But editing and mixing a 
motion picture or theatrical trailer is 
nothing like editing and mixing a 30-
second promo for Fox Television. 
The monitor requirements and edi-
torial techniques are in different 
worlds. I think the most important 
consideration is the personnel. 
Audio mixers and cutters are not 
generically the same across the 
whole post audio spectrum. When 
people say full-service,' they are 
speaking of their specific audio 
point of reference and the specific 
capabilities of their facility and per-
sonnel." 

Post Logic, Hollywood 
Miles Christensen, CEO 
Bill Frazee, president 
Massive Expansion: 7hreefloors, all re-
constructed, one strictly fbr client's of-
fices; SSL and Neve mix suites; Akai 
DD1000s; Gefen M&E Organizer; two 
telecine rooms, with Alpha Image 501 

digital switchers; D-1, D-2; Quantel 
Hal; full paint and effects; at least two 
of ever thing. 

Christensen: "Hollywood has over-
built its capacity in servicing the tele-
vision client. A lot of facilities offer 
transfer, editorial, Paintbox, and audio 
prelay and mix, but they are all capi-
talized, staffed and run to service long-
form TV. This facility is literally on its 
own in the Southern California mar-
ket. Talent and support staff are 
specifically geared for the spot market. 
The audio facilities in town that pri-
marily do advertising do not offer 
video post. The post facilities that han-
dle the ad market do not support 
audio as a business. You can't put the 
client in a comer creatively or opera-
tionally. The expansion supports the 
split in our client's needs." 

Frazee: "You cannot imagine the 
chaos when a client finds out that their 
spot has been sold and is due on the 
air in 12 hours or less. They virtually 
run on fire to meet their revised dead-
line, and this Post Logic scenario sup-
ports their business and creative 
needs. The advertising client is not too 
predictable, but if you know their 
needs and build to suit...that is the 

goal here. 

SOUND TRAX, BURBANK 

Jeremy Hoenack, president 
Featured equipment: custom DAVE 
editing system; DAVE II to be released 
in November. Hoenack believes that it 
will solve the problem of low-cost, re-
movable media. 

"Full-service is a sign of the times. 
Studios rent out time like a hotel does. 
It's package-oriented. Producers want 
one-stop shopping, and, consequent-
ly, we need a lot of ancillary equip-
ment that we don't charge for. The 
only thing we don't do is make the 
optical negative. You just can't support 
it, and very few places in town can. 
We can do ADR, Foley, editing, dub-
bing, M&E, as well as all the delivery 
requirements. 

-We're different from many com-
panies in that we develop most of our 
own technology, including our editing 
system and our dubbing stage. But 
people don't necessarily come to us 
because of that; they come because 
we provide an exceptional service. I 
had a client who said that the thing he 
loves about us is that our expectations 
are higher than his." 

Your assistant is here. 

EXPAMIXP 

TARGET OUTPUT LEVEL 

• 

,1101 

YPASS 4 t uECREASE INCREASE 

SFEEC•t CURVE 5•VEV • 

M eet your new gain control assistant—the 421 AGC-Leveler. Patch 

the 421 anywhere in your console path, set the target output level, and 

rest easy. Signals below target are automatically boosted while signals 

above are smoothly brings other skills to the studio: 

brick wall limiting and downward expansion with AutoThreshold for 

noise elimination, Speech Curve EQ, and a unique parallel input/output 

metering system for precision monitoring at a glance. 

For dialog and effects leveling in post, film & music dubs, vocal & 

instrumental tracking, or any application where constant level and intelli-

gihility are a must, hire an assistant—the Symetrix 421 AGC-Leveler. 

Symetrix 

41. 
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JOHN MICHAEL 

WEAVER 

hen James G. Stewart arrived in Hollywood in the late 

1920s, the "talking picture" was still in its infancy 

During the 50 years that followed, he remained con-

sistently on the forefront of the technical and artistic 

advances made in film and television sound. Retracing 

the course of his career reveals a great deal not only 

about Stewart's personal accomplishments, which in-

clude nine Academy Award nominations and three Os-

cars, but also about how audio post-production evolved 

from a shaky new craft into the complex and sophisti-

cated process it is today. 

GETTING IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR 

Stewart's first love was radio. In 1920 at the age of 13. he partici-
pated in the experimental »I broadcasts conducted by Westing-

James G. Stewart's 

career in film 

sound spanned the 

first fifty years of 

the medium 'S 

history. 
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house engineer Frank Conrad that 
led to the setting up of KDKA Pitts-
burgh, America's first commercial 
radio station. When he was just out 
of high school, Stewart started his 
own radio repair business the sanie 
year that Warner Bros. released its 
first Vitaphone ( sound-on-disc) fea-
ture, Don juan (1926). 
Two years later, Stewart's techni-

James G. 

Stewart 

adjusting 

a con-

denser 

micro-

phone on 

an RKO 

sound-

stage 

during 

the early 

1930s. 

cal expertise and knowledge of 
sound reproduction helped him land 
a job in New York with the newly 
formed RCA Photophone Company, 
manufacturers of film sound record-
ing and playback systems. While 
W( rking for RCA, he designed, in-
stalled and maintained some of the 
first sound systems put in movie the-
aters, including the Radio City Music 

Hall theater, one of the largest cine-
mas ever built. 

Stewart's first job in a Hollywood 
studio was with RKO (then owned 
by RCA), which hired him in 1931 to 
help develop a noise reduction sys-
tem for the company's optical 
recording equipment. When the stu-
dio decided shortly thereafter that 
this type of research was a luxury it 
couldn't afford, Stewart was trans-
ferred to the production side of the 
operation and worked as a "stage 
man" (boom operator) on many 
early sound film classics, among 
them George Cukor's A Bill of Di-
vorcement ( 1932), Katherine Hep-
burn's film debut. 

"You had big crews in those days, 
six or seven men just for sound," 
Stewart recalls. "You had a mixer in 
a booth, a stage man, maybe two 
sound electricians and two sound 
grips. When we went on location, 
half of the time I didn't even know 
everyone on the sound crew." Stew-
art also points out that, for a short 
time during the early days of Holly-
wood's conversion to sound, the 
production mixer's power on the set 
sometimes rivaled the director's. 

CHEAP DOUBLE-CROSSER 
HR 
HALFRACK 
FORMAT 
HORIZONTAL 
OR VERTICAL 

197,Mg 

The FAC 28 is the first commercially available 48dB/octaw crossover. Doubling the to 
mil-off makes the crossover region so small as to be virtually negligible. An ounce of prevention 
goes along way when it comes to cancellation problems. And the FAC 28's 
24-position binary code frequency selector gives you the consistent 
accuracy of plug-in cards, but with the convenience of a knob. 

EQ, balanced in/out and mono sub-woofer input, the FAC 28 is not nearly 4:Mite 
as expensive as you might think. But you can't really call something as 
well-made as the FAC 28 "cheap:' We lied... to get your attention. Sorry. 

Complete with electronic phase alignment invert switches, CD horn 

RANE CORPORATION 10802-47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275. (206) 355-6000 
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When the little door opens, 
a world opens with it. 

Imagine. 

You can give your studio clients a CD 

reference of the day's work. You can compile 

commercial spots on compact disc. You can 

build your own CD-quality sound effects library. 

The YPDR601 makes it all possible. It is the 

Yamaha Professional Compact Disc Recorder. 

And it lets you record onto compact disc with the 

ease and flexibility of recording onto cassette. 

The YPDR601 lets you interrupt 

recording whenever you want. It's the 

only CD recorder that allows you to play 

an unfinished disc, as is, on any standard 

compact disc player. And 

the YPDR601 allows you 

THE YAMAHA COM PA 

USE READER SERVI( I RD FOR MORE I\ 

to go back and add to a partially recorded disc. 

Just load the disc and continue recording 

The YPDR601 can accept multiple analog 

and digital formats. It provides control ports that 

enable hands-free recording from professional R-

DATs and audio sources with timecode. And 

you'll be pleased to learn that the YPDR601 is as 

affordable as it is flexible. 

Call Yamaha at 1-800-395-1313, ext. 300, for 

more information about the exciting 

YPDR601 and the entire line of Yamaha 

Digital To Digital products. 

Isn't it amazing what one little door 

can do. YAMAHA® 
lee dAmm.. Proa,...114.1 PO P..‘ P.A. C.61.{.... 90622.01 C4.0 522 9011 

T DISC RECORDER 
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Summit Audio Inc 

P.O. Box 1678, Los Gatos 
California 95031 U.S.A. 

408-395-2448 
Fax:408-395-1403 

Recordists were able to insist that 
cameras be isolated in soundproof 
booths and even had the authority 
to cut a scene-in-progress when they 
didn't like what they were hearing. 

The results were not always 
pleasing. " If you look at pictures 
made in the first year after sound 
was introduced, they have a static 
quality that's terrible," Stewart says. 
It wasn't long before directors re-
belled against the artistic restrictions 
being foisted on them. "The de-
mands the creative people put on 
the sound technicians [brought 
about] improvements in both record-
ing technique and equipment, such 
as directional microphones and bet-
ter booms." 

FROM THE DESERT TO DUBBING 

Stewart's move into post-production 
was partially the consequence of a 
sunstroke he suffered in 1933 while 
on location in the Yuma Desert, 
where he was recording production 
sound for John Ford's The Lost Pa-
trol. While recuperating back in Hol-
lywood, he was asked to sit in on 
some "dubbing" (re-recording) ses-
sions at RKO and write a report on 
what he observed. 

"In the early days, re-recording 
was a process you indulged in only 
if it was absolutely necessary," Stew-
art says. "The release track on most 
pictures was 80-90% unaltered origi-
nal sound." Whenever re-recording 
was deemed unavoidable, only spe-
cific sections of a reel would be 
worked on and later intercut with 
the production track. 

At first, RKO productions were re-
recorded using equipment originally 
designed for other purposes and 
under working conditions that were 
far from ideal. Individual optical 
tracks were played back on modi-
fied film projectors and were com-
bined via the same extremely simple 
consoles used for mixing production 
sound. RKO's original dubbing room 
was a cramped, unventilated booth, 
in which the mixer watched the film 
through a window and listened to 
the soundtrack through a small 
speaker mounted on the wall behind 
the console. 

As primitive as this sounds by 
today's standards, the biggest prob-
lem was not the equipment or facil-
ities, but the way mixing was being 
approached conceptually. The 
process was mostly handled by peo-
ple from the music department. 

Stewart in Print 
The following are articles and 
papers written by James G. 
Stewart: 

• 

Application of Non-linear 
Volume Characteristics to 
Dialog Recording (Journal of 
the Society of Motion Picture 
Engineers, September 1938). 
Written with John O. Aalberg, 
this paper describes experi-
ments at RKO Studios with an 
early form of compression for 
optical film sound. 

• 

The Rerecording Process 
(Audio Engineering Society 
Reprints, May 1970). Outlines 
the state-of-the-art post-pro-
duction techniques in Holly-
wood circa 1970. 

• 

Development of Sound Tech-
nique (The American Film In-
stitute, 1977). Book-length au-
tobiography, based on inter-
views conducted by Irene 
Kahn Atkins for the Louis B. 
Mayer Foundation Oral Histo-
ry project. 

• 
The Evolution of Cinematic 
Sound: A Personal Report 
(Contained in the book, 
Sound and the Cinema, Evan 
Cameron, ed., Redgrave, 1980). 
An essay written for the land-
mark conference on film sound 
held in 1976 at the Eastman 
House in Rochester, New 
York. 

—John Michael Weaver 

"They would make three or four 
takes of a reel, each one with the 
music a little louder, and then print 
them all," Stewart remembers. "The 
next day they would listen to them 
and maybe the music was a little too 
loud, even in the softest one. So 
they would have to go back and do 
more takes." 

Stewart felt that with more re-
hearsal and less emphasis on music 
alone, it would be possible to do 
fewer takes and then intercut be-
tween them when necessary. After 
reading his report, RKO put him in 
charge of the studio's re-recording 
operations. During his tenure as 
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Every element of your performance is in place.. 
This is the take that goes for th z platkum. 

When there is no room or compromise, you choose 
Neumann microphones. (Look-alikes just can't cut it.) 

Only Neumann's unique combination, of classic 
engineering and advanced technology captures 

the very passion of your performance. 
Accurately. Each and every time. 

Neumann USA 
6 Vista Drive. PO' Box 987, DIO Lyme, CT 06371 
Telephome 203.4345220 • FAX: 203.434.3148 

est Coast 818.780.1229 • FAX: 818.780.1259 



;
HE FINEST SMALL II 
MIXER EVER " —FRED. 
Okay that may sound like 
_ fanatical ad jive. But after 

you've seen a MicroSeries 1202 
12x2 stereo mixer being used on 
a scoring stage at a world-famous 
film company...or talked to one of 
the many engineers who uses an 
MS 1202 to record direct to 
digital...or heard a power 
drummer thrash the heads off a 
kit that's submixed through a 
1202...you'll know this is no 
ordinary 5399 mixer Small 
wonder. We packed it with 
features no one has ever had the 
fanaticism to pock into a mixer 
that takes up less than a square 
foot of space. 

liHE 5399 "SWISS ARMY KNIFE." We 
designed the MicroSeries 
1202 to be the absolutely 

best "starter" mixer in existence 
for home MIDI studios, individual 
musicians and small club acts. 
What we frankly didn't count on 
was its fanatical popularity with 
seasoned audio pros who are 
accustomed to far larger 
boards. They've 
discovered that the 
1202 has the 
headroom, ultra-low noise 
and no-compromise mir preamps 
to qualify as an essential part of 
their audio tool kit. For instance: 

... Outboard 4-ch microphone 
preamplifier 

itio> Bal/unbal level converter 
.'Add-on submixer 
P.-Impedance matcher 
p.- Radio/IV newsroom/ENG 

mixer 
jo.Live-to-DAT mixer 
P.-Small format/off-line video 

suite mixer 
When a mixer sounds as good as 
the MicroSeries 1202 — yet costs 
less than 400 — the possibilities 
are limited only by your creativity. 
Hear the product of our fanatical 
engineering at your Mackie 
dealer soon. 

ePREAMP5. The MS, 1202 is the 
STUDIO-GRADE MC 

only mini-mixer that incorporates 
discrete, large-emitter-geeometcy tran-
sistor preamplifiers instead of simple 
ICs. Which is 'why the 1202s four bal-
anced mic preamps deliver an honest 
-129d5m E.I.N. 0.00S% T:HCh yet can 
handle +14dBu inputs without a pad. 
And they even have +4,51/phantom 
power for condenser microphones! \ 

TRIM matches any 
signal from instru-
ment levels to 
-10dB semi-pro 
to +4,13 pm 
gear 

2 AUX 
SENDS 
with plenty 
of gain for 
special 
effects. 

7W0-
BAND EQ 
at 50Hz (more 
thump than 100Hz) & 
125kHz (more sizzle than U7k). 

UNITY PLUS CHANNEL GAIN 
CONTROLS minimize noise and maxi-
mize headroom. 20d5 gain above 
unity center detent reduces the need 
to constantly adjust trims during 
recording or performance. 

13ETTER-11-IAN-DIGITAL. -90d8 
5/N ratio with 108d13 dynamic range 
(vs. digital with -90d5 5/N and 90d5 
dynamic range) So you're ready for 
that A-DAT, OAT, or hand disk record-
ing system in your future. Other 
equaQv un-$399-esque specs include 
0.025% THO 20-20kbiz and 20-
40kHz ±16115 frequency response. On 
top of all this, the MicroSeries 1202 
just plain sounds good and is made 
right here in Washington State. 

, 
/ 

() / 
/ 

MAIN OUTS. - 
Salance,c/ Jc-1 rj f 

r`i 

"Pacno-stile“ TAPE INPUT/ 

unbalanced (max -i 22a5) outpHT. 

OUTPUT ,or rew rairp & playback. • 

STEREO AUX RETURNS 
have separate left-right inputs I 
with 20d5 gain. 

AUX OUTPUTS for stage 
monitoring, effects, 

rding. 

4e3-WA1 12-LED, 
VU METERS. Và Ch'1111161111 
Metering uttori, the disprelt,j( 
can read 1) main stereo output --de 
levels; 2) mic input levels or 3) line 
input levels for more accuracy 
than mere overload LEDs. 

WOOED, COLD-ROLLED STEEL CASE 
^In wonder ',-hr hIS 1292 weighs 7 lb.f.,1 

LURKING ON THE BACK: 
CHANNNEL INSERTS rrovide both 
uninterrupted and interrupted clireci. 
outs as well as pre-fader and post; 
fader effect loop channel patching fc-
equalizers, compressors limiters, etc. 

INSTRUMENTATION-
GRADE, BUILT-IN POWER 
SUPPLY not . .wonve-
nient "wail warts 8., line lumps- but also 
their hurn-inducing magnetic fields 
These result when a skimpy trans-
fonner is driven into non-linearity et 15 
kiloGauss, causing stray 25-35W 
magnetic fields that are easily pickea 
vi by shielded audio cables. The M5 

5 large transformer loée-s at just 
0 kiloGauss, reducing stray fields 
to under 11.1Y,' and has juice to 
epare for 4-454' phantom power 

and a 'beefy 
nead-
phone 

DOUBLE-
SIDED 
FIBERGLASS 
CIRCUIT 
BOARDS. 
Our exclusive, 
patent-pend-

ing isolated mount-
ing method provides 

rigid. multi-point - 
suspension, isolating 

oontrols from the 
4 mixer's mechanics All 
' other mixers use their 
controls as part of the 
mechanical structure, lead-

ing to potential damage from 
physical impact. 

SEALED ROTARY POTEN-
TIOMETERS prevent con-

tamination and are co-molded 
without USC of easily-shattered 

Phenolic,. No wonder we can offer an 
un-precedented 3-YEAR i'varranty. 

MIX AMPS WITH DOUBLE THE 
HEADROOM. 
amps can overload and distort 

when you start pouring on the chan-
nels. Our gain structure lets you cram 
the M51202 with up to 20 hot sig-
nals and still have more headroom 
than other mixers running 
haN' as many input,;. 

HI-OUTPUT HEADPHONE AMP . 
7,7 

THE M5 1202 MEASURES 

SFiCUS CptiOriJi f.,t", • 

MACKIE DESIGNS INC 16130 WOOD-RED RD NE NQ2 WOODINVILLE, WA 98072 
1-800-258-6883 ^» FAX 206/487-4337 COMPUSERVE: GO MACKIE 
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chief re-recording mixer ( 1933-
1945), he was at the console for 
nearly 250 films, among them such 
classics as Bringing Up Baby, Gunga 
Din, The Hunchback of Notre Daine. 
the Marx brothers Room Service and 
almost all of the Fred Astaire and 
Ginger Rogers musicals. He also 
played a key role in many technical 
milestones reached at RKO, includ-
ing the making of the first three-strip 
Technicolor feature, Rouben 
Mamoulian's Becky Sharp ( 1935), 
and the introduction of electronic 
compression to the post-production 
process. 

The first experiments at RKO with 
compression, conducted in the 
mid-1930s, were instigated by an ex-
ecutive who thought that an "auto-
matic volume control- might be able 
to replace mixers altogether. Al-
though this dubious scheme was 
quickly abandoned, Stewart and his 
assistant, Terry Kellum, discovered 
that compression did actually help 
solve a major technical problem that 
RKO and many other studios had 
with RCA's variable-area optical 
recording equipment. 

"Theoretically, - Stewart says, 

The best in MIDI Automation. the 

Niche Audio Control Module (ACM) is 

a versatile device designed to maintain 

the absolute clarity of your audio signal. 

using an innovative non-VCA technology 

to eliminate coloration. The ACM can 

be controlled by any sequencer giving 
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A Very Short History of 
Film Sound Techniques 

by Larry Blake 
If we think that things are hap-
pening fast in the world of sound 
these days, picture this: The 
sound-on-disc Vitaphone system 
used for The Jazz Singer in 1927 
was considered the most "ma-
ture" and highest-quality for-
mat—even though electrical 
recording was only a few years 
old! 

By the early ' 30s, though, 
rapid improvements in the emi-
nently more practical optical 
recording (which had been re-
searched since the 1890s) 
brought about its adaption as the 
standard for recording and exhi-
bition. Not only could the sound 
be physically spliced, but it could 
also be placed next to the picture 
area on the release print. (Con-
sidering the abysmal standard of 

projection today, it's amazing 
that sound films ever involved 
synchronizing a turntable with a 
projector!) 

For the next two decades, op-
tical sound ruled, with some stu-
dios using the Western Electric 
variable-density system, while 
others used the RCA variable-
area system. All sound record-
ings were made onto optical 
negatives, which, of course, 
could not be heard until 
processed and printed. On music 
scoring sessions, a wax disc was 
frequently recorded simultane-
ously to check for performance 
and balance. 

Although the optical track on 
a release print occupies an area 
approximately one-tenth of an 
inch wide, studio recordings 
were often made on 200mil dou-
ble-width tracks, in order to have 
the best quality right up to the 
final mix, which was the printing 
soundtrack negative for the film. 

Magnetic recording first made 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 78 
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"area track was much better than 
[variable-density, the competing for-
mat]. In practice, it flunked. It had 
tremendous range, but it was loaded 
with distortion. When we inserted 
compression circuitry into the re-
recording chain, we got much better 
results." Not long after Stewart re-
ported his findings to his superiors, 
the studio's parent company, RCA, 
began manufacturing a compressor 
designed specifically for re-recording 
purposes. 

"This device was absolutely revo-
lutionary," says Stewart. "Now you 
could produce a track that was low 
in distortion and had at least 8 to 10 

dB more gain. It caught on right 
away." By demonstrating and writing 
about the effect of compression on 
variable-area recordings, Stewart was 
instrumental in securing the format's 
widespread acceptance and long-
term viability (see sidebar: "Stewart 
in Print"). 

MAKING HISTORY WITH WELLES 

Stewart is probably best known for 
his work on Orson Welles' Citizen 
Kane (1941), regarded by many as 
one of the greatest films ever macle. 
Although Stewart collaborated with 
many legendary directors during his 
career, including Frank Capra, 
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George Cukor, Howard Hawks, Al-
fred Hitchcock, Fritz Lang and Jean 
Renoir, his association with Welles 
remains a high point. Welles had al-
ready established a name for himself 
with his original and flamboyant the-
ater and radio productions. "He 
came to the motion-picture business 
totally sound-minded," Stewart says. 
"I don't know of any person I 
worked with who understood the 
soundtrack better." 

Citizen Kane was the 25-year-old 
Welles' first major film, yet it is still 
studied today as a visual and aural 
masterpiece. "There is so much in-
novation in Citizen Kane," Stewart 
says. "Orson had complete control 
over the picture—nobody interfered 
with him, whatever he wanted to 
do. He didn't believe in any of the 
conventional things that stop imagi-
nation. He also had a cameraman 
and a soundman who were wide-
open to suggestion. Whatever Orson 
dreamt up, we tried to do. I learned 
a great deal from him that I was able 
to apply later in my career." 

Stewart illustrates the nature of 
his working relationship with Welles 
by describing how the soundtrack 
for the famous Madison Square Gar-
den scene in Citizen Kane was cre-
ated. In the completed film, Kane, 
played by Welles, appears to be giv-
ing a political speech in an enor-
mous auditorium. In fact, most of 
what we see of "the audience" and 
"the hall" is actually the work of a 
matte painter. Stewart's job was to 
make Welles sound as if he really 
was speaking before thousands of 
people in a huge, reverberant space. 

Stewart says that Welles usually 
allowed him to work on a scene in-
dependently and would critique 
what he had done after it was fin-
ished. In this case, Welles had laid 
the groundwork by saying his lines 
in the slow, deliberate way a skilled 
orator would in a highly reflective 
environment. This inspired Stewart 
to not only add diffuse artificial re-
verberation (via RKO's acoustic echo 
chamber), but also to synthesize the 
kind of distinct echoes one would 
expect to hear in such a setting. He 
accomplished this by having addi-
tional prints of the original dialog 
track made and then offsetting these 
copies by varying amounts to create 
multiple repeats of Welles' words. 

"I did the most elaborate track 
you can imagine," Stewart says, "but 
when I ran it for Orson, he said, 
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'Jimmy, with all that in there, who in 
the hell is going to listen to me?" 
Despite all the time and effort Stew-
art had invested, he saw Welles' 
point immediately and proceeded to 
rebalance the mix so that the effects 
enhanced rather than dominated the 
scene. 

SURROUNDING SELZNICK 

Stewart left RKO in 1945 to work for 
David O. Selznick, producer of epic 
films like Gone With the Wind. 
Stewart was eventually named head 
of all technical operations for the 
producer's independent production 
company. Selznick's penchant for 
spectacle allowed Stewart to experi-
ment with an early version of "sur-
round sound" in the 1948 release 
Portrait ofJennie, a romantic fantasy 
about eternal love, which culminates 
in a spectacular, surrealistic hurri-
cane sequence. Ironically, even 
though the film earned Stewart an 
Academy Award for Best Special 
Sound Effects, very few people saw 
or heard the most audacious version 
of its finale. 

Selznick wanted to dramatically 
increase the image size for the cli-

Pe 

systems 
Ross 
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mactic storm scene, and Stewart fol-
lowed suit by augmenting the main 
soundtrack by means of a separate 
surround channel. "For the preview 
in Oakland, I recorded a special 
track that had nothing on it except 
wind and waves," recalls Stewart. "In 
addition to the regular speakers be-
hind the screen, we put six more 
speakers around the room, three on 
each side. I had two gain controls, 
one for the main speakers and one 
for the side speakers, so I was able 
to open up the 'storm track' as the 
picture increased in size on the 
screen. 

"On the way out of the theater, 
without asking me anything about 
how it was done, Selznick said, 
'Jimmy, I want a hundred of those!" 
Unfortunately, logistical and finan-
cial realities prevented anyone other 
than preview audiences from expe-
riencing the film's ending as Selznick 
and Stewart had envisioned it. 

THE TELEVISION AGE 

In 1950, Stewart moved to yet an-
other innovative organization, Glen 
Glenn Sound, where he remained 
for nearly 25 years. During this peri-
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od of radical transformation in Hol-
lywood, Glen Glenn was often in 
the vanguard of technological 
change, laying claim to the introduc-
tion of such breakthroughs as syn-
chronous 1/4-inch magnetic tape 
recorders, ADR and reversal re-
recording. 

Glen Glenn also made an early 
entry into the fledgling TV market. 
Stewart's previous experience at 
RKO mixing hundreds of inexpen-
sive, tightly scheduled B-pictures 
proved to be the ideal preparation 
for working within the time and 
budgetary constraints of television. 
"At RKO, I used to figure that to mix 
a reel a day on an A-picture [about 
ten minutes of screen time] was a 
pretty good job," recalls Stewart. 
"But on a B-picture we did three 
reels a day. Later, when I was doing 
TV, I mixed two complete shows a 
day, three reels per show." Thus, 
while he continued to do some fea-
ture films, the bulk of Stewart's time 
at Glenn was spent mixing the nu-
merous TV productions posted 
there, among them the The Jack 
Benny Show, The Real McCoys, The 
Andy Griffith Show and I Love Lucy. 
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It was the advent of reversal re-
recording techniques in the 1960s 
that made it easier to sustain the gru-
eling pace demanded by television 
production schedules. Before "rock 
and roll" transport systems and 
punch-in recording were developed, 
an entire reel had to be mixed in 
real time. If any portion of the mix 
was unacceptable, the whole thing 
had to be redone. Once it became 
feasible to stop, roll back to any 
point on a reel and begin recording 
again from there, the necessity of 
multiple retakes was eliminated. 

As often happens, though, the va-
lidity and value of this new tech-
nique was not immediately recog-
nized by many in the industry used 
to working in the traditional way. 
"There was a lot of sophistry about 
not interrupting the 'dramatic flow' 
of the reel," Stewart says. "But mix-
ing six reels was a normal day in 
television, which is almost impossi-
ble if you have to go back to the be-
ginning of a reel and start over again 
every time somebody makes a mis-
take." 

A HALF-CENTURY OF HINDSIGHT 

In the mid-70s, Stewart went to 
work for the studio that had ushered 
in the sound era nearly 50 years be-
fore, Warner Bros., and stayed there 
until he retired in 1980. Today, he 
looks back with both pride and 
some misgivings on how the 
post-production process has 
changed since the clays when 
"talkies" were deemed by some to 
be a fad that wouldn't last. 

Stewart feels that sound has not 
changed much from an artistic stand-
point. "For the most part, people do 
many of the same things now as we 
did in the early days, but they do 
them faster and meet higher techni-
cal standards." Ben Burn (Star Wars, 
Raiders of the Lost Ark), a prominent 
member of another generation of 
audio trailblazers, acknowledges that 
people like Stewart discovered the 
creative potential of sound. "We re-
discovered it lin the '70s and '80s1 
with portable tape recorders and 
other electronic equipment that 
wasn't available to previous artists." 

Stewart believes that one of the 
most significant changes to occur 
during his career was the gradual 
fragmentation and compartmental-
ization of the filmmaking process. 
When he first came to Hollywood, 
almost every phase of a project was 

handled in-house, and there was a 
great deal of creative collaboration 
between everyone working on a 
film. As the old studio system disin-
tegrated, the people working on var-
ious facets of a production became 
increasingly isolated from one an-
other. 

"Today, the people who are actu-
ally sitting at the re-recording con-
sole with their hands on the knobs 
often have never seen the picture 
[they are mixing] before," Stewart 
says. "In many instances, they be-
come merely an extension of the 
hands of the director. In the early 
clays, I saw a film many times, in 
various stages of completion, before 
it came to the re-recording stage. It 
is much better if the people respon-
sible for the soundtrack are in on a 
picture from its conception to its 
completion, so that they and the di-
rector can discuss things like moti 
vation and pattern." 

STAYING POWER 

Having worked for so many years in 
such a demanding and volatile pro-
fession, how does Stewart account 
for the fact that he and his work 
have been able to stand the test of 
time? 
He believes that one of his most 

valuable assets, particularly in the 
beginning, was his strong technical 
background. This enabled him to 
understand and explain to the peo-
ple he worked with the capabilities 
and limitations of the available tools. 
Equally important was his apprecia-
tion of the dramatic function of both 
the aural and visual elements within 
a film. This insight made it possible 
for him to not only interpret and ex-
ecute the concepts of others, but 
also to contribute ideas of his own. 
In addition, his ability to adapt to 
different situations, combined with 
an eagerness to experiment, made 
him equally comfortable with a few 
hours to re-record a TV show, a few 
clays to mix a B-film or a few weeks 
to perfect a complex soundtrack. 

Although Stewart is no longer 
professionally active, his effect on 
the sound of American film and tele-
vision continues. A large number of 
the films and shows he worked on 
can still be seen and heard on tele-
vision, in revival theaters and in col-
lege classrooms. His presence can 
also be felt in the soundtracks creat-
ed today by the many audio 
post-production specialists who 
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have been influenced, either direct-
ly or indirectly, by the legacy of pro-
fessionalism and artistry that Stewart 
established during his long and dis-
tinguished career. 

John Michael Weaver is head of the 
Recording Arts Program at Loyola 
Matymount University in Los Ange-
les. He gratefully acknowledges 
Megan Weaver's research assistance. 
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its way into films in the early '50s by 
replacing the optical cameras on lo-
cation. A production channel could 
now be carried around in a few 
cases instead of a truck. In the early 
days of mag, sound editors often 
continued to edit on optical tracks 
because they were able to see the 
waveforms of what they were cut-
ting. ( Sound familiar to you digital 
workstation users?) 

By the mid-' 50s, mag recording 
was pretty entrenched in sound 
recording, with optical tracks used 
only for mono release prints. With 
the exception of Fantasia in 1940, 
stereo sound did not come to mo-
tion pictures until 1952, when This Is 
Onemena was released with 7-track 
sound running on an interlocked 
'nag dubber. ( The wide-screen 
image was provided by three 35mm 
images, side-by-side.) Wide aspect-
ratio image and stereo sound came 
together on one piece of film the 
next year with the 20th Century Fox 
CinemaScope system, which used 
narrow perforations on release prints 
to fit four magnetic stripes. 

Fox went all out for stereo sound, 
even to the point of recording the 
dialog in stereo with three micro-
phones! This cumbersome proce-
dure was scrapped by the next sys-
tem, Todd-AO, which recorded the 
dialog in mono and then panned 
(they called it "swinging") it across 
the screen. Todd-AO, like Cinerama, 
used five speakers behind the 
screen, with a sixth channel feeding 
the surround speakers in the audito-
rium. The picture was shot on 65mm 
film, then printed on 70mm film to 
allow for room outside the perfora-
tions for wider magnetic stripes. 
From 1955-1970 this was the pic-
ture/sound format of choice in Hol-
lywood and was used on such films 
as Oklahoma!, West Side Story, 
Lawrence of Arabia, The Sou eul of 
Music, 2001: A Space Odyssey, etc. 

After 1970, the industry turned 
away from big-budget spectacles, 
and stereo sound and 65mm pho-
tography became virtually extinct. 
Around this time Dolby Laboratories 

was investigating the use of its A-
Type noise reduction in motion pic-
tures. By 1975 the company devel-
oped a stereo optical system that 
brought stereo sound to standard 
optical release prints at no addition-
al cost. In 1979 they introduced the 
current system of matrix-encoding 
four channels of information onto 
two Dolby NR-encoded optical 
tracks, which are then decoded back 
to four channels in the theater. An 
equally important addition to the 
chain was the 1/3-octave equaliza-
tion inside Dolby Cinema proces-
sors. The aggregate result was a ( po-
tentially) more reliable match in the 
real world of what was heard during 
the final mix. Today, virtually every 
film is released in stereo, with the 
audience's awareness of what stereo 
really means enhanced by the prolif-
eration of Dolby Surround decoders 
for home stereo systems. 

Digital recording's start in film 
sound was not unlike that of mag-
netic recording's beginnings in the 
early '50s: recording part of this film, 
some of that film, and (allegedly!) all 
of a few films. At this point, a large 
percentage of the widespread use of 
digital recording in film sound re-
lates more to its being part of the en-
tourage of disk-based, random-ac-
cess sound editing than it does to 
any drastically improved quality. (To 
wit, what really attracts people is the 
speed and flexibility of this style of 
editing. The fact that the sound is 
"digital" is the icing on the cake.) 

With the exception of one-off 
roadshow engagements, digital 
sound didn't come to theaters until 
June 1990 with the release of Dick 
Tracy in the Cinema Digital Sound 
process. This past June Dolby intro-
duced its SR•D process on Batman 
Returns. SR•D places six digital 
tracks between the sprocket hole of 
a standard 35mm print, with the 
standard stereo optical track remain-
ing untouched. 

Lamy Blake is a sound editor and re-
recording mixer. He is currently 
working on three books that he will 
self-publish next year. 
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BY TOMLINSON HOLMAN 

The text of this article appeared originally in the April 

Issue of Boxoffice, the trade magazine for the motion 

picture exhibition industry, based in Hollywood. The 

author has added information pertinent to Mix readers 

pringing up over the 
last several years have 
been eight different 
and incompatible sys-
tems to supply digital 
sound to motion pic-

ture theaters. Some are sound-on-
film systems, while others are dou-
ble systems. Some use compatible 
prints, while others require special-
ized ones. Many use data compres-
sion schemes to hold the amount of 
information that must be stored; oth-
ers find that to be a problem. Are we 
P1+0-0: ALAN LEVENSON 

Tomlinson Holman 

headed for a new era of format 
wars? It is a time of great confusion, 
but all proposed systems share some 
common properties that make them 
have an impact on post-production. 

The technical reason for digital 
systems is simple: Digital technology 
is a way to make a great many 

iv 
Vihere Analog? 
Where Digital? 

Analog excels t<xlay at tile begin-
ning and end of the process: the 
microphone preamplifier and the 
power amplifier driving the loud-
speaker. In addition, it is often 
the most practical of post-produc-
tion processes, despite the ad-
vances clearly made by digital 
audio workstations. It is still 
cheaper to hire lots of sound edi-
tors for a short period of time on 
large-scale projects and let them 
use Moviolas and flatbeds than it 
is to equip enough digital work-
stations . to get the job done 
quickly. 
We are up against two prob-

lems here: the post-production 
squeeze and a peak-to-RMS ratio 
problem. The post-production 
squeeze has to do with the eco-
nomics of film production, which 
call for ever tighter post-produc-
tion schedules. By the time the 
producer hits post, the money is 
mostly spent, and it is easy for 
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copies of an original that have all the 
properties of the original. The mar-
keting reason is also clean The ex-
pectation of the audience—due to 
the overwhelming popularity of the 
compact disc—is that sound will be 
improved by the application of dig-
ital techniques. 

But the inherent problem with 
digital is in conversion back and 
forth from the analog to the digital 
world. While the conversion tech-
nology for the system used on the 
CD, called linear Pulse Code Modu-
lation, is well-developed, most sys-
tems for digital sound-on-film re-
quire new, more complex methods. 
There is simply not enough space 
on the film to represent the sound 
using linear PCM. Thus, data must 
be reduced before it is stored, which 
may have consequences for the 
sound quality. 

Given the way that digital infor-
mation is generally represented on 
media, there tends to be a hard limit 
as to whether a system works or not. 
While not inherently associated with 
digital systems, this problem never-
theless plagues many implementa-
tions. Because of this hard-limit 
problem, the user can mistakenly as-
sume that the systems are working 
when in fact they are growing clos-
er and closer to the edge of corn-

plete failure. Analog systems, by 
contrast, often fail "gently," giving 
some sonic warnings of degradation 
before utter failure. Of course, this is 
well-known and appreciated in pro-
fessional sound circles, but don't 
count on it being known in the local 
cinema. 

COMMON FEATURES FOR 

THE PROPONENT SYSTEMS 

All of the proposed digital systems 
produce discrete loudspeaker signals 
at the end of the chain. The ampli-
tude-phase matrix known as Dolby 
Stereo or Ultra Stereo is not used. 
This has often been the largest audi-
ble difference when comparing ana-
log 35mm optical systems with dig-
ital ones, since the analog always 
empl'oyed the matrix. 
I have written extensively about 

the pros and cons of the matrix in 
"Surround Sound Systems for Use in 
Cinemas and Homes," published by 
the Audio Engineering Society in the 
proceedings of the 1990 Washington 
Conference. To greatly simplify that 
work: The matrix tends to narrow 
the stereo soundstage for much pro-
gram material, while also producing 
sound from the surrounds that 
wasn't necessarily there in a discrete 
mix. The effect of removing the ma-
trix and having perceptually discrete 

DIGITAL AUDIO 

FIR FILM 

IS THE WAVE 

OF THE 

FUTURE _ RUT IN 

WHAT FORMAT? 
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MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

CD REFS 

51 Federal St. # 100 

San Francisco, CA 94107 

(415) 495-2297 

Fax:(415) 495-2684 

INSTANT CD'S 
LISTEN TO YOUR CURRENT 

PROJECT OR FAVORITE PIECE 
OF MUSIC ON YOUR HOME, 

CAR OR PORTABLE CD PLAYER. 

CD'S INDIVIDUALLY MADE 
FROM YOUR DAT, CASSETTE, 

2-TRACK, OR 1630. 

LOW PRICES, FAST SERVICE, 
FRIENDLY PEOPLE. 
(415) 495-2297 

UNDER 60 MINUTES 
60-74 MINUTES $250.00 

$225.00 

ROCKET 
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tions already resolved, so there is lit-
tle remaining debate on these issues. 

The consequences of having such 
a relatively pure means of delivery, 
with wide frequency and dynamic 
range, remind me of the changeover 
from LPs to CDs. The potential clar-
ity of CDS meant that the techniques 
used to push the program material 
through the smaller window of the 
LP, such as choices of microphones, 
equalization, compression and the 
like, were misplaced in the digital 
era. There was a problem period 
when the source methods were pre-
distorted for the older medium. 

This might be expected to occur 
once again, now in film sound, 
where the very properties that make 
digital better may cause some diffi-
culties. Mixers will have to learn that 
they may not need quite such a 
presence peak in voices to make 
them clearly intelligible, for instance. 
On the other hand, we're still deal-
ing with the old B-chains in many 
theaters, which would benefit from 
such boosts. One way to handle this 
would be separate passes for record-
ing the digital and the analog, with 
different equalization, since it could 
be expected that the older theaters 
won't go digital anyway. But this 
gives up on an important possibility, 
that of using the analog tracks as a 
fairly transparent switched-in backup 
if needed (see sidebar: "Sound- on-
Film vs. Double-System Sound"). 

PROCESSES MADE 

OBSOLETE BY DIGITAL 

Perhaps surprising to some is the 
fact that every 70mm release, having 
potentially high sound quality, must 
have the sound system "tuned" to 
the prints, or the inherent quality 
does not have a hope of being re-
covered. The variation in frequency 
response from release to release is 
an amount plainly audible to the 
casual observer. 
I recently saw a picture on the 

dubbing stage at the end of post-
production, then one week later in a 
premiere 70mm presentation. The 
difference was startling. In the the-
ater, the bass was very weak despite 
the fact that the dub stage and the 
theater were equipped with the 
same B-Chain sound systems—and 
were even roughly the same size! 
The difference was the performance 
of the 70mm analog print; the 
amount of bass actually recorded on 
the print was much less than that on 

the printing master. There was no 
way one could say that the audience 
had the same experience as the di-
rector intended. 

So the fact that any of the digital 
systems proposed will produce day-
to-day results more consistent than 
the release-to-release variations of 
the current 70mm format is extreme-
ly important and useful to the busi-
ness. This means that all the digital 
systems should get rid of the A-
Chain adjustment blues that every 
technician knows about: the month-
to-month variations that occur due 
to aging of the exciter lamp, me-
chanical drift (often best called 
screwdriver drift!), head wear and 
other maladies that such systems are 
subject to. Of course, the question 
remains as to how "tweaky" the new 
digital systems are. 

THE REST OF THE SOUND SYSTEM 

Of course, feeding a pristine source 
into a poor reproduction system 
makes little sense. It could he said 
that "room equalization" has been 
used more to ameliorate loudspeak-
er problems than room problems. 
When we set out in the early '80s to 
improve the theater experience, it 
was with knowledge of the difficul-
ties faced by traveling road show 
sound systems: Each venue presents 
a new set of problems. For this rea-
son, THX took the easy way and has 
always had the prerequisite of a 
known, controlled set of room 
acoustics. 
We started with the notion that 

sound systems in theaters are repro-
duction systems, not production 
ones. In a concert hall, the hall itself 
is a vital part of the performance. It 
provides feedback to the musicians 
and warmth and envelopment 
through its reverberation processes. 
But in a motion picture theater, we 
are trying to reproduce what is on 
the soundtrack, and if that includes 
a reverberant component, then we 
have sound system elements avail-
able to correctly spatialize them—we 
need no reverberation from the 
room. 

This problem was studied, inter-
estingly, in the 1930s by workers 
from Bell Labs who asked the ques-
tion: What is the effect of reverbera-
tion in the theater when there is al-
ready reverberation on the sound-
track? The answer was an undesir-
able lengthening of reverberation 
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Digitally Controlled Studio System 

The Euphonix CSII architecture preserves 

the traditional user interface and sonic 

integrity of the finest analog designs. In 

order to meet today's complicated audio 

production requirements, we have gone 

further and added a level of automation 

and control never before available. And 

we've done it without increasing hardware 

complexity, cost or size. 

Whom 
Digitally Controlled Studio Systems 

• Total AutomationTm Control 
Every console setting under precise digital control. 

▪ SnapShot RecallTM System 
Reconfigures the entire system within 1/30th second. 

• Sound Quality 
Advanced, digitaly controlled signal path delivers 
pristine audio quality. 

• Flexible Architecture 
Eliminates obsolescence while prov'cling a modular 
upgrade path to large ccnfigurations. 

Sales & Marketing 
106478 Riverside Drive 
North Hollywood, California 91602 
18181766-1666 Fax:18181766-3401 

Corporate HO and R&D 
220 °Wage Avenue 
Pala Alto, California 94306 
14151855-0400 Fax 14151855-0410 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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ver the past quarter-century, 
power amplifier design has 

undergone a complex evolution. In 
the 1960s, the transition from tubes 
to transistors began, and cost per 
watt became a major issue. The 
1970s brought about an increased 
focus on reliability, with protection 
devices becoming de rigueur as the 
1980s approached. In the decade 
that followed, most manufacturers 
centered their energies on smaller— 
yet higher-powered—designs that 
seemed impervious to dead shorts or 
torturous 2-ohm loads. 

Today, the amplifier market is di-

Iii o 0 ol'íi ii ' o 

verse, ranging from a revival in the 
retro-technology of high-end vacu-
um tube designs to the incorporation 
of computer control into the amp/ 
speaker interface. We talked to a 
number of companies that specialize 
in power amplifiers, soliciting their 
views on the future directions of 
amp design and how their current 
models reflect those trends. As al-
ways, the responses were varied and 
informative. 

BRYSTON 

John Russell: "I've seen a fair num-
ber of attempts to build a new and 
better amplifier using a special slid-
ing power supply and things like 
that, which squeeze amps into small-

"BY COMBINING DSP 

AND COMPUTER 

NETWORKING SYSTEMS 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

LONE WOLF AND OTHER 

COMPANIES, THE 

AMPLIFIER WILL 

BECOME A SMART 

DEVICE THAT CAN 

MONITOR CONDITIONS 

HAPPENING AROUND IT." 

—STEVE PAYNE 
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degree of reliability and consistency 
in the performance." 

er and lighter packages. We're pleas-
antly surprised at the number of 
people who come back to say 
they've tried that and now want to 
talk about real amplifiers and real 
music. 

'Our 4B NPB integrates the power 
supply more closely into the amplifi-
er itself. They're amalgamated into 
one circuit and communicate very 
closely, so the current flow is very 
fast and very accurate. We've re-
tained the 'reservoir' approach to 
power supply design, but we've im-
proved the supply's ability to deliver 
instantaneous current levels to the 
output transistors by reducing the 
physical size of the filter capacitors 
and multiplying the number of them. 

This does a couple of things. A 
smaller filter capacitor responds 
more quickly than a larger one, and 
they can be packaged more closely 
into the circuitry—it doesn't need a 
wiring harness to connect it to the 
amplification circuitry. 

"I assume that in the future we'll 
probably reduce distortion and 
noise, but that's speculative since 
we're basically at the threshold of 
what's really available from technol-
ogy today. We are working on com-
puter control of the amplifiers for 
large installations, and a couple of 
manufacturers are doing that at pre-
sent. These systems are good, but 
there's always room for improve-
ment in terms of the user interface, 

CARVER PROFESSIONAL 

Steve Payne: "We are one of the few 
manufacturers taking a different ap-
proach to amplifier power supply 
design, and I don't see any major 
changes to our approach in the near 
future. Initially, we were the only 
ones using that technology, and 
everybody said we were mavericks. 
Other manufacturers—like Morenz, 
Peavey and Stewart—entered the 
market with products incorporating 
switching power supplies, adding 

photo courtesy of llot House Professional 
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Over the last five years, Apogee filters 

have become an industry standard. 

But we've known that filters were only 

part of the story. To fully capture 

your recordings, a great deal more 

was needed. 

Our AD-500 and DA-1000E 

portable reference converters are 

the answer—packed with features 

you've been waiting for. Like the 

ability to lock to virtually any sync 

source or word clock while using any 

digital format. Or the A to D's 'Soft 

Limit' feature that imperceptibly 

controls 'over'-causing transients, 

permitting several dB more average 

level to be put on CD or DAT. And its 

'Soft Saturate' feature actually 

simulates the sound of analog tape 

compression. 

The DA-1000E offers accurate, 

uncolored monitoring of a wide range 

of digital sources. That's why it's 

already the converter of choice in 

many top mastering facilities 

worldwide. 

All this in a pair of converters so 

transparent they, quite simply, sound 

as if they aren't there. And at a 

price that's barely there. 

Try them. Hear digital audio 

unveiled...at last. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
3145 DONALD DOUGLAS LOOP SOUTH 

SANTA MONICA, CA 90405 
TEL: (310) 915-1000 . FAx (310) 391 -6262 
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more credibility to what we've been 
doing. 

"Manufacturers are still more or 
less in a race to clownsize product— 
make it smaller, lighter, more pow-
erful and more reliable. We've seen 
that in products like the Crown 
VZ3600, with more power in a 
smaller package, although they 
haven't trimmed the weight down as 
much. QSC's new series of MX amps 
are lighter, and they use a switching 
tiered-rail approach that we've been 
using for 15 years. Some people are 
concerned about the reliability of 
switching power supplies, but these 
have been used in Sony televisions 
for years, as well as by NASA and 
the military—any application requir-
ing highly stable, reliable perfor-
mance in a lightweight package. 

"By combining DSP and comput-
er networking systems available 
through Lone Wolf and other com-
panies, the amplifier will become a 
smart device that can monitor condi-
tions happening around it, making 
modifications on its own or operat-
ed from a remote location. Ampli-
fiers will become more sophisticat-
ed, yet systems will become simpler 
because many functions can be pre-
cisely controlled via microprocessors 
on an instantaneous basis, especial-
ly in cases where you have to make 
a change in 30 amplifier channels si-
multaneously. There are definitely 
better ways to do that than a roadie 
clicking level controls. 

"Incorporating computer net-
working capability and DSP into am-
plifiers doesn't require much physi-
cal space within the amp, yet allows 
unlimited potential in terms of what 
you can do in the amplifier itself. Ul-
timately, everything will be net-
worked. The console, signal proc-
essing and amplifiers could all be 
controlled by one system. The pos-
sibilities are limited only by your 
imagination. We're having to look at 
things in a completely new light. A 
lot of neat things will come out of 
this, from us and other manufactur-
ers. It's exciting." 

CREST AUDIO 

John Lee: "The industry is becoming 
more and more demanding, making 
us all work harder to produce a bet-
ter product: a cost-effective, highly 
reliable, good-performing amplifier. 
This comes about from a selection of 
components, the design itself, opti-
mizing every parameter and a will-

ingness to spend the money to bring 
this to fruition. There are certain seg-
ments of the market where cost is 
not a primary concern, but, general-
ly, people are very cost-conscious 
these days. 

"When we discuss sound quality. 
we really refer to strenuous condi-
tions. A lot of amplifiers sound rea-
sonable when handling light-duty 
loads, like driving 8-ohm woofers, 
but if you put a heavy load on an 
amplifier, drive it up to clipping and 
run it that way all night, that sepa-
rates the men from the boys. You 
can really hear a difference in the 
way some amplifiers sound when 
you first turn them on, as opposed 
to how they sound at the end of the 
evening. It's one of the reasons 
we've done well in the touring 
sound market. 

"Weight is a factor in a limited 
part of the marketplace. There are 
some portable applications where 
the user is willing to sacrifice some 
positive aspect of the amplifier in 
order to reduce weight. You don't 
get something for nothing. If you 
don't put a decent power supply 
and sufficient heat sinks in the am-
plifier, you'll have problems. 

"When the lightweight amplifiers 
first hit the market in the mid-'80s, 
we were all nervous for a while, 
thinking that maybe we should get 
rid of our heavyweight designers, 
but it didn't turn out that way. In the 
'90s, as technology progresses, there 
will be a quality approach to pro-
ducing a lightweight amplifier at a 
cost-effective price. But right now 
it's a bit premature." 

CROWN INTERNATIONAL 

Vern Searer: "Over the past 20 years, 
I think we've made a significant im-
provement in almost every parame-
ter, whether it's reliability, sonic 
quality, or doing some support 
things, such as making our three-
year warranty into a no-fault, full 
warranty that covers the product 
even if you drop it or pour Coca-
Cola into it. 

"When we introduced the Crown 
IQ System, we portrayed it as ampli-
fier control and monitoring. All 
along it was intended to be more 
than that. Now we're introducing the 
SMX and MPX stuff to input signal 
level control, with the idea of com-
plete sound system control and 
monitoring. 

"The most significant thing about 
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the Macro Reference is that we 
tweaked everything to the extreme. 
The signal-to-noise ratio is in excess 
of 120 dB. We spent a lot of time to 
get bass-end control with the damp-
ing factor, so we did some ingenious 
feedback control with the split-feed-
back/dual-velocity circuit to get even 
better control of that speaker line. A 
lot of other things we had done with 
other amplifiers we just refined to 
the nth degree, in terms of design 
parameters and component selec-
tion. We experimented with a num-
ber of esoteric capacitors but did not 
see an overall improvement: The 
amplifier may sound sonically 
smoother, but when we started look-
ing at it critically, we found that 
those components may cause near-
clipping instabilities or IM distortion. 
We were looking at a synergism in 
that amplifier, so two economical 
components may have worked in 
our favor, vs. one esoteric component. 

"Some of the advances from the 
Macro Reference have already fil-
tered down to other products, such 
as our VZ-3600 and VZ-5000. Not 
necessarily the extended signal-to-
noise, but we used a variation of the 

split-feedback circuit in the 3600 to 
improve its subwoofer capability. 
Most people have thought of the 
damping factor as being significant 
from, say, a couple hundred Hertz 
on down, but it's actually noticeable 
in the midrange when you have the 
driver control you can get with that 
extremely low-impedance or high 
damping factor, whichever way you 
want to look at it. 

"We do some wild things in am-
plifier design in our Techron divi-
sion, where a 30,000-watt amplifier 
used to drive a coil is not uncom-
mon. The VZ technology used in the 
3600 and 5000 originally came from 
that market, and there will be some 
new things in amplifier and power 
supply design. I'cl expect some real 
surprises." 

HAFLER PRO AUDIO 

Jim Strickland: "Our new Trans Nova 
Series is an unusual amp, but not 
unconventional in the sense that it's 
using permutated power supplies or 
digital tracking or anything like that. 
Ours is a very straightforward ar-
rangement with floating power sup-
plies, where we take advantage of 

the output stages—by voltage and 
current gain—thereby getting a high-
er transfer efficiency from the front 
end to the total output stage. The 
amplifier thus becomes very short— 
three stages, as opposed to the older 
Haflers that typically have five 
stages. This yields an amplifier with 
better stability and distortion. You 
don't have to compromise one to get 
the other. 

"We're using the same MOSFETs 
in the regular Haflers as in the high-
end Trans Nova models; the con-
nections are different. In the three 
smaller Haflers, the MOSFETs are 
used in a follower circuit, where the 
output stage only gets current gain. 
In the 9300 and 9500 Trans Nova 
models, they're used in a way where 
the source is grounded, so it's oper-
ating about as close to the way that 
an older tube connection operated 
with a grounded cathode loop when 
full voltage and current gain are pre-
sent. 

"Most of our concentration has 
been on the straight evolution of 
Class AB amps, but there's been a 
lot of interest in variations of Class D 
amplifiers and things that involve 

Studio Automation! 
âfflre 

CM AUTpmation 

MX-816 

CM AUTOmation's MX-816 Pro Mixing Automation System empowers studio engineers, producers and musicians 
with programmable fader movement, fader recall, snapshots, scenes, mutes, crescendos, decrescendos and timed audio 
fades. Mix, mute or fade effects in and out. Silence blazing guitars, automate fading footsteps and the delicate mix 
within a string quartet. Combine vocal parts from multiple tracks into the best performance composite track or send it 
directly to the master. The MX-816 takes audio dynamics management to new plateaus. No matter what kind of 
media you're working with: film, video, records, live performance or any multi-media production, the MX-816 opens up 
new dimensions and directions for audio and signal processing creativity. Control the MX-816 from your MIDI 
sequencer, MIDI keyboard or MIDI faders. Now you really can fu it in the mix! 

Special Features 
* Groups of 8 channels are summed out to produce 
mix/send out 
* Mute and Max buttons for easy manual control 
* MIDI controlled audio muting (gated or toggle types) 
using note events 
* Programmable note numbers for channel mute 
* Master mute to mute all channels with one key 
* Supports CM AUTOmation PRO MIX-net for up to 
32,000 audio channels 
* 100 patch internal memory to store and recall snapshots 
and scene fade times 

Available in Los Angeles at 
West L.A. Music & in New 
York at Sam Ash Pro Audio 

* Internal patch memory up and down loadable via MIDI 
system exclusive 
* 28 internal pre-programmed master autofades 
* Separate receive channels for scene recall and channel 
volume 
* Manual "joystick" scene fade feature 
* Assignable MIDI controller numbers for volume 
* Uses industry standard DX 2150A VCA's and 5532 low 
noise op amps 
Ground lift switch to minimize system noise 

* Gold plated audio jacks used thruout 

Come see us at the AES 
Show Oct 1-4 in San 
Francisco, Booth #3037! 

402 Museum Drive Los Angeles, CA 90065 
Sales (800)238-7010, In California (714)488-0024, FAX (818)709-4039 

1,SE READER SERVICE CARD MR MORE INFO 
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GUARANTEEING MASTERING TAPE FOR 10 YEARS 
IS OUR IDEA OF SOUND ENGINEERING. 

Since its introduction in Europe almost a decade ago, BASF 911 
me studio mastering tape has gained a reputation for outstanding reli-

erliPe ability and storage stability. Professionals have come to recognize 
BASF's unique double-coated product as one they can count on 
for performance, and performance that stands up to time. 

"I love it. Lowest print-through. Sounds transparent. It's my 
new favorite two-inch tape."— Shelly Yakus, Vice President, 

, A&M Recording Studios, Hollywood, CA. 

t 
In fact, we're so confident that BASF 911 will go the distance 

hat we bet you'll never have to replace it. Md our guaranteed  
replacement policy is proof of this reliability. Guaranteed, because no other 

mastering tape can come through over time like BASF 911. 
So for all of your mastering projects, back them up on the tape that you can 

rely on. BASF 911. Your music is safe with us. 

letoé work for you 

bl BASF 
IISE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

FULL 10 YEAR GUARANTY. BASF guarantees that this BASF brand mastering tape is free from defects in workmanship and material for 10 years. If this product is found m be defective. BASF's only obligation and your 
exclusive remedy is replacement of the tape with another one at no charge to you, provided the tape has not been damaged through mis-use, abuse, accident. neglect c, mishandling. For details regarding proper handling, 
storage and transportation, please contact BASF. For further information or in case of complaint, please contact BASF Corporation Information Systems, Crosby Drive. Bedford, MA 01730. Customer Service: 800-225-4350, 
Customer Service Fax: 800-446-BASF. 
BASFSHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT. CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL LOSS OR DAMAGE. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation 
or exclusion may not apply to you. 
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THE 

COMPANY Experience The Industry's 

WIDEST SELECTION 
of Digital Audio Workstations 

and Multitracks. 
Why waste time and money canvassing the country 
when one call to EAR will do it all? Whether you need 
complete digital audio workstation systems or computers 
and peripherals, you can count on EAR for: 
-Most Extensive -Leasing Specialists 
Selection in the U.S. •Complete Technical 
/Whack Suert 

EAI Digital Audio Workstation/Multitrack Specialists. 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 2641 E McDowell Phoenix , AZ 85008 602 267 0600 

h% 
LEARN THE ART OF RECORDING 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP IS THE WORLD'S LEADING SCHOOL FOR "HANDS-ON" 

TRAINING IN MUSIC RECORDING TECHNOLOGY IN OUR INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM, 
YOU'LL LEARN THE CREATIVE OPERATION OF PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
WE'LL TEACH YOU THE JOB SKILLS NEEDED TO SUCCESSFULLY START YOUR CAREER AS A 
RECORDING ENGINEER. PRODUCER OR STUDIO MUSICIAN. 
>6 STUDIOS FILLED WITH THE LATEST EQUIP- >INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM GIVES YOU 
MENT: DIGITAL RECORDING TO HARD DISK, MORE QUALITY, IN-STUDIO EXPERIENCE 
DAT MASTERING, AUTOMATED MIXING, MIDI THAN MOST LONG-TERM SCHOOLS 
AND MUCH MORE >JOB/INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 
'SMALL CLASSES, PERSONAL ATTENTION > FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
>NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED w- LOW-COST, ON CAMPUS HOUSING 

FOR FREE BROCHURE, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2510 
455-X MASSIEVILLE ROAD, CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 45601 
01-10 STATE BOARD OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE REGISTRATION #110-07-0696T 

, 1989 DE RECORDING WC8,18.5NZIP 

THE 
RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 

(V; 

pulse width modulation. Fully digital 
amplifiers have always been this elu-
sive thing on the horizon. There has 
been discussion of amplifiers based 
on some sort of pulse-density princi-
ple, instead of pure pulse width. It's 
like an analogy of how bitstream 
conversion works in a standard com-
pact disc mechanism, or something 
of that nature. So far I haven't seen 
any numbers on the practicality of 
such systems, although it looks like 
the clocking rates would get outra-
geous. This may have to be hy-
bridized with something else so that 
part of the time you alter the densi-
ty of digital pulses and part of the 
time you alter the pulse width. 

"It's difficult enough to even 
make linear amps behave well, so 
when you move into digital amps, 
all the problems you had in the ana-
log domain just wind up showing up 
in the time domain." 

HOT HOUSE AUDIO 

Richard Rom:: ince we're hand-
made, we never really expect to be 
at the production levels of the mass-
produced amplifiers. Our thrust is in 
the Krell/Levinson audiophile direc-
tion. We're handmaking Ferraris, 
and if we were mass-producing 
Chevys, the amp would end up 
being an entirely different animal. 

"To get our amps' sound, we do a 
lot of unusual things, capitalizing on 
what's been there all along but no-
body's paid attention to. Ours is a 
very low-feedback amplifier—there's 
no global feedback. Audiophile 
amps have been doing that for some 
time, but commercial amps just 
never addressed things that way. 

"Commercial amp manufactur-
ers—and the industry as a whole— 
are so specification-driven that peo-
ple forget that listening to the amp is 
what matters. Lo and behold, you'll 
find that some amplifiers that have a 
higher-distortion product (particular-
ly in the midrange) may have a 
sound that is more musical. An amp 
with triple-zero distortion may mea-
sure great but may not sound musi-
cal. Sometimes you find that build-
ing amplifiers according to what 
sounds good—as opposed to what 
reads well on a spec sheet—gives 
you the amplifier that everybody 
wants. That's essentially what we've 
done: worked from the sound back 
to the design. 

"We're not doing anything futur-
istic. We just do things that every-
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body ought to be doing and nobody 
bothers to do. The 900-nanosecond 
rise time for our mono amps is real-
ly impressive for a commercial am-
plifier and is up there with the best 
of the audiophile amps. Cracking 
that 1-microsecond barrier is like 
going 200 miles an hour in your 
sports car. Pulling that off has a lot 
to do with the transparency of the 
overall musical presentation." 

OSC AUDIO 

Pat Quilter: "There aren't many op-
portunities to make revolutionary 
breakthroughs in conventional linear 
technology, which we would define 
as ordinary AC power transformers 
and linear Class AB or Class C out-
put devices. We have moved the 
state of the art forward through the 
use of the multistep rail, which has 
primarily had an impact on heat sink 
size. It doesn't do much for power 
consumption, which dominates the 
size of the AC transformer. But it's 
still impressive that power-to-weight 
ratios have gone up by a factor of 
three to four times, when compared 
to, say, a [Crown] DC-300. Of course, 
when the DC-300 came out [in 19681, 

it was revolutionary because a 50-
pound tube amp was lucky to put 
out 50 or 100 watts total, while the 
DC-300 was putting out 250 watts/ 
channel into 4 ohms. 

"We've introduced the Open Ar-
chitecture Input on the backs of our 
EX Series products, to permit the in-
clusion of circuitry to augment the 
performance of the amplifier, specif-
ically crossovers or the remote con-
trol system. But we think the appro-
priate kind of signal processing to 
put there will be speaker-dependent. 
Why have 100 electronic crossovers 
scattered around in your amplifiers, 
when you could have one or two at 
the front end of a system? In small 
systems where you only have one or 
two amplifiers, that may not be an 
appropriate place to put that partic-
ular type of signal processing. On 
the other hand, protecting the 
speaker against overdrive with a so-
phisticated load-monitoring scheme 
is a natural type of processing to put 
in every amplifier, because each is 
connected to individual speakers. 

"As the price of digital signal pro-
cessing comes down by the middle 
of the decade, there will be some 

(mt•kra•f(5;b•a) n. 

I used to suffer from chronic M1CROPHOBIA. Every 
time I approached a microphone I would get unnerved 
by squealing feedback. Until I found the CURE... The 
FBX-900 FEEDBACK EXTERMINATOR. The FBX-
900 is a fully automatic digital notch filter that controls 
feedback... automatically! 

real breakthroughs in adaptive 
equalization and other things in the 
amp-linked-to-speaker. We can 
tighten that link and get the amp 
and speaker working together as a 
unit. When this starts happening, an 
amp's capability for doing such tasks 
will become a real axis of competi-
tion. Suddenly, there will be obvious 
and dramatic differences in function 
and sound from one amp to the 
next, depending on how they re-
spond to sensing the speaker. This 
should be an interesting area of de-
velopment. 

"In high-end installs, fiber optic 
system integration should be com-
mon in a couple of years: certainly 
fiber optic control and, very possi-
bly, signal transmission as well. 
There's an AES working group ad-
dressing the whole computer net-
work thing. They are working on 
both the control language protocol 
as well as evaluating a recommen-
dation for hardware, although that's 
obviously a more iffy area due to the 
competitive nature of the business. 
There may well be some unification 
on protocols, regardless of the physi-
cal media that they are sent down." • 

The fear of feedback. 

THE FBX-900 
CURES FEEDBACK! 

"Recently, we installed a sound system into the aerobics instruction area 
of a new health club facility. Normally, feedback occurs when a micro-
phone moves in front of the speaker system, but here, we installed the FBX 
and it cured the feedback! Now the aerobics instructors can move freely 
around the entire room with their wireless." 

Dean Sims - Intelligo Inc, Winona, MN 

"I have used the FBX on a number of different venues and I knew that it 
worked. I didn't know just how good it worked until I faced a three day 
conference with changing humidity, temperatures and over 50 open 
mics... WITH NO FEEDBACK!" 

Peter Archambault, PMA Industries, Johnson, RI 

The FBX-900 Feedback Exterminator continuously monitors the sound program, detects reso-
nating frequencies and places narrow 1/10 octave digital notch filters, automatically terminating 
feedback! 

Call Sabine at 904/371-3829 for more information. 

Sabine' 
Musical Manufacturing Company, Inc. 

4637 KW. 6th Street • Gainesville, Floridoi 32609 • (904)37l -3829 • FAX - (904)371-7441 
The names FBX-900 and FBX Feedback Exterminator are registered trademarks of Sabine Musical Mfg, Co„ Inc. 

MADE IN U S A 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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PREVIEW 

JI COOPER AVSIX 
The AVSIX iron-1.11, Coop-
er Electronics (Los Ange-
les) is a 6-input, dual-
channel mixer that can be 
interfaced with most pop-
ular video editing sys-
tems, yet is priced at an 
almost unbelievable $995. 
Housed in a compact 
13x8.5x2.5-inch chassis 
with oak side panels, 
AVSIX lets an editor con-
trol audio signals directly 
from the EDL or operate 
the audio controls manu-
ally. Besides working with 
standard GVG-100, RS-
422, GPI and ESAM proto-
cols, AVSIX features pre-
cise control of preview 
monitoring, transition 
starts/stops/durations and 
a preview switcher, along 
with balanced inputs and 
lkHz oscillator. 
Circle #226 on Reader Service Card 

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
AT835A SHOTGUN 
Audio-Technica (Stow, 
OH) updated its popular 
AT835 condenser shotgun 
mic. The new AT835A can 
now be powered from 
any 9-52VDC phantom 
source or from an internal 
AA battery. 
Circle #227 on Reader Service Card 

NEW PRODUCTS 
NEUMANN "FRITZ III" 
DUMMY HEAD 
The Kl. 100 from Neu-
mann (Old Lyme, CT) is 
the third generation of 
the company's binaural, 
artificial head, condenser 
microphone system, 
which features trans-
formerless FET 100 cir-
cuitry and both XLR and 
BNC outputs. Powering is 
via external 48VDC phan-
tom sources or internal 
batteries. 
Circle #228 on Reader Service Card 

AKAI S1100 
VERSION 2.0 
Akai Professional (Fort 
Worth, TX) has a new 
operating system for the 
S1100 stereo digital sam-
pler, making it the first 
instrument of its type to 
combine RAM sampling 
with direct-to-disk record-
ing capability, using 
standard SCSI hard drives 
or magneto-optical disks, 
with DAT backup. RAM-
and disk-based samples 
can be used simultane-
ously; varispeed playback 
and SMPTE-based QList 
functions are standard. 
Circle #229 on Reader Service Card 

SOUNDCRAFT BVE100 
Soundcraft ( Northridge, 
CA) now offers the 
BVE100, a compact, pro-
fessional console 
designed for smaller 
video suites that don't 
require the larger Delta 
AVE mixer. A VCA on 
each of the eight input 
modules allows levels to 
he controlled by an edit 
controller, and individual 
LEDs indicate VCA, depth 
of fade and crosspoint 
status. The BVE100 is 
controllable directly via its 
parallel interface; a serial 
interface is optional. 
Circle #230 on Reader Service Card 

ROLLS ROTOR SIMULATOR 
Rolls Corp. (Midvale, 
UT) offers the RP147 
Rotorhorn ($ 199.99), a 
rack-mount device for 
electronically simulating 
rotating horn speaker 
cabinets. The stereo 
in/out unit can he con-
trolled via MIDI or a 
momentary footswitch; 
it simulates rotary horn 
motion in fast, slow and 
braking modes, along 
with chorus and vibrato 
effects. 
Circle #23I on Reader Service Card 

DYNACORD DRP15 
Distributed by Pinnacle 
Audio (Farmingdale, NY) 
is the DRP-15, a single-
rackspace reverb/multi-
effects box for studio or 
live performance. All 
effects (reverb, delay, 
modulation, pitch shifting, 
EQ, compression and 
distortion) can be stored 
in 128 user presets; 100 
factory sounds are also 
included. Up to six effects 
can be used simultane-
ously, and effects can be 
controlled or accessed 
via MIDI. 
Circle #232 on Reader Service Card 
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PREVIEW 

ROLAND SRC-2 
The SRC-2 from Roland 
Pro Audio Video ( Los 
Angeles) is a sample rate 
converter with the ability 
to mix two stereo digital 
signals at differing sample 
rates into a single stereo 
digital output ( at any 
sampling rate), with con-
trol over balance and 
levels. Features include 
AES, consumer coaxial 
and optical digital inputs; 
24-bit AES/EBU imple-
mentation; emphasis 
switching; sync input for 
locking to house or video 
sync; 48/44.1/32kHz 
inputs; and 48.048/48/ 
47.952/44.1/44.056/ 
32kHz outputs. 
Circle #233 on Reader Service Card 

PS SYSTEMS' THE 
POWER TOOL 
From PS Systems (San 
Diego, CA) comes The 
Power Tool, featuring a 
reactive load speaker sim-
ulator, 50-watt amplifier, 
4-band active EQ and bal-
anced and unbalanced 
outputs, with a choice of 
open-back or 4x12 speak-
er simulations. Designed 
for stage or studio, the 
unit can be used alone 
or combined with an amp 
head or guitar preamp, 
allowing the guitarist to 
obtain a particular sound 
and route it to 2ny loca-
tion at any level, with or 
without a speaker 
cabinet. 
Circle #234 on Reader Service Card 
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GRAHAM-PATTEN 
DIGITAL EDIT 
SUITE MIXER 
From Graham-Patten 
Systems (Grass Valley, 
CA) comes the D/ESAM 
400, a digital mixer with 
up to 32 analog and 
digital inputs; and four 
analog, four digital and 
four monitor outputs. The 
unit has a base price of 
$18,000; options include 
parametric equalization 
and tabletop/rack-mount 
configurations. 
Circle #235 on Reader Service Card 

FOSTEX D-20B 
TIME CODE DAT 
Fostex ( Norwalk, CA) has 
unveiled an updated ver-
sion of its popular studio 
time code DAT recorder. 
The new D-20B adds a 
time code generator, 
chase-lock synchronizer 
and the ability to trans-
code time code from tape. 
Other features include 4-
head confidence monitor-
ing, jam sync capability, 
VTR emulation with mul-
tiple editor support, and 
time code striping during, 
before or after a record-
ing is made. Additionally, 
the D-20I3 can generate 
SMPTE time code from 
absolute time, allowing 
engineers to use non-time 
coded tapes as pseudo-
time code masters. 
Circle #236 on Reader Service Card 

NEW BEYER 
HEADPHONES 
lieyerdynamic ( Farming-
dale, NY) introduces a 
new range of head-
phones. The top-of-the-
line DT911 (open) and 
DT901 (closed) feature 
neodymium elements, as 
do the successors to 
Beyer's DT990, the DT811 
(open) and DT801 
(closed) versions. All have 
cloth-covered cushions 
for increased comfort. 
Circle #237 on Reader Service Card 

DIGIDESIGN 
AUDIOMEDIA II 
Digidesign ( Menlo Park, 
CA) debuts Audiomedia 
II, the second generation 
of its entry-level digital 
recording/editing system. 
Audiomedia II consists of 
Sound Designer II soft-
ware and a NuBus DSP 
card (fits in your Mac II), 
with unbalanced analog 
inputs/outputs and 
S/PDIF digital I/O. Fea-
tures include non-destruc-
tive editing, SMPTE sync, 
real-time digital EQ and 
pitch shift with time cor-
rection. Retail is S1,295. 
Circle =238 on Reader Service Card 

ANTHRO RACKCART 
RackCarts from Anthro 
(Portland, OR) are roll-
around rack solutions for 
studio applications. Avail-
able in tower (shown) or 
workstation ( with space 
to accommodate comput-
er keyboards and moni-
tors) versions, the carts 
have rounded sheet metal 
corners, dual 4-inch rub-
ber casters, front and rear 
rack rails, and removable, 
vented side/rear panels. 
Circle #239 on Reader Service Card 



RAMSA UHF WIRELESS 
Designed for ENG' EFT 
work is the Ramsa ,(7`2(-
RP410/RP700 wireless sys-
tem from Panasonic Pro 
Audio, Cypress, CA. 
Operating at the 800MHz 
UHF band, this diversity 
system offers 30 channels 
and features a compact 
body-pack transmitter 
with miniature condenser 
mic and lightweight 
receiver designed for 
camera/recorder 
mounting. 
Circle *240 on Reader Service Card 

NEOTEK ESPRIT 
1)esignecl Ii )I produc-
tion/on-air tasks is the 
Esprit console from 
Neotek (Chicago, IL). 
Esprit features eight mono 
or stereo group buses, 
eight aux buses, mix-
minus on every channel, 
4-band parametric EQ, 
and extensive talkback 
facilities. 
Circle *241 on Reader Service Card 

AC-CETERA 
FLEX-EZE 
Now patented, FlexezeTM 

(from Ac-cetera of Pitts-
burgh, PA) combines a 
clamp and 3- or 5-inch 
flexible section for sim-
plified mic placement in 
cramped quarters (such 
as drumsets) or in film, 
video or stage produc-
tions where an unobtru-
sive mic support is 
required. Retail is $30.95. 
Circle #242 on Reader Service Card 

GEORGE MASSENBURG 
LABS HRT 9100 MIXER 
New. from George 
Massenburg Labs (Van 
Nuys, CA) is the High 
Resolution TopologyTM 
HRT 9100, a modular 
line-level mixer in a rack 
package designed for 
studio or remote record-
ing applications. Each 
input has controls for 
gain, pan, four aux sends 
and insert, solo, and mute 
switches. Master metering 
is via two 30-segment 
peak/RMS LED displays, 
and six units can be 
chained for up to 80 
inputs. The mixer uses 
an all-discrete, minimum 
amplifier topology design; 
specs include a 170kHz 
bandwidth and under 
0.005% THD. 
Circle #243 on Reader Service Card 

HOT OFF THE SHELF 

The Hollywood Edge Car-
toon Trax ($395) is a CD 
library of cartoon sound 
effects, with both classic 
and newly recorded 
sounds, fully cross-refer-
enced and indexed. Pro-
duction pros should call 
(800) 292-3755 or (213) 
466-6723 for a free demo 
CD...Gefen Systems' Ex-
press FX114 provides fast, 
click-and-point access to 
sound effects on the Akai 
DD1000 magneto-optical 
disk recorder. The program 
runs on any Mac with 1MB 
of RAM. Call (800) 545-
6900 or (818) 884-6294... 
Tobin Cinema Systems' 
Audio Reference Generators 
($150) offer either 440Hz or 
lkHz tones, as well as pink 
noise. The ARG sets in-
clude circuit board and DC 
wall power supply. Call 
(206) 932-7280...Prices 
have been reduced 20%-
25% on the WaveFrame 
1000: The core system is 
now $ 15,850; 8-track disk 

PACIFIC RECORDERS 
ADX RADIO 
PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
Expandable from 8 to 32 
tracks is the ADXTM from 
Pacific Recorders (Carls-
bad, CA). ADX is a disk-
based system that offers 
multitrack digital record-
ing/editing and moving 
fader mixing with snap-
shot and dynamic 
automation. ADX features 
familiar tape recorder-
style controls and lighted 
pushbuttons for editing 
functions such as cut, 
copy, loop, splice and 
crossfade. Supplied as a 
turnkey system, ADX 
includes the computer, 16-
inch color monitor, rolling 
floor console and 1GB 
hard drive with four 
track/hours of storage. 
Circle #244 on Reader Service Card 

recording is now $ 12,000. 
Call ( 303) 447-2351...A 2.0 
upgrade for the ART Multi-
verb Alpha—including new 
presets, a digital tuner. 
multi-interval pitch trans-
poser and space phaser—is 
now available. Call (716) 
436-2720...The American 
Council of Laboratories' 
1992-93 Directory of Inde-
pendent Testing, Research 
and Inspection Firms ($30, 
postpaid) can be yours by 
calling ( 202) 887-5872...The 
221 MIDI/PWR Merger 
for the Lexicon MRC 
($59.95) provides a 10-foot, 
single-cable MIDI/power 
hookup for the MRC. Call 
(413) 596-8380.. The Pyra-
mid Production Music 
library is an 11-C1) set of 
themes (rock, country, clas-
sical, sports, jazz, mellow, 
industrial, urban and more) 
for broadcast, A/V and film 
use. Call TRF at ( 800) 899-
MUSIC... From the Top's 
Drum and Percussion Sam-
ples for the Kurzweil 
K2000, Peavey DPM-SP and 
Korg T-Series are $ 15/disk. 

Call (602) 623-9161... Max-
ell's MS-Studio Series are 
high-output: low-noise cas-
settes for studio applica-
tions in 20/30/60/90-min-
ute lengths. At your dealer 
now...AKG DSE7000 work-
stations have been upgrad-
ed with Version 2.0 soft-
ware, which cuts hard disk 
loading time, updates 
screens faster and adds a 
"new user" help mode that 
assists novice operators. 
Call ( 510) 351-3500... Pro-
music now offers the Pow-
er House Production Music 
library (with 30/60-second, 
underscore and full ver-
sions) and File Effects ( ten 
CDs of long ambiences. 
available separately or as a 
set). Call ( 305) 776-2070... 
The Studio Pop Filter fea-
tures a double layer of 
screening to eliminate 
breath pops without color-
ing the sound. The unit 
mounts on any mie stand, 
and a new clamp and 
gooseneck option is now 
available. Call ( 612) 481-
9715. 
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"Intelligent design, dependable... 
flawless performance" 

Frank Serafine, President Serafine Inc. 

Frank Serafine exclusively used DynaTek Track Series Rack Mountable 

Data Storage in ¡be production of 

THE LAWNMOWER MAN 714 
Hollywood knows it can depend on 

Frank Serafine for creative sound design. 
Foidigital data storage, Frank knows he 

can depend on DynaTek. 
For years, Frank has used digital tech-

nology to produce sound effects for such 
innovative projects as 'Iron," "The Day 

After," "Star Trek" and most recently, 
'The Lawnmower Man." 

Low noise, ergonomic design and its 
vast selection of media has made 
DynaTek's "TRACK" series Frank's choice 

for rack-mountable data storage. 
Whether for hard disk recording, 

sampling,'or archive, DynaTek's "TRACK" 

series provides quiet, dependable 
performance, time after time. 

FE^Tuneric• 

STRUCTURED FOR STORAGE 

DynaTek Automation Systems inc., 15 Tangiers Road, Toronto, Ontario Corrado 613.1 2B1 é (416) 636-3000 Fax (416) 636-3011 

"The lawnmower Man" image courtesy of Allied Vision lane Pringle Productions and Vey Line Cinema Corporation. "Cyberlloogie" created by Angel Studios. 

WE-READER SER VI( L ( ARI) FOR MORE /.‘ / 0 

RUMOVABLE 
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AUDITIONS 

by George Petersen 

PRODUCT 
CRITIQUES AND COMMENTS 

YMETRIX 425 

COMPRESSOR/LIMITER/EXPANDER 

Over the past 15 years, Symetrix has 
developed a reputation for deliver-
ing solid, well-designed tools for 
professional users in broadcast, stu-
dio or live sound applications. In my 
experience, Symetrix gear has al-
ways been reliable, good-sounding 
and affordable; the company's latest 
offering, the model 425, is no excep-
tion. 
A dual-channel compressor/lim-

iter/expander in a single-rack chas-
sis, the 425 can be operated in dual 
mono or stereo modes. Its 1/4-inch 
and XLR inputs/outputs can be used 
balanced or unbalanced; 1/4-inch 
TRS jacks provide sidechain access. 
The power supply is internal, al-
though no AC switch is included. 
On the front panel, eight LED lad-

Agievamtekaee: 

dollop of control for those innumer-
able situations that fall outside the 
"typical" application. The 425 is a 
compromise between a flat panel 
with a pilot light and on/off switch, 
and 400 knobs with controls for 
everything from altitude to wind 
chill factor (two factors known to 
have a marked effect on sound 
propagation). The 425's controls, 
however, strike a workable balance 
between ease of use and tweakabili-
ty—rather like an SLR camera auto-
mated for great results 90% of the 
time, with manual override to han-
dle tricky situations. At the same 
time, the 425 employs a minimalist 
approach to audio componentry: 
Under program-dependent control, 
the three processor sections in each 
channel are routed through a single 
VGA, even when limiting, compres-

s 

425 
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/ / I 
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2 
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der displays indicate action of the 
three dynamics sections on each 
channel as well as output level. The 
expander sections have threshold 
and release controls; the compres-
sors offer threshold, release and ratio 
pots, and the peak limiter provides 
manual control of threshold only. A 
link switch selects stereo or dual 
mono operation, and each channel 
has an in/out bypass switch. 

While the 425 combines a lot in a 
single box, some points are worth 
noting. The unit is designed to be 
easy to use and still offer a decent 

sion and expansion are used simul-
taneously. 
When the link switch is set for 

stereo operation, channel l's knobs 
define all parameter settings, as is 
common with most stereo-linkable 
dynamics controllers. However, un-
like most other such devices, the 
425's program-dependent circuitry 
monitors both incoming channels 
and makes changes based on 
whichever channel is most appropri-
ate. One minor peeve concerning 
stereo operation is that the identical 
red LEDs that indicate stereo or dual 
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SOLO. A new breed of console packed with more 
features per square inch than anything in its class. And 
the pure, transparent sound that has made Soundtracs 
so popular in studios and on stages around the world. 
At prices that make sense for today's cost-conscious 
professionals. 

SOLO LIVE. Available in 16, 24 and 32 input frame sizes. 
Four independent sub-groups, right/left master and 
mono sum output. Four band EQ with two swept mids. 
Six auxiliary sends. Balanced inputs and outputs. Four 
stereo effect returns. 48V phantom powering for all 
mic inputs. Raised meter bridge. 

SOLO MIDI RECORDING. Available in 16, 24 and 32 input 
frame sizes. Automated MIDI Muting on all channel 
inputs, monitor inputs, group outputs, stereo effect 
returns and auxiliary masters. Four band EQ with two 
swept Mids, assignable to monitor inputs. Six auxiliary 
sends— four assignable to monitor inputs. Four stereo 
effect returns with two band EQ, balance and level 
controls. Raised meter bridge. 

We wanted to list all of Om features on SOLO consoles 
but we ran out of space. If you want to find out more about em 

SOU N DTRACSc_.., 
Exclusively (Usti Muted in the U.S. by Sanisun lechnokigies Corp. 
P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 Tel ( 516)932-3810 Fax (516)932-3815 

1992 Samson 
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Communism falls. 
The dream team dominates. 

EIIIXP ships. 
44 16 gigabee 
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18 Cefeo voices je 
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Inpu[10Anil e, 
The World is a Better Place. 

EMULATOR 
Digital Sample Playback System 

$3,995 
(Suggested retail price) 

Call 408-438-1921 for your nearest EIIIXP dealer. 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 660015. Scotts Valley. California 95067-0015 

U.K. E-mu Systems. Ltd.. Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial Park. Musselburgh. EH2I 7PQ 

All trademarks are property of their respechse companies. 
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mono status are placed side by side; 
from more than a few feet away, it's 
tough to tell which mode you're in. 

My first test for the 425 was vocal 
processing for a chatty, Entertain-
ment Tonight-style radio series. I al-
ways record the dialog direct to dig-
ital and later transfer the "good" 
takes to analog 2-track for editing. 
During the transfer, the dialog is 
compressed, equalized (often for 
telephone or racetrack-type an-
nouncer effects) and appropriate 
ambience is added. On this produc-
tion, the Symetrix handled the task 
admirably: The compression was 
natural, providing even gain without 
any pumping or breathing artifacts, 
while a touch of downward expan-
sion eliminated extraneous noises 
such as script rustling, vocal smacks 
and the inevitable quick, deep 
breath that a narrator always seems 
to take before delivering a line. 

The 425 came into play again as 
a stereo peak limiter for the one-
hour show's final mix, which com-
bines the dialog with CD production 
music, sound effects, MIDI se-
quences, disk-based jingle playback 
and client-supplied commercial 
spots that vary widely in level. The 
production can get pretty chaotic as 
we mix all these elements to digital 
in real time, and the last thing we 
want to worry about is digital over-
load when we're 26 minutes into a 
30-minute side. 

The limiter section only has a 
threshold knob, and since I wasn't 
sure what the limiting ratio was, I ac-
tually broke out the 425's user man-

Sabine FBX-900 Feedback Exterminator 

ual. This was well-written, informa-
tive and complete, including appli-
cations notes for the novice, a quick-
start section for veterans and 12 
pages (!) of schematics for the curi-
ous. The limiter ratio was a serious 
20:1 (enough for some audible 
brick-walling), but the manual sug-
gested using the 425 as a dual-
threshold limiter by combining some 
gentle slope compression to handle 

the mild peaks and the limiter sec-
tion for overload protection. This 
worked well, and I liked the combi-
nation. Maybe I should read manu-
als more often. 

Bread and butter studio chore,, 
(lead vocal limiting, compressing 
bass guitar and leveling background 
vocals) proved to be no sweat for 
the 425: The results were 
sm00000th. I also tried using the 
compressor to create a squashed 
rock guitar effect but was far less 
successful. However, I was im-
pressed with the 425's performance 
as a vocal ducker for some commer-
cial voice-over spots. While not a 
"true" ducker ( the unit lowers the 
background music level to match the 
level of the trigger vocal, rather than 
to some preset level), I liked the ef-
fect, which seemed more like a fin-
ger riding a music fader. Besides in-
putting mic signals for ducking, the 
sidechain access also came in handy 
for de-essing hissing vocals. No 
problem here. 

Priced at $579, the Symetrix 425 
is a versatile studio toolkit that's af-
fordable and sounds good. The 
company sold nearly 10,000 of its 
model 525, the predecessor to the 
425. Having used the new box, I 
wouldn't be surprised if it does as 
well. 

Symetrix, 4211 24th Ave. West, 
Seattle, WA 98199; (206) 282-2555. 

SABINE FBX-900 

FEEDBACK EXTERMINATOR 

Two years ago, Sabine introduced 
the FBX, a revolutionary product 
that automatically detected the onset 
of feedback and assigned a notch fil-

ter to eliminate the offending squeal. 
Now Sabine has unveiled its second-
generation product, the FBX-900. 

Housed in a one-rackspace chas-
sis, the FBX-900 is a single-channel 
unit that combines nine indepen-
dent, narrow-band (0.1 octave) 
-50dB filters that are under DSP con-
trol. Depending on user needs, any 
of the filters can be either fixed or 
dynamic. During the initialization 

Now 

DAT's at 
an incredible 

price! 

When you 
want the 

BEST DAT 
Recorder 

for the 

BEST 
PRICE, 

there's one magic 
number to call: 

1-800-356-5844 
1- 111111 

- * e 

Casio • Marantz • Otani 
Panasonic • Paramount 

Sony • Tascam • Technics 
Prices too low to advertise! 

011111COMPASS 
1-800-356-5844 

Consultation 608-271-1100 
5618 Odana Rd, Madison WI 53719 
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Audio Dealer/Broker. 

We offer fine products like: 

AKG, ALLEN & HEATH, 
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procedure—when the unit deter-
mines the problem frequencies in 
any setup—the FBX assigns fixed fil-
ters to the strongest resonating fre-
quencies. The dynamic filters are left 
unassigned to control any intermit-
tent feedback that can occur during 
a program. Filter activity is indicated 
by an LED display on the FBX front 
panel. Controls are minimal, consist-
ing of an input level adjust pot ( with 
4-step LED indicator), reset button 
and power and bypass switches. 

Setup is straightforward. The FBX 
is placed between the mixer and the 
power amp, using either its balanced 
XLR (pin 2 hot) or unbalanced 1/4-
inch connectors. Stereo operation re-
quires two FBX units, and each 
monitor mix output from the con-
sole requires its own FBX, also 
placed between the mixer and 
power amp. If equalization is used 
for room correction, the FBX can be 
placed either before or after the 
equalizer in the chain. A simple ini-
tialization procedure (outlined in the 
manual) requires the operator to 
raise console master levels until 
feedback occurs, which allows the 
FBX to "learn" the problem frequen-
cies and set its filters to counteract 
them. Once the filters are set, the 
unit retains the setting in nonvolatile 
memory, protected against power 
losses and saved even when the unit 
is off. 

Clearly outlined in the manual. 
the procedure is fairly simple once 
you've done it a few times. While 
the FBX-900's setup is more 
straightforward than its pre-
decessor, the original FBX 
had the instructions silk-
screened on the top of the 
unit. Perhaps Sabine could 
do the same for the new 
model, just for those occa-
sions when the manual may 
not be handy. 

The power supply is an 
outboard wall block with 
cable terminating in a 3-pin 
DIN plug, which can wiggle 
out fairly easily. A bit of 
gaffer's tape took care of the 
problem, although Sabine 
should look into finding a 
more robust connector, or 
preferably an internal power 
supply. The latter is a must 
in many permanent installa-

tions, as local codes often prohibit 
outboard power supplies or require 
that all installed gear be UL-ap-
proved. [According to Sabine, fitture 
units will hare 5-pin DIN plugs that 
should bold more secure4,--M1 

Over a period of weeks, I had the 
opportunity to use the FBX-900 on a 
variety of situations, both as mains 
and monitors. Like its predecessor, 
the FBX-900 is an extremely effec-
tive feedback suppressor, adding an-
other 6 dB-9 dB of gain-before-feed-
back in any system. The difference 
is really amazing, as a 9dB gain in-
crease is the equivalent of an eight-
fold increase in amplifier power. 

The FBX-900 yields a noticeable 
improvement in any feedback-prone 
situation. As an added plus, Sabine 
improved the 900s signal-to-noise 
ratio (now typically 86 dB, which is 
16 dB better than earlier FBX mod-
els). The filter action is fast—typical-
ly in the half-second range—and the 
nine filters can handle just about 
anything. For those cases when 
you're mixing 120dB rock monitors 
in a glass room, you can always run 
two FBX-900s in series for 18-filter 
action. Priced at $599.95, this one's 
a winner, a powerful tool for anyone 
seeking a simple yet elegant solution 
to feedback problems. 

Sabine Musical Manufacturing, 
4637 NW 6th St., Gainesville. FI. 
32609; ( 90.1) VI -3829. 

Handbook for Sound Engineers: 
The New Audio Cyclopedia 
Editor Glen M. Ballot.' has done an 
exemplary job with this second edi-

Handbook for 
Sound Engineers 
The New Audio Cyclopedia 

Second Encron 
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Introducing the 
Alesis RA-100 

Reference Amplifier 

Every link in your studio is critical to 
good mixes. Studio monitors, your board... 
even your amplifier. 
Why not improve your mixes and step up 

to the Alesis RA.. 100 Reference Amplifier. 
An amp designed for the critical demands of 
production audio. With the RA-100 and your 
monitor speakers, the mix you hear in your 
studio is the mix you'll hear everywhere else. 

The RA-100 is accurate, dead quiet, and at 
100 Watts a side*, has the power to do the job. 
It's like a straight line between your mixer 
and your monitors. 

*Into 4 Ohms. 75 Watts into 8 Mess 
• *Suggested Retail Price. Slightly higher in Canada 

AL ! 
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le 
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On stage the RA-100's cool operation and 
unique protection circuitry make it ideal for 
PA and sound reinforcement, with the punch 
and clarity your performances deserve. 

Plus, through ingenious circuit design 
the RA-100 handles peaks and overloads 
intelligently, so it plays louder without 
audible distortion. 

At $349** the RA-100 is the unbeatable 
value in reference amplification. Kick your 
old hi-fi amp out of your studio and get an 
RA-100 at your Alesis dealer today. You'll 
hear exactly what you should be hearing. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 
ALasis 
STUDIO ELECTRONICS 
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WHEN IT 

CAME TO 

BEHRINGER 

WE LET THE 

EXPERTS 

MAKE THE 

NOISE. 

Leading experts in recording, film post-production 
and live sound are discovering the many advan-
tages of the Behringer 2-channel and 8-channel 
DeNoisers. They know Behringer takes the noise 
out of the dirtiest signal path without altering the 
audio quality. Their reactions show why Behringer 
is now the most talked about name in professional 
audio circles. 

"Simply lovely. Smiles all around. Room agreement 
was unanimous: We want this thing on all our 
tracks." Mike Joseph—Editor REP, March 1992 

"I have used similar 'single-ended' devices on the 
mixes of 'Ghost' and 'Godfather Ill' and found 
the Behringer Mark Ill to be superior in every 
category—from ease of operation to final result. 
"Consequently, I am—without hesitation— 

recommending to LucasArts/Skywalker Sound that 
they buy at least four channels of Behringer 
Mark III DeNoising for each mixing console here and 
in Los Angeles; a total of twelve mixing rooms." 
Walter Murch—Film Editor and Music Mixer, 
LucasArts/Skywalker Sound 

"If the phrase noise floor is in your vocabulary and 
you would prefer that it was not, get a Behringer 
single ended noise reduction unit to the top of 
your got to have one list." Robert Scovill—Sound 
Engineer/Mixer, Rush/Def Leppard 

The experts know why Behringer DeNoisers let 
them take the noise out and leave the 
audio quality in. Isn't it time you 
discovered all the good things 
Behringer can do for your audio? 

THE PERFECT EAR. BEHRINGER 

• 

Exclusively distributed in the US by Samson Technologies Corp, PO Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 Tel (516) 932-3810 Fax (516) 932-3815 
0 Samson 1992 
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tion of the 1,500-page classic text. 
packing this $99.95 reference work 
with concise, up-to-date information 
on every conceivable audio topic. 
The work is not entirely that of one 
person, as Ballou has assembled a 
formidable panel of authorities with 
decades of experience in divergent 
fields to handle specialized topics 
with expertise. Besides Ballou, fa-
miliar names such as Chips Davis, 
Don and Carolyn Davis, F. Alton 
Everest, Al Grundy, David Miles 
Huber, Ken Pohlmann and Emil 
Torick (to name a few) contributed 
to the work. 
Among the topics covered are 

sound fundamentals, acoustics, elec-
tronics, microphones, loudspeakers, 
room design, filters, consoles, 
recording and playback systems, CD, 
DAT, MIDI, sound system design, 
audio for broadcast, and audio test-
ing and measurement techniques. 

Theoretical concepts are covered 
in detail, but one of the strengths of 
Handbook for Sound Engineers: The 
New Audio Cyclopedia is its combi-
nation of theory with practical appli-
cation. For example, the "Details of 
the Session" chapter by Chips Davis 
and Linda Jacobson presents the the-
oretical concepts of room acoustics, 
monitoring and microphone use, 
and follows them up with interviews 
of noted engineers like Bill Porter, 
George Massenburg, Allen Sides, 
Ron Estes and Tom Jung, who add 
their tips and insider techniques for 
the production process. 
My only complaints about the 

book are minor—for example, the 
chapter on visual projection is 
longer than the section devoted to 
DAT. Petty quibbling aside, the 
Handbook for Sound Engineers: The 
New Audio Cyclopedia is a monu-
mental work with much to offer for 
the novice, veteran or lifelong stu-
dent of audio technology. 

Published by SAMS, a division of 
Macmillan Computer Publishing, 
Carmel, Ind. Also available through 
Mix Bookshelf: (510) 653-3307 or 
(800) 233-9604. 

George Petersen lives in a 100-year-
old Victorian house on an island in 
San Francisco Bay. He can be found 
any weekend for the next two months 
in the archery booth at the Renais-
sance Pleasure Faire, Marin County. 
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CAIG 

TM 

DEOXIDIZER/CLEANER/PRESERVATIVE 
• One-Step Treatment 
• Improves Conductivity 

• Reduces Intermittent Connection Failures 

• Reduces Arcing & RE! 

• Reduces Wear & Abrasion 

• Longer Lasting Protection 
• Available in Spray, Wipes, Pen & Liquid 
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LABORATORIES, INC. 

"En,,nmentolly Conscious" 

RCA 
Switchcraft 
Tektronix 
Texas Instruments 
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CAIG 
New Memel how. 

Improves Conductivity, 
Deoxidizes and Protects 

Connectors and 

Contacts! 

EWE READER SERVICE CAMS FOR 31( I\ 

KERS • DISC MAKERS* DISC 

Complete Ccissettes in 7 Dclys! 

WITH BLACK & WHITE INSERTS 

Club Series: 
300 C-12 

Cassettes 

$499 
Complele wish design typesaing, 
film and prinhng, DoJby HXPro 
uplaahon, clear shell and bu 

and rellophone wrap 

• Includes FREE Graphic Design 
• Dolby HX PRO Duplication 
• HI- TECH Clear Shell 
• Major Label Quality 

Some happy 
clients who 

got their 
cassettes 

FAST: 

Syrice D. Adams, 
Cleveland, OH 
"Thanks for the 
great design'" 

Chuck Block, 
Washington, DC 
"More affordable 
than I thought 

Greg Disotell, 
New Orleans, LA 

"Your excellent service 
t . 

is much appreciated." 

Also Available: Complete 
CD and LP Manufaduring 

Call Today For Our FREE Full 
Color Catalog 1-800-468-9353 

1328 N. 4th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122, TEL: 215-232-4140, FAX: 215-236-7763 
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FIELD TEST 

by George Petersen 

GENELEC 1031A 
STUDIO MONITORS 
or years Genelec, a small company 
in Finland, has been quietly manu-
facturing high-quality monitoring 
systems, which have found accep-
tance in studios and broadcast facil-
ities throughout Europe. In the 
States, however, recognition of the 
Genelec name has been slow to 
come about, partly due to limited 
distribution in the past, yet the 
speakers have garnered an appre-
ciative audience among those who 
have experienced them. 

Genelec has focused its research 
on the interaction of transducers with 
matched electronics—crossovers and 
amplifiers—to provide optimal per-
formance. Consequently, all Genelec 
monitors are powered systems with 
active crossovers and multiple am-
plifiers. Priced from $ 1,999 to 
$49,999 per pair, Genelecs are not 
inexpensive, but when factoring in 
the amplifiers and crossovers includ-
ed in the systems, the price becomes 
more reasonable. 

In terms of providing a reliable, 
repeatable reference, nothing beats 
the powered monitors concept. Am-
plifiers have a major influence on a 

monitor's sound, so how do you 
know what you're hearing if your 
own monitors are powered from dif-
ferent amps as you travel from stu-
dio to studio? 

At last fall's AES show, I heard 
rumors about the Genelec 1031A, 
a new, high-performance, near-
field system. Entering a fifth-floor 
demo suite at the NYC Hilton, I 
gave the Genelec rep a familiar CD 
to play on the 1031As and moved 
to the back of the room for a lis-
ten. After a few minutes, I told the 
rep that I wanted to hear the little 
speakers, not the large, 3-way, 12-
inch system. When he said that I 
was hearing the 1031As, I asked 
him to turn off the subwoofer. 
However, no sub was connected; 
what I mistook for a large system 
was actually the 1031As, a 2-way, 
8-inch system. Scary. 

Evidently I was not the only one 
impressed with these, as Genelec 
and its U.S. distributor, QMI, were 
deluged with orders based on hear-
ings of the prototypes at AES. Once 
production began earlier this year, it 
took the company several months to 
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the fast FFT 
spectrum analyzer 

Wide Dynamic Range 

Two tone response of 
-90 dBc is easily 
measured. Averaging 
enhances spurious 
signal visibility. 

Analysis Capabilities 

Easy to use analysis 
functions are included. 
Data tables monitor up 
to 200 frequencies. 

Spectral Comparisons 

Menu selected math 
operations can be used 
to measure spectral 
differences. 
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STANFORD RESEARCH SYSTEMS 

The SR760 FFT Spectrum Analyzer 
With a fast 100 kHz real-time bandwidth, 
the SR760 computes the FFT in less time 
than it takes to acquire the signal. It can 
average full span data 10 times faster than 
the HP35665A. And a 90 dB dynamic range 
and much lower noise floor give the SR760 
10 dB more usable range. Capabilities 
include harmonic, band, sideband and 1/3 
octave analysis, plus PSD, THD, data tables, 
limit testing and more. Responsive, intuitive 
controls make it fast and easy to use. 

The fast SR760.... better performance t 
analyzers costing 3 times more 

SR760 $4750 as. list) 
• DC to 100 kHz frequency range 
• 90dB dynamic range 

• 100 kHz real-time bandwidth 

• 500 µHz resolution 

• Input range -60 dBV to +30 dBV 

• Analysis, data tables and help menus 

• 3.5 inch DOS formatted disk drive 

• Direct hardcopy to printers and plotters 

• GPIB, RS232 and printer interface 

1290-D Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
PHONE: ( 408)744-9040, FAX: 4087449049 



old, traditional processors you're accustomed to. What may 

surprise you is that they don't process that way either! 

For example, here are some comments from Roger 

Nichols about his own Roland R-880 Digital Reverb. 

Obviously, our "smart" digital processors don't look like the . 

'4 
,..• . 

... 

, 

Roland's custom  'I 
VLSI chips give our 
Processors amazing 
power at a price that 
will astound you! 

"The detail with which you can construct a process is amazing! You can 

ROLAND'S 
"SMART" PROCESSORS. 
HOW DID YOU EVER amplitude of each 

GET ALONG OUT THEM?  individual reflec-

select the size and shape of the room, 

the number of early re-

flections, and the time and 

tion. Or you can have two different choruses going at the same time, 

each with its own depth and rate. So you think the left input should go 

through a chorus and then to 

the reverb section, but you 

want the right input to bypass 

the chorus and 

go into the reverb, 

1 90 60 78 100 
IBM INIMEI IMEND 

13 39 108 178 

The R-880 Reverb gives you an LCD "workbench" so you can lay 
out and interconnect functions until you have exactly the effect 
you need. And there's no need for you to dedicate separate DSP 
functions like equalizers or compressors to effects sends or 
returns, because these are built-in and user-configurable right 
at the controller. 

ease of use, 

With 20Hz to 20kHz frequency response, greater then 90dB dynamic 
range, and less than 0.015% THD, the R-880's transparent performance 
provides natural ambience for acoustic instruments. 

maybe with a little compression along the way? No sweat." 

Actually, those two words best describe the idea behind 

buying and using all our digital processors. "No sweat!" 

Consider our E-660 Digital Parametric Equalizer. It's 

a new breed of studio tool operating entirely in the digital 

domain. Designed for the ultimate in sound quality and 

it offers eight bands of equalization in a variety of configur-

ations. It even gives you 99 storage memories for individual curves, 

It's a whole new way to look 
at reverbs. The R-880's effects 
exist totally in software, so 
you can create unique effects 
unattainable with other 
devices. Optional memory 
cards let you use Roland's pre-
programmed effects, or you 
can use the same card and 
write your own. And after 
you've custom-programmed 
exactly what you need, these 
programs are stored into 
memory for future use! 



Laboratory-grade construction, components, and grounding techniques deliver a flat frequency 

response from 20Hz to 20 kHz, a dynamic range greater than 94dB, and 0.015 THD. (The screen shown 

lets you reverse the polarity of either or both channels from the front panel.) 

• 

each recallable at the touch of 

a button. And the "660" is MIDI 

compatible! 

And while we're on the subject 

of doing things right, you should 

check out our SN-550 Noise Eliminator. First, it's affordable. But it's 

Not only can you control 
analog and digital levels 
separately (screen 1), but 
the E-660 Parametric EQ 
lets you store and recall a 
precise EQ history, from 
microphone to master, 
either as an exact 
numerical setting, or as a 
representative curve 
(screens 2 & 3). 
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also an extremely sophisticated, 

yet easy to operate, single pass 

unit that works in real-time. 

And because all signal pro-

cessing occurs in the digital 

domain, the integrity of the 

original signal is preserved at 

every stage. We even put a hum canceler in the "550" that really works 

As one of R-E-P magazine's testers put it, "Its hum cancellation capa-

bilities are nothing short of amazing." 

• 

16 bit linear A/Ds and 18- bit D/As with 48kHz sampling frequency 
gives the SN-550 Noise Eliminator exceptional dynamic range 
and sound quality. 

So before you buy any audio effects processor, you owe yourself a 

look at Roland's line of "smart" processors 

You really will wonder how you got 

along without them! 

And don't forget to send for illustrated 

brochures on these, and other fine Roland 

Pro products, like the new DM-80 Digital Audio 

Workstation, the SBX-1000 MIDI Cueing Box 

and the Roland Sound Space- Processor. 

Call Roland at (213) 685-5141, ext. 337. 

Sound womb» 
%nith sound and hum 

WO Hum Cancel 
function activated 

With None Cancel 
tunctueutnaled 

Roland 

Pro AudioVideo 

With both None and 
Hum Canceling activated 

Two separate noise eliminating 
circuits for noise and hum is the 
key to eliminating a variety of 
different noise types while 
minimizing tonal alteration. 

Mr. Nichol's comments courtesy EU Magazine c Roland Corporation US 1992. Roland Corporation US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3596 
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11.1F11111.11.111 A.R.T. SHATTERS 
THE PRICE OF 
PROFESSIONAL 

MIXING 
TECHNOLOGY!!! ARK 

jrIW 

THE PHANTOM 
PROFESSIONAL SERIES CONSOLE 

ve " I 

that offers a brilliartcy in 
beyond human engineering. The Phantom 
consoles offer the performance and features o 
mixing boards costing thousands of dollars more. 
They are ragged enough to take the pounding of 
steady live use. They are also so transparent 
and utterly free of roise that they are the first 
choice for precision multitrack recording! From a 
four track home studio to 32 chainel digital, the 

Phantom consoles offer a level cf performance that is inspiring. A.R.T. has taken the fidelity of world class recording 
mixers and made the technology available in a professional console that is as silent as its' name implies. 
Production unit will vary slightly from photo. 

......  vie% 

.... 
I 

16/24/32 CHANNEL VERSIONS 
ULTRA LOW NOISE LINE AND XLR 
BALANCED MIC INPUTS 
8 AUXES 
8 DIRECT OUTPUTS 
16 PATCH POINTS 
4 SUBGROUPS 
OVER 20 MIX OU-PUTS 
COMPREHENSIVE 4-BAND EQUALIZATION 
PHANTOM POWER 
MAIN-SUB SELECTOR SWITCHES 
8 CHANNEL DEDICATED TAPE RETURN SECTION 
BOTH PRE AND POST-FADE MONITOR AND AUX 
SENDS 
CLIPPING NDICATOR LIGHTS EACH CHANNEL 
FULL CHANNEL SOLOING 
FULL CHANNEL MUTING 
LONG TRAVEL SHIELDED FADiRS 
SWITCHABLE OUTPUT METERING 
SWITCHABLE MONITOR METERING 
ISOLATED 2 TRACK MONITOR TAPE RETURN 
SEPARATE STEREO CONTROL ROOM OUTPUT 
ASSIGNABLE TALiglACK-MAIN, MONITOR, AUX. 
INDEPENDANTO*0 LEVEL 
SEPARATE Hie POWERED HEADPHONE OUTPUlte 
RUGGED ALL STEEL HEAVY DUTY CHASSIS 

• SLEEK,WOOD END PANELS (OPTIONAL) 
• LINEAR CAPACITIVE ULTRA LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 

• HIGH-HEADROOM INPUT PROCESSING 
• ADVANCED INPUT/OUTPUT COMPARATIVE DESIGN 
PROVIDES EXTREMELY WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE 

• SEALED BODY LOW NOISE POTS 
• 100% R.F. SHIELDING VIA METAL ENCLOSURE 
• HEAVY DUTY HARDCONTACT SWITCHES 
THROUGHOUT 

• COMPUTER CONTROLLED PRECISION SOLDERING 
• PRECISION AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY INSURES 

CONSISTENCY 
• MIL-SPEC GLASS EPDXY CIRCUIT BOARDS 
• HIGH FIDELITY EQUALIZATION CIRCUITS 

• NEW DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES PROVIDE 
THE TRANSPARENCY OF CONSOLES COSTING 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS MORE. 
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY AND COMPUTERIZED 
TESTING MAKE THE 
PRICE UNBELIEVABLY 
LOW. 

THE SOU 

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 215 TREMONT ST. ROCHESTER N.Y. 14608 

IIIIr À À À 
F PERFECTION 

• 716-436-2720 • FAX 716-436-3942 
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FIELD TEST 
ROLAND'S "SMART" DIGITAL NOISE ELIMINATOR 

catch up with back orders, even those 
from Big-Time Audio Journalists. For-
tunately, it was worth the wait. 

Physically, the 1031A has a com-
pact ( 10 x 15-3/8 x 11-3/8 inches) 
enclosure, with an 8-inch polymer 
composite cone woofer and 1-inch 
metal dome tweeter mounted in a 
Directivity Control Waveguide. Also 
on the front face are LEDs indicating 
AC power and clipping/overload 
conditions. Two 120-watt amplifiers 
and the active electronics are housed 
entirely within the speaker cabinet. 
Three DIP switches (each with four 
positions) for bass roll-off, bass tilt 
and treble tilt are located on the rear 
panel, along with power on/off 
switch, AC fuse, input sensitivity pad 
and XLR input connector. 
A vibration isolation (shock-

mount) system protects the electron-
ics from in-transit damage, which 
should be appreciated by engineers 
or producers who tote monitors to 
studio gigs. And a built-in 110/220-
volt transformer comes in handy for 
the bi-continental independent. 

The speakers are designed for ei-
ther horizontal or vertical use, and, 
if desired, the tweeter can be rotat-
ed 90° so the logo reads correctly. 
To avoid interference and unwanted 
reflections from the console surface, 
the manual recommends using the 
1031As in a vertical position on floor 
stands, although most users will 
place these horizontally on console 
tops. At 26 pounds each, these 
shouldn't pose a threat to the aver-
age meter bridge. 

The 1031A's unique array of DIP 
switches for frequency tailoring 
provide repeatable, predictable LF 
and HF shaping. Leaving all the 
switches in the off position pro-
vides a " flat" response. The bass 
(-0, -2, -4, -6 dB) and treble (+2, -0, 
-2,-4 dB) "tilt" switches have gentle 
shelving curves, as well as "mute" 
positions that disconnect the driver 
from the system for testing. The 
bass roll-off switches have a much 
steeper curve and range from -0 to 
-8 dB in -2dB/octave steps. 

In practice, the treble switches 
are not really required unless you 
are in an extremely live room—such 
as a makeshift control room set up 
in a backstage dressing room. The 
bass tilt and roll-off switches are 
more useful, especially given the 

SMART, 
SILENT TYPE. 

Isn't it time noise "eliminators" really did? 

You told us you wanted an easy-to-operate, com-

pletely digital, single-pass unit that works in real-time. 

You said, "Give us a professional quality noise elimi-

nator, one that is really transparent, and one that handles 

both noise and hum, and doesn't cost an arm and a leg." 

Well, we did! 

Call Roland at (213) 685-5141, ext. 337. 

Roland 

ProAudioVideo 

c Roland Corporatlon US 1992 Roland Corporal.° US, 7200 Dononlon emcle, Los Angeles, CA 90000-3696 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

IF YOU KNOW 
THE STUDIO 
WE PROBABÉY 

BUILT IL 
Since 1985 , in association with top designers, we have established ourselves 

as the premier studio builders in the LA. area. We have unequalled experience in 
acoustic construction and our client list includes many T.E.C. winners and nominees. 
We continue our commitment to accommodate any budget and time schedule. 
Our new diallenge is to make this saine service available 

both locally and nationwide. 
Whatever your acoustic needs, call us. We can make your plans, 

ideas and concepts a reality. 

CONTINENTAL STUDIO BUILDERS 
formerly WATERLAND CONSTRUCTION I 

213-663-2987 
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FIELD TEST 

typical applications for which the 
1031As are suited. On a console top, 
either the -2 or -4dB bass tilt settings 
are appropriate in reducing the bass 
emphasis caused by the console sur-
face. In extreme conditions—such as 
corner placement in a small van or 
video edit suite—the bass roll-off 
can be combined with the bass tilt 
to provide appropriate LF attenua-
tion. 

The input gain can be adjusted 
from -6 to +6 dBu for matching the 

console's output level. However, I 
found this control to be unnecessary 
in the typical studio situation. First of 
all, when mixing, you want as much 
amp headroom as possible, so an at-
tenuated setting is not of much 
value, particularly in a system that is 
capable of a short-term SPL of only 
110 dB at one meter. Secondly, ro-
tary controls provide little chance of 
precise level matching, so full up or 
full down are your only options in 
the field—stepped level attenuators 
would have been far more useful in 
this application. I just set the pots to 

for your ears only 

NI The VITALIZER is a new 

powerful and creative 

psycho-acoustic 

equalizer, specifically 

designed to be 

compatible with the way 

the human ear perceives 

sound. 

l-lu x :ESS 

ACTIVE SOLO 

OUTMT—C111--  PIRCKMILS DEMO' 

PEAK 

DEEP 

SUB BASS 
moan- Op -r.«.1•rç 

• • 
• *a 

e 

• 

MID -lu TUNIS 

LS 

011".5 

14 1.3 

• " I found the Vitalizer virtually 
indispensable for fine-tuning my 
mixes". AUDIO MEDIA. 

• "Equalizes sounds in a way none of 
my existing equalizers 
comes close to matching". 

SOUND ON SOUND. 

• " The best such device I have had 
the pleasure of using". HOME 
STUDIO AND RECORDING. 

THE VITALIZER 
a ingly 14,1110.§0 perficemer 
See us at AES, Booth 335 

1=I FOR DETAILS OF YOUR U.S.A. DEALER, CONTACT SASCOM: (416) 420-3946 

MANUFACTURED BY SPL (19) 2163 8761 FAX (49) 2163 83028 - INTERNATIONAL MARKETING. THE HOME SERVICE TEL (81) 943 4949 FAX (81) 943 5155 

SASCOM 
MARKETING 

GROUP 

maximum volume and left them 
there, which was perfectly suitable 
for driving the system from either 
+4dBu or (at a lower output SPL) 
-10dBv consoles. Concerning the lat-
ter, the 1031A's balanced input can 
also accept an unbalanced signal 
using a suitable adapter. 

Mixing and tracking on the 
1031As over a period of weeks 
proved a pleasurable experience. 
The 1-inch, metal-dome tweeter is 
surprisingly smooth, even in the crit-
ical 2.2kHz crossover range. The 
tweeter is inset into a Directivity 
Control Waveguide, which offers the 
dual advantage of bringing the 
tweeter's voice coil closer in acousti-
cal alignment with the plane of the 
woofer as well as reducing diffrac-
tion effects. The DCW's gently flared 
horn shape provides a wide sweet 
spot, with a constant directivity re-
sponse that remains consistent until 
the listener is more than 45° off-axis. 
Stereo imaging was accurate, and 
the monitor's tonal character never 
changed when reaching to equalize 
drums, which for some reason are 
always on the first ten faders—the 
farthest stretch for the engineer! 

The LF response was well-
damped and tight. The -3dB down-
point is 47 Hz, which is truly re-
markable for an 8-inch driver in an 
enclosure with a volume that's bare-
ly over a cubic foot. The slotted 
vents really move some air, which 
was just the thing when mixing on a 
hot summer night, but the net effect 
of mixing or tracking on the 1031As 
was a feeling that I was working on 
a much larger, multiway system. 

After using these Genelecs on 
rock, jazz and radio sessions, I felt 
confident about the mixes, which is 
a feeling I rarely experience with 
new studio monitors. And mixes 
translated accurately to other sys-
tems, both large and small, a major 
consideration when doing criti-
cal live-to- 2-track work, where a 
chance for a second take just 
doesn't happen. 

If you mix at moderate (sane) lev-
els and need a quality reference 
monitor, the Genelec 1031As are an 
excellent choice. While their $2,998/ 
pair price may dissuade some buy-
ers, serious listeners may find that 
these are well 'worth checking out. 

Genelec, distributed by QMI, 15 
Strathmore Road, Natick, MA 01760; 
(508) 650-9444. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR ,tIORE UFO 
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  Part II: 

Floors, Walls 
and 

Materials 
by .1.171.0. 

rloors 
Since most studios are built into commercial 
properties, we usually deal with concrete slabs— 

the worst floors in the world. Miserably uncom-
fortable, these floors also don't offer a place for 

cable runs and can't be soundproofed. 
Example: When Chicago's Universal Re-

cording built new studios in the late '50s, Doc 
Sabin designed a 90dB soundproof wall between 
studios A and B. The wall was about four feet 
deep and worked beautifully, but somebody for-
got to cut the floor slab, so the bass from one stu-
dio transmitted almost perfectly to the other. 
When two sessions ran at the same time, it was 
fun to watch one hand try to hold its tempo 

while hearing a different tempo from the other 

studio. The clients didn't see the humor in it, 
though, so studio B got two inches of industri-
al cork and a second brand new floor over the 
first brand new floor. 

Universal was designed as a second-floor ad-
dition to a building in construction, so the slab 
could have been cut. Unfortunately, most studios 
are on the ground floor, and slicing up a foun-
dation slab is verboten. Therefore, the control 

room must have its own floor. 
As a first step, seal the slab. Untreated con-

crete will wick up an amazing amount of water 
from the soil beneath it. The water will pro-
duce 1000/0 humidity under your new floor and 
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FFU3OR 
The Ultimate 

Mix of 
echnology 
with Art" 

Performance 
Tested 

Quality 
Materials 

• • . • 

Superior 
Value 

INTERNATIONAL SALES 
Pan Technical Sales & Marketing 
London, U.K. 44-71-247-6101 

FAX 44-71-247-6104 

For Orders and Free 
Application Assistance Call 
Systems Development Group 

1-800-221-897 

quickly wreck it. 
To check humidity levels, lay a 

sheet of plastic food wrap on the 
floor slab overnight. If it's beaded up 
in the morning, paint the slab. If not, 
give it a wash coat of shellac any-
way. It might rain. 

Specifications for a control room 
floor include cable access, sound-
proofing, good looks, durability, 
ease of cleaning and comfort. 

For sufficient cable space, the 
floor needs to be elevated to allow 
runs underneath. Standard 27-pair 
snake cable is about 7/10-inch thick, 
so 2x4s laid flat will allow one cable 
to cross over another with room to 
spare. Unless you want to use the 
under-floor space for air condition-
ing returns, there's no advantage to 
going higher. 

Isolation from the main slab is 
achieved by laying the 2x4s down 
on 1-inch felt weather-stripping to 
prevent solid contact. Sound travels 
more slowly in soft materials than in 
hard, so going from hard to soft at-
tenuates it, rather like going from 
high resistance to low in an electri-
cal circuit. Similarly, soft to hard 
does nothing. 
No nails in the felt, please, but 

you can use the office stapler, if you 
bang the staples down deep with a 
hammer. 

Use short 2x4s with serious space 
between them so you can make 
cable runs in any direction. Two feet 
long with 6-inch gaps in each direc-
tion is about right, as the casters on 
tape machines and such concentrate 
their weight on very small areas. 
Whatever spacing you use, build 
and use a gauge for it. Precision 
counts. 

Also, run a bead of vinyl caulk or 
silicon adhesive between the felt 
strips to keep them put until you lay 
a sub-floor. 

Before laying the sub-floor, get a 
bag full of nylon clothesline and run 
it side to side and end to end be-
tween every 2x4 on the slab. This 
will give you fishlines. Given a 
known starting point and exact spac-
ing, you'll be able to drill little holes 
and fish new cables for new equip-
ment from anywhere to anywhere 
else in the future. Saves ripping up 
the floor when—not if—things 
change. 

The sub-floor will likely be single 
3/4-inch plywood or staggered, dou-
ble 1/2-ply. Either is good. Don't nail 
the sub-floor down. Common nails 

attract rot, especially in the high hu-
midity one finds under an airtight 
floor no matter how well the slab 
has been sealed. The best things are 
galvanized building screws. They 
don't rot the wood, and they grip so 
well that you only need about a 
third as many as with nails. Start the 
sub-floor at the edges instead of the 
middle of the room, and shim the 
panels an eighth-inch or so away 
from the walls so you can caulk 
them in without actually touching. 

This process produces a floated, 
airtight, soundproof sub-floor. After 
a coat of shellac to guard against 
cleaning leaks, you're ready to con-
sider the finish flooring. 
I like parquet squares. They're 

not the cheapest thing available, but 
they meet all the specifications for a 
control room floor and present two 
outstanding advantages over the 
competition. The first is that the pat-
tern of dark and light wood will hide 
the damage that inevitably occurs 
when things get dropped on or 
dragged across the floor. The second 
is that if a square has to be replaced, 
it won't stick out like a sore thumb. 
Hardwoods don't change color over 
time. Neither do the modem finish-
es used on parquet tiles when 
they're properly treated. 

Whether the platform floor ex-
tends to the front walls or stops at 
the front edge of the console de-
pends on how the mic and speaker 
cables are to be run, the location of 
the peanut gallery and whether or 
not the mixer can see any part of the 
floor between the mix position and 
the speakers. 

If the mixer can see the floor be-
tween the mix position and the 
monitors, there will be a short-path 
reflection to the mixer that must be 
eliminated. Short of leaving all that 
space unused, the only practical 
treatment available is carpet. In pass-
ing, don't use nylon, which is reflec-
tive at very high frequencies. 

As for the peanut gallery, I have a 
long-standing preference for seating 
visitors in front. Keeps 'em away 
from the console, reduces the con-
versation level and lets me keep 
track of who's doing what. Given 
that the area up front will probably 
need carpet for acoustical reasons, it 
makes sense to set a wide sectional 
couch up there as well. 

The only downside to a front 
peanut gallery is that people moving 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 182 
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New Version 3.0 Software 

1Mb Sample RAM Capacity 
512K Sample RAM Installed 
3 Free Sample Disks 
All New Factory Sounds 
9-Track Sequencer 
Expanded Sequencer Memory 
(40,000 notes) 
User Sample Editing 
Loopable Envelope Generators 
Keyboard Note Editing 
Programmable Alternate Tunings 
Filtering Within Drum Kits 
Dual Multi-Effects Processors 
32 Oscillator Synthesis 
4-Way Voice Stacking & Splitting 
SX Sampling Option 

ith the huge success of 
the DPM® 3 electronic keyboard, 
you'd think we'd leave well enough 
alone. But that just isn't our style. 
We had to go and make it better. 
Enter the DPM® 3sE Plus. 
The SE Plus is the next step up 

for the ever-evolving DPM® 3. And 
this machine is loaded with extras 
that leave our competition behind. 

To bellighith, we've installed 512K 
of Sample RAM with aljeapacity 
board as standard equipment. 
The SE Plus also ships with three 

sample disks and the most powerful soft-
ware upgrade yet — Version 3.0. 
\ersion 3 complements the SE Plus with 

all new factory sounds, loopable envelope 
generators, and keyboard note editing. 
Versicn 3 also allows filtering within drum 
kits, as well as expanded sequencer memory 
(from 20,000 to 40,000 notes). 
Now is the perfect time to take advantage of 

everything the new SE Plus has to offer. Call or 
visit your Peavey dealer today and find out why 
the SE Pius is truly the sign of the times. 

Et,t..H•-. I I I \ r • \ 1.•ridian, MS 39301 • ( 601) 483-5365 • Fax: 484-4278 • © 1992 



LIVE SOUND 

Live Sounds 

Genesis 

Performer: Genesis 
Venue: Oakland Coliseum, 
June 20, 1992 
Rental Company: Showco 
FOH Mixer: Rob "Cubby" Colby 
Monitor Mixer: Phil Christensen 
System Engineer: Cowboy 
Conyers/Howard Page 

by David (Rudy) Trubitt 

When Genesis began planning 
their first tour in five years, they 
were looking for something dif-
ferent. "They didn't want it to 
look like a normal stadium 
show, where from 200 feet 

away they look like stick figures 
playing in a box," says Showco's 
VP of field operations, Howard 
Page. Instead, the band wanted 
an open look that would also 
improve sight-lines and free up 
more seating. "One of the things 
we did to achieve that," Page 
says, "was to make the sound 
system free-standing and move it 
140 feet between inside corners." 

Moving the arrays that far 
apart required some experiment-
ing. "Last August we set up the 
whole system at the Dallas Stadi-
um," explains the band's house 

Phil Collins is two-way 

wireless with Beyer and 

Future Sonics gear. 

mixer, Rob "Cubby" Colby. I was 
there to listen to the P.A. and 
find a good position for mixing. I 
ended up at 165 feet back, which 
I'm really happy with. That dis-
tance accommodates a lot of seats 
in front of the mix position, which 
helps the sight-line problem:' 

After the concept was tested, 
pre-production began overseas. 
"We had four weeks in England 
getting the songs tight, listening 
and recording:' Page says. "That 
was mostly for the band's bene-
fit." Back in the States, they 
moved to an empty blimp hang-
ar in Houston for full production 
rehearsals. "We spent two-and-a-
half weeks there fine-tuning 
things, but we never took the 
full P.A. in—there was no point." 

"I only listened to very small 
amounts of P.A. ten feet away," 
Cubby explains. "It wasn't a 
great place, but at least we knew 
it wouldn't get any worse." The 
full P.A. was finally added to 
rehearsals at Dallas Stadium 
during the four days leading up 
to opening night. 

The tour's itinerary includes 
numerous overnighters. Al-
though some parts of the set 
exist in duplicate or triplicate for 
leap-frogging between venues, 
there is only one set of sound 
gear. Quick setup and tear-down 
is necessary to meet each day's 
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"We can put it up as fast as 
we can get it," says crew 

chief Cowboy Conyers. This 

sequence of photos shows 

one hour of work. 

schedule. Free-standing arrays 
and the Prism's interlocking cabi-
net design help make it happen. 
"We roll the boxes underneath 
and pin them exactly the same 
way we would on a flat arena 
floor," Page says [see photos at 
right]. "We're achieving better 
times on setups and load-ins 
than we often [achieve] with hall 
the amount of gear in an arena 
configuration." The main system 
consists of a left and right array, 
13-wide x 6-deep, using Show-
co's Prism "stadium" system, 
which presumably contains 
longer-throw mids and highs 
(yup, it's proprietary, but I had 
to ask). These are complement-
ed by 64 subwoofers. Everything 
is Crown-powered. 
A front fill and small delay 

system are also used. "Obvious-
ly," Page says, "at 140 feet apart 
you've got the potential for a big 
hole in the middle. We delay the 
front fill so that it blends with 
the main P.A., rather than it 
being an isolated source. You 
can walk down the corridor and 
the image doesn't shift." 

"I wanted to make sure that 
the infield P.A. made the most 
expensive seats sound really 
tight with a lot of impact," Cubb 
says. "The stereo separation is, 
of course, phenomenal because 
of the width of the P.A. I started 
using much broader pans, but I 
wasn't able to keep that because 
I was losing level at the center 
[compared to] the outsides. So 
I've been bringing keyboards 
and guitar and vocal harmonies 
tighter in and giving the drums 
the full pan effect. And of course 
there are all the stereo effects, 
so you start to create a sort of 
three-dimensional sound. It's 
new having the P.A. so far apart, 
but I adjusted to it right away." 

One delay tower was erected 
behind the FOH position at the 
Oakland show. "They clean up 
the high-end projection," Page 

says. The [main] system itseif is 
quite capable of covering back 
there in the configurazion we've 
got; on shorter fields we don't 
even put i up. My philosophy 
with delay systems is that unless 
you get them dead right, they 
create more problems than they 
solve. It's often better to have 
someone get used to a sound 

that's a little distant than to have 
a delay in their face that's wrong. 
I try to be discrete.-
FOH centers around two 

Midas XL-3s. " It is a wonderful 
console," Page says. "They're 
incredibly reliable. The company 
did its homework on connecting 
two boards. The control voltages 
.and signals that could fight be-
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find our original DC-300's still in active service. \ 
Now, this doesn't mean that all Crown ampli-

fiers will be as equally impressive in another 
25 years. But we're working on it. 

Take our new Macro-Tech 5000VZ for ex-
ample. This touring workhorse packs 5000 watts /4TivE 
into just 5" of rack space. Patented VZ'" (Variable Im-
pedance) technology allows the amp to dynamically adapt 
itself to both signal and load requirements, providing the 
best power matching to the widest range of loads possible. 
Combine ultra-low distortion with revolutionary features 
such as 1-Load/I-Limit and Speaker Offset Integration, and 

• 

IN '67, WE SHATTERED 
EVERY EXISTING STANDARD 
FOR AMPLIFIER DESIGN. 
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DC-300A IL Current version of the DC-300 introduced in 1967. 
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HERE WE 
GO AGAIN. 
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5000VZ. VZ technology packs 5000 watts into three rack spaces. 

Back in 1967, we rocked the audio world with the intro- you've got an amp that redefines again every existing 
duction of the DC-300. With 150 watts per channel, standard for amplifier design. 
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LIVE SOUND 

tween the two power supplies 
for ground reference are opto-
isolated. You can connect any-
thing to anything and never get 
a ground loop or a problem." 

Page also uses a Mackie 
CR1604 mixer to create a mix for 
TV crews. "They like to get a 
shot of the show for their news 
that night," Page says. "Rather 
than give them a dry board mix, 
we put some audience mics up 
and create a mix that matches 
their [video] image. That gets fed 
to isolated outputs here at the 
FOH and up in the pit:' The mix-
er's alternate stereo bus is used 
to submix the FOH playback de-
vices (CD, DAT and audio for 
pre-show videos). "It gives me a 
lot of flexibility without tying up 
channels on the XL-3," Page adds. 

And what of microphones? 
"We're using the newest series of 
Beyer UHF wireless," Cubby says, 
"and we're really happy with 
those. The two drum kits are 
mainly Beyer outfitted-201s, 
420s, M88 in the bass drum and 

Write or Call 
for 

FREE 
CATALOG 
USA & Canada 
1-800-331-3191 

NYC Area: 516-678-4414 
FAX: 516-678-8959 

m 

their big studio condensers on 
the overheads. On guitar are 
[Shure] SM57s, and there are two 
LEV] RE2Os on the bass amplifiers, 
which we take direct as well." 

"Because we're working out-
doors at pretty strong SPL lev-
els," Page says, "gates play an 
important part in keeping the 
stage sound under control. Lim-
iters, and in some cases de-es-
sers in series, are used on the 
vocals. The effects are dictated 
by the album's sound—Eventide 
Ultra-Harmonizers, AMS reverbs 
and the SPX900s." 

The venue also dictates effects 
usage to some extent. "We've 
been doing a lot of domes;' Cub-
by says. "In the domes, you've 
got to use the bare minimum [of 
effects] and get into the enuncia-
tion of the show and the music 
mix. We use more compression 
on the P.A. than we would out-
doors, where you need every-
thing you have. Indoors you get 
a little relief because the reverb 
in the room gives you that extra 
volume. You have to meet the 

domes with just enough satura-
tion from the RA. that you hear 
only the P.A., but hopefully not 
the room. 

"I go for excitement and im-
pact to get people energized," 
Cubby continues. "I build from 
that point—I never let go of the 
fact that the music mix is very 
important. Then I wait for the 
opportunity to get some impact: 
drum rolls, snare stuff. Most im-
portant for me is that people can 
always understand what Phil's 
singing and saying between 
songs. I try to get as much re-
verb on him as I can without 
getting in the way. I do a lot of 
long reverb slams where he 
holds notes and sometimes har-
monizes with himself. It's a mat-
ter of getting excitement into the 
mix and having a good time for 
myself, as well as the audience. I 
do love my job!" 

In the early '80s, Genesis de-
veloped a matrix monitor mixing 
system that allowed each musi-
cian to mix himself. A mix is cre-
ated for each instrument (guitar, 

Distributors of 3M Professional 
Audio and Video Products including: 

D Digital Mastering Tape 
D Logging Tape 
D Leader & Splicing Tape 

Reels, Boxes, Flanges 

E All hard-to-get audio & video products 
D Custom loaded cassettes 

R-DAT & other packaged cassettes 
D Calibration Tape & Splicing Blocks 

Shipped From Stock - Priced Right - Immediate Delivery 

Burlington Audio / Video Tapes, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 
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keyboard or a full drum kit) at 
the monitor console and fed 
to a small fader box at each 
stage monitoring position. 
Monitor engineer Phil Chris-
tensen explains: "The whole 
band has to agree on what 
[the balance within] each mix 
is going to be, but each musi-
cian can adjust his level of 
that particular mix. It was in-
vented by one of my prede-
cessors because Phil Collins 
demands a lot of attention 
during the show, and the 
other fellows felt left out. This 
solution got around having 
two mix engineers. It works 
really well for this band— 
they're all responsible musi-
cians, and they know that if 
they push something too far it 
will be a problem." 

Christensen uses two main 
consoles—a Harrison SM-5 
and a Yamaha PM3000. The 
3000 is used to submix the 
three drum kits and guitars, 
and it generates individual in-
strumental mixes for the Gen-
esis monitor mixing system. 
"The subgroup outs on the 
Yamaha are for Phil's mix," 
Christensen says, "so he gets 
mixed on the faders, and the 
rest of the band gets mixed 
on the pre-fader aux sends." 
Two DMP7s are interposed 

between the PM3000's outputs 
and the matrix monitor sys-
tem. "These are the inputs 
that change the most," Chris-
tensen says. "Rather than 
doing the cues [manually], I 
have a MIDI controller that 
sets the whole thing up for 
each song." The individual 
mixes from the Genesis matrix 
system return to the Harrison, 
where they are assigned to 
the appropriate stage wedges. 
The Harrison is also used to 
create a stereo mix for Phil 
Collins, who is using Future 
Sonics wireless Ear Monitors 
for the first time this tour. 

"On previous tours, I found 
myself always struggling for 
level and the right sound," 
Christensen says. Collins adds, 
"Every night we'd have this 
autopsy afterwards, trying to 
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of The Future! 

Phil Collins and Ear MonitorsTM 
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problems 
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work out how we could get 
more volume at the piano or 
whatever. Most people dread the 
load-in and think the gig's the 
easy part. I'm sure Christensen 
was starting to dread the gig, be-
cause it became a series of finger 
signals—a sort of Morse code. 
One was vocal, two was effect; 
you'll see that all the way 
through the But Seriously live 
video. Now some nights go by 
without me saying a thing. 

"I can't believe I'm not having 

more trouble with my voice on a 
tour like this," Collins continues. 
"Open-air shows are usually 
lethal for singers. I prefer singing 
in an environment where there's 
natural reverb. In an outdoor 
situation, it's very dry and the 
sound just falls off the stage. 
With [the Ear Monitors], I get the 
same environment every night." 

Finding the optimum gain 
structure for the Future Sonics 
system can be tricky, according 
to Christensen. "I'm not certain 
I've accomplished that yet. 

ffe 
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We've only been out a month 
now—it's a whole new world. 
I'm learning how to mix it, and 
he's learning how to listen to it. 
But we both decided that it's a 
hell of a lot better than it was." 

The Ear Monitors have also 
added to the show visually. 
"When I first started singing with 
the band," Collins explains, "I 
was quite happy to be stuck be-
hind two wedges and a mic 
stand, since I was used to the se-
curity blanket of the drum kit 
between me and the audience. I 
never took the microphone off 
the stand, because I didn't really 
know what to do. I didn't want 
to wiggle me bum like every-
body else. On my last tour, we 
used a radio mic for a couple of 
songs, and that started to feel 
easier. But I was still tied to 
monitors. Now I'm all over the 
place. I've got the radio mic and 
the head set, and I can go any-
where I want." 

The show sounded great. 
Cubby's mix was immediately 
powerful and commanding, 
filled with the moments of im-
pact he described. Much detail 
was present in the mix; for in-
stance, the two drum kits could 
easily be distinguished when 
playing at once (and sounded 
great to boot). The system did 
well—bright and intelligible 
without being strident, and a 
solid, but not soft, low-end. The 
front fill was sonically integrated 
with the main P.A. Up in the 
stands, the in-your-face presence 
was somewhat diminished as the 
stadium's contribution to the am-
bience became more of a factor, 
but vocal intelligibility remained 
excellent even in the nose-bleed 
seats. A definite thumbs up. 

This tour meets its demanding 
schedule on the backs of the crew, 
a fact Cubby doesn't overlook. 
"The crew has been exceptional. 
The Showco guys have done a 
fantastic job. My hat's off to 
them for doing it every day, be-
cause we're using the same P.A. 
every night." ® 

David (Rudy) Trubitt has 
been known to render "Psycho 
Killer" with the voice of Marge 
Simpson. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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SOU\ DCHECK 

A CAUSE FOR THE PAWS 

M M Audio ( Danville, CM 
p:ovidecl sound for " Festival For 
The Animals," a benefit for In 
Defense of Animals, held in San 
Francisco's Civic Center Plaza. A 
variety of bands and speakers 
appeared on the outdoor stage 
behind City Hall. M & M's P.A. 
uses Excel Audio cabinets, de-
signed by Richard Guy. Guy, 
who attended the event, pro-
vides a bit of his design philoso-
phy: "One of the things wrong 
with the speaker business today 
is that there are a iot of big-
name companies putting out 
systems with no-brand compo-
nents. We're the no-name com-
pany with the big-name compo-
nents. I use the best compo-
nents I can find. 

"System engineering is al-
ways more important than a 
magic bullet," Guy continues. 
"It's never the device, but the 
way the device is employed that 
is important. People understand 
synergism—one plus one plus 
one equals seventeen. But they 
don't understand that it also 
works in reverse. If you take a 
shortcut here and pinch a few 
pennies there, the results are 
devastating." 

In addition to Excel's XLT-4 

San Francisco's Civic Center 
Plaza was the venue tor an In 
Defense of Animals benefit. 
Pictured is the band Zero. 
Sound by Ad & M Alidfo. 

4- way trapezoidal cabinet. the 
show also used the company's 
sub box, a 27-inch woofef in a 
ducted box. "The subwoofer 
box is tensioned and stressed, 
which doubles the output in the 
bottom octave. The device has 
full power in the 20-40Hz 
band," Guy explains. M & M's 
Alex Moran adds, "I do raves 
with four of these boxes. It 
takes me 16 18-inch subs to get 
the same amount of low end as 
four of these." 

MARSALIS LIVE 

Rosewood Sound (Syracuse, 
NY) recently joined forces- with 
the Effanel remote truck on a 
Wynton Marsais date. The 
1,200- eat Princeton McCarter 
Theater performance was the 
site for the premiere of a new 
Marsalis composition, commis-
sioned by the Lincoln Center 
Jazz department. Rosewood 
Sound used their 4-way linear-
phase system lo provide sound 
for the sextet, which included 

SansAmp. 
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sound. 
Now in a 
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SansAmp 
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Desigred and 
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bass, drums, trumpet, trom-
bone and two reed players. 
Band mixer David Robinson 
mixed the house. 

Mix asked Rosewood's 
Mark Fitzgerald if there were 
any compromises made to ac-
commodate the truck. "We let 
them choose the mics," 
Fitzgerald says. "If we needed 
to, we added another mic. 
They preamp all their stage 
mics with Hardy M1 mic pre-
amps. That prevents roll-off of 
the highs from line loss—it 
makes a better impedance 
match for line driving." A vari-
ety of mics were used, includ-
ing six of the Gefell Perestroi-
ka, a Neumann TLM50 on 
trombone and bass, AKG 451 
on bass, EV RE20 on kick, 
Countryman clip mic on the 
snare and AKG 414s for the 
audience. No compression or 
limiting was used, and very 
little EQ was required. 

"No [stage] monitoring was 
used," Fitzgerald says, "except 
for a short appearance by a 
gospel vocal singer. The piece 
incorporated hymns as well as 
traditional jazz. The overall 
tone of the piece was medita-
tive, while the second half 
was more jubilant and cele-
bratory" Rosewood's Len Ma-
rizio also worked the show. 

A TEXAN THEME 

Fiesta Texas is a new 200-acre 
theme park in San Antonio. 
The park contains several 
venues where music and 
dance are performed. The 
largest is a 4,000-seat am-
phitheater that uses 16 Vega 
UHF 600 Series wireless mic 
systems. Half of these employ 
EV N/D857A hand-held mics, 
with the remainder using 
lavalier mics made by Audio 
Services Corp. "The ASC mics 
were tested at Opryland last 
year and worked very well," 
Fiesta Texas technical services 
manager Bob McCrobie says. 
"This performance, combined 
with the reliability and rea-
sonable price of the mics, 
were the deciding factors in 
our choice." 
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LIVE SOUND 
Same package, same audiophile sound... 

Over 80 wireless frequen-
cies are used throughout the 
park. "Fortunately, our staff 
has a great deal of experi-
ence," McCrobie says. "Before 
the park opened, we spent 
countless hours working with 
antenna placement and fre-
quency allocation. All of that 
preparation paid off." 

NEWS FLASHES 
Delicate Productions ( Lainaril 

lo, CA) provided sound and 
lights for Yanni's early sum-
mer tour. House engineer 
Tom Sterling used a Midas 
XL3 console with 16-channel 
extender and a Martin house 
system including 24 F2, two 
Fl and four BSX cabinets, 
driven by Crest and Carver 
amps. Sterling was assisted by 
Delicate's Tracy Kunstmann. 
Monitor duties were per-
formed by Paul Sarault, who 
used a Ramsa WR-S840S con-
sole, K-T EQ and Martin 
wedges, including the new 
LE700, which Delicate has 
deemed "outstanding"...Eighth 
Day Sound (Cleveland, OH) 
hit the campaign trail earlier 
this summer, providing sound 
for numerous candidates, in-
cluding multiple same-day 
dates with the Clinton cam-
paign. Eighth Day was also 
out for the ten-week MTV 
Sports tour, as well as the 
band Curve. They also provid-
ed sound for the Great Ameri-
can Rib-Cook-Off for the 
tenth straight year...Brandy-
wine Electronics Ltd. (New-
port, DE) has added P.A.S SW-
2 wedges to their inventory. 
BEL vice president Dirk McAl-
pine described his evaluation 
process: "Most artist riders we 
receive require a hi-amped 
stage monitor with a 2-inch 
driver. We compared six dif-
ferent monitors and found the 
SW-2s to provide the cleanest, 
loudest sound available." BEL 
also plans to use the wedges 
on stands and flown as fills 
for certain applications...GSD 
Productions (Hicksville, NY) 
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recently expanded its extensive 
P.A.S TOC System-2 loudspeaker 
system. The company added 
eight RS-2s, six SW-2 wedges 
and two EB-2 bass extension 
systems. GSD also provided 
sound for the NYC Central Park's 
Summerstage events, using 
Adamson Acoustics' MH255s, 
B218s, S218s and B118s. This 
year's setup hosted the Neville 
Brothers, Al Green, Los Lobos 
and many more. Other Adamson 
sales include SPL Productions 

(Tullinge, Swe-
den), which will 
install that system 
in Stockholm's 
Museum of Mod-

ern Art; 3L Sound 
and Lighting of 
Mississauga, On-
tario; and Berger 
Son and Lumiere 
(St-Jean-Sur-
Richelieu, PQ)... 
Phillips Pro Audio 
(Bethany, OK) re-
cently ordered 
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From Topanga Days Festival, 
the winning live mix team of 
Mick Whelan and Robin Winter. 
Sponsored by FGS Intergalactic 
and the good folks of JBL. 

four new TAC consoles—three 
40-input TAC Scorpion Ils and a 
40-input SR6000. The mid-sized 
SR6000 has seen plenty of serv-
ice, induding tours with Simply 
Red (which used two linked 
6000s), Wet Wet Wet and The 
Wonderstuff.. The Paris, Osaka 
and Berlin Hard Rock Cafes in-
stalled QSC Series One and MX 
Series power amplifiers. Manhat-
tan-based Ted Rothstein designs 
the sound systems for many of 
the Cafes. He also recently com-
pleted a jazz lounge on the 56th 
floor of the Hotel Shangri-La in 
Hong Kong, including QSC 
MX1500 amps.. db Music and 
Sound recently installed four 
Tannoy CP.A.-12 cabinets and 
Rane MA-6 amplifiers in San 
Juan Capistrano's Community 
Christian Church.. Two Yamaha 
DMC1000 digital mixing consoles 
were used for the Paul Winter 
Consort's recent tour of Spain. 
House engineer Les Kahn mixed 
the shows, which were recorded 
for a forthcoming CD. The 
boards were chosen because of 
their transportability and ability 
to recall all console parame-
ters.. VJ Electronics (Torrance, 
CA) installed a Soundcraft Euro-
pa in the Rolling Hills, CA, Cov-
enant Church. "The church eval-
uated several FOH mixers over a 
two-year period:' says Gary 
Ford, Vys president. "The Europa 
meets the needs of the church 
with flexible inputs, aux output 
busing and ease of user 
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EV's patented Manifold 

Technology® design pro-

vides a superb combina-

tion of high output and 
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that's easily stacked 

or flown. 

Around the world, 

Electro-Voice MT sys-
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LIVE SOUND 

by David ( Rudy) Trubitt 

SHEDS, NEIGHBORS 
AND NOISE 

Honolulu's 

Waikiki Shell is 

one of many 

venues around 

the naticn at 

odds with its 

neighbors. 

Until recently. I lived just over a 
mile from the San Francisco Bay 
Area's Shoreline Amphitheater, a 
major stop on the summer shed 
circuit. Like many similar venues, 
Shoreline gets its share of noise 
complaints. On evenings when 
an atmospheric thermal inver-
sion hangs low over the site, 
sound is reflected north from the 
venue into my old neighbor-
hood. On such evenings, I could 
step outside and find the music 
of Rod Stewart or Phil Collins 
wafting in the breeze. It didn't 
bother me, but then part of my 
livelihood depends on concert 
tours! On the other hand, those 
with no vested interest were 
happy to register their disap-
proval—as many as 67 com-
plaints in one night. 

The problem is a serious one 
all over the country. Many out-
door venues face lawsuits, and 
no apparent solution is in sight. 

The problem begins with defini-
tions. What is noise, when is it 
too loud and how is it mea-
sured? "Sound is a measurable, 
objective quantity," says Doug 
Jones of Electro Acoustic Sys-
tems Inc. "Noise is a strictly sub-
jective experience. This is a very 
important distinction to make. 
It's a ma:ter of perception 
whether any individual sound is 
objectionable, i.e., is noise or 
not. No piece of measurement 
gear can make that determina-
tion—it's impossible to objective-
ly measure an inherently subjec-
tive experience." 

Jones speaks from experi-
ence—he is currently working 
for World Amphitheater as an in-
dependent consultant. That facil-
ity is now being sued by the Illi-
nois Pollution Control Board. Illi-
nois law has two very different 
provisions for initiating such ac-
tion. The first is subjective com-
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LIVE SOUND 

plaint. If there are complaints, by 
definition there is a problem. In 
other words, if they can hear it, 
it's too loud. (Jones notes that a 
sound must be 10 dB below 
background noise levels to be 
inaudible.) In the second case, a 
claim can be made against any 
facility that generates noise in 
excess of a measurable limit. 
Currently, the World is being 
sued based on subjective noise 
complaints, although it is likely 
that the debate will soon include 
objective measurements as well. 

However, even if the dispute 
is based on measurement, facts 
remain elusive. Most local noise 
ordinances are ambiguously 
worded, making compliance dif-
ficult. Marshall Long Acoustics 
has been working with the Pacif-
ic Amphitheater in Costa Mesa, 
Calif. "The first thing I'd advise 
anyone working on a problem 
like this," cautions Long, "is to 
find out what the real ordinance 
is and read it very carefully, par-
ticularly the definition section. 
These definitions [dB, ambient 
levels, etc.] are often poorly writ-
ten. Cities tend to copy ordi-
nances from some other city, so 
if you get one bad phrase in an 
ordinance, it crops up every-
where else." 

Overlooking the contribution 
of ambient noise levels is a com-
mon problem in local ordi-
nances. "When the Pacific Am-
phitheater was built," explains 
Long, "there was a noise ordi-
nance enacted. The maximum 
specified was 50 dBA 50 percent 
of the time at the property line, 
dropping to 45 dBA later in the 
evening. The ordinance did 
make a reference to ambient 
noise but didn't say exactly how 
to account for it. One aspect of 
the site is that it's near an air-
port, and there's a lot of light 
plane over-flights. There's also a 
lot of traffic and other activities, 
so the ambient level in the 
neighborhood ranged from 55 to 
60 dBA, dropping to about 50 
dBA in the later evenings. So the 
ambient at the site was higher 
than the spec, and there was 
minimal accounting for this in 
the ordinance. 

"The ordinance was enforced 
by the Orange County Health 
Department," continues Long. 
"In addition, the concerned 
home-owners hired their own 
guy and each used a different 
methodology, neither of which 
properly accounted for ambient 
noise. So for years the Health 
Department kept citing the am-
phitheater. Whether they were 
actually over or not is very diffi-
cult to judge because of the 
missing ambient information in 
the records. In some cases it 

may have been in violation, and 
in others it probably wasn't." 

Disagreement over measure-
ment practices can devolve into 
a brawl between expert witness-
es, often leading to the befud-
dlement of local officials. Randy 
Bauske of Baus Engineering 
works with the Waikiki Shell in 
Honolulu, which is also involved 
in a long dispute with its neigh-
bors. "Nobody really explained 
to the city council what a deci-
bel is and how it's measured," 
Bauske says. "Then we've got 
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[resident groups] with their ex-
perts confusing everyone. There 
are ways to manipulate the 
equations to get all sorts of 
crazy numbers. We were trying 
to amend to the noise ordinance 
to increase the spec by 20 dB, 
which is a 100-fold increase in 
power, and they were saying it 
would be 100 times louder." 

Fortunately, there are cases 
when expert witnesses can be 
advantageously convened. Mar-

Insulation 
being added to 
interior of the 
Waikiki Shell. 

shall Long describes a pre-trial 
hearing ordered by the second 
judge involved in the Pacific 
Amphitheater case. "It was very 
helpful," Long says. " It allowed 
the judge to learn about noise 
and sound levels." 

With or without a legal rul-
ing, venues attempt to minimize 
the problem for PR reasons, if 
nothing else. Attempting to 
quiet the Waikiki Shell required 
a more thorough acoustical 
evaluation then when the facili-
ty was built. Ron Darby of 
Darby and Associates Ltd. pro-
vided the acoustical consulta-
tion. "We were called in to 
make some recommendations," 
says Darby. "We found that the 
shell was not designed too well 
in terms of reflecting sound to 
the audience. Instead, it was re-
flecting over the audience and 
into the noise-sensitive areas. 
We found this by using a 1/32-
scale model of the shell and ul-
trasonic and optical measure-
ments. They were most reveal-
ing. You can confirm some of 
these focusing effects in real 
life—you can hear the Kodak 
Hula show coming in [from a 
distance] on stage left and guys 

talking on the soccer field from 
stage right on quiet days. The 
shell was focusing [sound] all 
over the community." 

Treating the interior of the 
shell's reflective plaster surface 
solved some of the problems. A 
4-inch layer of Fiberglas cov-
ered with fabric was used to 
deaden mid- and high-frequen-
cy reflections. In addition, the 
use of Wenger portable shells 
helped properly focus the sound 
of the symphony to the audience. 

"The shell structure is still a horn 
and will project the frequencies 
that are not being absorbed," 
Bauske says. "We found the 
problems at the property line 
(almost a mile away) were 
mostly mid and low frequen-
cies. The true highs wouldn't 
get there anyway, due to molec-
ular absorption. The treatment 
took away a lot of the mid and 
high products. The audience got 
the primary benefit—the sound 
in the venue is now crystal 
clear. It took away the masking 
quality that the reflections were 
causing." However, the improve-
ments may not be the end of 
the story, as the debate continues. 

Remedying the problem with 
the Pacific Amphitheater began 
with the imposition of a new 
noise ordinance. "The judge de-
cided that the original ordinance 
did not apply," Long says. 
"Since some of the noise was 
generated by applause, he or-
dered the ordinance to be mod-
ified to exclude a 5dB music 
penalty, thereby raising the limit 
to 55 dBA. The ambient level in 
the community, which was usu-
ally between 50 and 55 dBA, 
ended up not contributing that 
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LIVE SOUND 

much to the level above 55. The 
amphitheater has nevertheless 
been monitoring noise during 
concerts using a computer-dri-
ven system and a mic in the 
community. They can tell if 
they're over 55 dB for a certain 
period, and they know they 
have to bring the level down. 

-Many ordinances use a 55(1B 
Ley [equivalent level]," Long con-
tinues. " It is defined as the steady 
level that has the same average 
energy as the time-varying level. 

That particular averaging process 
emphasizes the high levels be-
cause energy increases by a fac-
tor of 10 every 10 dB. If you're 
20 dB over, you're 100 times the 
energy level, so if you get a 
short-term peak at 80 dB, it's 
going to dominate the average. 
[This is] fine for an annoyance 
standard, because human reac-
tion is dominated by the peaks. 
That's why most cities and the 
EPA's model noise ordinance call 
for an Ley measurement:' 

The second part of the equa-
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tion involved changes to the 
house sound system. "The mix-
ers and groups don't trust house 
sound systems, but they're run-
ning into more and more ordi-
nance problems," explains Long. 
And if you're going to get con-
sistent [noise] results, you need a 
system that will behave the 
same for every concert. The am-
phitheater came to us and said, 
'Design us a rock 'n' roll sound 
system that everybody's going to 
accept: We worked with Audio 
Analysts, which measured hori-
zontal and vertical polars of 
their loudspeakers. I plugged 
that into a computer program I 
wrote and mapped the sound in 
the amphitheater and the com-
munity. We played around with 
position, coverage and angle 
and what would happen over 
the berm to the neighbors. The 
other thing we did was place the 
bass cabinets in a 32-foot-tall 
line array. If you're on-axis, the 
speakers all combine and you 
get lots of bass. If you're up 
close, the difference in distance 
between speakers is large and 
the resulting low-frequency can-
cellation makes for a pleasant 
sound next to the stage. Not 
only did we help ourselves as 
far as the community was con-
cerned, hut we helped the 
sound in the amphitheater. And 
the reputation of Audio Analysts 
helped sell the house system to 
the touring acts. The first few 
groups grudgingly agreed to use 
the system, but as word got out 
that it was okay, more and more 
people use it. 

"That's where we are now," 
Long concludes. "They've been 
doing it for a year or two, with 
success. The moral of the story 
is that you have to have some-
one who can read the ordinance, 
make sure it is clearly written, 
that it will account for the ambi-
ent and hold up in court. You 
also have to have a way to make 
clean measurements that account 
for the ambient levels." q) 

The venue nearest to sound rein-
forcement editor David (Rudy) 
Trubitt's current home is fidly 
enclosed, forcing him to leave the 
house to hear the show. 
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT NEW PRODUCTS 

TAD TCM 
PRODUCTION BEGINS 
Technical Audio Devices (TAD), 
a division of Pioneer Electronics 
(Long Beach, CA), has begun 
production of its TCM Series of 
high-SPL (135 dB), near-field 
speakers for touring and fixed 
installations. Unveiled at last 
year's AES, the TCM enclosures 
will he manufactured by Wood-
worx in its Greensboro, NC, fa-
cility. The line includes the TCM-
1821 two-way with dual 18-inch 
woofers and mid/high compres-
sion driver/horn; the TCM-1621 
with dual-16 woofers; and the 
TCM-1811 with an 18-inch sub-
woofer. 
Circle #212 on Reader Service Card 

EAW HIGH DEFINITION 
MONITORS 
The SM200 from Eastern 
Acoustic Works 
(Whitinsville, MA) is a 
flat frequency re-
sponse monitor 
that combines 
a 12-inch 
woofer and 
2-inch, titmi-
urn-di-
aphragm 
compression 
driver, coupled to a wide-disper-
sion, 120° conical coverage horn 
that is said to have less throat 
distortion than conventional 
horns. The SM500 has a 15-inch 
woofer for drum, keyboard and 
higher-SPL vocal monitoring. 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card 

BBC 
COMPRESSION 
DRIVERS 
The Italian-made BBC line of 
cost-effective, flat-response com-
pression drivers is now available 
in the U.S. through MAC2 Inc. 
(Lansing, MI). The CDX1 is a 
two- or three-bolt, 1-inch driver 
with 16-ohm impedance, 1.5-
17kHz frequency response and 
80-watt power handling (with 
12dB/octave crossover at 2.5 
kHz). The CDX2 is a four-bolt, 8-
ohm model with 2-inch throat, 
500-18k Hz response and 120W 
power handling (at 800Hz, 
12dB/octave). 
Circle #214 on Reader Service Card 

SESSIONS 
RACK PANELS 
Container hardware manufactur-
er J.H. Sessions & Son of Bristol, 
CT, debuts a line of black-finish 
steel rack panels: one- to 
four-space blank panels; 
single-space panels pre-
punched for male/female 
XLR, 1/4-inch or combina-
tion cutouts; one- and two-
space vent panels; and 
three-space panels for one, 
two or three fans. 
Circle #215 on Reader Service Card 

LECTROSONICS 
DR195 WIRELESS 
Lectrosonics (Rio Rancho, NM) 
debuts the DR195, a wide-band 
wireless system using a modular 
design, allowing users to change 
channels or even convert from 
VHF to UHF operation in min-
utes. A unique dual-band corn-
pander separately handles low 
and high frequencies, while an 
Opti-Blend circuit mixes the 
audio outputs of the two diversi-
ty sections into one signal after 
comparing the noise compo-
nents in each signal. A variety of 
handheld and body pack trans-
mitters are available. 
Circle #216 on Reader Service Card 

SHURE BETAGREEN MICS 
Shure Brothers (Evanston, IL) 
unveils BetaGreen, a new series 
of entry-level mics for live sound 
and home recording. The line in-
cludes two condensers ($220) 
designed for vocal or instrument 
miking and three dynamics (re-
tailing from $60 to $ 130). All 
have on/off switches and come 
with an unbreakable stand 
adapter; select models feature 
neodymium magnets. 
Circle #217 on Reader Service Card 
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and emotion. 

It's no wonder that the 1990 and 1991 

Billboard surveys found that AKG 

microphones are the "# 1 Most Widely 

Used Studio Microphones." 

For years 

the 414 

series 

and its 

AKG signature 

sound have been 

a part of recording 

the best music in 

the business. That's why the 

414 is a studio classic. 

AKG Acoustics, Inc. 
1525 Alvarado Street 

San Leandro, California 94577 USA 
Tel: ( 1) 510/351-3500 
Fax: ( 1) 510/351-0500 

0 1991 AKG AcoustIcs. Inc AKG is a registered trademark 
of Akustische U Kano Gerale Ges m b H. Austria 
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The 414 is available 
in two models. 
the C4I4 B-ULS 
and the C4I4 B-TL. 



STUDIO VIEW 

by Dan Daley 

T 

DECLARATION 
OF INDEPEN DEN TS 
he wretched excesses of the 1980s 
merger-mania had their effect on the 
record business. In case you haven't 
noticed, you can count the number of 
major labels in the Western world on 
the fingers of both hands, and that's 
even after you've been drinking and 
playing with power tools. 

That same decade, however, saw 

Nauman and Hammond Scott, co-
founders of Black Top Records, with 
Earl King (seated). 

the largest increase in the number and 
influence of independent record labels 
since the '50s, when so-called "race 
records" essentially launched rock 'n' 
roll before the major labels and Pat 
Boone managed to sterilize and main-
stream it. During the Reagan years, 
rock went corporate. Major labels bas-
ically defaulted their A&R develop-
ment functions to small, independent 
companies, which discovered and 
nurtured talent. Eventually, those acts 
were either wooed away by the prom-
ise of big bucks, or, as happened quite 

often, the indic was purchased by a 
major and set up as a custom label. 

(A separate and distinct phenom-
enon is the so-called -vanity label," of 
which Michael Jackson's Nation and 
Madonna's Maverick are two recent 
and high-priced examples. Histori-
cally, vanity labels have a lousy profit 
track record and develop little outside 
of egos.) 

There are hundreds of independent 
labels running around now, virtually all 
of which use recording studios that 
they don't own. This symbiotic rela-
tionship is still strong and healthy. The 
recession's effect on purchasing power 
and the concomitant tightening of 
belts, combined with the major label 
policy of throwing more resources 
toward established money-makers at 
the expense of baby acts, has put inde-
pendents into the breach once more. 

TALKING MONEY 

While few studio owners 
are pleased by the fact 
that rates haven't 
changed much in ten 
years. that same situa-

Scott Tutt, president of Reptile 
Records. 
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STUDIO VIEW 

tion has also worked to the indepen-
dent labels' advantage. Their average 
budgets are about 10% to 20% of those 
of major labels, and they can find a 
wide-ranging pool of facilities in which 
to make records. In the meantime, the 
cost of high-quality. aftbrdable equip-
ment—digital and otherwise—has 
bolstered the capabilities of the forgot-
ten middle class of commercial studios. 
The result is a facility base that, while 
not exactly vacationing in the Sud de 
France every winter, is at least remain-
ing competitive, thanks in some degree 
to a vigorous market that needs exactly 
what they now offer: affordable, qual-
ity recording services. 

Budgets would seem to be the pri-
mary concern among independents 
when they are considering facilities, 
but a quick survey of several indepen-
dent labels shows that other consider-
ations are at least tantamount. While 
acts signed to blues/R&B-based Black 
Top Records usually record at nearby 
Ultrasonic Studios in New Orleans, 
Black Top president Hammond Scott 
says that the criteria for other studios 
his acts use around the country include 
a large room and a specific console— 
in his case a Neve—as well as budget-
conscious rates. 

Labels such as Black Top identify 
themselves with a certain sound as well 
as genre, and Scott says that large re-
cording rooms provide the ambience 
he wants. "The Neve is a plus, but it 
also has to have a large room with 
hardwood surfaces,- he explains. -1 
need to find places that understand 
what it takes to get live recordings and 
to be able to do that at a reasonable 
price." Scott also looks for Dolby SR 
and a good microphone selection, 
pointing out that competition has kept 
quite a number of rooms within his 
price range. "There's always a second 
room that meets our needs in the sanie 
market, so we can play one against the 
other," he says unabashedly. 

"The budget is always a consider-
ation; you can't get away from that," 
says Scott Tutt, president of Nashville-
based Reptile Records, which is look-
ing to mainstream its country and 
country-rock roster. Tutt, who pro-
duces his label's acts, also prefers large 
rooms, frequently using Nashville's 
Sound Emporium. He'll take down-
time and off-hours in search of a bet-
ter rate deal. " I'll cut every corner I can 
before we go in, from rates to rentals," 

he says. -Because once we're in work-
ing, I don't want to think about it. Af-
ter we cut our best deal, then it takes 
as long as it takes. I won't save myself 
S200 and cost myself a record in the 
process." 

Most independent labels seem 
happy with analog 24-track decks, 
especially the hard rock acts who pre-
fer analog's inherent musicality. I low-
ever, Tutt notes that one of his acts. 
Government Cheese, which has since 
left the label, was aimed at the college/ 
alternative market, so he recorded 
them on a Mitsubishi 32-track digital 
machine to get the "clean digital effect" 
appropriate for that niche. He also 
recently mastered his first recording on 
a Macintosh-based Sonic Solutions 
Sonic System. 
DAT has evolved into the digital 

mastering format of choice for inde-
pendents: its low cost and wide avail-

tonomous entity with its own market-
ing and distribution operations. While 
wheeling and dealing on rates is an 
integral part of record-making for 
Relativity's newer acts ( it also has 
megasellers like Steve \jai and Joe 
Satriani, who can be somewhat 
choosier about their recording envi-
ronments). Cultreri says that he's seen 
many studio owners who are sympa-
thetic to the situation of independent 
labels. "They make it possible for us to 
work on a much larger scale than the 
budgets would otherwise allow," he 
says. The balance between studio 
affordability and independents' needs 
is a stable one that he expects to con-
tinue for some time. 

The same sentiment is evident from 
the studios' point of view. Not every-
one likes to be pushed hard by some 
independents, but on the other hand, 
independents account for substantial 

Cliff Cultreri, vice president of 
Relativity Records. 

ability have made it the poor man's 
1630. "[)Al' used to be a safety for us," 
says Tun. "Now it's our main mastering 
medium." Others, though, still prefer 
analog all the way through the process, 
even though a very large percentage of 
independents now release partially, or 
solely, on Cl). 

THE STUDIO'S VIEW 
There is an interesting détente evolv-
ing between midlevel studios and in-
dependent labels, says Cliff Cultreri, 
vice president of Relativity Records, a 
large independent now owned by 
Sony Music but operating as an au-

percentages of many studios' book-
ings. 

At Baby Monster Studios in Manhat-
tan, company president Jamie Berg 
says that indies represent half of her 
bookings for her one-room, 24-track 
analog studio. The facility is used by 
labels like Earache, Relativity and 
Caroline Records. " It's a trade-off,- she 
admits. "We get paid less [than with 
major labels], we have to make deals, 
and we wait longer to get paid. But 
they're very important to our business." 
Berg says that she deals with indepen-
dent labels much the same way she 
deals with their larger cousins, always 
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getting a purchase order before each 
booking, even if it's just a verbal P.O. 
backed up by a fax. She'll also make 
different rate structures for different 
acts from the same company, depend-
ing upon the circumstances. 

At Reflections Studio in Nashville, 
where labels like Alpine and Step One 
cut tracks for their country artists, bud-
gets are usually the first things talked 
about with independents. "Otherwise, 
it's like dealing with any other label," 
says studio manager and chief engi-
neer Joe Weber. "If a budget for a small 
major-label project squeaks out at 
$50,000, a $10,000 independent budget 
is generous," he says. Weber tries to 
avoid deal-making altogether with in-
dependent labels, citing already low 
rates in Nashville's high-density, com-
petitive studio environment. "I'd rather 
give the deals to the major labels," he 
says, "since they're the ones who can 
keep coming back with more busi-
ness." 

If a studio has staff engineers, they 
are sometimes negotiated into the rate. 
But the overall industry trend has been 
toward freelancers over the last few 
years, and many engineers have devel-
oped relationships with independent 
record labels. Ultrasonic engineers, 
David Farrell and Steve Reynolds are 
two reasons Black Top's Hammond 
Scott chooses the studio. "We're com-
fortable with them, and they know 
what we want," he says. 

NOT FOR THE PROJECTS 

While personal recording technology 
factors into the pre-production stage of 
independent recordings, it usually only 
does so when an artist has his or her 
own equipment; budgets simply don't 
allow for pre-production costs be-
yond a few days in a rehearsal studio. 
That same effect has kept project stu-
dios on the periphery as far as indepen-
dents go, except in the case of dance 
and rap, which rely more intensely 
on the MIDI and keyboard-type envi-
ronments found in many project stu-
dios. 

At a time when technology and eco-
nomics have conspired against the 
comfortable existence of the recording 
industry's middle class, the relationship 
between it and the independent record 
label community shows a brighter 
promise of stability through the next set 
of changes to come. 3 

Dan Daley is Mix's East Coast editor 
and guerrilla watfare expert. 

New Solutions  

SONIC 

SOLUTIONS 

Advanced, modular hardware and software transform the 

Macintosh into a powerful, elegant audio workstation: 

• NoNOISE: unsurpassed noise reduction tools 
• Sound for Picture: post with multiple machines 
• Multi-Track Recording/Editing: 2 to 24 TK 
• CD Printer: recordable and pre-master CD's 
• Virtual Mixing Desk: automated mixing and EQ 
• CD Pre-Mastering: waveform editing, PQ codes 

And the Sonic System alone offers real-time EQ and 
waveform display with background load, unload, archive, 

and de-noise. In New York, call SCI for a demonstration. 
"Macintosh" is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.; "CD Maker" is a 

trademark of START Lab; "NoNOISE" is a registered trademark and "Sonic System" 
a trademark of Sonic Solutions. 

AKG, API, Apogee Electronics, Apogee Sound, B&B 
Systems, Bryston, Canare, Drawmer, Eventide, Gefen 
Systems, SigTech, Sonic Solutions, Sound Ideas, 
Soundcraft, Westlake, Whirlwind, White Instruments, 
and other exceptional audio products. 

situclia cansultztunits, 
321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212) 586 - 7376 

Equipment, support, and design services for professional 

audio facilities and broadcasters — since 1971. 

IISE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

IMPERIAL TAPE" 
Company Inc 

1928 14th St. Santa Monica, Ca. 90404-4605 

CUSTOM LENGTH 
BLANK AUDIO 

VIDEO CASSETTES 

AUDIO AND VIDEO 
DUPLICATION 

AMPEX 3M BASF 
MAXELL TDK 
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IMPERIAL TAPE COMPANY. INC. 
1928 14TH ST. SANTA MONICA. CA. 90404-4805 
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WITHIN 24 
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FEEDBACK 
FEAR FOR THE FUTURE 

Re: "Neumann's Future as a Senn-
heiser Company" [June 1992]. I 
have spent more than 30 years 
making excellent recordings with 
Neumann microphones. My fa-
vorites are still the M49, U47 
(tube) and U87. For a microphone 
manufacturer such as Jürg Senn-
heiser to consider "the positive ef-
fect of these vintage microphones" 
to be "outside normal thinking" is 
astonishing! 

As a recording engineer, part of 
my job and what I have to offer 
my clients is a knowledge of the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
the microphones (and other 
equipment) at my disposal. This 
knowledge is not "beyond the 
normal recording business," but is 
the very heart of what all mixers 
do. One can make any number of 
objective measurements of a trans-
ducer such as a microphone or 
loudspeaker, but the last and best 
judge is the ear. If a particular mic 
doesn't sound attractive to me, I 
don't use it. Whether it is artistry, 
skill or just good sense doesn't 
matter; it is how most of us work 
to make successful recordings. 

Sennheiser proposes to "pro-
vide transducers that will be very 
sophisticated." I suggest he take 
the sophisticated approach and 
start listening to microphones 
rather than looking at their specifi-
cations. With the kind of leader-
ship that _Virg Sennheiser repre-
sents, I fear for the future of the 
Neumann line and the engineer-
ing support we have come to ex-
pect and appreciate through the 
years. 
Roger C. Rhodes 
Scoring mixer (Dirty Dancing, 
White Men Can't pimp, etc.) 
New York, NY 

THE NEWS FROM UPTOWN 

Here at Uptown we were happy 

to see a good article surveying the 
various options that the studio 
owner has today for console au-
tomation [May 1992]. I would, 
however, like to clarify two issues 
concerning our products. 

There has been some confu-
sion between the name of our 
product and the name of our dis-
tribution company. Our product 
name is Uptown Moving Fader 
Automation, System 2000 or Sys-
tem 990. We are distributed 
worldwide by Audiomation Sys-
tems Ltd., and we are represented 
in the U.S. by Group One Limited, 
as you reported. 

Also, although at the time you 
were preparing your article our 
Uptown System 990 was actually 
an 8-bit system with 256 half-deci-
bel steps, it has since been up-
graded to a 10-bit system with 
1,024 tenth-decibel steps. All in-
stalled systems are being file-up-
graded at no cost to the customer. 
Andrew Smith 
Uptown Automation Systems 
Boulder, CO 

WEIGHING IN WITH HEAVY NAMES 

1 think your article regarding the 
most influential producers of our 
time [July 1992] refers more to 
quantity and not so much quality. 
Also, how can you be nominated 
the most influential producer of 
our time and not have been pro-
ducing bands of merit for at least 
a decade? I think Michael Wagen-
er (at least 37 million copies) and 
Mutt Lange (you tell me) have had 
a greater impact than some of 
your other fine selections. 
Scott Bums 
Morrisound Recording 
Tampa, FL 

D101 HIST 101 

I find it a little-known fact that 
"the emerging recording technol-
ogy of the '90s" has now been 

with us for over 20 years, having 
deep roots in pioneering efforts in 
the early and mid-'70s. 

Your sidebar " In the Begin-
ning," by Ron Ensminger (July 
1992], is a commendable effort to 
provide Mix readers with a much-
needed historical perspective. 
There is a real need to counter the 
prevailing mythology that Sony in-
vented PCM recording in 1978. 
Certainly 3M's efforts from 1976-
1981 mark one of the last great 
gasps of American recording tech-
nology. Their work with the BBC 
also brought digital recording to 
the fore in the UK. 

However, to label [3M's] efforts, 
first demonstrated in 1977-78, as 
the " initial entry in the field" is 
both inaccurate and grossly unfair 
to those who were truly pioneer-
ing digital technology and record-
ing years earlier. (Interestingly 
enough, Mix itself recognized one 
of the true pioneers in Peter Ham-
mer's wonderful article, "50 Years 
of Magnetic Recording" [October 
1985]. 

While many might date the 
Digital Audio Age as beginning 
with the 3M multitrack and Barry 
Blesser's landmark paper on "Dig-
itization of Audio" (October 1978), 
the truth is that digital audio has 
been with us as long as our cher-
ished 24-track analog machines 
and in-line consoles. 

Lexicon can rightly claim the 
honor of developing the world's 
first commercially viable digital 
audio product—the Delta T de-
lay—in 1971. A year later, Nippon 
Columbia (Denon) developed a 
crude but operational PCM digital 
recording system. The original 
machine and a subsequent port-
able were immediately put to 
work producing a series of ac-
claimed recordings for the Denon 
label. In fact, the first digitally 
recorded LP dates from 1972. By 
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1977, Denon had released well 
over 100 digitally recorded LPs. 

Nippon Columbia's technology 
had progressed quite far by 1977. 
They completed development of 
an 8-channel PCM tape recording 
system ( 14-bit PCM, 47.25kHz 
sampling, on then-standard 2-inch 
VTRs) and inaugurated an impres-
sive series of jazz records, record-
ed in America by the team of pro-
ducers Yoshio Ozawa and Jim Mc-
Curdy in 1977 and 1978. All this 
activity predated by many months 
the delivery of the 3M recorders to 
Herb Alpert and Chris Stone in 
early 1979. Our industry has yet to 
properly recognize Denon's re-
markable activities on behalf of 
digital recording technology. 

Ignored in your sidebar, but far 
more widely recognized, were the 
efforts of Dr. Thomas Stockham, 
whose Soundstream digital tape 
recorders were the first commer-
cial units developed in America. 
Stimulated by strong audiophile 
response to the first direct-to-disc 

recording by Sheffield and Crystal 
Clear, Stockham and Malcolm 
Lowe founded Soundstream in 
1975 with the aim of producing 
superior quality commercial re-
cordings. 

Stockham, who still serves as a 
consultant to Telarc, eventually 
built 17 16-bit digital recorders, 
which he rented to record compa-
nies. The list of remarkable re-
cordings made on these machines 
is most impressive and serves as a 
strong argument for recognizing 
Stockham as the "father" of the 
digital recording industry. It was 
his success with renting that 
prompted 3M's decision to begin 
selling digital recorders to record-
ing studios in 1979. 

Food for thought: Are the ef-
forts of Denon and Stockham 
often overlooked because they 
largely concentrated on recording 
classical music and jazz? Have 
some in our industry developed a 
sort of tunnel vision that doesn't 
recognize advanced recording 

techniques until they are applied 
to mass market music (rock and 
pop) and big-budget films? 
Lewis E. Frisch 
Amek/TAC 
Atlanta, GA 

SORRY, OSCAR 
I'm concerned about a piece of 
misinformation contained in the 
article "The Academy Awards 
Broadcast: A Peek Behind the 
Scenes" [June '92] concerning 
Academy Award nominations and 
honors credited to one of the sub-
jects, Lee DeCarlo. The Academy's 
records of its nominees and win-
ners do not show Mr. DeCarlo as 
ever having received a nomination 
or an Award. More specifically, 
the Oscars for Sound for The Right 
Stuff were awarded to Mark Berg-
er, Tom Scott, Randy Thom and 
David MacMillan. 
Kristine Krueger 
Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts & Sciences 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Features Like These Are Usually Found 
Only In Larger Mixing Consoles. 

Mic./Line switching 
for optimal level 
adjustment. 

Three-band EC) 
with sweepable 
mid frequency 
center. 

Rear-panel channel 
insert points on 
separate jacks. 

High-gain (84dB Channel input to program output) ensures full output with 
low level or distant mics. Optional Precision input transformers are available. 

2 Aux sends per channel greatly increase flexibility 
when interfacing signal processing units. 

Better than 130dBu 
Equivalent Input Noise. 

• • 

;• nced XLR 
consoles to provide exceptional, low-noise performance. Stereo Program Outputs w/ Left and Right Master Controls. 

10-Segment LED meters for quick, accurate 
visual monitoring of all signals. 

Switchable 
Phantom Power 
for Condenser 
Mics 

Separate Mono 
Output level 

Headphone Out 
w/ Level control 

Switchable Meter 
Functions 

Our MM-508 Offers Them 
In Just Three Rack Spaces.   

ASHLY  
100 Fernwood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14621 • Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • 716-544-5191 • FAX: 716-266-4589 
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Introducing our new ACC 
Series: a high performance, easy-to-
use line of cassette duplicators that 
offer better specs and expandabil-
ity than any product in their class. 

Available in 1/4 track (stereo) 
or 1/2 track (mono), these compact, 
lightweight units copy both sides of 
a cassette at 16 times regular speed. 
The control units can duplicate 
three cassettes at once, while the 

copying units can handle four And 
they're so easy to operate and clean 
even "non-techies" can do it. 

Find out all the ways we keep 
ahead of our competition Ask your 
dealer for more information about 
the ACC Series, or call Telex at 
1-800-828-6107. 

After all, we may be the leader 
in audio duplication, but we didn't   
get there by copying someone else.   

The ACC Series GmInd Unit. 
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TAPE & DISC 

by Philip De Lande 

ITA "How 
A:\ D W HY" 
PART II 
ast month's coverage of the ITA "How 
and Why" seminar on prerecorded 
audio and video focused on DCC, 
which held the spotlight in this year's 
proceedings. But presentations on a 
variety of other topics were offered 
as well. One of the most intriguing 
was a talk by Dolby's Dennis Staats 
on the company's AC-3 digital audio 
coding scheme and its potential ap-
plications in prerecorded music. The 
system (to be covered in detail in a 
future issue) will allow low bit-rate 
digital media to store coded audio 
for user playback in a variety of 
modes, including regular stereo and 
surround sound. Among other high-
lights from ITA: 

COBALT TAPE 
A year ago, a new generation of 
cobalt-modified ferric tapes were 
widely expected to play an important 
role in improving prerecorded cas-
sette quality. But now that the new 
formulations are readily available 
from BASF, Sunkyong, Aurex/Auriga 
and others, demand appears to be far 
less than anticipated. The title of the 
panel on this topic said it all: "Who 
Is Using Cobalt Tape, and Why Not?" 

The tape manufacturers repre-
sented on the panel were BASF, 
Sunkyong and TDK. Doug Booth of 
TDK pointed out that cobalt is well-
established in the blank cassette mar-
ket, where it accounts for 90% of the 
Type II tape sold. But in the dupli-
cation market, the response has been 
less than the manufacturers had 
hoped, though not due to any dis-
appointment with the cobalt's per-
formance. Duplicators were said to 
be quite pleased with the sound of 
the new formulations and reported-
ly interested in using them. And fur-
ther technical development contin-
ues, as BASF's Terry O'Kelly con-

firmed with his announcement that 
the company will be introducing a 
chrome/cobalt combination deliver-
ing superior performance in the 
same price range as chrome (see 
Tape & Disc News, page 148). 

Despite widespread acknowl-
edgement of cobalt's attributes, how-
ever, the duplication arms of the 
major labels are apparently unable to 
convince the "bean counters" else-

Given all the 

variables like 

tape type and 

slave electronics 

that can affect 

the sound of a 

finished cassette, 

it is important 

that engineers in 

mastering houses 

and dupe plants 

can easily com-

municate about 

problems with 

a particular 

program. 

where in their organizations to spend 
a few pennies more per unit for a 
higher-quality end product. That 
problem has been compounded by 
the fact that the new tapes were in-
troduced during a recession, which 
has hit the music cassette market 
pretty hard. 

Both O'Kelly and Booth argued 
-CON77NUED ON PAGE 148 
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TAPE & DISC 

Tape & 
Disc News 
BASF INTROS 

CHROME PLUS 

Isf introduced a new high-bias 
audio duplication tape combining 
chromium dioxide and cobalt. Ac-
cording to BASF VP Daniel Malcorps, 
the new Chronic Plus formulation 
will entirely replace the company's 
current chrome high-bias tapes. The 
tape is said to combine the low noise 
floor of chrome with the low distor-
tion and high output of cobalt. 

MINI DISC 

MASTERING 

Sony developed two new compo-
nents for Mini Disc mastering. The 
devices are designed to work with-
in existing premastering/mastering 
systems used for CDs. The K-1216 
Format Converter takes 16-bit PCM 
audio from a Cl) master tape and 
encodes it into ATRAC, the MD data 
compression scheme. The convert-
er also displays subcode and error-
status information, and it allows 
input of non-audio information such 
as album titles or other text. For MD 
glass mastering, the K-1217 Address 
Generator is substituted into a CD 
mastering setup in place of the PQ 
generator. 

The first mastering house to an-
nounce acquisition of the format 
converter, available on a limited 
basis, is Chop Em Out in London. 
That company was also one of the 
first to enter the market for premas-
tering DCC. 

SEMINAR SCHEDULES SET 

.1.11(• ITA announced dates and places 
for its upcoming events. The Super 
Seminar on Special Interest Video will 
be held October 15-16 in Santa Mon-
ica, Calif. MOMS (the Magnetic and 
Optical Media Seminar) will be of-
fered November 5-6 in Atlanta. On 
November 24. the Annual Update 
Seminar will be held in New York. 
And the 23rd Annual Seminar will 
run March 10-14, 1993, in Phoenix. 
For further information, call ( 212) 
643-0620. 

SPLICES 
Billboard reports that PolyGram lias 
purchased the PDO CD plant in 
Kings Mountain, NC, from its parent 
company, Philips. The plant, which 
has an annual calxicity of 60 million 
discs, was reportedly sold for $ 25 
million...Media Technologies has re-
located to Bohemia, NY. The move 
was spurred by Philips' recent ap-
pointment of the company as service 
agents for DCC duplication systems 
sold in North America. Media Tech-
nologies also chose Bryan Cammara-
ta to head its North American service 
center...Electro Sound and Gauss ap-
pointed three organizations to market 
and service their duplicating equip-
ment for the growing cassette market 
in India. Electro Sound also an-
nounced the sale of Series 9000 du-
plicating systems to two companies 
in Thailand, Krung Thai and Onpa 
Audio and Video.. Versadyne (Camp-
bell, CA) made Ermanno Parazzini of 
Professional Equipment in Milan its 
exclusive representative for high-
speed duplication systems in Italy. 
The company also announced sales 
of Versadyne 1500 Series systems to 
Grabacassette in Mexico City and 
Recortec of Buenos Aires, Argenti-
na...Northeastern Digital Recording 
(Southborough, MA) plans to market 
the Digital Companion Series from 
Troisi Inc. The line McLudes portable 
A/D and DiA converters as well as a 
digital preamplifier... Automatic In-
spection Devices introduced the 
model CD-A optical disc analyzer for 
CDs. The device is designed for use 
in production-line QC or in-house 
certification of replicated discs...Big 
Oak Duplication in Hendersonville, 
TN, installed a Concept Design CD-

Narada record-

ing artist/com-

poser Peter 

Buffett and 

Disc Master-

ing's owner 

Randy Kling 

take a break 

from the mas-

tering session 

of Buffett's lat-

est release, 

Yonnondio. 

9000 loader.. Tape Automation Amer-
ica of West Kennebunk, ME, changed 
its name to Applied Innovation Amer-
ica. The company markets the Pro-
gram Evaluator automatic video-in-
spection device and will continue to 
sell spare parts and service Xenon 
loaders..."Hot Fun in the Summer-
time," the first single from an up-
coming Beach Boys album, was mas-
tered at Fantasy Studios in Berkeley, 
CA...Digital House of NYC has re-
cently completed work on a CD of 
remastered recordings by legendary 
opera and stage star Ezio Pin-
za...Hoyt Dooley III of Disc Master-
ing Inc. engineered mastering for 
Idinwildio, the latest offering from 
Narada Records artist Peter Buf-
fett.. The Looters mastered their lat-
est, Imago Mundi, at the Rocket Lab 
in San Francisco. 

—FROM PAGE 147. 1TA "110W AND W?!'.' 

that in refusing to pay a little extra, 
the labels were shortsightedly under-
mining the continued success of their 
staple product, perhaps on the risky 
assumption that cassettes will soon 
be superseded by DCC. Booth ques-
tioned whether the "average" con-
sumer would pass over cassettes for 
CD-priced DCC, and warned the la-
bels against burning their bridges. 
Sunkyong's Mike Ingalls took a more 
optimistic tone, saying he expects de-
mand for cobalt to pick up as DCC 
spurs improvements in analog cas-
sette quality. 

The idea that it is vital to continue 
improving cassettes even as DCC 
emerges seems to be shared by WEA, 
which has been promoting its DIGA-
log logo for tapes made on digital bin 
systems as one way of letting con-
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sumers know about the improved 
quality of today's best prerecorded 
tapes. According to WEA's panelist. 
Carmen Trubia, the company will 
take its efforts one step further this 
fall with a TV and print media cam-
paign touting DIGAlog on cobalt 
tape. 

Sony Music plans to use cobalt 
stock as well. According to tape coat-
ing director Jerry Floycl, the compa-
ny will manufacture the stock in-
house. Initial plans call for the use of 
cobalt only as an alternative to 
chronic, rather than as a replacement 
for ferric. 

Less committal about cobalt were 
Charles Johnson of Sonopress and 
Paul West of MCA. Neither took issue 
with cobalt's perftemance, but both 
pointed out that labels have other 
areas where they feel their money 
can be better spent, including pro-
motion and A&R. West, in a bid for 
the most blunt panelist- award, told 
the tape makers that unless they sold 
cobalt for the same price as premi-
urn ferric. they wouldn't be selling 
any to MCA. 

MDL AND MASTERING 

FOR CASSETTE 

The interest in cobalt grows largely 
out of limitations in existing stock 
that have become more obvious as 
duplicators switch to digital bins. The 
bins allow the full force of master 
program to be sent directly to the 
cassette tape, without the intermedi-
ary of an analog loop bin master. Rut 
since the production masters sent to 
dupe plants are commonly clones of 
CD masters, the cassette stock gener-
ally cannot handle their full level and 
frequency content. 

Unfortunately, even with the use 
of the improved cobalt formulations. 
the gap between master content and 
cassette signal-handling capacity usu-
ally remains. In a panel of engineers 
from independent mastering houses. 
Hank Williams of MasterMix in Nash-
ville explained that it takes time to 
prepare a separate master tailored to 
the limitations of cassettes. The di-
lemma that Williams described is sim-
ilar to the situation that has discour-
aged the use of cobalt: Mastering en-
gineers would be happy to help 
make the best cassettes possible, but 
most clients are not willing to pay the 
extra costs involved. 
On a more positive note, Nashville 
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TAPE & DISC 

by Philip De Lancie 

REPLITECH 
CONFERENCE 4- EXPO 
MAKES WINNING COMBINATION 

fter years of being lost in the crowd 
at shows catering to the recording 
and broadcast segments of the audio 
industry, the duplication and replica-
tion community finally has a show of 
its own. The first annual Replitech 
conference and exhibition, produced 
by Knowledge Industry Publications, 
was held in Santa Clara, Calif, June 
16-18. 
The show covered four main in-

dustry areas: audio cassette duplica-
tion (primarily DCC), video duplica-
tion, optical disc replication (includ-
ing Mini Disc) and floppy disk du-
plication. On days two and three, the 
conference was broken down into 
four concurrent "tracks" (one for 
each area). Unfortunately, this ap-
proach forced attendees to make 
some tough choices if they had an 
interest in more than one track. Sem-
inars were held in the mornings, 
with exhibition space open only in 
the afternoon. 

Replitech is an attractive event for 
exhibitors and attendees because it is 
focused and because it combines 
conference and exhibition into one 
show—hear someone talk about a 
process and show slides in a confer-
ence, then actually touch the equip-
ment and see it in action on the 
floor. Philips, for instance, had a 
working DCC premastering/master-
ing station set up where one could 
get a step-by-step walk-through of 
the procedure, first preparing the 
text and graphics for the DCC's text 
display, then recording a master 
DCC. The basic outlines of this setup 
have been known for quite a while 
(see "Tape & Disc," October 1991), 
hut there's no substitute for being 
able to do it yourself. 

Forty-four presentations were 
scheduled for the conference. The 
sheer volume of information, and the 
inability to be in four places at once, 
made it difficult to cover everything. 

Some of the more notable points fol-
low, with an emphasis on audio-re-
lated topics. 

DCC UPDATES 

DCC dominated the audio cassette 
duplication portion of the program, 
as it did at May's ITA "How and Why" 
seminar. Not surprisingly, many of 
the DCC people who spoke at Rep-
litech had also spoken at ITA, and 
the information they presented was 
much the same at both events (see 
"Tape & Disc," August 1992). 

Philips is holding to its schedule 
for worldwide launch in September, 
though the company now plans to 
retail the first DCC recorder/player (a 
home stereo component model) for 
$799, up from the $700 figure they 
announced previously. According to 
Philips' Koos Middeljans, annual 
worldwide duplication capacity with-
in six months after launch is expect-
ed to reach 20 million. 

Middlejans said DCC's ITTS (text 
display) capability, which can sup-
port up to seven languages on a 
given tape, is expected to contribute 
substantially to the format's appeal, 
not only to consumers but to artists 
as well. Once artists see that a few of 
their peers have nicely done graph-
ics with follow-along lyrics, they are 
expected to want the same treat-
ment. Middlejans also raised the 
alarming possibility of using the 
graphics for advertising. 

Addressing the question of DCC's 
sound quality, Rudolf Mueller of 
BASF reported results of listening 
tests conducted by the company at 
AES Vienna. Participants listened to 
program on analog cassette, DCC 
and CD. Of 437 tested, 65% were 
able to correctly identify when they 
were listening to an analog cassette, 
while correct identification of DCC 
and CD were nearly the same, at 
56% and 57% respectively. According 
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to Mueller, the tests showed that the 
sound of DCC and CD are virtually 
indistinguishable. 

Mueller also talked about tape re-
quirements for DCC. The DCC stand-
ard establishes minimum quality re-
quirements, allowing only limited 
signal loss due to exposure to ex-
treme environmental conditions. It 
also sets performance standards for 
the tape/shell combination tested to-
gether. DCC tape requires an ex-
tremely smooth surface (see Fig. 1) 
and needs to be backcoated for im-
proved winding in consumer decks. 
Both these factors contribute to the 
higher cost of the stock. 

PREPARATION FOR 

Dee DUPING 

Many of the other DCC pre-
sentations were oriented to-
ward the introduction of du-
plication products, either 
planned or already available. 
Gauss, for instance, has mod-
ified its Model 1850 semi-au-
tomatic loader for DCC ca-
pability.The new Model 1855 
is intended primarily for low-
volume start-up applications. 

Product discussions from 
other vendors were much 
the same as at ITA. One refreshing 
exception was the talk by Duplitron-
ics' Jeff Binder, who concentrated on 
the various phases a duplicator 
should go through in preparation for 
getting into DCC. 

As defined by Binder, the first 
phase is education, which involves 
getting technical publications from 
Philips and keeping updated on the 
latest DCC information available in 
the press or through word of mouth. 
Next comes exploration. Binder sug-
gested keeping in touch with the 
pilot plants to learn about the practi-
cal considerations of installing and 
operating. He also urged talking to 
vendors early to get specifications on 
equipment and tape, and to watch 
for improvements as they take actu-
al experience into account. 

Binder described the next phase, 
preparation, as taking the informa-
tion gathered in earlier phases and 
beginning to plan to accommodate 
DCC in the plant. That means look-
ing at layout for clean-area access, 
and planning for ventilation and sta-
tic/temperature control needs. 

Once the commitment is made to 
install DCC capacity, Binder said, 

Figure 1: Comparative surface 
smoothness of three tape types. 

heavy emphasis on QC will keep 
throughput as high as possible. Not-
ing that Philips currently quotes re-
ject rates of "under ten percent," he 
said duplicators still have much to 
learn about getting higher yields. He 
suggested systems to track quality in 
response to changes in variables. He 
also encouraged service contracts to 
ensure good vendor support early 
on, and the purchase of training time 
and equipment for in-house diag-
nostics. 

OPTICAL DISC 
Over in the optical disc track, most 
of the presentations focused on spe-
cific aspects of the replication process, 
such as electroforming, mold upgrades 
and disc inspection systems. Mini 

Disc wasn't quite as prominent here 
as DCC was in the audio duplication 
track, but two presentations by Sony 
covered both commercial and man-
ufacturing aspects of the new format. 
MD also came up in a talk by Art 
LeBlanc of First Light Technology, 
which makes the Uniline Series of in-
tegrated in-line CD replication sys-
tems. Because the First Light systems 
are modular in design, the company 
has been working on modules that 
can be swapped to convert between 
CD and MD production in half a day. 
LeBlanc pointed out some of the 
challenges that replicating MD and 
other new formats will pose to those 
already manufacturing CDs. 

From the replicator's point of 
view, MD is really two formats: the 
prerecorded MD-ROM, and the mag-
neto-optical MD-R for recording. The 
prerecorded disc is basically a small-
er CD. No on-disc printing is in-
volved, but automated systems are 
needed for insertion of the metal 
clamping ring at the center of the 
disc, as well as installation of the disc 
and shutter into the plastic cartridge. 

According to LeBlanc, the mechani-
cal accuracy of the cartridge is criti-
cal, particularly for the MD-R. He 
also pointed out that the experience 
so far in manufacturing magneto-op-
tical discs for the computer market 
suggests that nobody really knows 
how to make MO discs at anywhere 
near as low a price point as Sony 
projects for MD-R. 

Regarding other new formats for 
replicators, LeBlanc cited Kodak's 
Photo-CD as a potential growth ap-
plication for CD-R. CD-Rs are more 
complicated to make than CDs be-
cause of the heat sensitivity of the 
dye polymer coating, the interaction 
of materials used in the various lay-
ers and the need to recover gold 
from the sputtering process. 

Several of the optical disc 
speakers looked at master-
ing, with three alternative 
approaches examined: photo 
resist, direct read after write 
and the new Del Mar Fire-
track. Unlike conventional 
glass mastering, the Firetrack 
uses a pregrooved plastic 
substrate coated with a pho-
tosensitive polymer layer. 
The substrate is attached to a 
saucer-shaped cover, with 

the photosensitive layer facing in. 
The cover shields against physical 
damage and protects the polymer 
from light and contamination. During 
recording, the diode write laser fo-
cuses through the substrate to the 
write layer, ablating the polymer. 

The Firetrack approach is much 
cheaper to install than glass master-
ing capability: less than $400,000, in-
cluding DMR-4000 and PCM-1630, 
compared with about $2 million for 
a photoresist setup in a clean room. 
It also appears designed for both 
economy and ease of operation. But 
the fact that the write beam travels 
through the substrate before writing 
limits the quality of the end result. 
Del Mar acknowledges that masters 
created on the system have higher 
block error rates than those created 
by conventional means. 

According to Knowledge Indus-
tries, 1,600 people attended and 69 
exhibitors showed. That was enough 
to make the show a success, though 
there was some grumbling among 
exhibitors about the cost of booth 
space. Next year's expo is already 
scheduled for June 15-17, again at the 
Santa Clara Convention Center. • 
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0 S To 
by Amy Ziffer 

Things change fast. Only six 
months after I reported plans 
underway at B&B Studios in 
Burbank, the owner has passed 
away, the facility sustained dam-
age in our spring "drought-buster" 
rains, and operations ceased. It 
was put up for sale, and Paul 
Ratajczak, owner of Ground 
Control in Santa Monica, de-
cided to bite. The deal fell 
through, however, for reasons 
that are still not clear but may 
have involved counterbids from 
another company. "The B&B deal 
is totally off," says Ground Con-
trol management consultant Ron 
Lagerloff. "It's not even on the 
back burner." The B&B property 
will apparently languish unused 
a little longer. 

The former Amigo facility in 
North Hollywood is more form-

-CONT7NUED ON PAGE 154 

Tiny Lights Recording 
Studios recently opened in 
Hollywood, complete with a 
40-input Amek Mozart mixing 

console, Sony 24-track 
recorder and Tannoy 

monitors. 

PHOTO MICHAEL MOMM 

SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 
by Jeff Forlenza 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Ah, L.A. glamour: price-haggling from 
clients, vanishing record budgets, clos-
ing studios. Not to mention torrential 
rains (when it does), traffic and an 
occasional riot. But despite the general 
malaise, some L.A. studios are surviv-
ing and even thriving in troubled times. 
Oh, and, I love L.A.! 

At The Enterprise (Burbank), CEO 
Craig Hindey's multiroom facility, re-
cent music sessions of note included 
Quincy Jones and the Hallelujah Choir 
working with Bruce Swedien in Studio 
B (also known as "The Bridge"); and 
Megadeth camped out for five-and-a-
half months as they tracked their new 
album with producer Max Norman. 

At Music Grinder Studios (Holly-
wood), Sony Music act Motorhead 
came back to record the follow-up to 
their Grammy-nominated album, /9/6. 
GNR guitarist Slash provided a solo for 
"Ain't No Guy," which also features 
Ozzy Osbourne sharing the vocals with 
Lenuny ICilmeister. Peter Solley pro-
duced, with Casey McMackin engi-
neering and Lawrence Ethan assisting. 
Also at The Grinder, folkie Arlo Guthrie 
recorded tracks for an animated fea-
ture that includes several Woody 
Guthrie songs. Frank Fuchs produced 
Arlo, with Bob Kearney engineering 
and James Ross assisting. 

Current activity at Larrabee West 
(West Hollywood), which recently re-
modeled and added an SSL 72-input G 
console: Producers L.A. Reid and 
Babyface were in with engineers Dave 
Way and Barnie Perkins mixing Bobby 
Brown's new album. Prince mixed his 
new album for Warner Bros. with 
engineer Keith Cohen. Bruce Swedien 
mixed Michael Jackson's 12-inch of 
"Jam" with Thom Russo assisting. 

At Evergreen Recording in Burbank, 

classical guitarist Christopher Parkening 
was working on an album project with 
producers Pat Russ and Dave Thomas, 
engineered by Steve Bartkowicz. Also 
at Evergreen, composer Harold Wheeler 
came in with music director Jackie 
Krost and engineer Gary Lux to prere-
cord original Jackson 5 songs for an 
ABC-TV mini-series, entitled An Ameri-
can Dream, based on the Indiana-
based Motown act. 

At Chick Corea's Mad Hatter Studio 
in Los Angeles, manager Mark 
Francovich reports the formation of 
Corea's new label, Stretch, under the 
auspices of GRP/MCA. Two releases 
from the new label are from John 
Patitucci and Robben Ford, both re-
corded at Mad Hatter. Toto came in to 
produce their new album with engi-
neer Greg Ladanyi. 

Venice Beach thrash punkers Sui-
cidal Tendencies were back blasting 
L.A. studios. Led by vocalist/songwriter 
Cyco Miko Muir, the band recorded at 
Ocean Way and Ground Control, then 
it was on to Skip Saylor to mix. Pro-
ducer Peter Collins (Rush, Queens-
ryche) and engineer Paul Northfield 
captured the manic mosh-speed rock-
ers on their Epic release, The Art of 
Rebellion. 

Studio activity at North Hollywood's 
Kingsound included local country act 
Boy Howdy completing work for their 
upcoming Curb Records release: Chris 
Farren produced with Eddie King engi-
neering. IRS act dada completed their 
self-produced debut album; Steve Cor-
mier engineered and Rob Ruscoe as-
sisted. 

In Venice, Mad Dog Studio has been 
busy: The Bonedaddys completed 
Jungle Jungle, co-produced by Kevin 
Williams (of the band) and Mad Dog 
co-owners Dusty Wakeman and 
Michael Dumas. Famed producer 
Ndugu Chancier worked with all-fe-
male group Mixed/Match and engi-
neers Wakeman and Dumas. 

Alpha Studios (Burbank) added 
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OAST 
William "Evil" Malouf to their staff. 
Hailing from the now-defunct Amigo 
Studios, Malouf will now be involved 
in rock-oriented projects at Alpha. 
Recent projects at Alpha saw Warrant 
tracking in Studio A with producer/ 
engineer Michael Wagener and second 
engineer Russell Burt. 

Take One Recording Studios in 
Burbank had The Ventures in to record 
their second album of 1992 with engi-
neer Duncan Aldrich. Also at Take 
One, Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley 
of Kiss were producing Crown of 
Thorns with engineer Ricky Delena... 
In North Hollywood, Roger Waters 
finished mixing his solo album after a 

The writing/producing team of 
Tom Mgrdichian(L) and Teddy 
Castellucci(R) worked on Olivia 
Newton John's "I Need Love" at 
Carla Ridge Camp (Beverly Hills). 

six-month stint on the Neve VR72 in 
Devonshire's Studio 3. The album was 
produced by Patrick Leonard, recorded 
by Nick Griffiths and mixed by James 
Guthrie...Recently, producer Gerry 
Brown locked out three rooms at L.A.'s 
Westlake Audio. One of the projects 
was a remix of Vanessa Williams' "Work 
To Do," with assistance from engi-
neers Bryan Carrigan and John "J.D." 
Dickinson... 

SOUTHWEST 
Country and western singer Trisha 

Lynn and her band were busy at Planet 
Dallas laying tracks with producer Ray 
Ruff, former chief director of Para-
mount and MGM Records and Motown 
Recording Studios. Ruff helped launch 
the careers of the likes of George Strait, 
Reba McEntire and the Oak Ridge 
Boys. Rick Rooney engineered and 
mixed the Lynn sessions. From the 
"Texas ain't just country" dept.: L.A. 
rap group Killa Tribe flew into Dallas to 
begin laying tracks for their Money 
Mob Records project at Planet 
Dallas... Mantrasound, Michael Sena's 
facility on the lush island of Kauai, HI, 
had Taj Mahal in tracking and mixing 
music for Follow the Drinking Gourd, 
a storytelling album by Morgan Free-
man for Rabbit Ears Productions. Taj 
Mahal also produced Cedella Booker 
Marley's (mother of Bob) children's 
album on Music For Little People... 

NORTHEAST 
Former Rolling Stone guitarist Mick 
Taylor took time out from the Empire 
Music Conference in Rochester, NY, to 
record with the Chesterfield Kings at 
GFI Studios in Ontario, NY.. Suzanne 
Vega recorded her latest A&M release 
at Dreamland Recording Studio in 
Bearsville, NY, with producer Mitchell 
Froom, engineer Tchad Blake and as-
sistant David Cook...Donald Fagen was 
at Clinton's (NYC) Studio B tracking 
guitarist George Wadenius with co-
producer Tony Voante for Fagen's 
upcoming Warner Bros. release...In 
Philadelphia, Teddy Pendergrass was 
at Sigma Sound Studios with producers 
Reggie and Vince Calloway working 
on Teddy's new Elektra release with 
engineer Mike Tarsia and assistant Brian 
Wittmer... Producer Daniel Abraham 
was at Prime Cuts (NYC) working on a 
remix of CeCe Peniston's "Crazy Love" 
for A&M Records, with engineer Rich-
ard Van Benschoten and programmer 
Mery de Peyer...At Omega Recording 
in Rockville, MD, jazz guitarists Charlie 

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 154 

N.Y. METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley 

NAMM Update: While the ru-
mored Donald Trump vs. Mery 
Griffin rusty-razor/broken-bottle 
fight-to-the-death at Caesar's on 
the boardwalk never material-
ized, the Summer NAMM ses-
sion—a somewhat tamer alter-
native—did take place in gam-
bling mecca Atlantic City on June 
20-21. The first midterm NAMM 
expo in two years, the show 
drew 240-plus exhibitors (about 
one-third the number exhibiting 
at the larger Anaheim show in 
January) and an estimated floor 
turnout of about 5,000. 

While decidedly an MI show, 
NAMM's summer session re-
flected the continuing blurring of 
the line with pro. For instance, 
Tech 21 owner Andrew Baila, 
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David Hewitt aboard 
Remote Recording Services' 
(Lahaska, PA) Silver Mobile 
capturing the Philadelphia 
Pops Orchestra for a live 
Fourth of July broadcast 
with a new Neve VR 48 
console featuring the 
latest automation. 

4e4/4",(44/   
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nate; it got a new resident a few 
months ago when IPN Recording 
moved in. IPN stands for International 
Primetime Network, which will soon 
incorporate the Asian News Entertain-
ment Network. Owned by tennis player 
Vijay Amritraj and physicist Dr. Raj 
Dun, ANEN has supplied program-
ming for the Asian community on 
cable in many American and Canadian 
markets, but the new company will 
offer broader programming. IPN's first 
pay-per-view event was World Cup 
cricket, live via satellite from Australia. 

Plans for the facility include con-
struction of two video stages for shoot-
ing IPN's video productions; a small 
video editing suite is already opera-
tional. Despite the overall emphasis on 
television programming, the former 
music studios will still be turning out 
records, at least for the near future. 
After a March move-in, some remodel-
ing and rewiring, one room opened for 
business June 15 with a Neve VR60 and 
Studer A800. Guy Snider, chief engi-
neer and studio manager, says a string 
of Latin albums were the first projects 
to land. 
Acme Sounclworks, the five-year-

old studio owned by sound supervi-
sors George Berndt and Jerry Ross, has 
moved from Hollywood to a much 
larger facility on the West Side, near 
Skywalker South. Acme principally 
does film post-production, adding five 
film editorial suites with the move. 
Acme already has one Sound Tools-

/analog 24-track-based sound design 
studio up and running (designed by 
Brett Theony of Boto Design), with 
plans to complete another, larger one 
by the end of August. They also have 
a sound transfer department that can 
accommodate temp dubs. Movies re-
cently completed or on the board 
include the Super Mario Brothers live 
action film with Bob Hoskins, Born 
Yesterday, as well as Cool World and 
Hero. 

It pleased me to see that the Acad-
emy of Television Arts & Sciences 
(ATAS) presented several special 
Ernmys for technical achievement at 
the 44th Annual Primetime Emmy 
Awards. Unfortunately, because the 
creative arts are segregated from the 
"glamour" categories, these presenta-
tions were not televised. Of the four, 
the one of greatest interest to Mix 
readers went to Charlie Douglas, "for 
the invention and development of the 
post-production sweetener." It would 
be interesting to know what that first-

generation sweetener was like. 
Equipment upgrades: Burbank's The 

Enterprise did one better than becom-
ing the first studio in this country to 
install an SSL 8000 G Series multiformat 
production system... it installed two of 
them. One is a 96-channel and one is 
an 80-channel, both with Ultimation 
automation. The Enterprise was the 
first studio anywhere to try Ultimation 
when it was introduced. 
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Byrd and Carlos Barbosa-Lima recorded 
a guitar sextet for Concord Records 
with studio owner/engineer Bob 
Yesbek... Alternative rockers The Po-
sies used a Walter Sear-reconditioned 
Theremin on their recent recording at 
Sear Sound in Manhattan...At The Look-
ing Glass Studios (NYC): Hot Canadian 
songstress Sara McLachlan recorded 
vocals for an upcoming Philip Glass/ 
Allen Ginsberg release for Nonesuch 
Records entitled Hydrogen Jukebox, 
produced by Kurt Munlcacsi and engi-
neered by Laura Fried... 

SOUTHEAST 
In Miami, Studio Center has been busy: 
Cameo mixed their latest Warner/Re-
prise release with producer Larry 
Blackmon and engineer Chris 
Rutherford; Todd Rundgren mixed 
tracks for his upcoming concert video; 
and Billy Preston recorded overdubs 
for an upcoming release with engineer 
Charles Barwick...Platinum producer/ 
engineer Geoff Workman was at 
Triclops Sound Studio (Atlanta) record-
ing Drivin' N Cryin's follow-up to their 
very successful Island release, Fly Me 
Courageous, which was also engi-
neered and produced by Workman 
...Hot producer Dallas Austin was at 
Doppler Studios (Atlanta) juggling sev-
eral R&B acts, including Another Bad 
Creation, The Highland Place Mobsters 
and Gerardo. Engineers on the projects 
included Darrin Prindle, Thom Kidd 
and Phil Tan...Eagles alum Joe Walsh 
completed work on his Songs For a 
Dying Planet at Reflection Sound Stu-
dios (Charlotte, NC) with longtime 
friend and current producer Bill 
Szymczyk. Reflection engineers Mark 
Williams and Tracey Shroeder assisted 
Szymczk during the three months of 
recording... 

NORTHWEST 
The Bay Area's ambassadors of world 
heat music, Kotoja, recorded their lat-
est Mesa/Blue Moon release at the 
Music Annex in Menlo Park, CA. The 

12-piece group led by Nigerian bassist 
(and former member of King Sunny 
Ade's band) Ken Okulolo was joined in 
the studio by Ghanaian master drum-
mer C.K. Ladzekpo, Nigerian guitarist 
Danjuma Adamu and Silciru Adepoju, 
whose talking drum was recently part 
of Mickey Hart's Planet Drum. Music 
Annex engineer Patrick Coughlin 
worked the vintage Neve 8036 console 
and co-produced with the band... 
Former Talking Head Jerry Harrison 
produced Vancouver rockers Pure for 
their debut Warner Bros. release. 
Harrison and the group recorded and 
mixed at The Plant in Sausalito, CA, 
and did some additional mixes at Little 
Mountain in Vancouver...Also in 
Vancouver, Randy Bachman (BTO) was 
at Mushroom Studios putting the final 
touches on his solo project for Sony 
Records. The album was produced by 
Toronto's Chris Wardman and engi-
neered by Greg Reely ....At Dance Home 
Sound (Emeryville, CA), Greg Douglass 
tracked a new acoustic CD with guest 
musician Norton Buffalo and engineer 
Lisa Richmond... 

NORTH CENTRAL 
M-Brace, an R&B band fronted by 
Atlanta Falcons wide receiver Andre 
Rison, cut tracks for their debut release 
at Studio A (Dearborn Heights, MI) 
with engineer Randy Poole...BLR Stu-
dios (LaPorte, IN) had heavy-rockers 
Storm Front in recording a four-song 
demo... 

STUDIO NEWS 
That Studio in North Hollywood, CA, 
received a new DDA Profile console 
with the Uptown 990 moving fader 
automation... River City Sound Produc-
tions (Memphis, TN) installed a new 
Tascam 3500 Series 24-input recording 
console... C&D Spot Studio Inc., a full-
service audio facility, recently opened 
in Albuquerque, NM. The three-room, 
David Elledge-designed complex fea-
tures a top-of-the-line D&R mixing 
console, Otan  24-track recorder and a 
16-track studio for post work...Sound-
track Recording purchased two 
Yamaha DMC1000 digital mixing con-
soles for its Boston and New York 
facilities... Down in Austin, TX, The Hit 
Shack remodeled its 2,100-sq.-ft. facil-
ity and added a Soundcraft TS-12 36-
input console and Otari MX-80 24-
track recorder...Capitol Records (Hol-
lywood) added a Neve VR72 with 
Flying Faders automation...Tech-
nisonic (St. Louis) acquired a custom 
Neotek Elan 32-input console. • 
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developer of the SansAmp guitar direct 
recording system, said that most of the 
sales of his new rack-mounted units 
have been to professional and project 
studios—including recent purchases 
by Bruce Nazarian and Al Kooper— 
rather than individual musicians. "I 
realized that's the way it was going 
after we took a booth at the last AES 
show," he said. "What would have 
been only a musician's product a couple 
of years ago has become a piece of 
professional audio equipment that stu-
dios need." 

Yorkville Sound, known for PA. 
and guitar amps, announced a non-
exclusive distribution deal with Audio-
Technica to sell A-T's professional 
microphones in the U.S. and Canada. 
Equipment that covers more than just 
MI bases: Yamaha's MC Series mixers, 
designed for small-studio and SR ap-
plications, with four primary mix groups 
and stereo, as well as four aux sends, 
48-volt phantom power and expanded 
stereo inputs for external gear. DigiTech 
showed off a new 16-bit digital har-
mony processor, the DHP-5000, which 
generates five-part diatonic harmonies, 
portamento-type vocal effects, dou-
bling and shifting for vocals and other 
line-level instruments, and delay, cho-
rus/flange, EQ and compression ef-
fects. Sampling rate is 42 kHz. 

Atari showed off a slew of third-
party software developers in its bid to 
get more of a music market share in the 
U.S., a market now dominated by the 
Apple Macintosh. Stefan Daystrom, a 
developer of Barefoot Software's new 
SmpteTrack Gold and EditTrack Gold 
software for the Atari, said that the 
Atari has better resolution and timing 
accuracy than Macs. "I expect the Atari 
footprint to get bigger on this side of 
the Atlantic because the software base 
is improving and the basic computer is 
so inexpensive," he said, adding that 
users should expect to see the best of 
European software for the Atari head-
ing this way soon as Atari encourages 
continental software developers to test 
the U.S. market. The Atari is the leading 
European music computer platform. 

Best new product: MIDIVOX, a 
throat-activated, Wheatstone-bridge-
technology-based vocal transducer that 
takes vocal chord vibrations and con-
verts them to MIDI information, allow-
ing it to trigger and control any MIDI 
sound module. The unit, first intro-
duced at the 1991 AES and 1992 Winter 
NAMM shows, has potential in the 

project studio, where drum machines 
and sequencers have already made 
multi-instrumentalists out of single-
instrument players. The brass and 
woodwind renderings it's capable of 
are more sensitive than most similar 
keyboard-activated sounds. Next step? 
Probably plugging directly into the 
brain (not as far-out or far-off a concept 
as you might think). 

The NAMM show pulled in a few 
pro manufacturers such as Tascam, 
which had a small contingent and 
demos of several consoles and per-
sonal multitracks; other manufactur-
ers, such as Alesis and Fostex, were 
notable by their absence. 

While a summer NAMM expo is at 
least marginally useful to professional 
recording people, a once-annual ex-
position of the kind of crossover gear 
described here would be a real hit. A 
more focused exhibition like the retail-
sponsored and (unfortunately) under-
advertised project studio show held in 
Los Angeles over the winter would be 
just the ticket for project and personal 
recording. 

Back to the Streets: In other news, 
Effanel Music owner Randy Ezratty 
now has the first mobile installation of 
SSL's Ultimation in a new 52-input 
console. Ezratty said it will accommo-
date the dual 48-track Sony recorders. 
"It was a compromise to have a 40-
channel console and 48 tracks of tape," 
he said. First gigs are Harry Connick Jr., 
Ray Charles and Genesis. 

In another road story, Remote Re-
cording Service's David Hewitt reports 
the installation of a new Neve VR48 
with the latest automation package 
aboard his Silver Truck. First gig was 
the Philadelphia Orchestra Fourth of 
July telecast. 

You Want Rumors? We Got Rumors 
Dept.: Howard Schwartz confirmed 
that he is actively looking for a new 
space to build a music recording facil-
ity outside of his present locations, 
which will remain in the Graybar Build-
ing. Schwartz said he wants a better 
acoustic and aesthetic environment for 
live music recording-20% of his over-
all revenues. The new facility will have 
two complete studios covering about 
3,500 square feet, complete with a 
small driving range, showers and a 
gym. Schwartz will move some equip-
ment, such as his EMT plates, 9-foot 
grand piano and a 48-track digital 
multitrack, to the new location. Con-
struction is expected to be underway 
by September. 

-FROM PAGE 34, L.A. RECORDING MARKET 

you have to do a great job." 
Ron Lagerlof agrees that too few 

studios employ typical business prac-
tices. "My policies differ from those 
of a lot of owner-operated studios," 
he says. "I'm used to corporate-
owned facilities [Lagerlof has worked 
for Skywalker North] that have strict 
rules and policies. A lot of studios run 
on a shoestring budget. They don't 
plan ahead, they don't figure out bud-
gets, and they don't have any real 
idea what their return on investment 
should be." 

Some of the most prosperous stu-
dios are those that have a mix of 
music and other clients. Soundcas-
tle, which used to do almost exclu-
sively music, quietly set about at-
tracting post-production work sev-
eral years ago. "My six rooms are 
going around the clock," says man-
ager Dave Devore. "Days are all post-
ing, and evenings and weekends are 
music. Even the three editing rooms 
with SSL ScreenSound can and do 
handle music. We've come up with 
a formula that works for us. We're 
weathering the recession, but we're 
doing it by working more hours and 
working harder." 

Soundcastle caught the wave at 
the right time, but their formula clear-
ly can't work for everyone. Not only 
is post-production a totally different 
field that requires a complete re-ed-
ucation of all staff and considerable 
equipment purchases, but a sudden 
influx into that field of a large num-
ber of post-capable studios would 
only serve to drag those rates down 
as well, as supply increased relative 
to demand. And post work isn't re-
cession-proof, either. 

What would make this industry 
healthy again? No one I talked to has 
a solid, workable suggestion. "Some-
where along the line, the mystique 
was taken out of what we do," says 
one studio owner. "Everybody thinks, 
'All you need is a console and a tape 
machine, and you've got a studio.' I 
gave an architect $ 175,000 just to do 
the inside of a building that was al-
ready standing. You cannot do that 
in a garage. There is something spe-
cial about what we do." If mystique 
is the answer, then the recording stu-
dio industry has to work to restore 
that mystique. Whatever happens, 
in Los Angeles there are still tough 
times ahead. 

Amy Ziffer is Mix 's Los Angeles editor. 
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Aphex Modular System. 

One Size Fits All 

W hatever your signal processing needs ... 
touring sound, post production, record-

ing, broadcasting, fixed installations ... space 
problems are a fact of life. But, once hooked on 
Aphex signal processing, people have an insa-

tiable appetite for more and more ... taking 
more and more space. Which is why we devel-
oped the Aphex Modular System. 

These modules feature all the processing 
power and performance of their standalone 
counterparts, including servo-balanced inputs 

and outputs. You can fit 11 modules in our 
3RU Model 9000R rack*. And, they are compat-
ible with the dbx® 900 Series. 

Here's a brief rundown on these powerful 
tools: 

>NEW! Parametric EQ — Three overlapping 
bands of fully parametric equalization, each 
with 15dB boost or cut. Peak or shelf filter 

shapes on each band (an Aphex first) allows 

for even greater tonal possibilities! This new 

EQ represents the next generation in audio-
phile tone shaping. 

> Aural Exciter® — the signal enhancer that in-
creases intelligibility, presence, clarity and 
detail. 

> Compellor® — the intelligent compres-
sor/leveler that controls levels as if an engi-
neer were riding faders. 

> ExpressorTM — a full featured compres-

sor/limiter that lets you tailor the sound 
your way. 

> Expander/Gate — simply the world's finest 
gate ... no one has ever met our $10,000 
challenge to find a better gate! 

> And more to come! 

See your nearest professional audio dealer 
to rack up more processing power per inch 
than ever before! 

*External power supply required. 

wowed 

APHEX 
SYSTEMS 

Aphex is proudly American...100% owned, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A. 
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 (818) 767-2929 

Aphex, Aural Exciter and Compellor are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd. 
dbx is a registered trademark of Carillon ElectronicsCorporation. 
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The dub stage at 
Alan Howarth's 
new Electric 
Melody Studio, 
based in the 
Lantana Center 
in Santa Monica. 
It was designed 
by John Storyk 
and features a 
60-channel Neve 
V3 console and a 
Mitsubishi 32-
track digital 
recorder. 
Services in the 
five-room com-
plex include 
Foley, ADR, 
sound design 
and all areas of 
post-production. 
Howarth's first 
feature film pro-
ject at the new 
facility was 
Fortress from 
Hollywood Pic-
tures. Photo: Ed 
Freeman. 



With an eye on the present and an ear to the future, 
the AES 93rd Convention will span today's audio science 
with the emerging products and technologies of tomorrow. 

In vibrant San Francisco, neighboring the specialized creativity of 
Silicon Valley, the AES 93rd will offer a comprehensive program of 
technical papers, workshops, seminars, and tours, along with an 
impressive, international range of exhibitors, to produce an audio 
experience that should not be missed. Plan to be a part of the AES 
93rd at the Moscone Center in San Francisco, October 1-4, 1992. 

A Uri 0 Additional information available from: 
the Audio Engineering Society, Inc. 

60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10165-2520 
Tel. (212) 661-8528 Fax (212) 682-0477 
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ti In-House Music Services 

AAZTEC RECORDING & TAPE DUPLICATING 

111 R24 0 t=1 
1110 E. Missouri, Ste. 400: Phoenix, AZ 85014; ( 602) 279-0808; 
FAX: ( 602) 277-6552. Owner: Ron Briskman Manager: Marc Ben-
nett 

APACHE TRACKS  
APACHE TRACKS STUDIO 

Tempe. AZ 

D 

a 

a 

Q 

13 
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APACHE TRACKS STUDIO 

032 
1006 E. Guadalupe Rd.; Tempe, AZ 85283; (602) 345-7557; FAX: 
(602) 345-9145. Owner: Michael Riddle, Jerry Davis. Manager: 
Jerry Davis. Engineers: Jerry Davis, Vaughn Smith, John Welch. 
Dimensions: Studio 16)(28, control room 18.x24', isolation booth 
11x16'. Mixing Consoles: Neve VRP-48 w/Recall 8, Flying Fader 
automation. Audio Recorders: Otan DTR-90011 32-track w/Apogee 
filters, Otan i MX-70 16-track V, Otan MX-5050B 11 2-track ve, Akai 
A-DAM 12-track, (3) Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, Panasonic SV-250 
portable DAT, Tascam 122 Mkt' cassette, Yamaha YPDR601 CD 
recorder. Digital Audio Workstations: Compaq 386/Turtle Beach 
Systems digital mastering system. Monitors: Genelec 1031A, Tan-
noy SRM-128, JBL Control 5. Other Major Equipment: Adams-
Smith Zeta-3 w/remote, dbx Type 1 18 ch., Lexicon Model 300, Lex-
icon Model 200, Lexicon Super Prime lime, (2) Yamaha SPX1000, 
Yamaha SPX90, GML dual mic. preamp, Studio Technologies dual 
mic. preamp, Apogee AD-500 converter, Apogee DA-1000E con-
verter, Summit Audio DLC200 tube comp., ( 2) Valley People M610 
2-ch. comp., (4) dbx 165 comp., BBE 802 processor, AEA MS-38 M-
S Matrix, Mac It Quadra 950/0pcode Studio 5 wNision MIDI sys-
tem, Intelix stereo headphone mix matrix, Intelix RM 8/2110 remote 
headphone mixer, mico include: (2) AKG C-12 tube, AKG The Tube, 
AKG C-414B-ULS, (2) AKG C-460, AKG D-112, Beyer M500, Beyer 
M160, Beyer M130, (2) EV RE20. (3) Micro-Tech UM70S, Neumann 
U49 tube, Neumann U67 tube, (3) Neumann USM69 stereo, ( 2) 
Neumann KM84, Neumann U87 (2) Neumann U89, (2) Sennheis-
er MD-441, (4) Sennheiser MD-421, Shure SM7, (2) Shure SM5.7, 

—LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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At Last! An Affordable 
Master Recording Program 
Taught by Award-Winning 

Professionals 

If your goal is to succeed in the music 
and recording industries, our professional 
training program will give you the hands-on 
experience and technical know-how you need. 

CALL FOR INFORMATION 
AND CATALOG 

1-800-562-6383 

1110 E. Missouri, #400 
Phoenix, AZ 85014 

Licensed By The State of Arizona. 

Approved For Foreign Student& 
NATTS ACCREDITED 
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DISC MAKERS 

CD Replication 
Complete Packages 

• 

Fast Delivery 
• 

Small Quantities 
• 

Full Color 

500 CDs & 
520sFIXttePro 

$2990 
Complete Package Price! 

Includes design 8. typesetting, 

Call Today For 
Complete Details 
and Our FREE Full 

Color Catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
1650 Broadway, Suite 1010, 
New York, New York 10019 

In NYC call: 212-265-64%62 • FAX: 212-2620798 
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—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
(2) Shure Beta 57; Yamaha S400B handmade studio grand piano, 
Yamaha DX7 II, Yamaha TX416, Roland 0-50, Roland JD-800. 
Kurzweil 1000-PX, Kurzweil 250-RMX, E-mu Emulator II. E-mu SP 
1200, E-mu Proteus 1, Alesis D-4, Waldorf Microwave. MiniMoog, 
Hohner D-6 clavinet, Hammond B-3 w/Leslie 122, ( 9) Martin 6 8 
12-string acoustic guitar, Martin acoustic bass guitar. Specializa-
tion á Credits: Rugged, yet refined. Wild, yet one with the sur-
roundings. That's the Native American spirit. And that's the spirit of 
Apache Tracks Studio. As the newest top-class studio in the desert 
Southwest. Apache Tracks blends the latest recording technologies 
into a warm, southwestern environment of muted earthtone colors. 
handcrafted oak woodwork and natural stone accents. It's an envi-
ronment that stimulates the creative spirit. Acoustically diffuse 
recording spaces and the visual continuity provided between iso-
lated rooms preserve a sense of musical ensemble that brings out 
the best in traditional live performance recording sessions. Each 
artist even has a remote mixer to independently control their head-
phone mix. For tracking, sweetening or mixdown of audio, for com-
pact disc, video or film, look to us. Just an hour flight from the west 
coast puts you in Apache Tracks country. where technology and the 
creative spirit become one. 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDERS OF ARIZONA 

Pês 
3830 N. 7th St.; Phoenix, AZ 85014; (602) 277-4723; FAX: (502) 
274-7416. Owner: Mark Temen Manager: Tim Ramsey. 

BPL'S BANJO BRASS STUDIO 

IN 016 ine 0 C:d Eh& 
8088 N. 15th Ave.; Phoenix. AZ 85021; (602) 870-0351. Owner: 
Bruce P. Leland. Manager: Shirley Leland. 

THE CAVERN RECORDING STUDIOS 

IN 211 Pi 0 10 11:11 CI& 
3305 N. Dodge Blvd.: Tucson, AZ 85712; (602) 881-1212; FAX: 
call first. Owner: Bill Cashman. Manager: Bill Cashman 

CHATON RECORDINGS 
Scottsdale. AZ 

CHATON RECORDINGS 

!LOPE] 
5625 E. Nauni Valley Dr.; Scottsdale, AZ 85254; (602) 991-2802; 
FAX: (602) 951-8167. Owner: Ed and Marie Ravenscroft. Manag-
er: Lori R. Geare. Engineers: Steven Escallier, Rusty D'Agnolo. Di-
mensions: Room 1: studio 13x24', control room 13x24'. Room 2: 
studio 13x15'. Room 3: studio 20x20', control room 15x18'. Re-
mote truck: control room 8'x15. Mixing Consoles: Trident 80C 
w/32 ch. Diskmix Moving Faders, Trident BOB. Soundcraft 800. 
Audio Recorders: Otan MTR-9011 24-track, Otan MIR-90 16/24-
track. ( 2) Otan MIR-10C 2-track w/center track SMPTE, Otan MX-
80 24-track, (2) Otan MTR-12, (2) Otan MX-5050B, ( 2) Sony PCM-
51 2-track digital, (4) Tascam DA-30 R-DAT. ( 2) Panasonic SV-3700 
R-DAT. ( 10) Tascam 122Mk11 cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: 
Digidesign Pro Tools. Digidesign Sound Designer. Macintosh IIFX 
w/20' color monitor. Kurzweil 25ORMX, (4) E-mu Emulator II, Emax, 
Proteus. SPX. (2) Roland D550, Super JX-S550 8 HD, Kawai K1. 
Monitors: Tannoy FSM. ( 2) Tannoy LGM. (2) Tannoy PBM 6.5, (3) 
Yamaha NS-10M. (2) Auratone. Other Major Equipment: (54) Dolby 
SR noise reduction channels. ( 4) Adams-Smith Zeta-3, Lexicon 
480L w/LARC, Lexicon 224X w/LARC. ( 3) Lexicon PCM42. (4) Lex-
icon PCM70, (2) BBE Sonic Maximizer, ( 4) Yamaha SPX9011. Even-

-LISTING CONTINUED TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 

—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS COLUMN 
tide H3000 SE, Lexicon PCM60, Eventide H910. Lexicon 200, ( 10) 
dbx various compressor, ( 6) UREI various compressor, Drummer 
1960 vaccum tube compressor, (2) Drawmer DS-201, Audio De-
sign Research F769X-R vocal stressor, (4) TC Electronic TC2240 
E0, ( 2) Valley People assorted racks, ( 2) Baldwin grand piano, 
Yamaha KX88 MIDI driver w/weighted key. Specialization á Cred-
its: 48-track capability. Diskmix 3 Automation, multitrack Dolby SR, 
Pro Tools ( digital multitrack, hard disk recording. editing. sequenc-
ing, pre-mastering. automated mixing and processing workstation); 
complete SEX/music production libraries: phone patch; full 
audio/video/MIDI lock- up, audio post-production for video; A.D.R., 
24-track mobile truck; dedicated and experienced staff. Credits in-
clude CeCe Peniston, Joey DeFrancesco, Glen Campbell, Paul Mc-
Cartney, Lyle Lovett, Little Joe Hernandez, George Strait, Randy 
Travis, Phil Ramone, B.K. Jackson, Malailka Sallard, Alice Cooper, 
Judas Priest, Dan Fogelberg, The Phoenix Symphony, John Gary, 
Dick Van Dyke, Pat Metheny, West World, Icon, Gin Blossoms, 
Lynch Mob, Ray Herndon, Charlie Byrd, Louie Bellson, Johnny Ro-
driguez, Doc Severinson, Dave Brubeck. James Galway, Midori, 
Itzhak Perlman, Isaac Stern, Alicia De Larrocha, Don Bluth Prod., 
Fisher-Price. AG Communications, ABC Network. 

MUDSHARK RECORDING STUDIO 

Flo 
7055 N. Chambers Or.; Flagstaff, AZ 86001: ( 602) 774-7533. 
Owner: Phil Gall. Manager: Phil Gall 

RAPA SOUND 

Eig PE Pi 
PO Box 1017; Jerome. AZ 86331; (602) 634-9607: FAX: ( 602) 634-
2518. Owner: Walter Rapaport. 

SCOTTSDALE CONFERENCE RESORT 
Scottsdale. AZ 

SCOTTSDALE CONFERENCE RESORT 

916 
7700 E. McCormick Pkwy.; Scottsdale, AZ 85258; (602) 596-7690; 
FAX: ( 602) 596-7420. Owner: Scottsdale Conference Resort. Man-
ager: Brian Court. Engineers: Brian Court, John Haro, Mike Floor, 
Martin Dempsey, Terry Baker. Dimensions: Studio 21x26', control 
room 20x18'. Mixing Consoles: TAC Scorpion 24x16, TAC Scorpi-
on 16x8, Soundcraft 600 16x8, Tascam M4 8x4. Audio Recorders: 
Otan MX-70 16-track, Otan MTR-12 2-track w/center track time 
code. Otan 5050 MkIll 2-track, Otan 5050B 4-track, (2) TEAC 3440 
4-track, (2) Tascam 122, Nakamichi MR-1, Tascam 234 4-track, Tas-
cam 133 3-track, Monitors: (2) JBL 4430, (2) Tannoy SRM-120, (8) 
JBL 4401, (2) Auratone SC. Other Major Equipment: (8) dbx 150X 
Type 1, (2) Adams-Smith 2600 synch, Adams-Smith LTC writer, 
Adams-Smith reader, Lexicon PCM42. Yamaha REV7, Eventide 
H949, (3) Yamaha SPX90, Lexicon 200, (3) Gatex noise gate, (3) 
dbx 166 comp/limiter, Symetrix 522, Scamp rack, Aphex II Aural 
Exciter, Studio Technologies AN-Z stereo simulator, (20) dbx 903 
comp/limter. (3) Klark-Teknik DN360 graphic EQ. (4) dbx 904 para-
metric E0. dbx 902 de-esser, (3) Rune 10-band EQ. (6) Crest 3000, 
(2) Steinway 6'6' grand piano, Grass Valley 16001L switcher, Grass 
Valley DPM-100 digital effects processor. Grass Valley model 100 
switcher, Convergence 204 editor. Sony BVU-950 recorder, Sony 
BVU-920 DT recorder. (3) JVC CR-850U recorder, (3) Sony 5850 
recorder, Ouantafont 006-500 graphic. Ikegami HL 79 OAL camera, 
Ikegami ITC-730 camera, ( 3) Sony DXC-M7 camera, (30) multi-
image projections, 7-watt Argon laser system, complete darkroom. 
Specialization d Credits: Specializing in original music composi-
tion, commercial production, audio/visual soundtracks, post-pro-
duction audio-for-video and voice-over production. Also complete 
video production and industrial multi-image staging. Located in lux-
urious resort setting with golf. tennis, complete health spa and fit-
ness center and easy access to Sunbelt activities. 

SOUNDTECH RECORDING STUDIOS 

016 
2750 W. Osborn Rd.; Phoenix, AZ 85017; (602)257-0444. Owner: 
Lenora -Surge" Waldon. Manager: Jim Waldon. 

OftPEls& 

TEMPEST RECORDING 

Oa R8 ge6=J 
PO Box 1007; Tempe, AZ 85281; (602) 968-9506: FAX ( 602) 443-
0773. Owner: Clarke Rigsby, Andy Bud,' Manager: And.. 
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VINTAGE RECORDERS 
Phoenix, AZ 

VINTAGE RECORDERS 

13211 
4831 N. 11 St.; Phoenix, AZ 85011; (602) 241-0667; FAX: (602) 
241-0645. Owner: Billy Moss, Chuck Holder. Engineers: Paula 
Wolak, Clarke Rigsby, Billy Moss, Chuck Holder. Dimensions: Room 
1: studio 24x14', control room 21)(17'. Room 2: studio 24x22', 
control room 1Dx14'. Room 3: studio Wx10', control room 1400'. 
Mixing Consoles: SSL 4040 E/G 32-loaded "0" electronics 8 com-
puter, automation; Trident "8" Range 28x16x24, Studer 189-080 
16x8x16, Quad Eight Westar 36x24, Nove 6-ch. submixer, Mackie 
1604. Audio Recorders: Sony 3324 24-track digital, Studer A-827 
w/TLS 400 sync 24-track analog, Mitsubishi X-80, Ampex AIR-104 
2-track 1/2' 81/4":1/2* 4-track, Studer A810 w/center time code, 
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, Yamaha C-300 cassette, Tascam 85-16 1' 
16-track w/dbx. Monitors: George Augspurger custom, twin TAD 
15"/JBL 240J, John Meyers 833, Klien/Hummel 096, Westlake 
B8SM-6, Yamaha NS-10, Electro-Voice Sentry 100A. Other Major 
Equipment: (2) Cluantec ORS room simulator, (2) AMS DMX-15-
80, AMS RMX-16, Yamaha REV-1 reverb, (3) Eventide H910 Har-
monizer, EMT 240 8140 plate reverb; Lexicon 200 reverb, Lexicon 
PCM70, Lexicon Prime Time DOL, (2) Pultec EPO-1 tube EQ. ( 2) 
Pultec EOH-2 tube EQ. (2) ITI ( Massenburg) ME-230 E0, Trident 
(Cherokee) "e Range discrete mic/EO, Trident "Er Range discrete 
mic/EO, (6) Calrec discrete meal (2) Aengus EQ. Klien/Hummel 
JE-1000 tube EO, (2) Teletronics LA-2A comp., (4) dbx 165 comp., 
(3) dbx 160/1, (4) Aphex CX-1, (2)API 525 discrete comp, (5) Nave 
stereo comp/limiter, (2) Valley People Dyna-mite, Drawmer DS-201 
gate, (2) dbx 902 de-essor, (3) AKG C-12, (2) AKG 414, (4) AKG 
451/2, Telefunken ELAM 250, Neumann U47 tube, Neumann U47 
FET, (4) Neumann M49B, (2) Neumann U67, (6) Neumann KM64, 
(2) Neumann KM84, (3) Neumann U87, (2) Neumann U89, (6) RCA 
ribbon mic, (4) Sony C-37a, Yamaha C7 7'f grand piano, Hammond 
B3 organ w/Leslie 122, Kurzweil K-2000, Gretsch drum kit dbl bass, 
6 toms, assorted vintage guitars/basses and snare drums, Marshall 
Superhead 100W w/4x12, Ampeg B-15N, Roland S-550, JVC 6650-
U 3/4 video deck. Specialization & Credits: Stevie Nicks, Fleet-
wood Mac, Mick Fleetwood, Bob Welch, Joey DeFrancesco, Lynch 
Mob, Scared Reich, Evening Shade, Al Jardine (Beach Boys), Grate-
ful Dead, Bob Dylan. 

112'1 Pi OP& 

Arkansas 
ARCA 

EN R16 (NUM 
(AUDIO RECORDING CORPORATION OF ARKANSAS INC.) 
100 N. Rodney Parham Rd., Sien. 1A 8 18; ( PO Box 5686, AR 
72215-5686); Little Rock, AR 72205; (501) 224-1111; FAX: (501) 
224-3329. Owner: Dick Marendt, Clyde Snider 

CRYSTAL RECORDING STUDIOS 

RR 
2307 Brandon Rd.; Benton, AR 72015; (501) 847-8215. Owner: 
Ray and Karen Brooks Manager: Ray Brooks 

MELODY RECORDING STUDIO 

EN Pi Oc 

«et 

R24 
PO Box 57; Fayetteville, AR 72702; (501)443-5948. Owner: John 

11r11151011 Manager: Rose Marie Johnston. 

WATERMELON WASTELAND STUDIO 

Og RR Pie« 
PO Box 1535; Hope, AR 71801. ( 501) 777-8458; FAX: (501) 777-
3311. Owner: Jim Per ry 

--e-ezz- California 
A TO Z STUDIOS 

PeoPe-if& R24 
680 Arrow Hwy.; La Verne, CA 91750; (714) 599-1301; FAX: (714) 
592-9888 Owner: R A Zahniser Manager: Ann Thomas 

ACROSS THE TRACKS PRODUCTIONS 

R16 
PO Box 2612; Garden Grove, CA 92640; (714) 636-3780: FAX: 
(714) 636-3780. Owner: Brad & Jodi Clark Manager: Jodi Clark 

ADAMO'S RECORDING 

[D 
5811 Westminster Blvd.; Westminster, CA 92683; (714) 897-
8886. Owner: Jerry Adarnowice 

R24 

AFTERHOURS RECORDING CO. 

cp Au mipO« 
1616 Victory Blvd., Ste. 104; Glendale, CA 91201; (818) 246-
6583; FAX: (818) 240-1286. Owner: Bill Berkuta. Manager: Bill 
Berkuta. Engineers: Bill Berkuta, Scott Griffth. Dimensions: Room 
1: studio 22x14', control room 12x13'. Room 2: studio 11.5x11.5 , 
control room 10x11'. Mixing Consoles: Tascam M-520, (2) Tas-
cam 3, Opamp Labs 14x4x2. Audio Recorders: Tascam 38, Tascam 
80-8, TEAC A-3440, TEAC A-2340 SX, Otan MX-5050 BII 2-track. 
Digital Audio Woricstations: Technics 5V-DA10. Monitors: (2) Tan-
noy, ( 2) JBL 4310. Other Major Equipment: dbx 166, Lexicon 
PCM60, DeltaLab ADM1024, 12-band stereo EC/ w/Expander, MXR 
10-band stereo E0. Aphex Aural Exciter Type C, Roland S-330 dig-
ital sampler, Yamaha SPX90, US Audio Gateo 4-channel. (4) 
Sennheiser MD-421 U-5, (2) AKG D-1000E, (2) AKG D-190E, AKG 
C-414/48, (3) Neumann KM84, AKG D-112, Shure 300. Spe-
cialization á Credits: Music demo recording, theatrical sound de-
sign and consultation, commercial voice tape production, radio 
drama production, radio and film voice-over production, audio cas-
sette mastering. Flexibility, effectivenesss and cooperation are key 
elements at Afterhours, where resident producers are available to 
help you realize your project. 

AIRE L.A. STUDIOS INC. 

R 11B e) 
1019 S. Central; Glendale, CA 91204; (818) 500-0230; FAX: (818) 
240-1463. Owner: Craig Burbidge, Raymond Shields. Manager: 
Eve, R Glabman 

AMERICAN RECORDING CO. 

liN 
22301 Mulholland Hwy.; Calabasas, CA 91302; (818) 223-8030; 
FAX: (818)223-8034. Owner: Richard Po/olor. Manager: Bill Coop-
er. 

R118 

ANDORA STUDIOS 

111] 
3249 Cahuenga Blvd. W.; Hollywood, CA 901)68-1301; (213) 851-
1244; FAX: (213) 851-8604. Owner: Andora Corp. Manager: D. 
Parry. Engineers: Bino Espinoza, Elaine Anderson. Dimensions: 
Room 1: studio 40x43', control room 24x29'. Mixing Consoles: 
Nove VR-72 w/GML automation, Massenburg 72 channel w/fader 
automation. Audio Recorders: (2) Studer 827 24-track, Studer 820 
2-track, ( 2) Ampex AIR- 100 2-track. Monitors: Genelec 1035 
(main), Genelec 1031 near-field, Yamaha NS-10M. Other Major 
Equipment: Dolby SR 24-channel, (4) TimeLine Lynx synchronizer, 
Lexicon 480L digital reverb. AMS 1580 digital delay, AMS RX-16 
digital reverb, Eventide H3000 SE Ultra-Harmonizer, Eventide SP-
2016, (2) IC 2290. ( 2) Lexicon PCM70, Yamaha SPX1000, (2) 
Teletronix LA-2A, (2) Tube-Tech CL-1A limiter, (2) Focusrite ISA-
131 dynamic, Focusrite ISA-115 EQ. (2) API 5608 graphic E0, (2) 
API 560B EO, Publison INF-90, (2) GML 8200 stereo E0. GML lim-
iter, Steinway BB grand piano, (24) Nove 1073 EQ. (2) Pultec EOP-
1A, (2) Lang E0, Pultec EO H-Z, TC 1210, (2) UREI 1176LN, Sum-
mit Audio TLA-100, Nene 33609 stereo limiter, (2) AKG C12, (2) 
Telefunken ELAM 251, ( 8) Neumann U-67, (3) Neumann M-269, (2) 
Neumann M-49, (18) AKG 414E0, (8) Neumann U-87, (10) Neu-
mann KM-84, (2) Drawmer DS-201 dual gate, (3) Aphex 612 dual 
gate, ( 2) UREI LA-3A. Yamaha REV-1 digital reverb, Hammond B-3 
organ. 

ATELIER X 

D24 
34700 Pacific Coast Hwy., Ste. 307; Capistrano Beach, CA 92624; 
(714) 489-8656; FAX: (714) 489-8658. Owner: Robin Cox Man-
ager: Eric Gabriel. 

Il 2'1 01;=M 

AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATOR CO. 

MENU 
12426 1/2 Ventura Blvd.; Studio City, CA 91604; (818) 762-2232; 
FAX: (818) 762-8077. Owner: Steve Katz/Steve Mitchell 

Legend 
11211 

024 
Number of Analog Tape Tracks 

',lumber of Digital Tape Tracks 

Pi Remote Recording 

OMIDI Production 

E§ Tape Duplication 
I:II Mix In Picture 
Er= Digital Editing/CD Prep 

t% In-House Music Services 

F' R 0 ID LJ C 

THE MOST COMPLETE 
PRODUCTION MUSIC AND 
SOUND EFFECTS 
LIBRARY AVAILABLE 

OVER 500 CDs 

Lethal Weapon 3 
The Waterdanze 
Ruby 
Passed Away 
29111 Street 
The Marrying Man 

America's Funniest Videos 
The Larry King Show 
Lifesryies of the 
Re aid Farnous 

Saturday Neht Lias 
Siskel & Ebert 
In Living Color 
Simpsons 
Cosby 
CNN 
NFL seree o eeri-<\ Q b rj; 

USE READER READER SERVICE CARD FOP? MORE INV( 

GENUINE 
AMPEX 
PARTS 

"the ONLY authorized source" 

800 
553-8712 

818-994-6602 in CA 

"Ask About 
our 

Maintenance 
Company Discount 

Program" 

Authorized sales 
and/or service for 
OTAR1, SONY, TEAC 
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BLINDFOLD STUDIOS 

1116 
RO. Box 253; Poway, CA 92074; (619) 486-4734. Owner: Gregg 
Rrandalrmr Manager: Gregg Brandalise 

a a 
California 

D D 

THE 

SUI T E 

Glendole, CA 
(81 8) 241-9090 

THE AUDIO SUITE 
Glendale. CA 

THE AUDIO SUITE 

CM:41& DR 
1110-A W. Glenoaks Blvd.; Glendale, CA 91202; (818) 241-9090. 
Owner: Eric Sclar Manager: Kevin Lange 

BAllBO PRODUCTIONS 

1124 

1124 
680 Arrow Hwy., La Verne, CA 91750; (714) 592-6271 FAX: (714) 
592-9888. Owner: Tim Jaquette. Bob Somma. 

11140!Z! 

Digital Bin 
Cassette Tape 
Duplication 

With revolutionary 
Duplitronics DHS Technology 

Frpm Your DAT Master 

z 

% 
COMPLETE PACKAGE --

300 C- 12's 300 C-45's 

= $395 $495 
Type II Tope, Clew. 5-Suew 

Clear Norelco, Direct-on- Cassette 

Printing, Block 8 White Insert, and 
• all setup charges. %\‘‘ 

Complete Graphic Services 

az 800-955-7271 804-582-6139 
FAX 582-6144 11 

,, d. 147 Mill Ridge R ISAS INDUSTRIES Lynchburg, VA 

INCORPORATED A4502 
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BLUE MOON STUDIO 

024 
28205 Agoura Rd.: Agoura Hills, CA 91301; (818) 889-8920. FAX: 
(818) 889-1208. Owner: Joe Vannelli. Manager: Diane Ric. E ng 
neers: Joe Vannelli, other engineers available upon reqLP• - 

mensions: Room 1: Studio 20022'. control room 20025 Mixing 
Consoles: Amek G2520 56-channel. Audio Recorders: (2) Ak(11 A-
DAM DR- 1200 24-track, Panasonic SV-3500 DAT. Otan i MTR-12 2-
track 1/2. Otan MX-5050811 2-track 1/4', ( 2) Yamaha K-1020 cas-
sette deck. Monitors: JBL 4435 studio. Tannoy ROM-6. Other Major 
Equipment: Dolby SR/A 363 2-channel noise reduction. Lexicon 
480L digital, (2) Lexicon LXP-15 digital processor. Lexicon PCM-
70 digital processor, (2) Yamaha SPX-901I digital effect unit, Yama-
ha REV-7 digital effects unit, (9) Kepex 11 noise gate. (8) dbx 904 
noise gate. (3) dbx 902 de-esser, (2) Summit Audio TLA-100A tube 
limiter, Summit Audio ECI-200 stereo program Ea, (2) UREI 1176 
limiter, ( 2) dbx 165 compressor. ( 2) dbx 166 stereo 
compressor/gate. Audio & Design F769X-R vocal stresser. Neu-
mann U47 tube mic, (2) Milab DC-63 mico, (2) Neumann U89 mic, 
AKG 414 mic, (2) Shure SM81 and more; Yamaha, Roland, Kurzweil 
MIDI synths and more. 

[MOP 

RE CO.MING SI lJ1,10 

BROOKLYN RECORDING STUDIO 
Los Angeles CO 

BROOKLYN RECORDING STUDIO 

114B 
8000 Beverly Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90048: (213) 655-9200; FAX: 
(213) 852-1505. Manager: Bill Dooley. Engineers: Bill Dooley, Scott 
Stillman, Scott Tobinsky. Dimensions: Studio: 30x27, control 
room 27025'. Mixing Consoles: Nove 8078. Audio Recorders: Otani 
MIR-90 MkIII, Ampex ATR-102 1/2' or 1/4', Ampex ATR-104 4-
track 1/2", (2) Panasonic 3700 DAT, (2) Sony 850-ES. Monitors: (2) 
Control room mains custom enclosed w/TAD components. (2) 
Yamaha NS- 10M, (2) KRK 7000. Other Major Equipment: (2) 
Teletronix LA-2A, (2) Fairchild 660, (2) Pultec EOP1A3, (4) Pultec 
E0H2, GML 8220 parametric Ell Demeter VTMP 2A tube mic pre-
amp. (2) UREI 1176, (4) dbx 160XT, (4) Drawmer DS-201 dual gate, 
Eventide H3000SE, Lexicon 300, EMT 140 tube reverb plate, AMS 
RMX-15, AMS DMX-16, Yamaha REV- 1, Yamaha REV5, Yamaha 
REV7, Lexicon 224. Lexicon Prime lime, (2) Roland SDE-3000. ( 2) 
dbx 160. Sony VP-9800 3/4' video, Sony KXBR-32 video monitor, 
(2) Focusrite ISA110, (2) Neve 32264 limiter, (2) Telefunken 250, 
Neumann U67, Neumann U47. ( 2) Neumann U87. (4) AKG 414, ( 5) 
AKG 451, Neumann U47 FET. ( 2) Shure SM81, (8) Shure SM57, ( 8) 
Sennheiser 421, (4) Sennheiser 409. (2) AKG D-12, (2) Demeter 
VTDV2 tube Ell. Specialization & Credits: Our goal is to provide the 
finest audio recordings possible. The equipment package consists 
of a rather unique mix of the finest vintage recording gear as well as 
many of the newer digital effects. Every effort has been made to in-
sure the highest level of audio quality while maintaining a comfort-
able, efficient atmosphere, at an affordable price. Recent clients in-
cude producers Tom Werman, Hugh Padgham, Neil Dorfsman; artists 
John Wesley Harding, Alannah Myles, Los Lobos, Leo Kottke. 

OU1 

WALLY BURR RECORDING 

DI R24 IZJ 
1126 Hollywood Way. Ste. 203: Burbank, CA 91505; (818) 845-
0500. Owner: Wall,' Burr Manager: Ellen Burr. 

CAL-MEX MUSIC 

DO PB 0 (9 
328 N. Newport Blvd.. Ste. 479; Newport Beach, CA 92663; (714) 
631-2067: FAX: (714) 631-2067. Owner: William & Paige Price. 
Manager: Tito 

CAPITOL RECORDING STUDIOS 

R48 Q1 El 
1750 N. Vine St.; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 871-5001; FAX: 
(213) 871-5008. Owner: Thorn-EMI. Manager: Paula Salvatore. En-
gineers: Peter Doell. Leslie Ann Jones. Charlie Paakkari. Dimen-
sions: Room A: studio 4Tx44', control room 25025'. Room B: stu-

-LISTING AND PHOTO/LOGO CONTINUED TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 

CAPITOL RECORDING STUDIOS 
Hollywood, CA 

dio 33031', control room 22 x20. Room C: studio 12010', control 
room 1&x22'. Mixing Consoles: Nove VR 60048 w/Flying Fader ai-
tomation & Film Mix module, Neve VR 72048 w/Flying Fader au-
tomation & Film module (new as of Dec.92), Neve 8068 32x24 
w/Necam automation. Studer 900 1204, ( 2) Sony 1105-k 8x2 digit-
al. (2) Sony MXP-2000. Audio Recorders: (4) Studer A827 24-track, 
Studer A800 24-track, Mitsubishi X880 32-track w/Apogee filters, 
(12) Ampex ATR 102 1/2" &ve, (2) Ampex ATR 104 4-track or 3-
track playback 1/2'. (9) Sony DMR-4000/1630 2-track, Panasonic 
SV-3500, Panasonic SV-3700, Yamaha C300 cassette, Aiwa 660, 
Aiwa 770 cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: (3) Sonic Solutions. 
Monitors: TAD designed by Vincent Van Haaff, Yamaha NS-10M, 
Auratone. Other Major Equipment: Dolby A, Dolby SR, TimeLine 
Lynx synchronizer modules/controller, house sync. (8) live echo 
chambers (world famous). ( 3) EMT 140, EMT 250, (2) Lexicon 
PCM60, (2) Lexicon Super Prime Time, ( 2) AMS RMX16, (2) AMS 
DMX15, (3) Yamaha SPX1200, (4) Yamaha SPX9011, (4) Yamaha 
REV7, (6) Roland SUE-3000, Roland SRV-2000, Roland R-880. TC 
2290, Eventide 3000 SE Ultra-Harmonizer. Kepex 11 gate, Drawmer 
gate, dbx 902. 903, 904, ( 7) Pultec EU, (4) LA-2A limiter, (8) UREI 
1176 limiter, (4) UREI LA-3A limiter, Nene stereo compressor, SSL 
stereo compressor. ( 2) Neve mastering compressor pairs. over 200 
microphones including classic Neumann & AKG, Yamaha 9' piano, 
Steinway 7' piano, Hammond 33 organ, Marshall 4012, Fender 
Deluxe. Specialization & Credits: At approximately 1.400-sq-ft. 
Studio A features 2 isolation booths. Expansion of Studio A into Stu-
dio B is possible by opening isolation partitions. The control rooms 
of Studio A and C incorporate MIDI, video and computer distribution 
as well as ultra low capacitance audio wiring, high-power cue and 
8-channel self mix cue. Record credits include Richard Marx, 
Dwight Yoakam, BeBe & CeCe Winans, Deniece Williams, Natalie 
Cole, Diane Schur, Dave Grusin, Alice in Chains. Film score credits 
include Leaving Normal, For the Boys; Glengary. Glen Ross, White 
Men Can't Jump, Prince of Tides. Honeymoon in Vegas. We are a full 
service facility, offering analog and digital mastering, CD prep, and 
Sonic Solution hard disk editing, video layback-to-picture. 

CARDINAL RECORDING 

CM R8 iniOU 6:J 
623 Calle Tulipan: Thousand Oaks, CA 91360; (805) 493-2718. 
Owner: Tom Boyce. Matt Schaffer. Manager: Tom Boyce, Matt 
Schaffer. 

CHACE PRODUCTIONS INC. 

1124 
201 S. Victory Blvd.; Burbank. CA 91502; (818) 842-8346; FAX: 
(818) 842-8353. Owner: Rick Chace Manager: Bob Heiber. 

CLEAR LAKE AUDIO 

10520 Burbank Blvd.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 762-0707; 
FAX: (818)762-0256. Owner: Brian Levi. Manager: Brian Levi. En-
gineers: Brian Levi. Colin Mitchell, Bill Fate. Dimensions: Room 1: 
Studio 30035*, control 25x23'. Room 2: Control 1Tx13'. Room 3: 
Control 17010. Room 4: Control 13010'. Mixing Consoles: Tri-
dent 800 30 input w/Optimix automation. Audio Recorders: Stud-
er A827 24-track, Otan MIR-12 Mk11 2-track 1/2', Tascam DA 30 
DAT w/411 & 48K. Aiwa M700B cassette. Panasonic SD-37C0 
W/441 &48K. Pioneer RPD-1000 CD recorder. Monitors: UREI 813A 
custom time aligned w/JBL Super Tweeter and JBL 18* subwoofer, 
Yamaha NS-10M, Tannoy ROM-8. Other Major Equipment: BTX 
shadow synchronizer with SofTouch controller, Lexicon 480L, Lex-
icon PCM-70, Eventide H3000, TC Electronic TC 2290 30 sec., ( 3) 
Pultec EOP-1A Ell ( 2) Pultec MEO-5 Et), Tube-Tech PE-1B prog. 
EU, Tube-Tech ME-1A midrange E0, Tube-Tech MP-1 stereo pre-
amp, Tube-Tech CL- 1A compressor. (2) Neve 1073 mic. pre-
amp/EU, ( 2) UREI 1176 comp./limiter, (2) Drawmer DS-201 stereo 
gates, Neumann FET U47, Neumann U67 tube, Neumann U87, 
Yamaha C-7E 7.e concert grand piano, Roland E660 digital Eli 

CONTROL CENTER 

R24 
128 N. Western Ave.; Los Angeles, CA 90004; (213) 462-4300. 
Owner: Aseley Often, Rick Novak. Manager: Aseley Olsen, Rick 
Novak. Dan Nebenzal. Engineers: Dan Nebenzal. Aseley Otten, Rick 
Novak, Frank Blue Sposato. Spike Marlin. Dimensions: Room 1: 
studio 18024', control room 12016'. Room 2: studio 7012'. Mix-

-L ISTING AND PHOTO/LOGO CONTINUED TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 
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CONTROL CENTER 
Los Angeles, CA 

ing Consoles: API custom 32x16x24 w/550A and 560 EQ. Audio 
Recorders: Studer A80 MkIV 24-track, Ampex ATR-102 2-track, 
Sony DTC-75 ES DAT, Sony TC-K950 ES cassette. Monitors: Tannoy 
15X, JBL 4312, Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: Lexicon 200. 
Roland SRV-2000, Roland SDE-3000. Lexicon PCM70, Yamaha 
REV7. Yamaha SPX90, Eventide H910, (2) UREI 1176LN, (2) dbx 
161, (2) Valley People Dyna-Mite, (4) Valley People Gates, ( 2) dbx 
166, MXR DDL, Hill DX 3000, BGW 750, BGW 250, Crown D-75, 
(2) Neumann U87, AKG The Tube, AKG 414. Specialization & Cred-
its: Clients include Los Lobos. Earth, Wind 8 Fire, Louie Louie, John 
Maya11. Gene Clark, Long Ryders, Green on Red, Dream Syndicate. 
Textones, Rappin' Duke, Heavy Traffic, Malice. Pat Boone, King 
Solomon Burke, Holland-Dozier-Holland, John Adams, Heavy Traf-
fic, Taxxi, Jimmy Haskell, PolyGram, ASA, Warner Bros., MCA, At-
lantic, Dunhill. Rhino, Slash, Enigma, Bug, Demon, Down There, 
etc. Martika. Animal Logic. 

CORNERSTONE RECORDERS 

II 48 
9626 Lurline Ave., Unit. K; Chatsworth, CA 91311; (818) 341-
1358; FAX: (818) 341-1330. Owner: Preferred Sound Inc. Manag-
er: Matthew Spindel. Engineers: Matthew Spindel. Richard Hasal, 
Scott Campbell, Greg Olson. Dimensions: Studio 30)(25', control 
room 25*x25'. Mixing Consoles: Neve VR-60 w/Flying Fader au-
tomation. Audio Recorders: Studer 820 24-track, Otani MIR-9011 
24-track. Studer A80 VO 2-track, Ampex ATR-104 4-track 1/2. 
Studer A810 2-track, Panasonic 3500 DAT. Monitors: TAD TSM-1B. 
Yamaha NS-10M, Smithline, Auratone. Other Major Equipment: 
AMS RMX-16 digital reverb, AMS 1580S DOL, Lexicon 480L digit-
al reverb 3.0 software, EMT 140 plate, EMT 240 Gold Foil, Yamaha 
REV5, Yamaha REV7. (4) Yamaha SPX90, Roland SRV-2000. 
Roland SDE-3000, Eventide H3000, ( 2) IC Electronic 2290 32-sec. 
sampling. ( 2) Lexicon PCM70. (3) dbx 165 comp/hm.. (2) UREI 
1176 comp/hm., (2) Summit Audio comp/hm.. Summit Audio stereo 
EQ. Summit Audio stereo mic pre, BBE 812 Aural Exciter, Dolby 301. 

!Zi! 

CREATIVE MEDIA 

EN R16 
11105 Knott Ave., Ste. G; Cypress, CA 90630; (714) 892-9469. 
Owner: Tim Keenan. Manager: Linda Keenan. Specialization 8 
Credits: Creative Media has been providing professional media 
recording for over 21 years. Our specialty is voice recording and the 
production involved in audio-for-video. AV soundtracks and spots 
Our facility features two control rooms, audio sweetening for video 
and a comfortable environment. We provide production music and 
sound effects, assistance in casting voice talent, multilingual narra-
tions, dialog replacement and the talent behind the board to bring 
your script to life. We serve as a sound-support service for inde-
pendent producers and corporate staff producers throughout South-
ern California. Extras include FAX and photocopier. phone-patch ca-
pability and duplication in any analog tape format. Clients include 
TRW, Disneyland, Allergan, Pacificare Health Systems. Engineers: 
Ed Berger & Dan Pavelin. 

DEVONSHIRE STUDIOS 

0 U11 II 48 
10729 Magnolia Blvd.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 985-1945; 
FAX: (818) 985-9915. Owner: David and Delores Mancini. Manag-
er: Kelle Creamer. Engineers: Mike Mancini, James Johnson. Di-
mensions: Room 1: studio 20x30', control room 20x26'. Room 2: 
studio 20'x20. control room 10' x15'. Room 3: studio 30'x45', con-
trol room 26x20. Room 4: studio 15x24', control room 15*x24'. 
Mixing Consoles: Neve V-3 60 in w/GML automation. Neve VR 72 
in w/GML automation. Nove V3 36-in w/Necam 96, Neve 8128 56-
in w/Flying Faders. Neve 8232 32-in w/Necam 96. Audio Recorders: 
(3) Otan MIR-90 Mark 2 24-track, (5) Studer 827 24-track, ( 2) Otani 
MIR-20 4-track, Ampex AIR 100 2-track 1/2" or W, Studer A820 
2-track 1 /2" or ve, Studer A80 2-track VT, (4) Panasonic SV-3500 
DAT, ( 2) Nakamichi MR-1 cassette. ( 2) Sony TC-WR730 cassette, 
(2) Yamaha C300 cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: Pro Tools 
4-track, Sound Tools. WaveFrame. Monitors: (2) Boulder 500, (4) 
Phase Linear 400, (2) Carver PM-1.5, (6) George Augspurger cus-
tom w/TAD TL1603/4001 White El) & crossover, (8) Tannoy 1O. 12" 
& fr. Other Major Equipment: (3) Lexicon 480L. (3) Eventide H3000 
SE. (3) Eventide 2016. ( 3) AMS RMX. (4) Adams-Smith Z6000 
w/controller synchronization, ( 5) Lynx synchronization, Pro Tools 
4-track system, outboard gear & microphones too extensive to list, 
4,000 cubic ft. echo chamber, (5) Dolby A. (2) Dolby SR, (45) BVU 
800 3/4, Hammond B-3 w/Leslie. (3) Yamaha grand piano. Roland 

JD 800 MIDI keyboard. Ensoniq SO1 MIDI keyboard. Roland U-20 
MIDI keyboard. MIDI Moog. Specialization & Credits: Roger Wa-
ters new album Amused To Death. Ozzy Osbourne No More Tears. 
Tom Petty Full Moon Fever. Cher Heart ot Stone just to name a few 
albums of recent release. Whitney Houston, Lionel Ritchie, Infec-
tious Grooves etc. Soundtracks include Beaches, Torch Song Trilo-
gy. Talk Radio. Out For Justice, The Marrying Man, etc. Also ex-
tended post-production credits for TV animation such as Cl Joe, 
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure. Captain Planet. 

DIGIPREP 

[E1 
1425 N. Cole PI.: Hollywood, CA 90028: ( 213) 461-1709: FAX 
(213) 461-8890 

DIGITAL SOUND & PICTURE 

[41-7-1 

[14D 
2700 S. La Cienega Blvd.: Los Angeles, CA 90034; (310) 836-
7688; FAX: (310) 836-7499. Owner: John Ross Manager: Nancy 
Ross 

DYNAMIC SOUND RECORDERS 

(124 
5624 Vineland Ave.; North Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 753-7665; 
FAX: (818) 764-7752. Owner: Mike Milchner. Manager: Geoff Gibbs 

ECHO SOUND RECORDING 
Los Angeles. CA 

ECHO SOUND RECORDING 

1148 
2900 Los Feliz Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90039; (213) 662-5291. 
Manager: Mike Williamson. Dimensions: Room Is studio 18x18. 
control rcmm n'x18'. Room 2: studio 26x27, control room 
".8 x16 Mikineonsoles: Trident 80C w/Moving Faders 32x24x24, 

-LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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134th SMPTE Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibit 
(Including Media Integrabion) 

November 10-13, 1992 - Metro Convention Centre 
Toronto, Canada 

LOOK BE\O\D BRO-1MSTI\G 

TUTORIAL SEMINARS HANDS-ON-WORKSHOPS 
TECHNICAL SESSIONS é EQUIPMENT EXHIBIT 

All-Day Tutorial Seminars On Mon. 
November 9th 

"THE POST EXPERIENCE" Post-Production 
Techniques and "MULTIMEDIA WORLD" 
The integration of *video and computer 
technologies. 

Four Days of Technical Sessions 
November 10-13th 

"IMAGES IN MOTION-THE SECOND 
CENTURY" Examine the advances and 
developments in motion picture and 
television methodology. 

Hands-On-Workshops 
November 10-13th 

"MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION" 
"TELETRAINING AND LEARNING" 
"MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATIONS" 
"INFORMATION ACCESS AND RETRIEVAL" 

EQUIPMENT EXHIBIT 
November 10-13th 

Discover advanced motion imaging equipment, 
prototypes, new product introductions and 
meet the industry's leading manufacturers 
and innovators. 

EXPERIENCE THE SMPTE DIFFERENCE! 
If you want to look beyond broadcasting and see the linking of motion imaging 
and computer science, be sure to attend the 1992 SMPTE Conference and 
Equipment Exhibit. November 9-13 is the time, Toronto, Canada is the place. 44 

For Advance Registration or Exhibit Information: 

CALL-FAX-OR-WRITE 

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
595 West Hartsdale Ave., White Plains, New York 10607-1824 

Call ( 914) 761-1100 Fax (914) 761-3115 

I 'SE READER SI Al Ii i FM FOR %UWE INTO 
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MMMMIMM, 

SONEX! 
The standard in absorp-
tion material. 

• Patented SONEX pattern 

• Tremendous performance 

• Easy to install 

Find out how SONEX can 
work for you. 

I A. (ate  mate ti 
I r e° fit6cle po,cie • 

illbruck 
SONEX Acoustical Products Division • 
3800 Washington Avenue North I 

Minneapolis, MN 55412 

al 1-800-662-0032 
zumm.i.immmmmmum 

'SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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PACKAGING 

FOR THE 

SPOKEN WORD 
INJECTION MOLD 

BOOK PACKS 

00 

0 0 

• COMPACT 

• DURABLE 

• AFFORDABLE 

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE 

SOFT PACKS • VIDEO SLEEVES 

1.800.876.1909 
FOR SAMPLES 

OR WRITE 

LIBRARY 
EDITIONS 
Allfil0 PACKAGING 

PO BOX 3704 
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87190 

PACKAGING 
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California 

-LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
Trident 80B 32x24x24, Yamaha DMP7 8x2 submixer, Otari/Diskmix 
ARMS III automation. Audio Recorders: Studer A827 24-track, 
Sony/MCI JH-24 24-track, Otani MIR-12 2-track 1/2, Sony APR-
5003 2-track ve, Fostex B-16D 16-track, Sony PCM-2500 DAT, 
Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, (2) Nakamichi MR-1 cassette, TEAC A3440 
4-track, Monitors: (2) Yamaha NS-10M, JBL 4330, Westlake BBSM-
4, Westlake BBSM-15, JBL 4311. Other Major Equipment: Lexicon 
480L, AMS 15-80S, Eventide H3000 S Ultra-Harmonizer, TC Elec-
tronic TC 2290, ( 2) Yamaha REVS digital effects processor, Yama-
ha REV7, (2) Eventide H949 Harmonizer, (8) Yamaha SPX90, Yama-
ha SPX90 11, (2) Aphex Aural Exciter, (3) Orban 6228 parametric 
EO, Aphex Dominator limiter, (5) dbx 160X comp/limiter, Lexicon 
Super Prime Time, dbx 160, UREI/Teletronix LA-2A comp/limiter, 
API 3124 mic preamp 4-ch., API 5502 2-ch EQ. (4) Gates noise gate, 
Roland SDE-3000 DDL, dbx 906 Danger, SMPTE Time Window 
Eventide Omnipressor comp/limiter, Neumann U87, (2) Neumann 
TLM170, (2) AKG C-414 condenser mic, (3) AKG C-460 condenser 
mic, AKG The Tube, ( 8) Sennheiser MD-421, Linn 9000 digital 
drum/sequenc Emulator 11 digital keyboard/sampler. Roland D-50 
Linear synthesizer keyboard, (2) Sennheiser MD-409, Crest 7001 
power amp, Crest FA800, (2) Crest 4000, Mac Plus w/Mark of the 
Unicorn Performer, Yamaha TX816 8 MIDI modules, Schafer & Son 
grand piano. Specialization & Credits: Echo Sound provides you 
with professional-quality, cost-efficient recording services. Studio B 
features the Trident 80C console with 32 channels of DiskMix Arms 
III moving fader console automation and Studer A827, 24-track 
recorder. We have provided recording services for Capitol Records, 
Warner Bros., Owest, Soundlab, Alantic Records, PolyGram, Mer-
cury Records, Ice Cube, D.J. Pooh, YoYo, Charo, St. Ides commer-
cials. College Boys, King T Force One, Street Knowledge Production, 
and many more various independents and commercial projects. Our 
services include 24- & 48-track production and automation mix-
down facilities with a wide array of outboard and signal processing 
gear. Recording services include our professional, experienced staff 
of recording engineers, serious about customer satisfaction. The 
MIDI production facility offers the producer, arranger and songwriter 
Performer sequencing and a selection of MIDI sound sources com-
plete with 16-track or 24-track recorder, console and outboard ef-
fects, in-house arranging and production services. 

ELDORADO RECORDING STUDIO 

124 
6553 Sunset Blvd.; Hollywood, CA; (213) 467-6151; FAX (213) 
467-5780, Owner Gary Gunton Manager: Gary Gunton. 

ELUMBA RECORDING STUDIO 
Hollywood, CA 

ELUMBA RECORDING STUDIO 

D32 148 o (‘.? 
1538 N. Cahuenga Blvd.; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 461-4515: 
FAX: (213) 461-4622. Owner: Mane Josephine Dabany. Manager: 
Jo Keita. Engineers: Lori Fumar. Mixing Consoles: Solid State Logic 
6056 w/G Series computer. Audio Recorders: (2) Studer A800 MkIll 
24-track, Studer A820 2-track, Ampex ATR-102 2-track, Panasonic 
3700 DAT player, Mitsubishi X-850 32-track, (2) Studer 710 cas-
sette deck. Monitors: (2) Yamaha NS-10M, (2) Augspurger custom 
design w/TAD. (2) Auratone 5C, JBL 4430. Other Major Equipment: 
(2) TimeLine Lynx, ( 3) Bryston 48 amp, (3) Bryston 38 amp. Crown 
D150A amp, Crown D150, Perreaux 6000(3 amp, AMS RMX, AMS 
DMX, Lexicon 480L, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon Prime lime It, Pub-
lison Infernal machine 90, TC Electronic 1210, Eventide 2016, Even-
tide H3000 Ultra-Harmonizer, (2) Yamaha SPX90, (2) Yamaha REV7, 
Roland SDE-3000, EMT 162 plate, Eventide 910 Harmonizer, (6) API 
550A EQ. (2) API 5608 E0, Sontec 250C dual parametric EQ. (2) 

dbx 905 parametric EO. Orban 622 dual parametric EQ. (2) dbx 165 
compressor, (2) dbx 160X compressor/limiter, (2) Inovonics 201 
compressor, (2) Summit Audio tube limiter, Teletronix LA-2A, Aphex 
Studio Dominator, Drawmer DS-201 dual gate, (2) Valley People 
Kepex It, Barcus-Berry 802, Dynatronics FS-1 cyclosonic panner, 
Aphex Exciter Type C. 

ENCORE RECORDING STUDIOS INC. 

II 'III 
721 S. Glenwood Pl.; Burbank, CA 91506; ( 818) 842-8300: FAX: 
(818) 842-6095. Manager: Darryl Caseine. 

THE ENTERPRISE 

048 
4620 W. Magnolia Blvd.; Burbank, CA 91505; (818) 505-6000; 
FAX: (818) 505-6006. Owner: The Enterprise Inc. Manager: Thom 
Brown. Engineers: Brian Malouf, Joel lwataki, Craig Huxley. Mix-
ing Consoles: SSL Ultimation 8000/96 Plasma, SSL Ultimation 
8000/80 Plasma, SSL Ultimation 4000/80 Plasma, Neve VR72 
w/Flying Faders. Audio Recorders: (8) Sony 3348 upgrade, (4) Mit-
subishi X800 w/Apogee, (8) Studer A820/24, (4) Studer A820/2, (4) 
Mitsubishi X-86 HS, (4) Sony 7050 SMPTE DAT. Digital Audio 
Workstations: (4) Synclavier full blown & Post Pro Direct-to-Disk, 
Pro Tools, (8) Korg 01R/W. Monitors: (12) George Augspurger 
TAD/Northwest, (8) Yamaha NS-10, (8) Tannoy Gold Foil, (8) West-
lake BBS M6, (2) Meyer Sound Labs HD1. Other Major Equipment: 
Wide-screen hi-brite video projection 144008' (A & B), Sony XPR 
video monitor, Studer cassette, Panasonic SV-3700 Pro-DAT, Lexi-
con 480L, AMS RMX reverb, AMS stereo delay, (2) Eventide H3000 
SE, (3) Yamaha SPX1000, TC 2290 64-second, (2) Lexicon PCM70, 
Focusrite 115 EO, Massenburg 8200 EQ. (6) dbx 160X compressor, 
(4) dbx 900 rack w/902, LA-2A, UREI 1178, Nene 33609 stereo 
compressor, (4) Drawmer gate channel. ( 2) Pultec program EQ. 
Dolby SR 400-channel. 

ENTOURAGE STUDIOS 

OUlt^-1.% 

[E 124 IrZJI 
11115 Magnolia Blvd.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818)505-0001; 
FAX: (818) 761-7956. Owner: Guy Paonessa. Dimensions: Room 
1: studio 37x25', control room 26x25'. Room 2: studio 13)(28', 
control room 26x25'. Mixing Consoles: (2) Harrison C Series 
32x32. Audio Recorders: (2) Studer A80 MkIll 24-track, Studer A80 
1/2' 4-track, (3) Studer A80 ve 2-track, Panasonic SV-3700, Pana-
sonic SV-3900, (4) Yamaha C300 cassette. Monitors: (4) UREI 813, 
(6) Yamaha NS-10M, (6) Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: 
Dolby M16 24-ch. Type A rack, (2) Lynx synchronization modules. 
JVC CR-600U 3/4• video recorder, Lexicon 224XL digital reverb, (2) 
Lexicon PCM70 digital reverb, Eventide H3000 Ultra- Harmonizer, 
(4) EMT 140 plate reverb, Kepex 11 rack w/(4) gates, (2) Gain Brain, 
(2) Maxi-O; (8) UREI 1176 compressor, (2) Teletronix LA-2A tube 
limiter, (4) UREI LA-4 peak limiter, Perreaux and Hatter monitor 
amp, microphones: (5) AKG 414, (4) AKG 451, (5) Neumann U87, 
(3) Neumann 47 FET, (2) Stephen Paul-modified U87, Stephen Paul-
modified 47 FET. (2) Neumann KM84; (2) Yamaha pianos, 9' and 6'. 

EVERGREEN RECORDING STUDIOS 

4403 W. Magnolia Blvd.; Burbank, CA 91505; (818) 841-6800; 
FAX (818) 841-8931. Engineers: John Richards, Steve Bartkowicz. 
Dimensions: Studio A: 46x70', control room 20x26'. Studio B: 
35x36', control room 20)(20'. Mixing Consoles: Harrison MR2 
customized 6 mix, Harrison 4032 customized 6 mix. Audio 
Recorders: (2) Studer A-827, (5) Ampex ATR-104, (7) Ampex AIR-
102. (2) Otani MX-5050, (2) Magna-Tech 35MM recorders single. 3. 
4, & 6 stripe, (6) Hitachi D-2200 M cassette, (2) Panasonic SV-3700 
DAT, Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, (2) Sony 650 ES cassette. Monitors: 
TAD, L, C, R custom system. UREI 813A L, C, R system, Yamaha 
NS-10. Other Major Equipment: (12) Dolby A 36, (2) Adams-Smith 
2600 w/compact controller, (2) Dolby A M-Series 32 ch. and 24 ch., 
Dolby SR XP 24 ch., (6) UREI 1176 limiter, (8) dbx 165A limiter, (4) 
lnovonics limiter, (6) Yamaha 01500 DDL, (2) Yamaha SPX900, 
Lexicon 200, (2) Eventide 11949 harmonizers, (4) EMT 140 plate, 
(2) live echo chamber, (2) Yamaha C7-D 7'4' grand piano, Sony 
BVU-800 video recorder, JVC 6690 video recorder, (2) Magna-Tech 
PR-635B 35MM projector, microphones: all standard makes & 
model (Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser, Shure). 

FANFARE STUDIOS 

132 
120 E. Main St., El Cajon, CA 92020; (619) 447-2555; FAX: (619) 
447-5571. Owner: Ron Compton. Manager: Carol Compton. Di-
mensions: Studio 25)(30', control room 17x20', iso room 10x12'. 
Mixing Consoles: MCI 636 36x36 full mixing automation. Audio 
Recorders: MCI JH-24 24-track, MCI JH-16 16-track, MCI JH-100 
2-track, Ampex 440B full track, Ampex 44013 2/4-track, (2) Tascam 
DA30 DAT, ( 2) Sony OAT, ( 2) Aiwa ADF810 cassette, (3) Revox A77 
2 & 1/4-track. Digital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Sound Tools 
& Sound Designer II. Monitors: (4) JBL 4330, ( 2) Yamaha NS-10M 
studio near-field, (4) Auratone near-field. Other Major Equipment: 
Adams-Smith Zeta-3, Macintosh Ilci, Digidesign Sample Cell, Mark 
of the Unicorn MIDI Time Piece, Mark of the Unicorn Video Time 
Piece, EMT SJ-140 stereo plate, Lexicon 224 digital reverb, Alesis 
Ouadraverb, (2) Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha REV7, (2) DigiTech DSP-
128, (2) Dolby A-361 noise reduction, (4) Furman noise gate, (2) 
dbx 165 compressor, (2) dbx 166 compressor, (4) UREI LA-3A, (2) 
E-mu Emax & Emax II, (2) E-mu Proteus 1 & 2, ( 12) Neumann U47, 
U87. KM86, KM84, (2) Sony VO-5600 3/4' U-matic video recorder. 
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52ND STREET STUDIO 

OHM 
1741 N. War Ave. #204; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 463-5252; 
FAX: (213)465-2079. Owner: Neil Posner, Manager: Michael Abra-
ham 

4TH STREET RECORDING 

1124 
1211 4th St.; Santa Monica. CA 90401: ( 310) 395-9114 FAX: 
(310) 394-7772. Owner: Jim Will Manager: Kithleen Wirt 

FOXFIRE RECORDING 

tN f124 E)& 
16760 Stagg St. #210; Van Nuys, CA 91406; ( 818) 787-4843. 
Owner: Rudi Ekstein 

GILLETTE RECORDING SERVICES 

Di RE illês 
255 N. El Cielo Rd., Ste. 466; Palm Springs, CA 92262; (619) 323-
6073. Owner: Richard Brown Jr Manager: Deb Barnes. 

GOLDEN GOOSE PRODUCTIONS 

FI OUP& 
2074 Pomona Ave.; Costa Mesa, CA 92627; (714) 548-3694. 
Owner: D & E Rose Manager: D.P. Rose. 

GOLDMINE RECORDING STUDIO 

1124 
1393 Callens Rd.; Ventura, CA 93003; (805)644-8341; FAX: (805) 
644-1821. Owner: Goldmine Productions. Manager: Jeff Cowan. 
Engineers: Jeff Cowan, John Morris, Mike Taylor. Dimensions: Stu-
dio 66x26', control room 18x16'. Mixing Consoles: Neotek Series 
II w/Jensen 990. Audio Recorders: Otan MIR-90, Tascam TSR-8, 
Otani 5050-B, Technics 1506, Panasonic SV-3500, Yamaha 
YPDR601. Monitors: (2) UREI 813, (2) Westlake BSM-6, ( 2) Yama-
ha NS-10. Other Major Equipment: Yamaha REV7, Yamaha REVS, 
Yamaha SPX9011, TC Electronic 1280, Korg DR V-3000, Roland SRV-
2000, (2) UREI LA-2A, UREI 175, (2) dbx 161, (4) Omni Craft gate, 
(9) Neumann various, (6) AKG various, (4) Sennheiser various. (2) 
RCA various, (4) Shure SM57, Hafler DH-500, Phase Linear 700 B, 
Yamaha C7. 

HALLMARK PRODUCTIONS 

OPEJ& [I 24 
31320 Via Colinas, Ste, 118; Westlake Village, CA 91362; (818) 
991-4857; FAX: (818) 707-2693. Owner: Steve Hallmark. Manag-
er: Steve Hallmark. Engineers: Steve Hallmark, various indepen-
dents. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 10*x11', control room 14'x17'. 
Room 2: studio 10x14'. Video/editing suite:10'x12'. Mixing Con-
soles: Soundcraft 2400 28x24x24. Audio Recorders: Otan  MX-80 
24-track, Otan  5050 811 2-track, MCl/Sony JH-110 1/2 2-track/4-
track ye 2-track. (2) Panasonic SV-3500 OAT. Yamaha C300 cas-
sette, Yamaha C200 cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: Apple 
Mac Ilci w/Sound Accel.. Digidesign Sound Tools II, Micropolis 
ext.650 meg. hard drive/int. 105 meg., Pacific CD ROW 88 meg. 
removable hard drive, Digidesign Sample Cell w/8 meg. ROM, 
Digidesign DAT I/O, Mark of the Unicorn Digital Performer, (2) Mark 
of the Unicorn MIDI Time Piece. Monitors: JBL 4411, Yamaha NS-
10M, Tannoy NFM-8, Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: Adams-
Smith Zeta-3B w/ remote, Lexicon PCM70, Yamaha REV7, (2) 
Yamaha SPX9011, (2) Alesis Ouadraverb, (2) Roland SDE-3000 DOL 
Roland R-880 RVB, (2) Barnes-Berry BBE 202R, JL Cooper Fader-
master/Mixmaster automation, (2) dbx 166 comp/lim/gate,(2) dbx 
160X comp., (2) dbx 563 noise reduction, ( 2) Nove 31106 mic 
pro/EQ. Summit Audio stereo tube compressor, (2) Symetrix 155 
compAim/gate, (2) Symetrix quad noise gate, mico: AKG, Neumann, 
Shure, EV, Sennheiser, Sony; amps: Hefter, Crown; Time Comman-
der Garfield. J.L. Cooper MSB 16/20 MIDI patch-bay, Korg AMR, 
Korg Wavestation ND, Yamaha TX816, Yamaha TX802, Roland 
MKS-20 Pro module, (2) Roland D-550 module, Roland MKS-80 
w/programmer, Roland A-80 keyboard controller, Oberheim DPX-1 
sample player,Oberheim Matrix 1000, Roland Octapad MIDI con-
troller, E-mu Procussion, E-mu Proteus 1, ( 3) E-mu Proteus II, 
Kurzweil PX1000. Sequential Circuits VS rackmount, Panasonic 
AG6300 1/2' VCR. Sony 25" video monitor. Sony VO-5800 3/4' VCR. 

HAMMERSOUND RECORDERS 

II 
9612 Lurline Ave., Unit N; Chatsworth, CA 91311; (818) 998-9990; 
FAX: (818) 341-1330. Owner: Chris Apthorp. Specialization & 
Credits: After 17 years in Chatsworth, we have completely remod-
eled and tuned our control room and upgraded our equipment. The 
facelift has left the ambience of our studio and iso booths un-
changed. Our clients loved them then and still love them today, so 
will you. Our equipment includes an Amek/TAC Matchless console, 
Otan MTR-90 24-track, gobs of outboard gear and a full comple-
ment of microphones. While we are equally adept at all types of pro-
jects, the acoustical environment at HammerSound was originally 
conceived as a studio for music that needs air to breathe. All types 
of acoustic music—bluegrass, country, roots-based rock bands, 
traditional jazz—will find magic in the sound of this room. Ham-
merSound is part of a trio of studios including Cornerstone 
Recorders and its Neve VR w/Flying Faders, so whatever your pro-
ject, we are ready to serve. 

MICROSOUNDTM 

38 VIRTUAL TRACK 
HARD DRIVE RECORDING 

ON A PC/AT? 

Now the power of 38 virtual track audio recording 
and mixing is yours! Use MicroSound for: 

I Music production 

I Video and film post-production 

I Sound effects 

I Radio/TV spots 

I CD, CD!, CD-ROM & multimedia 

I Dance mixes 

All your audio applicatiorg will turn out clean ond crisp 
with phase linear, - 100 db noise floor quality and trans-
parent audio recording. All editing is saved on 
MicroSound's hard drive for DDD mastering and first 
generation sound quality from start to finish. And talk 
about fast—any delete is done or undone in 0.1 second! 

Whether for home or studio, MicroSound has a system to 
fit your needs and budget. MicroSound workstations are 
available from under $8,000 to $ 15,000! A CD recorder is 
optionally available to give you a CD-capable mixer for 
under $30,000! Or add MicroSound to your existing PC-
AT for under $4,000! 

.rineit• Wig • 
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Micro Technology Unlimited 

156 Wind Chime Court 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

USA 27619-1061 

Telephone: (919) 870-0344 
Fax: (919) 870-7163 

Call, write or fax today for your free MicroSound brochure 

I '.tiE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Memorize This Number! 

1-800-966-9686 
This free call is your musical connection! 

• Knowledgeable Sales Staff 
• Courteous Service 
• Fast Delivery 
• Major Brands 
• Leasing and Financing available 
• Specializing in Keyboards, Multitrack, 

Software, and Signal Processing 
• Fax us your wish list 

Get ready for the 21st Century! 

Call Century Music Systems Now! 

CENTURY 

MUSIC  
SYSTEMS 
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ANSWERS TO 

YOUR SOUND 

RECORDING 

PROBLEMS! 

SHAPING 
Y OUR 
SOUND 

I Fire I ideotispe Series Filled H jib Real Life 
to the Recortlitn: (Ind Ilixing 

Problems I iii, FIICP Eng. \ I IIV 

1 
SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH MIXERS ANO MIXING 

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH MULTITRACK RECORDING 

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH EDLIALITERS, COMPRESSORS AND DATES 

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH REVERE AND DELAY 

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH MICROPHONES 
Dozens of demonstrations. animated sequence.. and 
lise 'whir ekample• in hi-fi stereo make earl] tar a 
Iviierfur 1 learning and referenee tool. 

-311APINGYORS1111110eanillisi hat no hook un tic ...114.m has 
es er been alde to accompli•11.- — 111 \ 11 

For information u cite ea ll Ill fri•i•: 

First Light Video Publishing 
8536 Venice 
Los Angeles, CA 90034 
(800) 777-1576 

11617 READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

place... 

New "In & Out- Transfer Suite 
Digital — Digital 
Analog — Digital 

...or yours. 
24 Hour Worldwide Rentals 

Complete packages 

Full tech support 

The latest in digital 

The best of analog 

Call 800-847-4123 toll free 
in USA (212-262-2626 in NY) 
for your free copy of our rate 
card or fax us at 212-262-2632. 
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SOIMEI RENTAL LOGU. 

NEW ADDRESS! 

630 9th Ave., Rm. 1012, NY, NY 10036 
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HOT TIN ROOF STUDIOS 
N Hollywood, CA 

HOT TIN ROOF STUDIOS 

D24 
5250 Vineland Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 763-7110; 
FAX: (818) 763-6140. Owner: Soundland Inc. Engineers: Bryan 
Stott, John Gughenheim, John Lowson. Dimensions: Room 1: stu-
dio 45x48, control room 26x25'. Mixing Consoles: Trident BOB, 
DDA S-500. Audio Recorders: Studer A-827. Ampex AIR-100, Otani 
100, Sony DMR-400, Sony BVU-800. Sony PCM2500 DAT, Sony 
75ES DAT. Digital Audio Workstations: Sonic Solutions System. 
Monitors: UREI 813 time-align ML o-overs. Tannoy 15' MGB, Tan-
noy 6.5 Phase 2. Yamaha NS-10. NHT near-field S-1000. Other 
Major Equipment: Sony 1630 processor, (2) Dolby 361-A NR, (2) 
UREI 11768 limiter. (4) dbx 160XT limiter, dbx 163X limiter, dual 
strate-gate, Aphex 120 Dominator 2-ch., API 5502 4 band ED 2-ch., 
Rocktron Aural Exciter, Lexicon PCM70, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) 
Yamaha SPX90, (3) Korg DRV-3000, Roland SDE-3000, (30) as-
sorted mics: Neumann, AKG, Sony, Shure. EV; ( 3) Aiwa 3-head syn-
chronizer cassette recorder. Specialization & Credits: Multitrack 
recording—CD prep and sub mastering with Sonic Solutions hard 
disk editor. CD pressing and cassette manufacturing referrals. Stu-
dio credits include tracking for Judson Spence and Raindogs for 
Atco/Atlantic, produced by Don Gehman. Recording Japanese fe-
male group "Reg Wink" for Sony Japan through Blue Jay West Pro-
ductions. Tracking for Dread Zeppelin album for IRS. On-dub and 
mixing of Argentina's new teen idol Diego Sabattini. On-dub and 
mixing of former "Flans" now Solo. Mimi for Capitol-Mexico. Track-
ing for Johnny Diesel, The Divinyls and Boom Crash Opera produced 
by Don Gehman. Recording Pandora, Juan Gabriel, Gloria Trevi, 
Gary Wright, Willy Deville, Sahara. Paz Martinez. Napoleon. 

[1111 

INTERSOUND INC 

124 
8746 Sunset Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90069: (310) 652-3741; FAX: 
(310) 854-7290. Owner: Ahmed Agrama. Manager: Kent Harrison 
Hayes. exec. VP. 

[9Q1 Ç: 

JAMLAND STUDIOS 

Il 2'f 
10988 Noble Ave . Mission Hills, CA 91345: (818) 361-2224. 

KINGSOUND STUDIOS 

R24 El 
7635 Fulton Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91605; (818) 764-4580. 
Owner: Eddie King. Manager: Steve Cormier. Engineers: Eddie 
King, Steve Cormier, Rob Ruscoe. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 
40x24', control room 27x19. Room 2: control room 13X11. Mix-
ing Consoles: Nove V3-48 w/Flying Fader. Audio Recorders: Stud-
er A827 24-track 2', Ampex AIR-102 1/2 & 1/4', Otan MIR-10, 
Otan MX-5050B. ( 2) Panasonic SV-3500 DAT. ( 2) Nakamichi MR-1, 
(2) Akai GX-8. Digital Audio Workstations: Studer Dyaxis. Moni-
tors: Kingsound custom 3-way/tri-amp main, Yamaha NS-10M, 
Yamaha NS-10M studio, Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: Lex-
icon 480L, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon PCM41, Lexicon LXP5. Yama-
ha SPX900, Yamaha SPX90, Roland SDE-3000. Summit TLA-100, 
(2) dbx 165, GML 8200 ED. (4) API 550A EQ. (4) API 550B ED, (2) 
Valley People Gain Brain. Valley People Kepex II, Drawmer DS-201. 
Aphex Aural Exciter Type Ill, Brooke-Siren DPR-402, Yamaha C5 pi-
ano. Bryston 4B, 38 & 20. 

LARRABEE SOUND 

D4B Il qo o 
8811 Santa Monica Blvd.; W. Hollywood, CA 90069; (310) 657-
6750; FAX ( 310) 659-1717. Owner: Kevin Mills. Manager: Kevin 
Mills. Mixing Consoles: SSL G 80 input, ( 2) SSL G 72 input. SSL E 
56 input MG computer. Audio Recorders: (6) Studer A800 24-track. 
(4) Studer A827 2-track. Mitsubishi X-850, (2) Sony 3324. 

MAD DOG STUDIOS INC. 

R24 
1717 Lincoln Blvd.; Venice, CA 90291; (310) 306-0950; FAX: (310) 
578-1190. Owner: Dusty Wakeman. Michael Dumas. Manager: 
Connie Hill. Engineers: Michael Dumas, Dusty Wakeman, Don Tit-
tle. Connie Hill. Dimensions: Studio 25'x20', control room 18x15'. 
Mixing Consoles: Nene 8108 w/Necam 1 automation 28x32. Audio 
Recorders: Studer A800 24-track. Ampex AIR-102 2-track 1/2' 
8.1/4". Tascam DA-30 DAT. Otan  MX-5050B 11 2-track, Nakamichi 
MR-1 cassette. Monitors: Westlake BBSM-12, Yamaha NS-10M, 
Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: EMT 140 tube stereo plate, 
(2) Hardy M-1 mic. preamp. ( 2) Demeter VTMP tube mic preamp: 
microphones: Neumann U47 tube, ( 2) Neumann U67 tube, (2) AKG 
C-12A tube, (2) AKG C-28 tube, (3) Neumann U87, (4) AKG C-414, 
(2) AKG C-451 EB, AKG D-12E, Shure SM7; Lexicon PCM70, Lexi-
con PCM60, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) Roland SDE-3000, Roland SRV-
2000, (3) Yamaha SPX90, Alesis Ouadraverb Plus, (2) Lang PEO-2 
program ED. (4) Drawmer DS-201 noise gate, (4) Gateo gate, (2) 
dbx 263 de-esser, BBE 802 Aural processor. Demeter Bass Tube 
preamp. (2) UREI 1176LN, ( 2) UREI LA-4, ( 2) dbx 165A, ( 2) dbx 
166, (4) dbx 160X. ( 2) Alesis 3630, Yamaha C7 grand piano, Yama-
ha DX-11 digital synth, Alesis HR-16, Emulator Ell' 8 meg w/44 meg 
hard drive, Emax, ( 2) Wendel drum replacement. Alesis D-4 drum 
module, EV RE-20 mic., (4) Sennheiser 421 mic.. (2) Crown PZM mic. 

MAD HATTER STUDIOS 
Los Angeles CA 

MAD HATTER STUDIOS 

[p RIM 1.":i 
2635 Griffith Park Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90039; (213)664-5766; 
FAX: (213) 660-9967. Owner: Chick Corea. Manager: Mark Fran-
covich. Engineers: Bernie Kirsh, Larry Mah. Darren Mora, Robert 
Read, Mick Stern. Dimensions: Studio 38x26, control room 
18x22. Mixing Consoles: Nene 8078 40 mic input. 72 line input 
w/GML moving fader automation. Audio Recorders: Studer A800 
MkIll 24-track, Studer A80 24-track (optional 16-track headstack). 
(2) Studer A80 2-track 1/2' & 1/4', Otan MIR-1211i 4-track, Pana-
sonic SV-3500 DAT, ( 2) Aiwa ADF-810 cassette. Monitors: Vincent 
Van Haaff system w/TAD components, (2) Tannoy SRM-10B, (2) 
Yamaha NS-10M, (2) Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: (2) 
EMT 140 reverb plate, EMT 240 Gold Foil reverb plate. Lexicon 480L 
digital reverb. Lexicon 224XL digital reverb, Lexicon Super Prime 
Time digital delay, Lexicon Prime Time digital delay, AMS DMX 15-
80S digital delay, Eventide 949 Harmonizer. Roland SR V-2008 dig-
ital reverb, ( 2) dbx 160X comp/limiter. ( 2) Teletron ix LA- 2A 
comp/limiter, (2) UREI 1176 comp/limiter. Sontec stereo paramet-
ic equalizer, ( 3) Klark-Teknik 31-band graphic equalizer, (4) API 
550A equalizer. ( 2) Drawmer dual noise gate, (4) Valley People 
Kepex II noise gate. Electraspace dual noise gate. ( 4) Yamaha 
SPX9011 multi-effects processor, Valley People DSP de-esser, BBE 
Sonic Maximizer 822, Aphex Expressor comp/limiter, JVC CR-6000 
3/4. video deck, (2) Timeline Lynx synch. NEC 26' video monitor. 
Toshiba 19' video monitor, Steinway 9' Hamburg concert grand 
piano, Bosendorler 9' concert grand w/Forte MIDI mod., (2) Neu-
mann U67, Neumann M45, (4) Neumann 1187. Neumann KM84, (2) 
AKG C-12A, (2) AKG C-12, ( 5) AKG 414, AKG D-12E, (8) Schoeps 
MKS, (6) Sennheiser MD-421, (5) Shure SM57, (2) Sanken SV-32. 
Specialization & Credits: "The building of Mad Hatter Studios is 
the realization of a place where musicians could make music in a 
free, easy atmosphere. Our technical concept is clarity of sound. 
Our musical concept is the artist's vision realized."—Chick Corea. 
Our clients include: Paul McCartney, Prince, luto, Chick Corea, Jen-
nifer Warnes, Chaka Khan. Robert Palmer, Clare Fischer, Mark 
Isham, Paula Abdul. Natalie Cole, Wayne Shorter, Yellow Jackets. 
Pebbles, Le Vert, Vanilla Ice, Los Lobos, Tara Kemp, and many 
more. Major motion picture soundtracks Batman, Teenage Mutant 
Ninfa Turtles, Little Man Tate, Surrender The Principal, Nightmare 
on Elm Street, School Daze. Jacknife and more. Television and our 
commercials: thirlysomething, Quantum Leap, Shannon's Deal, 
Civil Wars, Home Improvement, Anything for Laughs. Miami Vice, 
Budweiser, Lexus, Coors, Colgate. McDonalds. Gatorade, Strides. 
Nissan, etc. 
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MARTECH/MARTINSOUND 
Alhambra. CA 

MARTECH MARTINSOCID 
Alhambrd CA 

MARTECH/MARTINSOUND 

D32 
1151 W. Valley Blvd.; Alhambra, CA 91803-2493; (818) 281-3555; 
FAX: (818) 281-3092. Owner: A.J. Martinson II. Manager: Shawn 
Micheal. Engineers: Toby Foster. Shawn Micheal, Dan Blessingel. 
Independent welcome. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 47x45, con-
trol room 28x18, machine room: 16x10, Room 2: studio 23•x14', 
control room 14x13 . Mixing Consoles: Nene VRP60 w/ Recall, Fly-
ing Faders & transport control, MCI JH416. Audio Recorders: Mi:-
subishi X-880, (2) Sony /MCI JI-1-24. ( 5) Ampex AIR-104 & 102 
1/2 & 1/4', Panasonic 3700 DAT, (3) Aiwa F770 cassette. Monitors: 
Custom bi-amped TAD LCRS system, UREI 813, Meyer Sound Labs 
HO- 1, Yamaha NS-10M. Other Major Equipment: Dolby A 24-track, 
4-track, 2-track, ( 3) TimeLine Lynx. ( 4) EMT 140 stereo 
w/MARTECH Electronics, AMS RMX-16, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) 
Yamaha SPX90, (2) DeltaLab DL-2, (2) DeltaLab ADM1024, (2) Son-
tec 250, (2) Trident C89066, (4) Aphex E0E-2, (2) Delta Graph ED-
10, (4) Teletronix LA-2A, (4) Teletronix LA-3A, (2) Universal Audio 
175-B, (2) Universal Audio 1176LN (mod.), ( 2) Valley People Kopek 
II, ( 50+) vintage tube and ribbon mico by: AKG. Neumann, Tele-
funken, RCA. Sony á more: (30+) FET and dynamic mico by: AKC. 
Neumann, Sennheiser, Shure; ( 3) Brystor active crossover, ( 3) 
Bryston 4B, Boulder 500, (3) Hailer 500, Maranta 240, (2) Crow, 
300A, (2) Crown D150, Yamaha T grand piano, Steinway 7' grand 
piano, Sony VO-5800 3/4* U-matic (time code mod.), (2) Panasor-
ic DT-2700MS video monitor, Sony KV-2795R video monitor, Sorry 
KX-1901A video monitor, digital metronome, Silent Clock. 

MASTER CONTROL 
Burbank. CA 

MASTER CONTROL 

Aqo 
3401 W. Burbank Blvd.; Burbank. CA 91505: (818) 842-0800; FAX: 
(818) 842-0858. Owner: Aseley Otten. Manager: Ron Corbett. En-
gineers: Aseley Otten, Dan Nebenzat Dimensions: Room 1: 
58x24, control room 20'x 24'. Mixing Consoles: Solid State Logic 
4048 E 52X32 w/G Series computer & Total Recall. Audio Re-
corders: Studer A827 24-track, Studer A80 VU-K1 Ill 24-track, Stud-
er A80 RC Mk112-track ve & 1/2', Ampex AIR-104 2-track ( 1/2' & 
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1/4') 4-track ( 1/T), Panasonic SV-3500 R-DAT, Panasonic SV-3700 
R-DAT, Studer A710 cassette, Monitors: JBL 4311, Tannoy 5RM-
12B, Yamaha AIS-10M, Yamaha NS- 10M w/McNair crossover, Au-
ratone 5C, Westlake BBSM-4, George Augspurger custom w/TAD 
components. Other Major Equipment: Lexicon 224XL. Lexicon 200, 
Lexicon PCM70, (10) Pultec E0 and mic pre, AMS RMX-16, AMS 
DMX-15-80, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) Eventide 949, (2) Eventide 
H3000, Neve 1063 12x4 console, (2) Roland SDE-3000, (8) Trident 
A Range HI, Dolby 363 SR or A 2-ch, noise reduction, (2) TimeLine 
Lynx, UREI LA-2A, (2) UREI 1176, ( 2) dbx 160X, (2) dbx 160, (4) 
API 550 & 560, (2) CBS Audimax limiter. Specialization & Credits: 
Credits include: Madonna, Loverboy, Cock Robin, REM., Bernie 
Toupin, Crystal Gayle, Stryper, Eddie Rabbitt, Kenny Rogers, Poi-
son, Juice Newton, Sergio Mendes, Dream Syndicate, Hunters & 
Collectors, Devo, Eurythmics, John Mayall, Herbie Hancock, Bus 
Boys, Cheech Marin, Alice Cooper, Webb Wilder, The Chills, Toad 
The Wet Sprocket, Dionne Warwick, Brenda Russell, Mary's Dan-
ish. Warren Zevon. 

THE MIXING LAB 

()UM f124 
11542 Knott Ave.; Garden Grove, CA 92641; (714) 373-0141; FAX: 
(714) 660-3899. Owner: Frontline Music Gp. Manager: Thom Roy. 
Dimensions: Room 1: studio 20x30', control room 20x26'. Room 
2: studio 15x20', control room 15x22'. Mixing Consoles: Trident 
Vector 48 input w/Moving Fader automation, Matchless 36x24. 
Audio Recorders: Otan MX-80 24, MCl/Sony JH-24, Otan i MTR-12, 
(6) Panasonic 3500 DAT. Monitors: (4) Westlake BBSM-15, (2) 
Westlake BBSM-6, (6) Yamaha NS- 10. Other Major Equipment: 
AMS reverb, AMS delay, Lexicon 480L, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon 
200, TC 2290, Eventide H3000 SE, (2) Yamaha SPX90 II, (2) Lexi-
con PCM42, (6) Aphex gate, (6) Kepex II, (3) UREI LA-3A, (2) UREI 
1176, (2) dbx 165A, (2) Demeter mic preamp, Summit Audio tube 
limiter, dbx subharmonic generator, Adams-Smith Zeta-3 sync. 
Yamaha C7 piano. Haller Pro 5000 monitor amp. 

MUSIC GRINDER STUDIOS 

OUEZI 
5540 Hollywood Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90028; (213) 957-2996; 
FAX: (213) 464-8770. Owner: Ron Filecia. Gary Skardina. Manag-
er: Ron Filecia 

NAKED GOOSE PRODUCTIONS 

ENLIa0 
1310 N. Stanley Ave.; Hollywood, CA 90046; (213) 969-9685. 
Owner: Ben Decter Manager: Jackie Sloan 

NAG RECORDING SERVICES 

040 
11128 Weddington St.; N. Hollywood. CA 91601; (818)760-7841: 
FAX: (818) 760-7930. Owner: Jay Baumgardner. Manager: Pttl,t) 
Reynolds 

1148 

PACIFIQUE RECORDING STUDIOS 

040 
10616 Magnolia Blvd.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 761-8042; 
FAX: (818) 761-9277. Owner: Vasken Inc. Manager: Joe Derante-
riasian. Engineers: Ken Deranteriasian, Randy Long, Gary Dobbens. 
Jeff "Woody" Woodruff. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 35x30', con-
trol room 25)(25'. Room 2: studio 21 .x20, control room 25'x25'. 
Mixing Consoles: Nene VR72 72-input w/Flying Fader automation. 
Trident 80B 32-input. Audio Recorders: (2) Studer A820 24-track. 
Studer A827 24-track, Studer A820 2-track 1/2'. Otani MTR-12 2-
track 1/2', Otan i MTR-12 2-track 1/4'. (2) Nakamichi MR-1 cassette. 
f.3) Studer/Revox A721 cassette, (2) Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, Pana-
sonic SV-3700 DAT. Monitors: JBL 4435, custom TAD, Tannoy 
SGM-10B, Yamaha NS-10. Other Major Equipment: (7) API pre-
amp/E0, (4) Nove 1073 preamp/EO, (2) Focusrite preamp/EO, (8) 
Drawmer 201 noise gate. Neve compressor, Summit Audio program 
E0, Teletronix LA-2A, Lexicon 4801_ Lexicon 224XL, AMS RMX-16. 
AMS DMX-1580, (3) Eventide H3000, Eventide 2016, (3) TC Elec-
tronic 2290, (3) Lexicon PCM70, (2) Lexicon PCM42, (4) Roland 
SRV-2000, (2) Roland SDE-3000. ( 2) Yamaha SPX900, (2) Yama-
ha SPX90 IL Yamaha REV7, Lexicon Prime Time, GML 8200 E0, 
GML 8900 comp., (6) 902 de-esser, (4) ORO 1176, ( 10) dbx 160X. 

PARAMOUNT RECORDING STUDIOS 

A 48 

02'1 
6245 Santa Monica Blvd.: Los Angeles. CA 90030: ( 213) 465-

Or:11(5 

4000; FAX: (213) 469-1905. Owner: Michael Kerns, Adam Beilen-
son. Manager: Michael Kerns, Adam Beilenson. Engineers: Mike 
Melnick, Stoker, Gezax, Barry Connelly, Voytek Kochanek, Danny 
Williams. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 45x45', control room 
27X25'. Room 2: studio 15x15', control room 26x15'. Room 3: 
studio 10X10', control room 20)(25'. Room 4: studio 12)(15', con-
trol room 20'x12'. Mixing Consoles: (2) SSL 4040E E Series au-
tomation, Nove 8068 Class A discrete 34x24x24, MCI 528 
28x24x24. Audio Recorders: (3) Studer A-800 MkIll 24-track, 
Ampex MM1200 24-track, (3) Ampex ATR-100 2-track, Ampex ATR-
100 4-track, (2) MCI JH-110 2-track, (4) Panasonic 3700 DAT. Men-
ders: (3) UREI 813. UREI 815, Tannoy 5-10, (4) Yamaha NS-10. 
Other Major Equipment: (2) AMS RMX-16 reverb, Eventide HD-
3000 Harmonizer, TC Electronic 2290, ( 7) Lexicon PCM70, PCM60, 
(4) Lexicon 200, (4) Lexicon Prime Time, (4) Lexicon PCM41, (4) 
Lexicon Super Prime Time, ( 10) Drawmer 501 gate, (4) Pultec POEZ 
E0s, (3) Lang OZ EQ. (4) Tektronix LA-2A, (4) Neve 1073, (4) Neve 
2254 compressor, ( 7) Yamaha REV, SPX90, (2) Akai S-900 sam-
pler, (5) Yamaha DX7 & Roland S-50 keyboard, Yamaha C7 grand 
piano, (3) TimeLine MicroLynx sync module, Sony 9600 3/4' video, 
(2) Mac Classic computer. 

POWERHOUSE 
multimedia 

24 Track Recording 

818.993.4778 

POWERHOUSE MULTIMEDIA STUDIO 
Northridge, CA 

POWERHOUSE MULTIMEDIA STUDIO 

ED 024 OUP& 
19347 Londelius St.; Northridge, CA 91324; (818) 993-4778; FAX: 
(818) 993-3575. Owner: Paul and Jeff Stillman. Manager: Paul and 
Jeff Stillman 

PUBLIC RECORDING 

A 24 
1220 Pioneer, Ste. I; Brea, CA 92621; (714) 526-0323. 

RCM PRODUCTIONS 

LE 010 OP 
12478 Washington Blvd. #5503; Los Angeles, CA 90066; (310) 
390-5573. Owner: Bob McNabb. 

o 

RECORD PLANT 
Hollywood, CA 

RECORD PLANT 

[fti t:11 040 
1032 N. Sycamore Ave.; Hollywood, CA 90038; (213) 653-0240; 
FAX: (213) 466-8835. Owner: Rick Stevens. Manager: Deana J. 
Smart, Engineers: Bess, Kyle, Brock, Craig, Leonard, Bill. Dimen-
sions: Room 1 : studio 40X25', control room 30 x23. Room 2: stu-
dio 14x22', control room 30's23'. Room 3: studio 14x22', control 
room 26'x23'. Room 4: studio 36x25', control room 30x21'. Mix-
ing Consoles: SSL 8096 96-input G Series, SSL 4072 72-input G 
Series, Focusrite FR80 80-input w/GML automation, Neve VRP con-
sole w/GML automation. Audio Recorders: Studer A800 multitrack. 
Studer A820 2-track and multitrack, Ampex ATA 102 & 104, Sony 
PCM3348 digital multitrack, Mitsubishi X-880 digital multitrack. 
Monitors: Custom Hidley w/TAD component, various near-fields in-
cluding Tannoy, KRK, Meyer, Auratone; custom Augspurger, al. 
rooms include center speakers and surround speakers for filrr 
KCRS monitoring. Other Major Equipment: EMT 140 stereo plate 
reverb, AMS RMX16 digital reverb, AMS DMX15 digital delay, GML 
8200 EO, Roland Dimension D, Eventide H3000 SE Ultra-Harmo-
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nizer w/stereo sampling & Steve Vat programs, Eventide 949 Har-
monizer, Yamaha SPX9011, Yamaha REV7, Roland SDE-3000, Fo-
cusrite ISA 115 HD, dbx 160. dbx 165, Teletronix LA-2A, TC Elec-
tronic 2290, UREI 1176 comp., Pultec EOP1A, Pultec EOP1, dbx 
902/903, Pultec MEOS, Drawmer DS201 gate, Lexicon PCM70, Lex-
icon 480L, Ursa Major Space Station. Specialization á Credits: Hol-
lywood's legendary Record Plant has been the recording site for 
some of the greatest hits and Grammy award winners of the rock era 
from the Eagles Hotel California to current hits by Guns 'N Roses. 
Michael Jackson, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Prince and Michael Bolton. 
Totally remodeled in the summer of '92, the Record Plant now fea-
tures four studios. Two SSL mixing rooms (96 & 72 input "G" Se-
ries). one Focusrite and one Nene tracking room. Record Plant cli-
ents benefit from one of the industry's largest mic collections, in-
cluding rare and tube mics. Facilities include an in-house atrium 
with health club and lap pooVjacuzzi, private client lounges and bath-
rooms for each studio, client service "concierge." full-time tech sup-
port 

RENT-A-RECORDER 

016 
1602 W. Olive. #222; Burbank. CA 91506: ( 818) 567-6194. Owner: 
Bill Young. 

ROTUND RASCAL RECORDING 

1124 

1118 
5654 Natick Ave.: Van Nuys. CA 91411. ( 818) 901-9636: FAX: 
(818) 787-0862. Owner: Dave Pearlman Manager: Dave Pearlman 

ROYAL SOUND STUDIOS 

832 OUP E& 
7120 W. Sunset Blvd.; Hollywood, CA 90046; (213) 851-2500; 
FAX: (213) 851-8162. Owner: Art Laboe Manager: Terry Michael 
Scott. 

RPD SOUND 

EN 824 One, 
1842 Burleson Ave.; Thousand Oaks, CA 91360; (805) 496-2585. 
Owner: Randy Dew Manager: Randy Dew. 

RUMBO RECORDERS 
Canoga Park. CA 

RUMBO RECORDERS 

848 
20215 Saticoy St.; Canoga Park, CA 91306; ( 818) 709-8080; FAX: 
(818) 709-4072. Owner J.iryl Dragon, Toni Termite. Manager: 
Vicky Camblin. Engineers: Cory Baker, Shawn Berman. Greg Cath-
cart. Dick Kaneshiro. Pat Rodman. Andy Udoff. Dimensions: Room 
1: studio 58x38', control room 28)(25'. Room 2: studio 38x33', 
control room 26'x22'. Room 3: studio 25)(20', control room 
25x20'. Mixing Consoles: Nene V-60 w/Flying Fader 60 input, Tri-
dent Series 80C 40 input. Trident Series 80 32 input. Audio 
Recorders: Studer A800 Mktg 24-track, Studer A827 24-track. ( 3) 
Otani MTR-90 24-track. Studer A820 2-track, ( 3) Ampex ATR 104 
2/4-track, (3) Tascam DA-30 DAT, (2) Studer A721 cassette, (4) Tas-
cam 122 Mk11 cassette. Monitors: (2) Custom box w/TAD compo-
nents. Fasten box w/TAD components, (8) Yamaha NS-10. Other 
Major Equipment: (4) TimeLine Lynx. Specialization á Credits: 
Rumbo has always maintained a client base made up primarily of 
record companies working on album projects. With its huge main 
room and four oversized isolation booths, Studio A ( Neve-Studer) 
is ideal for tracking. The Nove V-Series Console with Flying Faders 
Automation makes Studio A perfect for mixing as well. Studio B (Tri-
dent-Otari) remains a very popular recording room because of its 
great sound and reasonable lockout rate. With it's history of hit rock 
albums, Studio B has become well known in the music industry. The 
latest addition to Rumbo. Studio C (Trident- Otan), offers a com-
fortable solution for long term overdub projects. Recent artists in-
clude: Mr. Big, Melissa Manchester. Tom Petty, Smithereens, Kiss. 
Damn Yankees. Lynch Mob. LA Guns, Spinal Tap. Guns 'N Roses. 
Megadeth, Barry Manilow. Toni Tennille, Bruce Hornsby, Belinda 
Carlisle, Suicidal Tendencies. Smokey Robinson and many others. 

RUSK SOUND STUDIOS 

032 848 OP 147.-1& 
1556 N. La Brea Ave.; Hollywood. CA 90028: (213) 462-6477. 
Manager: Elton Ahi 

SATURN SOUND 
Burbank. CA 

SATURN SOUND 

OP 824 
2940 W Burbank Blvd.; Burbank, CA 91505; (818)841-2010; FAX: 
(818) 841-1965 Owner: Stephen Bray 

mum 
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Skip 
Saylor 

SKIP SAVIOR RECORDING 
Los Angeles CA 

SKIP SAYLOR RECORDING 

048 
506 N. Larchmont Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90004; (213) 467-3515; 
FAX: (213) 467-4636. Owner: Skip Saylor. Manager: Skip Saylor. 
Engineers: Gregg Hinnen-chief technician: Chris Puram. Aaron 
Miller, Louie Teran. Mats Blomberg. Dimensions: Room 1: iso booth 
10)(9. control room 22'x17'. Room 2: studio 21x16', control room 
19'x' 7'. Mixing Consoles: SSL 4080 G w/Total Recall 80 inputs w/E 
8 G Series ED, G Series computer. Real World Cue matrix system 
for a total of ten echo sends per channel ( six w/Total Recall, four 
computer controlled). API 32x64 w/Necam moving fader autcma-
tion. Audio Recorders: (3) Studer A800 24-track. ( 4) Ampex iaR - 
102 2-track 1/4" or 1/2. ( 2) Ampex ATR 2/4-track 2'. digital 32-or 
48-track machines available on request. (4) Nakamichi MR-1, Stud-
er A-721, ( 2) Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, Sony PCM2500 Pro OAT. 
Pygmy AD-1 ND converter. Monitors: TAD, Yamaha NS-10, Aura-
tone Sound Cube. Other Major Equipment: (3) TimeLine Lynx, Lex-
icon 480L, Lexicon 224XL. (4) Lexicon PCM70, AMS RMX-16. 
Eventide SP2016, Yamaha REV- 1. ( 3) Yamaha REV5, (2) Yamaha 
REV7, Yamaha SPX1000. (2) EMT 140 plate, AMS DMX-15 805 9.2 
sec, (3) IC Electronic 2290 32 sec. stereo sampling, Lexicon Super 
Prime Time. ( 2) Lexicon Prime Time II. Foral F-16 8-ch. digital sim-
pler w/hard disk. full library, (2) Eventide H3000 w/SE & VAI update 
and stereo sampling. Eventide 949, Eventide 910, GML 8200 gara-
metr,c ED, (2) Focusrite Ea, ( 2) Nene 1073, ( 10) Nene V-Series EQ. 
(11) API 550 E0. (4) Pultec EO, BSS DPR-901 dynamic ED. Nene 
33609 stereo limiter/compressor. (3) Teletronix LA-2A, (5) UREI 
1176, (4) Drawmer 201, AKG C-12. ( 5) AKG 414, (2) AKG C-452. 
Neumann U87. Neumann TLM170. Yamaha grand piano. Special-
ization & Credits: Clients include Michael Jackson, Guns 'N Rases. 
Def Leppard. k.d. Lang. Paula Abdul. DJ Quick, Bell Bin DeVoeand 
11 None. Penthouse Player, AMG, Go West, Suicidal Tendencies, Cal-
loway, Eddie Money. The Whispers. En Vouge, Thomas Dolby, Isley 
Brothers, The Replacements, Pebbles. Donny Osmond, Jeffry Os-
boom, New Edition, Manhattan Transfer, Julian Lennon, Soul II 
Soul, Vanessa Williams, Vesta Williams, Bobby Brown. Philip Bailey. 
Peter Cetera, Natalie Cole. Bernadette Cooper, Morris Day, Martika. 
The Pointer Sisters. Ralph Tresvant and many. many more. 

SCORE ONE RECORDING INC. 

Il '10 

1124 
5500 Cahuenga Blvd.. N Hollywood. CA 91601: (818) 762-6402: 
FAX (818) 762-2531. 

SCREAM STUDIOS 

0118 
11616 Ventura Blvd.: Studio City, CA 91604; (818) 505-0755; 'AX: 
(818) 505-6405. Manager: Craig Doubet. Mixing Consoles: SSL 
4056 G Series w/Total Recall and 4 stereo faders, control room de-
signed by Vincent Van Haut f. Audio Recorders: Mitsubishi X-850 
digital 32-track w/Apogee filters. Studer 827 analog 24-track, Mil-

-LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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ACE MUSIC 
CENTER 

THE PRO'S CHOICE 
FOR PROFESSIONAL 
EQUIPMENT FOR 
OVER 30 YEARS. 

CALL ACE 
AND FIND OUT WHY 

1-800 446-4ACE 

13630 WEST DIXIE HWY. 
N. MIAMI, FLA. 33161 
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MUSICIANS ISOLAT ION ROOMS 

wear, 

Various Sizes * Portable * On Wheels 
Assemble/Disassemble in Minutes 

Quiet Ventilation System 
Endorsed By: BMG Studios, NY 

Tel. (410) 997.1440 * Fax (410) 997.1812 
9139.F Red Branch Rd. * Columbia, MD 21045 
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Magnetics 
Your #1 Source for Magnetic Media 

AMPEX 
TAPE DISTRIBUTORS 

Audio-Video & Computer Tape 

AMPEX-456 as low as . . . 
1/4" plastic hub (pancake) 
1/2" metal reel 

I" metal reel 
2" metal reel 

$9.61 ea 
$31.03 ea 
$53.73 ea 

$116.36 ea 

Call for more bargain value prices on cassettes and DAT tapes. 
(Orders shipped some day received) 

GLO Magnetics 
713-783-1449 • 800-460-1449 
3945 Braxton • Houston,Texas 77063 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

T E N Y E A R S O F S ER VICE 

The Summer/Fall Mix Bookshelf 
Catalog Is Now Available! 

lyere celebrating ten years of supplying the recording industry with 
specialized, hard-to-find books and videos on musical electronics, 
recording technology and the music business. 

Check out our unparalleled selection 
of information resources and take 
advantage of our expert, professional 
customer service. 

Request your FREE copy of the 44-
page MIX BOOKSHELF Catalog 
today! 

BOOKSHELF 
6400 Hollis Street #12-V, 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

Toll-free U.S. & Canada 

(800) 233-9604 or fax (510) 
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California 

—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
subishi digital 2-track w/Apogee filters, Studer analog 2-track, 
Yamaha cassette, Panasonic DAT. Monitors: Customized UREI 
813B, Yamaha NS-10M, Tannoy NFM8. Other Major Equipment: 
Lexicon 480L digital reverb, AMS digital reverb, AMS 1580S digit-
al delay, (2) Lexicon PCM70 digital EFX, Eventide 13000 SE w/sam-
piing & mod factory, (2) Lexicon 910 Harmonizer, Lexicon Prime 
Time digital delay, (4) Roland SDE-3000 digital delay, (3) Yamaha 
REV7 EFX, (2) Yamaha SPX90, Roland SRV-2000 digital reverb, 
Klark-Teknik 3-channel analog delay, (2) Focusrite mic preamp & 
parametric EQ. (4) GML 8200 parametric ECI, (2) UREI 530 & 535 
graphic EQ, (2) BBE 802 8822 Sonic Maximizer, IC Electronic 1210 
Spatial expander, Nene 33609 2-channel, (2) UREI 1176 limiter, (4) 
dbx 160X compressor, dbx 165A compressor,(2) Dyna-Mite 2-ch. 
compressor, (2) lnovonics 201 compressor, UREI LA-2A limiter, (2) 
UREI LA-3A limiter, (2) UREI LA-4A limiter, (2) Drawmer 2-channel 
gate, (4) Kepex II gate, (3) dbx 902 de-esser, Russian Dragon sam-
ple synchronizer, dbx 120SDX boom box, Marshall 5402 time mod-
ulator & flanger, Spanner stereo panner, ( 2) Wendell Drum Re-
placement system, Forat 16 bit 8-channel drum sampler & editor 
w/hard drive, Magnavox CD player. Specialization & Credits: 
Scream is extremely proud to have been involved with the following 
artists and records the past 2 years: Nirvana's #1 triple platinum 
Nevermind and the gold single, "Smells Like Teen Spirit" were mixed 
as well as Janet Jackson's #1 platinum single "Black Cat," Extreme's 
#1 gold single "More Than Words" & platinum album Pomograllit-
ti, Faith No More's double plantinum album The Real Thing and their 
new platinum album Angel Dust, Skid Row's #1 double platinum 
album Slave to the Grind, Ozzy Osbourne's platinum album No More 
Tears, Warrant's new platinum album Dog Eat Dog, The Indigo Girls 
platinum album Rites of Passage, Motley Crues double platinum 
Decade of Decadence, Dwight Yoakam (Greatest Hits), Queen 
(Greatest Hits) and Kenny Loggins. We are most fortunate to have 
some of the world's greatest producers and mixers like Michael Wa-
gener, Dave Leonard, Matt Wallace, Peter Collins and Andy Wallace. 
Scream is a small, cozy and private "state-of-the-art" recording stu-
dio located within a mile of 34 different restaurants-8 are within 
walking distance and there is a fabulous Thai restaurant directly next 
door. We have a patio with a gas barbecue, Nintendo, and a purple 
pool table. We are most definitely not a massive studio complex. 
Scream Studios is owned and operated by musicians for magicians. 

SF AUDIO SOUND & RECORDING STUDIOS 

R16 
5290 E. Hunter Ave.: Anaheim, CA 92807: (714) 779-6677; FAX: 
(714) 777-0894. Owner: Steven Forster. Manager: Steven Forster. 

SHERWOOD STUDIOS 

1:11 R24 (MUM 
2899 Agoura Rd. #299; Westlake Village, CA 91361; (805) 379-
4477. Owner: Bill Cobb 

o 
SIDEWAYS Le 

SIDEWAYS RECORDING STUDIOS 
Santa Ana, CA 

SIDEWAYS RECORDING STUDIOS 

Cla Rid 0E1ey 
2931 W. Central; Santa Ana, CA 92704; (714) 545-9849. Owner: 
Sideways Records. Manager: Jim Hahn. Engineers: Jim Hahn, 
Maurice Jackson, independents. Dimensions: Studio 23x20', con-
trol room 20x15. Mixing Consoles: Amek custom w/Neve class A 
amps 72 input, Nene 12x2 w/(8) 31105 & (4) 1073 E0 & preamp. 
Audio Recorders: Otani MX-80 24-track, Tascam MS-16 16-track, 
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Panasonic SV-3900 DAT, Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, Tascam 32 1/4* 
2-track, (3) Aiwa AD-F780 cassette, Yamaha C300 cassette, Tascam 
112 cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Sound Tools 
II Macintosh Quadra 900. Monitors: Tannoy DMT 215, Tannoy PBM 
6.5, Yamaha NS-10. Other Major Equipment: Adams-Smith Zeta-3B 
synchronizer, Roland R-880 w/Lexicon 480 card, (3) Lexicon 
PCM70, Lexicon PCM60, (4) Lexicon LXP1, (2) Lexicon LXP5, (2) 
Roland SDE-3000, Alesis MIDIverb II, Yamaha SPX50, DigiTech 
DSP-128L, Summit Audio TPA-200 tube preamp, (2) Neve 32264 
compressor/limiter, (2) Aphex compellor, Aphex Expressor, UREI 
1176LN compressor, UREI 7110 compressor, Orban de-esser, (6) 
Audio Logic quad gate, BBE 422, BBE 401, Eventide H949 Harmo-
nizer, TC Electronic TC-2240 EQ, White 4400 1/3-octave EQ. (40) 
Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser microphones; Crest 8001 1150-watt 
stereo amp, Hafler P-505 250-watt stereo amp, Macintosh Ilci, Mac-
intosh Quadra 900, (3) Alexis drum machine, Kurzweil K-1000, Pearl 
MLX 9-piece drum set. Specialization & Credits: Since 1987, Side-
ways has been Orange County's premier recording facility. We cater 
to record companies, ad agencies, artists, producers, composers 
and musicians of all styles. Friendly and efficient engineers get the 
job done right at very reasonable rates. This year we've had the plea-
sure of working with CBS, Sony, WEA, Private Music and Louie 
Louie just to name a few. Call for rates and updated equipment list. 

SIGNATURE SOUND 
San Diego, CA 

SIGNATURE SOUND 

11411 
5042 Ruffner Si.: San Diego, CA 92111; (619) 268-0134; FAX: 
(619) 268-3137. Manager: Luis Arteaga. 

x)e-rjAO  ee. 

TUDIO 

SOUNDABOUT STUDIOS 
Van Nuys, CA 

SOUNDABOUT STUDIOS 

OP.& 
15328 Oxnard St.; Van Nuys, CA 91411; (818) 909-2287. Owner: 
Gus Farias Manager: Rodolfo Cruz 

SOUND CHAMBERS RECORDERS 

948 
5264 Blakeslee Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 752-8932: 
FAX: (818) 508-7987. Owner: Richard Mclivery. Manager: Mary 
Mclivery. Engineers: Steve Chase, James Mclivery, John Hanes. Di-
mensions: Room 1: studio 45x40, control room 2Tx27'. Room 2: 
studio 26x24. control room 20x24'. Room 3: control room 
19x24'. Mixing Consoles: Solid State Logic SL4056E/G w/Total Re-
call, Trident Series 80B 36-input, Soundcraft Sapphyre 44-input. 
Audio Recorders: (2) Studer 827 24-track, (3) Panasonic 3700, 
Ampex ATA 102 w/1/f and 1/2 heads. Digital Audio Workstations: 
Digidesign Pro Tools 4-track. Monitors: (6) UREI 813C, (4) Yama-
ha NS-10, (2) JBL 4206, (2) JBL 4208, ( 2) JBL 4401, (2) JBL 4311. 
Other Major Equipment: (3) Lexicon PCM70, (2) Lexicon 480L, (2) 
EMT plate reverb, AMS RMX16 reverb, (4) Yamaha SPX900, (4) 
Lexicon PCM42, (4) Roland SDE-3000, Eventide H3000SE, (2) 
Teletronix LA-2A limiter, (4) UREI 1176, (2) UREI LA-4, (4) dbx 160 
limiter, (2) Drawmer DS-201, ( 2) JVC 850 3/f video, JVC BR-7700 
1/T video, (4) TimeLine Lynx synchronizer, (2) Akai S-1000, Roland 
JD-800, Korg Ml, Kurzweil K2000. 

doe., IJOicl 
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• Entertainment Studies 

The concepts of audio engineering 
are presented in this introductory 
course taught by Van Webster, 
recording engineer, producer, 
and owner of Digital Sound 
Recording Studio. 

Topics of lecture and discussion 
include basic electricity, basic 
electronics, magnetic effects, 
acoustics, microphones and 
speakers, magnetic recording, 
console design, special-effects 
electronics, and studio mainte-
nance. Students also tour Mr. 
Webster's 24-track analog and 
digital facility. 

Recording 

Engineering 

Theory 

Wednesday, 7-10 pm, 
September 23-December 9 
UCLA: 161 Dodd Hall 
Fee: $450 Reg# M8129C 

To enroll with VISA, Discover, 
or MasterCard, call 
(310) 825-9971 or 
(818) 784-7006. 

To receive a course catalog call 
(310) 825-9064 and ask for 
catalog 831. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD MR MORE INFO 

To learn more about the Sennheiser excellence in design and engineering, please call or write. 

.,iiniin1111111111111n 

6 Vista Drive, PO Box 987 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 

Tel. # 203-434-9190 FAX # 203-434-1759 
MICROPHONES • HEADPHONES • BOOM SETS • RF WIRELESS • INFRA-RED TECHNOLOGY 

Manufacturing Plant: 0-3002 Wedemark, Germany 
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I n Northern California, 

audio professionals 

know that Leo's is the 

one place for all their 

audio needs—whether 

a special connector or 

a top line digital audio 

workstation. Rentals, 

too. Pro Audio for 

Professionals. 

we listen so youff be heard.. 

Leo's 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO, INC. 
5447 Telegraph Ave. 
Oakland, Ca 94609 

510.652.1553 or fax: 510.652.6575 

I SE READER SERVICE CARO FOR ,110RE INFO 

Digital Bin Duplication 
This new manufacturing process allows 

duplication of a cassette directly from a 

digital source, eliminating generational 

loss of sound quality. 
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CASSETTE, CD & VIDEO 

MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM PACKAGING 

IN-HOUSE GRPHICS DEPARTMENT 
A FULL SERVICE FACILITY 

IMPRESSIONS 

A Onnsion01 S1A 

748 Fesslers Lane 
Nashville, TN 37210 
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SOUND CITY STUDIOS 

R24 
15456 Cabrito Rd.; Van Nuys, CA 91406; (818) 787-3722; FAX: 
(818) 787-3981. Owner: Tom Skeeter. Manager: Shivaun O'Brian. 
Engineers: Joe Barresi. Jeff Sheehan. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 
40' x50 , control room 20x20'. Room 2: studio 40x30', control 
room 20x20'. Mixing Consoles: Nene 8028, Nene 8068. Audio 
Recorders: (2) Studer A-800, (2) Studer A-80 2-track 112 & ye, 
Studer B-67 ve. Monitors: JBL, Augspurger Design, Yamaha NS-
10. Other Major Equipment: GML mic pre. Pultec, Yamaha SPX900, 
Lang Ea EMT 140 tube reverb plate. Drawmer gate, AMS RMX dig-
ital reverb, Yamaha REV7 reverb, Lexicon PCM42, Dolby 361. Kepex 
gate, Teletronix LA-2A, Eventide H949, UREI 1176. Specialization 
& Credits: Clients include: Nirvana. L7, Masters of Reality, Elton 
John. MSG, Fleetwood Mac, Tom Petty, Pat Benatar, Tool, Foreign-
er, REO Speedwagon, The Scream, Racer X. Cheap Trick. Ran. Rage 
Against the Machine, Dokken, Sammy Hagar, Kik Tracee, KYUSS. 
Bang Tango. Sugar Tooth, John Mc Vie, Killer Power Trio From Hell, 
Poison, Redd Kross, Bob Dylan, Guns 'N Roses, Dio, George Harri-
son. Trixter. Peter Frampton, Santana, Robben Ford, Tom Scott, Joe 
Walsh. Allman Brothers, Jimmy Page. Large selection of micro-
phones and vintage gear. 

SOUND CONCEPTS-CUSTOM CDS 

08 
PO Box 1047; Manhattan Beach, CA 90266: i310) 544-0687. 
Owner: Dave Conrad. 

SOUND DESIGN 

Pis Ei& D16 
33 W. Haley; Santa Barbara, CA 93101; (805) 965-3404: FAX: 
(805) 966-9525. Owner: Affiliated Concepts Corp Manager: Dom 
Camardella. 

Il 8 

SOUND MASTER AUDIONIDEO 
N. Hollywood, CA 

SOUND MASTER AUDIO/VIDEO 

rn 48 OfftnEl& 
10747 Magnolia Blvd.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (213) 650-8000; 
FAX: (818) 506-8926. Owner: Brian Ingoldsby. Manager: Steve 
Coker. Engineers: Brian Ingoldsby, Steve Coker, tan Ingoldsby. Di-
mensions: Room 1: studio 35x40', control room 30x30'. Room 2: 
control room 22x21'. Room 3: control room 15.x15'. Mixing Con-
soles: Quad Eight Coronado 40x24 automated, TAC Scorpion 48x24 
automated, Phonic PMX 1600A 16x6. Audio Recorders: (2) 3M 
7924 24-track, (2) Sony/MCI JH-24 24-track, 3M 7916 16-track, 
Sony/MCI JH-110 4-track. (2) Sony/MCI JH-110 2-track, 3M 792 
2-track, Ampex 2-track, Tascam DA-30 OAT. Sony DAT. Digital 
Audio Workstations: Digidesign/MAC Sound Tools II. Monitors: (4) 
Sound Master custom HIEL/Goodman. (4) Yamaha NS-10M, (2) 
JBL 4411, (2) JBL Summit, (2) JBL 4323, (6) Auratone 5C, (2) dbx 
Sound Fields. (8) Radio Shack R51A. Other Major Equipment: (24) 
Dolby M Series, ( 6) Dolby 360. ( 56) dbx 411, (2) Lynx time code 
module, Adams-Smith Zeta-3, (8) dbx 165 limiter. (3) dbx 160X lim-
iter, (8) dbx 904 limiter, ART MDC 2001 gate/limiter, Alexis 3630, (7) 
DBG 903, Orban 6228 parametric EQ. COD MC-8 comp/limiter, (4) 
Valley People Kepex/Gain Brain, ( 16) Allison Kepex, Lexicon 724 
LARK IV, Ursa Major Space Station, ( 2) Yamaha SPX90, (2) Yama-
ha REV7, (4) Sphere graphic E0, (8) Quad Eight noise gate, (2) Quad 
Eight compressor/expander, (2) Orban 516EC de-esser, EXR exciter, 
Eventide H910 Harmonizer, MXR pitch transposer. MXR Flanger 
doubler, (2) Advanced Audio Design D-250 delay, Lexicon Prime 
Time, Lexicon PCM41 w/Apogee filters. MicMix dynamic flanger. 

Alesis MIDIverb II, (2) Boss SE-50, (2) Korg M-1. E-mu Proteus 1, 
Aphex Impulse, Pearl /Zildnan drumset, Fender Rhodes, Hammond 
B-3 ( 1943) w/Leslie, Steinway B 7'T (1897). Specialization & Cred-
its: Full production service including audio-for-video. We support 
1"-C format and 3/4 U-matic video. and have both off-line and on-
line editing facilities. Our mic stable includes a huge selection of 
rare vintage mico with many tube type. Our clients are mostly return 
customers who appreciate our courteous and prompt professional 
service. 

found 
Writer 

Studio 

SOUND WRITER STUDIO 
Manhattan Beach, CA 

SOUND WRITER STUDIO 

048 
1116-A 8th St., Ste. 160; Manhattan Beach, CA 90266; (310) 379-
7426. Owner: Leigh Genniss, Patricia Yarborough. Manager: Leigh 
Genniss. Engineers: Leigh Genniss, Patrick Yarborough. Dimen-
sions: Studio 8x16', control room 1.9 & 1.4 room ratio. Mixing 
Consoles: Soundcraft 6000 52x24 w/auto and complete recall. 
Audio Recorders: Sony PCM3324 24-track digital w/Apogee filters, 
Sony PCM2500 2-track digital w/Apogee filters, Panasonic SV-250 
digital 2-track, Nakamichi MR-1, TEAC CD 401 player w/edit for 
sound effects. Digital Audio Workstations: Korg T3 w/cards Ti up-
date- 10 disk. Akai Lynn MPC 60 drums. Dean Jammer guitar 
w/Humbuckers. Steinberger bass. Monitors: UREI time align pew 
revision), JBL 4412 alt., NS-10M. Auratone alt., Tannoy alt., Sony 
MDR V6 digital headphone. Other Major Equipment: IPS 338 GSP 
21, Lexicon 480L, Eventide H3000, Roland 800, DSP 256, DSP 128, 
DigiTech 7.6 time machine, Lexicon LXP15, LA-4A. (2) UREI JBL 
7110 comp/lim, dbx comp/hm., Simon system direct boxes, Inro-
votive auto tube direct box, Audio Logic stereo graphic, Audio Con-
trol SA 3050A, Atari 1040ST total MIDI w/printout, 2 systems, 4 
meg.; Neumann microphones, AKG microphones, Shure micro-
phones, Crate G120C guitar amp w/stereo line in/out, Trace Elliott 
bass amp 4/10 2/15, (2) Crate keyboard amps for stereo. JBUUREI 
6260, JBL/UREI 621 alternates. Specialization & Credits: Clients 
include: Danny Rocca, Madrock, Michael Taylor, The Ohio Players, 
Antron, Andrew Gordon, Kiet Bui, Rusty Vail, Juvenile Committee, 
H.W.A., Hann Dare, Soup, Lighter Shade of Brown, Latin Kings, Dan-
gerous Gangsters. Supreme Love Gods, Stoker, Chris Charles, 
Jammin' James, William Handy Jr.. Demetrius Shipp, Grand Jury 
Productions, Veragon Productions, DUO Esparanza, Quality 
Records, Virgin Records, Warner Bros. Records, Tommy Boy 
Records, Ruthless Records, DEF-American Records, AVC Records, 
Mountain Top Tapes, many, many more!!! Want digital at analog 
prices? Call us!!! 

SPECTRUM STUDIO 

Pi 0 gel 6=i1 

016 iniOgg8Q=.& 
664 Camino Campana: Santa Barbara, CA 93111; (805) 967-9494; 
FAX: (805) 967-9494. Owner: Don 011is Manager: Don 011is 

THE STAGG STREET STUDIO 

1124 
15147 Stagg St.; Van Nuys, CA 91405; (818) 989-0511. Owner: 
Gary Denton, Melody Carpenter Manager: Melody Carpenter. 

STUDIO DEE 

0 Ul 

1124 
3306 Glendale Blvd., Ste. 44; Los Angeles, CA 90039; (213) 662-
9595. Owner: Huey Dee. Manager: Huey Dee 

STUDIO DEL MAESTRO 

pg 0 UJI k7t;---1 
PO Box 996; Cardiff-by-the- Sea, CA 92007; (619) 944-3456. 
Owner: Richard Del Maestro. Manager: Richard Del Maestro. 

1118 

STUDIO 56 

A 118 
7000 Santa Monica Blvd.: Hollywood, CA 90038; (213)464-7747; 
FAX: (213) 467-8579. Owner: Paul Schwartz. Manager: Claud a 
Logan. Engineers: Dennis Mackay. Doug Michael, Peggy McAffee. 
Dimensions: Room 1: studio 31x24', control room 19x20*. Room 
2: studio 10x15', control room 15x14'. Room 3: studio 45x60', 
control room 2Tx15'. Mixing Consoles: Nene VR60 w/Flying Fad-
ers. Trident 80B, Neve 8028. Audio Recorders: (2) Studer 820 w/Dol-

0 
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STUDIO 56 
Hollywood, CA 

by SR 24-track, (2) Otan i MIR-90 24-track, ( 2) Studer 827 24-track, 
Studer 807 lbs• 2-track, ( 2) Studer 820 2-track, Studer 807 4-track, 
Otan i 5050B 2-track, Mitsubishi X-86 digital 2-track, (5) Panasonic 
3500 DAT. Digital Audio Workstations: Sound Tools, Pro Tools. 
Monitors: TAD, Tannoy SRM-12B, JBL, NS-10, (2) Mitsubishi 60' 
video monitor. Other Major Equipment: Lexicon 4801_, Lexicon 300. 
(5) Drawmer D-S201 dual gate, ( 2) TC Electronic TC 2290, AMS 
RMX 16 reverb, Eventide H3000 Harmonizer, (2) UREI 537 graphic 
E0, (4) Summit Audio TLA-100A tube leveling amp, (4) API Jensen 
pre amp, (2) dbx 166 dual compressor, Lexicon PCM41 digital delay, 
Yamaha SPX1000 effects processer, (2) Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon 
PCM42, Roland SDE-3000, Roland SDE-2500, Yamaha grand piano. 

STUDIO M PRODUCTION UNLIMITED 

Egl COIL 
1041 N. Orange Dr.; Hollyviood, CA 90038: (800)453-3345; (213) 
462-7372; FAX: (213) 462-8556. Owner: Mike Michaels CAS. 
Manager: Dean Gilmore. 

STUDIO ON WHEELS 
Glendale, CA 

STUDIO ON WHEELS 

@LOU] 048 
339 W. Windsor Rd., Ste. 6: Glendale, CA 91204; (818)243-6165. 
Owner: John Falzarano Manager: John Falzarano. 

R48 

STUDIO 101 
Solana Beach. CA 

STUDIO 101 

ED R24 OUP 
159 S. Highway 101; Solana Beach, CA 92075; (619) 481-2274; 
FAX: (619) 481-9005. Owner: Marc Wintriss. Manager: Marc Win-
triss. Engineers: Independents. Dimensions: Room 1: studio 
15x20', control room 1005'. Room 2: studio 25x50', control 
room 10)(15'. Room 3: studio Sx10', control room 10x15'. Mixing 
Consoles: Trident Series 24 28x24x24 Neve modified 8. rechipped; 
custom 10x10 tracking console w/all discrete Trident A-Range, Fo-
cusrite. Neve and API input modules. Audio Recorders: Studer A80 
Mk IV 24-track w/Autolocator & Varispeed. Studer A80 Mk IV 2-
track, Panasonic SV-3500 R-DAT. (3) Nakamichi MR-2B cassette. 
Digital Audio Workstations: Akai S1100 V.2 32 meg RAM w/1.2 gi-

gabyte hard drive and CD ROM drive, Macintosh Ouadra 900 w/Op-
code Studio 5 running Opcode Vision software. Monitors: Meyer 
HD- 1, Tannoy PBM 6.5, Yamaha NS-10M. Other Major Equipment: 
Dolby SR 24-channel, Dolby 363 SR/A 2-channel. TimeLine Mi-
croLynx 3 machine sync w/remote, Lexicon 480L w/SME, Lexicon 
PCM70, TC Electronic 2290, Eventide H3000 SE/B, Summit Audio 
EOP 200A dual tube program EQ. Summit Audio DCL 200 dual tube 
compressor/limiter. Summit Audio TPA 200 dual tube preamplifer. 
(4) Drawmer DS-201B dual gate. UREI 1178 dual limiter, (2) dbx 
165A compressor/limiter, Aphex 250/Type III Aural Exciter, Zeta 
Music System VC220 MIDI violin controller, (4) Countryman Type 
85 direct boxes. Telefunken Elam 250 (Klaus Heyne mod.). Neu-
mann M49 (Klaus Heyne mod.), Neumann U47 (Klaus Heyne mod.). 
Neumann U67 (Klaus Heyne mod.), (2) Neumann U87a, (2) Neu-
mann KM84 (Klaus Heyne mod.), (2) AKG 414EB/CK12 (Klaus 
Heyme mod.), (2) AKG 460B/ULS, (2) AKG C1000S. AKG 012/112, 
EV RE20, (2) Beyer Dynamic M88, (4) Shure SM57, (2) Shure 
SM58, (4) Sennheiser 421, (2) Crown PZM-30, Hailer Pro 2400, 
Yamaha P2150, Carver PM-100, Oberheim Matrix 12 analog synthe-
sizer, Kawai KG Series 7' grand piano, Hammond B-3 w/Leslie 122, 
Martin D18 acoustic guitar. Faematronic 2-group fully automatic 
Espresso machine. Specialization & Credits: Studio 101 is an af-
fordable, small, yet powerful audio production and post-production 
facility one block from the ocean in Solana Beach. Our comfortable 
location offers restaurants, motels and entertainment locales with-
in walking distance. In an industry notoriously shrouded with hype, 
we take pride in delivering an honest service without hidden 
charges. We specializing in 24-track recording and mixing, audio 
post and video lockup. DAT editing. assembly and duplication and 
CD mastering. If we can be of any assistance or if you would like to 
schedule a tour of the facility, please do not hesitate to give us a 
call. 

STUDIO ONE RECORDING 

IN D8 
925 E. North Si.: Anaheim, CA 92805: (714) 491-0550 (Anaheim); 
(714) 538-3640 (Orange). Owner: WVLM Associates. Engineers: 
John Vestman, an Miller. Dimensions: Room 1: Studio 50x30 . 
control room 26x22'. Control room: 1SxT. Mixing Consoles: MCI 
428 custom 32-input transformerless, TAC Matchless 32-input. 
Audio Recorders: Transformerless MCI JH-24 w/Autolocator. Fos-
tex E-16 w/4050 Autolocator. Panasonic 3700 DAT. ( 3) additional 
DAT, vintage tube Ampex MR-70 1/4' 15-30 ips. Digital Audio Work-
stations: Studer/Dyaxis digital editor. Monitors: Dhalquist DO-10, 
Tannoy 6.5 w/subwoofer, Yamaha NS-10. Other Major Equipment: 
JL Cooper computer automation 32-channel, Threshold Class-A 
power amp, (2) Eventide 949 Harmonizer w/de-glitch, Lexicon 224 
digital reverb, (2) Sontec mic pre amp, (2) tube mic pre amp, (2) 7-
channel vintage tube program E0, Lexicon LXP15 digital reverb, 
Roland SRV-200 digital reverb, ( 2) Yamaha REV7, (2) Yamaha 
SPX90, (2) parametric EQ. (2) Aphex compellor, ( 2) Aphex Exciter, 
Aphex stereo gates, (5) dbx limiter 160, 162, 166, dbx de-coser, (4) 
graphic ED, (6) digital delay, Steinway T grand piano. (2) AKG C-
12A vintage tube mic. (8) Schoeps Collette mic w/interchangeable 
capsules, Neumann U87. (2) Neumann KM88. 84, Sony ECM-56. 
Speiden ribbon coincident stereo mic, Sennheiser Binaural (dummy 
head) stereo mic, (6) Sennheiser 421, (4) Sennheiser 441-U. (13) 
Shure SM57, Shure SM7, SM33 ribbon, ( 2) PZM mic, ( 2) Electro-
Voice mic, ( 2) AKG 451, C501 E, (3) Audio-Technica mic. Emulator 
11-HD w/extensive sound library, extensive MIDI gear, Roland 770, 
D-50, Juno-106. 98. Korg. Mac sequencer software. 

STUDIO ULTIMO 

[1 148 
1900 S. Sepulveda Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90025; (310) 479-
6010: FAX: ( 310) 479-7170. Owner: Private Music Studio Inc. Man-
ager: Angele Hayashi. Engineers: Mitch Zelezny, Tom Biener. Di-
mensions: Studio 45 x35 . control room 29x30'. Mixing Consoles: 
Neve 8108 modified. Audio Recorders: (2) Ampex AIR-124 24-
track modified. Ampex ATR-104 4-track 1/2, (2) Ampex ATR-102 2-
track 1/4'. Ampex ATR 1/2 head assembly. (4) Aiwa cassette. Dig-
ital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Pro Tools 4-track, 1 GB hard 
disk, optical drive. Monitors: Custom TAD 3X bi-amped by Bryston 
4B, Meyer Sound Labs HD- 1, (2) Yamaha NS-10M, Auratone. Other 
Major Equipment: Sony 5800 73/4 1/4 U-matic. Sony Trinitron 25 
1/4 video monitor, RCA 31 1/4 video monitor, (2) TimeLine Lynx, 
AMS RMX-16, AMS DMX-15, EMT 251 w/250 program, (2) Even-
tide H3000SE, Lexicon 4801_, Lexicon 200, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon 
Prime Time II, TC Electronic TC 2290, ( 2) Summit Audio dual pro-
gram EC), Teletronix LA-2, Nexo stereo compressor limiter, AKG C-
12, Neumann U47 modified. Neumann M49, Neumann U67, and 
much more'' 

rr:11 

SUMMIT RECORDING 

R24 
32912 Brookseed; Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679; (714) 770-4528. 
Owner: Paul Bourassa Manager: Paul Bourassa. 

SUNBURST RECORDING 

I124 ()UM 
10313 W. Jefferson Blvd.; Culver City, CA 90230: (213)2U-2222. 
Owner: Bob Wayne. Manager: Bob Wayne. Engineers: Bob Wayne, 
Jim Reeves. Dimensions: Room 1: Studio 22x18, control room 
18x12'. Mixing Consoles: Trident Series 65 ( 1989) 48 in/16 out. 
Audio Recorders: Otari MX-80 ( 1990) 24-track 2", Mitsubishi X-
80A 2-track digital. Otan 5050 Mk Ill 2-track analog 15 8 30 ips, 
Tascam 25-2 2-track analog 7.5 815 ips, Tascam 80-8 8-track ana-

-LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

FOR BIG LEAGUE 
RECORDINGS, 
USE THE BIG 
LEAGUE BBE 822A! 

"Increases 
intelligibility, 
restores harmonics, and 
improves clarity . . . most 
impressed with the effect on 
instrumental tracks of all sorts.. . 
recaptured the natural sparkle 
and punch . .. an indispensible 
tool for the audio professional." 

Mix Magazine 

V 10K ohms input; 600 ohms 
output 

• +24dBu clip point 

• XLR and 1/4" Tip-Ring-Sleeve 
Balanced/Unbalanced 

DBE, Huntington Beach, CA 
Sound Inc. (714) 897-6766 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMO TODAY 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

RUBBER-NECKTM 

NO-CREAK • NO-GLARE • NO-RUST 
"S" Series- Solid core, male and female threaded. 
"H" Series- Hollow core, male and female threaded. 
"I!" Series- Hollow core, Locking XLR and female 

threaded end. Unit requires soldering XLR 
connector, inserting wire through the body and 
extending wire to controls. 

' X" Series- Wired male to female XLR connectors. 

"X" Series 

"L" Series de°Iiiiretth. 
"S" or "H" Series w 

"L" Series "X" Series 

..r. 

_ - 

Ac-cetera, Inc Ac-cetera 3120 Ba .nksville Rd. 
'-'"- Pittsburgh, PA 15216 

1-800-537-3491, FAX 412-344-0818 

Now 

Available 

MIC-HANDLER 
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Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 
All models of RECORDING PRODUCTS in 
stock. Wholesale distributors of: 

AMPEX • 3M • BASF • SONY • MAXELL 
• Broadcast audio/video 
tape 
. Assorted reels and 
boxes 
• Prepackaged 
cassettes 

• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 
• We provide stock 
monitoring services at 
no charge 
• Splicing/leader tape 

Call for Quote 

(800) 854-1061 
(619) 277-2540 or Fax orders (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
7190 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

San Diego, CA92111 

Visa and Mastercard accepted A  
E  

 Anna 

NEIDFR .SER1 10E LARD FOR MORE INFO 

Professional Audio 
for the Northwest 
United States 

I  

AUDIO 
Images 

for Film and Video 

.Multi-Track Recording 

'Digital Audio Workstations 

'Sound Reinforcement 

'Computer Music Systems 

'Tape and Accessories 

-111M111111•111111111.•1111111Eae 

-10 Oak Grove Street, San Francisco, California 94107 

Tel: (415)957-9131 • Fax: (415)957-1531 

Mercer Street, Suite 130 Seattle, Washington 98109 

Tel: ( 206) 285-9680 • Fax: ( 206) 283-9744 

Davis Business Center 4370 N.E.Halsey Street 

Portland. Oregon 97213 

Tel: 1503) 295-5948 • Fax: ( 503) 386-4062 
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log w/dbx I, Sony 55ES DAT, (2) TEAC C-3 cassette. Monitors: Tan-
noy PBM-8, Yamaha NS-10M, EV Sentry V, JBL L-26, Auratone 
cubes. Braun cubes. Other Major Equipment: (4) Neve 1073 Class 
A mie pre amp, Neumann U67 tube mie, Neumann U87 mie, (2) 
Neumann KM84 mie. (2) AKG 414 mie, (2) AKG 451, (2) EV RE20, 
(2) Demeter Tube Direct D.I., Lexicon 200 digital reverb, (2) Alesis 
MIDIverb II processor, (2) Yamaha SPX90 processor, (2) dbx 165 
limiter/compressors, dbx 166 stereo limiter/compressor, (2) Audio 
Logic MT-44 quad gate, Furman ON-44 quad gate, (2) Orban 6228 
stereo para ED, Orban 672A parametric E0, Kawai KG-6C Te grand 
piano, Hammond B-3 w/Leslie, Studio drum kit Tama/Pearl/Rogers, 
(2) vintage Fender guitar amp pro-reverb & Bassman. 

SUNDIAL RECORDING 

AD 
PO Box 5426; Santa Barbara, CA 93150; (805) 969-6926. Owner: 
Don Messick Manager: Don Messick 

SUNSET SOUND RECORDERS INC. 

048 
6650 Sunset Blvd.; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 469-1186; FAX: 
(213) 465-5579. Owner: Paul Camarata. Manager: Craig Rubles. 

11 

SUNSET SOUND FACTORY 

D48 
6357 Selma Ave.; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 467-2600; FAX: 
(213) 467-3103. Owner: Paul Camarata Manager: Philip Mac-
Connell. 

11118 

SUTTON SOUND STUDIO 
11211 
8390 Curbaril; Atascadero, CA 93422; (805) 466-1833. Owner: 
Rick Sutton. 

TAKE ONE RECORDING STUDIOS 

R24 
6198. S. Glenwood Pl.; Burbank, CA 91506; (818) 563-5323; FAX: 
(818) 563-5325. Owner: Frank Riesen. Manager: Laurel Stearns. 
Engineers: Jeff Shannon, Mike Bazzano. Dimensions: Room 1: stu-
dio 40825. control room 18818'. Mixing Consoles: Trident Series 
80C 48 input. Audio Recorders: Otan i MTR-90 Ill 24-track, Otani 
MIR-12 2/4-track 1/2 or ve, Panasonic SV-3700, (2) Akai GX-912 
cassette. Monitors: Tannoy 215, Tannoy System 12, Tannoy ROM 

6.5, Yamaha NS-10, Auratone Cube. Other Major Equipment: (2) 
dbx 160X limiter, (4) Drawmer stereo noise gate, Eventide H3000 
SE, Lexicon 480-L, Lexicon 300, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon LXP15, 
(4) Nove 1073 3-band pre amp/E0, (2) Neve 31105 4-band pre 
amp/ED, (2) Summit Audio TLA-100A tube limiter, ( 2) Summit 
Audio P100 tube E0, TC Electronic 2290 delay/sampler, (2) UREI 
1176 limiter, Yamaha SPX90, Sony CDP-670 CD player, (4) Crest 
901 monitor amplifier, AKG The Tube mie, (4) AKG 414TL, AKG D-
112, ( 2) AKG C-460, Electro-Voice RE20, ( 2) Neumann KM100, 
Neumann U67, (2) Neumann U87, (2) Neumann U89, (2) Neumann 
TLM170, (4) Shure SM57, (4) Sennheiser 421, (5) Sennheiser 441, 
Yamaha 6' grand piano, Crest 7001 monitor amplifier. Akai S-1000 
stereo sampler, Korg M-1. 

THAT STUDIO RECORDING SERVICES 

1148 
PO Box 958; N. Hollywood, CA 91603; (818) 764-1421. Owner: 
That Studio Inc Manager: Richard Holbrook. Mana Hostetter 

OP& 

THETA SOUND STUDIO 

liN ing OUP& 
Burbank, CA; (818)955-5888; FAX: (818) 955-5867. Owner: Randy 
Tobin. Manager: Jim Latham. Engineers: Randy Tobin, Jim Latham. 
Dimensions: Studio 20'x20', control mom 16816. Mixing Con-
soles: Ramsa 80x16x2. Audio Recorders: Tascam MS-16 16-track 
w/Autolocator, Tascam TSR-8 8-track, Tascam 44 4-track, Technics 
1520 2-track, ( 2) Aiwa DATs, (8) Aiwa 660, 770,990 cassette, Sony 
PCM-501 ES digital processor, Sony SLHF-900 Beta Hi-fi video, JVC 
HD750 Hi-fi VHS video, (2) JVC 850,600 31e video w/offline editor 
Monitors: Yamaha NS-10M. Auratone 5C, Sennheiser HD414 head-
phone, JBL 43010. Other Major Equipment: dbx 28 ch. noise re-
duction. Fostex 4030/4030 synch, (2) Lexicon PCM70, LXP5, 
Roland SRV-2000, (2) Yamaha REV7, SPX90, Alesis Quadraverb, 
(2) Korg/MXP SDD-3000 DDLs, (8) dbx MXR, Symetrix. Valley Peo-

-LISTING AND PHOTO/LOGO CONTINUED TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 

THETA SOUND STUDIO 
Burbank, CA 

pie Dyna-mite gate/limiter, Aural Exciter, Mesa/Boogie Studio pre-
amp for gtr, AKG tube mie, AKG 414 mie, (30) Countryman lso-
max, Shure SM57/58, Electro-Voice RE-20, Yamaha C-5 grand 
piano w/MIDI, Roland R-8, S-50, S-550, Jupiter 8, D-50, MKS-20, 
(2) DX7, Ensoniq Mirage, Korg M-3, full drum kit. Atari Mega 2 
w/Hybrid Arts SMPTE track II Gold Sequencer. Specialization & 
Credits: Services: 16/8/4/2-track recording; 2-track digital record-
ing/mastering; MIDI sequencing/recording; SMPTE lock-to-vid-
eo/audio; tape editing; reel-to-reel and cassette duplication; engi-
neering; mixing/sweetening; vocal elimination; studio musicians; 
complete arrangement and production. Recent Clients Viacom TV, 
Charles Fleischer, New Alliance Records, Capitol Records, 
Chameleon Records, ESPN, Playboy, Val Kilmer, Bill Watson, Dick 
Van Dyke, Ray Manzarek, Dan Bern, Charlie Jones. Motto: An envi-
ronment where you can do your best. 

38-FRESH RECORDING STUDIO 

liN fl 24 OrZt& 
7940 W. 3rd St.; Los Angeles, CA 90048; (213) 383-7374. Owner: 
Mike Greene 

TOTAL ACCESS RECORDING 
Redondo Beach. CA 

TOTAL ACCESS RECORDING 

032 11118 
612 Meyer Ln. #18; Redondo Beach, CA 90278; (310) 376-0404; 
FAX: (310) 379-3758. Owner: Allan W. Davis. Allan H. Juckes. Man-
ager: Leslie Berman. Mixing Consoles: Amok G2520 528488104 
w/MasterMix II automation. Audio Recorders: Mitsubishi X880-EX 
32-track digital w/Apogee filter, (2) Ampex AIR 124 24-track, Ampex 
ATR 102 2/4-track 1/2' & 1/4, Sony 2500 R-DAT, Panasonic SV-3700 
R-DAT, Nakamichi M-2 cassette. Foral F-16 8-channel 16-bit sampler 
w/hard disk and remote. Digital Audio Workstations: SoundStage 2-
track digital hard disk audio editor w/full DSP & 80 min. capacity. 
Monitors: (2) Tannoy FSMU, (4) Canton Karat 100 near-field, (2) 
Yamaha NS-40M near-field, (2) Yamaha NS-10M near-field, (2) Tan-
noy PBM-8 near-field, ( 2) NHT large near-field, (2) Infinity 2001. (4) 
HorrorTones (Auratone). Other Major Equipment: Sony 1/2 & 3/4' 
video player, ( 2) Sony video monitor, Jensen/Boulder 12 ch. preamp. 
Jensen/Hardy 4 ch. preamp, (2) AKG C-12, ( 2) 414. (2) D-12E, (2) 
452-EB; (2) Schoeps CM3-U w/omni and cardioid capsules and 
stereo mount; (4) Neumann U87, 67, (2) KM84. (2) KM86. (2) KM88; 
Shure 57, 58, Beta 57 & SM7; Electro-Voice RE-20: (2) Sennheiser 
421, (2) 441; (2) Beyer 69, M-160; Fostex stereo mie; Drawmer DS-
201 noise gate 8-ch., Aphex CX-1 noise gate 2-ch.. Summit Audio 
TLA-100A tube limiter, (2) dbx 165A, ( 2) dbx 160. (2) Teletronix LA-
2A, Lang PEO-2 program ED. Orban 621B parametric EQ. UREI 530 
graphic EQ. (2) UREI LA-3A, (3)1176; Santee stereo parametric EQ. 
Lexicon 480L w/LARC and 3.0 software, Lexicon 224XL, Lexicon 
PCM70, Lexicon 95 Prime Time II, Klark-Teknik DN780 digital effect 
device, Eventide H3000 SE, Yamaha SPX90. REV7, Roland SDE-3000 
delay. AKG spring reverb, (2) TimeLine Lynx modules lock-to-picture. 
Specialization & Credits: Total Access provides technically advanced 
recording systems coupled with a warm atmosphere and skilled staff. 
We can arrange for accommodations and anything else needed to ac-
complish any project. We are located one mile from the Pacific Ocean 
in beautiful Redondo Beach. Worldwide clientele includes Guns 'N 
Roses, Ken Scott, Dokken, Gary Wright, Michael Wagoner. Great 
White, Tears for Fears, White Lion, Alice Cooper, Will and the Kill, 
Terry Bozzio and many others. Labels include Capitol, Geffen, Enig-
ma, Elektra, Cypress/A&M, Atlantic, MCA, IRS and Sony. 



TRACK RECORD INC. 

9118 
professional 

5102 Vineland Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91601; (818) 761-0511; 
FAX: (818) 761-0539. Owner: Thomas M. Murphy. Manager: Alan 
Morphew. Engineers: Ken Paulakovich,Tom Murphy, John Carter, 
Pete Magdalen°, Darian Sananaja, Brian Virtue, Richard Presley. 
Greg Geitzenauer, Freddy Rhodes, Mitch Relias, Gene Robertson. 
Dimensions: Room 1: studio 40x40', control room 20'x2Cr. Room 
2: studio 30x30', control room 20x25'. Room 3: studio & x8', con-
trol room 15x20'. Room 4: control room 12)(20'. Mixing Consoles: 
Neve V-111 60 channel, Neve 8232. Audio Recorders: Studer 820 
24-track, Studer 827 24-track, Sony JH-24 24-track, (2) Ampex ATA 
2/4-track, Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, Tascam DA-30 DAT. Monitors: 
(2) TAD monitor system. Other Major Equipment: Timeline Micro 
Lynx, Audio Kinetics 0-Lock 3.10 synchronizer, (2) Lexicon 224XL, 
Yamaha SPX900, REVS, (3) Yamaha SPX90, (2) Roland SA V-2000, 
(2) Ecoplate I & 11, ( 2) Roland SDE-3000, Bel BD-80 delay w/8 sec. 
sampling, (4) Teletronix LA-2A, (5) UREI 1176LN, (4) dbx 160X, Tri-
dent 2-ch. limiter, (3) RCA tube limiter, Valley People Dyna-Mite 430. 
Drawmer 6-ch, dual gate, Valley People Kepex 11 gate 6-ch., (2) Pul-
toc EO-H2, Pultec MEO-5, ( 2) Trident CB9066 Ea, (3) AKG C-12, 
AKG The Tube, (5) AKG C-12 (1 has Klaus Heyne mod.), Telefunken 
U47, Neumann M49, (2) Neumann KM64, (5) AKG 414 EB, EB P48. 
& B-ULS TL, (9) AKG 451/452, (3) Electro-Voice RE-20, (5) Neu-
mann U87 (1 w/Stephen Paul mod.), (2) Neumann U47 FET, (4) 
Neumann KM84, (13) Sennheiser 421, (2) Sham SM81, (12) Shure 
56/57, Shure SM7, (2) RCA 77 ribbon, Kawai 7' grand piano, Yama-
ha C7, and much more. 

TRS 

IÏN [ffl QI F=1 e) 
12627 Hoover St.; Garden Grove, CA 92641; (714) 897-6099; FAX: 
(714) 894-3926. Owner: John Tomlinson. Manager: Julie Txrnlin-

IF 

son. 

VALLEY CENTER STUDIOS 

2'1 
5928 Van Nuys Blvd., Van Nuys, CA 91401; (818) 989-0866: FAX: 
(818) 989-3818. Owner: Mark Antaky. Manager: Mark Antaky. 

thee 

ago 
recorder 

THE VILLAGE RECORDER 
W. Los Angeles, CA 

THE VILLAGE RECORDER 

IMO 
1616 Butler Ave.; W. Los Angeles, CA 90025; (310) 478-8227; 
FAX: (310) 478-2414. Owner: Geordie Hormel. Manager: Kathy 
Konop. Engineers: Charlie Brewer, chief engineer; Charlie Brocco, 
Rob Hart, Marty Brumbach, Tom Winslow, Rick Ornstein, Van Cop-
pock. Dimensions: Room A: studio 35)(17, control room 20x14'. 
Room B: studio 16x16', control room 18x18'. Room D: studio 
30x50', control room 22'x25'. Room F: studio 13x12', control 
room 12x14'. Mixing Consoles: SSL 4056E w/48 mono & 8 stereo 
inputs w/SSL G, Neve VR-60 w/Flying Faders, Nene VA-72 Flying 
Faders, Trident T-24. Audio Recorders: (4) Studer A-800 24-track. 
(8) Ampex AIR-102 2-track, (3) Ampex ATR-104 4-track, (4) Tech-
nics SV-3500 DAT, (3) Technics SV-3700 DAT, Sony 2500 DAT, Otani 
MTR-90 24-track, ( 18) Aiwa AD-F780 cassette, Sony 1630 w/BVU-
800. Monitors: (3) JBL TAD custom mains, (4) Yamaha NS-10M, 
(4) Auratone 5-C, (4) Tannoy Gold 12' coaxial. Other Major Equip-
ment: UREI 1176LN, LA-4, LA-2A, Drawmer DS-201, Inovonics 
201, dbx 160, 160X, Lang PEO-2, Pultec EOP-1A, MEO, Roland 
SDE-3000, TC Electronic TC 2290, Lexicon PCM70, 480L, AMS 
RMX-16, 1580-S, Summit Audio TPA-200, EOP-200, Yamaha 
SPX90, REV7, (4) Crystal stereo program EC/ (48) Dolby A, SR, (4) 
Sony BVU-800, (14) Lynx synchronizer. (50) miscellaneous out-
board equipment. 

VOLA STUDIOS 

R118 

[1211 
1717 N. Highland Ste.620; Hollywood, CA 90028: (818)509-1770, 
(213) 463-8652; FAX: (213) 463-5443. Owner: Evelyn Williams 
Manager: Patrick Torres. 

WEBSTER COMMUNICATIONS 

liN 11211 [4e CI El 
607 N. Ave. 64; Los Angeles, CA 90042; (213) 258-6741; FAX: 
(213) 254-3756. Owner: Van Webster 

WEST L.A. SWEAT SHOP 

ED RIG CDOM) 
PO Box 91392-2200; Sylmar, CA 91392; (818) 367-8642; FAX 
(818) 367-8642. Owner: Bob Saldana. Manager: Bob Saldana. 

WESTBEACH RECORDERS 

IF 118 
6035 Hollywood Blvd.; Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 461-6959; 
FAX: (213) 461-9690. Owner: Donnell Cameron, Brett Gurewitz. 
Manager: Donnell Cameron 

Iron, •L Gum. de 

Westlake 
Audio 

WESTLAKE AUDIO 
Hollywood, CA 

WESTLAKE AUDIO 

0118 
7265 Santa Monica Blvd.; Hollywood, CA 90042; (213)851-9800; 
FAX: (213) 851-0182. Owner: Glenn Phoenix. Manager: Steve Bur-
dick. Engineers: Bill Molina, Steve Harrison, John Fundingsland, 
Chris Fogel, Brad Aldredge, Brian Kinkel, Shelly Stewart, John Dick-
inson, Cameron Cole, Doug Mountain. Dimensions: Room A: stu-
dio 25x48', control room 25x20. Room B: studio 20x35, control 
room 21x19'. Room C: studio 2Tx38', control room 23x19'. Room 
D: studio 30x50', control room 25'x25'. Mixing Consoles: (2) Nove 
V-Series 60x48, Nove VA-72, Harrison MR-2 56x48, Trident 80C 
72x24. Audio Recorders: Sony 3348 48-track digital (rental), Sony 
3324 24-track digital ( rental), Mitsubishi X-850 32-track digital 
(rental), (8) Sony APR 24-track analog, Sony JH-16/24 16/24-track 
2' analog, Studer A800 Mark Ill 24-track analog, Ampex ATA 2/4-
track, Mitsubishi X-86hs 2-track digital ( rental), Akai A-DAM 12-
track digital ( rental), ( 7) Panasonic 3700/3900 DAT. Digital Audio 
Workstations: New England Digital Synclavier 9600 w/16-track 
PostPro; Digidesign Pro Tools 8-track digital recording and editing. 
Monitors: Westlake SM-1, Westlake HR-1, full selection of near-
fields. Other Major Equipment: All of the following items are avail-
able in quantity!!! Dolby SR, Timeline Lynx, Sony 3/4' & V video, 
Adams-Smith AV 2600 aucio/video editor, Ouantec ORS-XL, AMS 
DMX, AMS RMX-16, Publison 90, TC Electronic 2290, Eventide 
H3000/2016, Lexicon 480L/300/224/PCM70/PCM42, Yamaha 
REV5/REV7/SPX1000/SPX9011, Roland SDE-30008, EMT 
250/251/252/240/150, dbx 165A/162/160/902, Drawmer gate, Val-
ley Audio gate, Inovonics 201, UREI 1176/LA-3N LA-4, Teletronix 
LA-2A, GML comp., GML Et/ Pultec EOP1A. Specialization 8, Cred-
its: Westlake Audio and AMT Systems present a complete Macin-
tosh Ilfx-based MIDI Production room. This room offers all the lat-
est in MIDI equipment including the most popular sequencing soft-
ware, Galaxy editor/librarians, Digidesign Sound Tools and (3) 8 
meg Sample Cell cards with CD ROM libraries. The room houses a 
36-input Sony MXP-3000 console and a Sony APR 24-track tape 
machine. Westlake Audio and Ceo) Benson Music of Chicago have 
joined forces to create an environment for Synclavier use. The 9600 
system is extensive and includes a PostPro 16-track Direct-to-Disk 
digital recorder. The room is very professional and comfortable. 

8118 

WESTWORLD RECORDERS 

240 Ul [ 1& 
16760 Stagg St. #206; Van Nuys, CA 91406; (818) 782-8449 
Owner: Robert Schreiner Manager: Jerry Pearson. 

WILD CHILD STUDIO 
Long Beach, CA 

-LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Audio/Video Supplies 
immediate shipmelit 

OARV1/6b 

e 
3M maxell AMPEX BASF ATM 

rn. 
no no 0 

labels boxes albums 

empty reels video cassette & CD 
and boxes packaging 

ask for our free PolyQuick catalog 

Chicago 
(708) 390-7744 Fax: 390-9886 

Los Angeles 
(818) 969-8555 Fax: 969-2267 

Poly Quick 
1243 Rim! /20(111. IN,, Plaines II_ 60016 

16018-C A1frillide Sir. It-brim/air CA 9/702 

USE READER SERVICE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 

Preceding Page 

for Other Services 

KLARITY KASSETTE, INC. 

Waterville, ME 04901 

800-458-6405 
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A SINGER'S DREAM! 

,ê ,P !J•'..iy., 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or 

virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo 
record and leave most of the background untouched! 
Record with your voice or perform live with the 
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet 
connects easily to a home component stereo 
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over 
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo 
record. 

4IM) 
-doe 
Before  You Buy! 

•Time Delay • Compressor/Llailters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
•Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
• Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 
Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 

lesser product. In demos and comparisons, well 
show you why were Better! Our Factory Direct 
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and 
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure. 

LT Sound, Dept. M X- 9,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724 

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE:14041482-2485 

i SI Ri 11)1 1: SERI"( .-IR!) FOR MORE INFO 

CONSOLE 
DESIGN 
NOVEMIIER 11 MI1( 
Custom Recording Consoles 

Consoles for ADR and Foley 

Canadian Audio 

North Central U.S. & Canada 

In trie November issue, Mix talks to console manufacturers about custom designs to 
lit users' particular needs; also, a look at 

versatile boards for ADR and Foley. Plus: ar-
ticles on audio production in Canada, televi-
sion sound production, and interviews with 
Willie Nelson and T-Bone Burnett. 

Readex Advertising Effectiveness Study: 
Free with 1/2-page or larger ads in the No-
vember Mix! 

«MI> 
Ad Close: September 8, 1992 
Materials Due: September 15, 1992 

o 
o 

o 

California 
I9: 
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PHOTO/LOGO ON PREVIOUS PAt, 

WILD CHILD STUDIO 

liN f12'1 
6471 Wardlow: Long Beach, CA 90808; (310) 429-8669. Owner: 
Timothy Hunter. Manager: Timothy Hunter. 

GREG YOUNGMAN MUSIC 

[N 816 
PO Box 381; Santa Ynez, CA 93460; (805) 688-1136. Owner: Greg 
Youngman Communications. Manager: Greg Youngman. 

Hawaii 

L 

RESOURCE HONOLULU 

AUDIO RESOURCE HONOLULU 
Honolulu Hl 

AUDIO RESOURCE HONOLULU 

D48 
1084 Young St.; Honolulu, HI 96814; (808) 526-3733; FAX: (808) 
734-1840. Owner: Tony Huger, Milan Bertosa. Specialization á 
Credits: Hawaii's largest facility featuring 48-track digital recording 
with a Sony PCM-3348 and analog recording with MCI JH-24's. The 
studio includes Neve and DDA consoles. UREI. dbx, Drawmer, Sum-
mit Audio, Lexicon, Eventide outboard gear, Puttee ED, EMT plates, 
Westlake, Tannoy, KRK monitors, Neumann and AKG tube micro-
phones. Complete audio/video synchronization available for audio 
sweetening and ADR, including digital editing. Clients include 
George Winston, Don Bluth Animation, REO Speedwagon, Henry 
Kaiser, Anri, K.T. Sugiyama, PBS, TNT, McDonald's, JVC, Cadillac, 
ESPN. 

F148 Ilme0Q 

FORTUNATE SUN STUDIO 

°PEI& 
720 lwilei Rd., Ste. #416; Honolulu, HI 96817; (808) 531-5744; 
FAX: (808) 536-8983. Owner: David Tucciarone. Wei Chen, Bazio 
Chen. Manager: David Tucciarone. Engineers: David Tucciarone. 
Steve Kramer, Wei Chen, Dimensions: Studio: 20'x20'. Mixing Con-
soles: Otan Series 54 46x24x44 w/moving fader automation. Audio 
Recorders: Otan i MTR-9011I, Tascam MS-16, Fostex E-2, Sony PCM-
2500. Sony DT-55ES. Nakamichi MR- 1. ( 2) Akai GX912. Digital 
Audio Workstations: Digidesign Sound Designer II. Digidesign Pro 
I/O Interface, Macintosh Ilci, Macintosh SE/30, Opcode Studio Vi-
sion, Mark of the Unicorn Performer, (2) Mark of the Unicorn MIDI 
Time Piece. Monitors: (2) TAD TSM-1. (2) Meyer Sound Labs Sound 
HD- 1. ( 21 Yamaha NS- 10, (2) Auratone 5C. Other Major Equipment: 
Lexicon 300, Lexicon PCM70, Lexicon LXP15. ( 2) Lexicon LXP1, 
Eventide H3000 SE, TC Electronics TC2290, Drawmer 1960. 
Drawmer DS-201, Drawmer DS-401, UREI 1176N, (2) AKG The 
Tube. (2) AKG C-414EB, ( 21 AKG C-451E. Neumann KM84, Roland 
0-70, Korg Wavestation, (31 E-mu Proteus 1, ( 2) Roland R-8, Ale-
sis D-4. TimeLine Micro Lynx 

JAGS ENTERTAINMENT 

DI 111%.0M? 
PO Box 935; Captain Cook, HI 96704; (808) 323-3315. Owner: Eric 
Jaeger. Manager: Eric Jaeger. 

LAHAINA SOUND RECORDING STUDIO 

11118 
840 Wainee St.; Lahaina, HI 96761: ( 808) 667-2587; FAX: (808) 
667-2589. Owner: George Benson Manager: AMOS Daniels. 

[N FIN Piii0Qt , 
4-1586 Kehio Hwy Kapaa. Kauai, HI 96746; (808) 822-9466: 
FAX: ( 808) 822-0749. Owner: Michael Sena. Manager: Shene Di-

MELODY LINE PRODUCTIONS 

[11 A1 ILOQ 9 (2 

2662 Kalialani Circle; Pukalani, Maui. HI 96788: ( 808) 572-7152. 
Owner: Tim ,' III Manager: Tom Hall. 

STUDIO M PRODUCTIONS 

ED 118 
8715 Waikiki Station; Honolulu, HI 96830; (800) 453-3345; (808) 
734-3345; FAX: (808) 734-3299. Owner: Mike Michaels C.A.S. 
Manager: Hugo Buehring. 

Nevada 
OAKDALE POST AUDIO INC 

Oa C)Q(.4.-1 
3329 S. Eastern Ave.; Las Vegas, NV 89109; (702) 734-3900; FAX: 
(702) 734-4824. Owner: Oakdale Post Audio Inc. Manager: Bill 
Ebmeyer. Specialization & Credits: As our name implies, the focus 
of Oakdale Post Audio is audio post-production for video. Located 
close to mulot strip resorts, we overlook the 12th tee of the Sahara 
Country Club golf course providing a relaxing, peaceful environment 
in which to work. Our satisfied clients include IBM. FBI. Bally's Hotel 
& Casino, Caesar's Palace. The Nashville Network. National Repub-
lican Committee, Sunrider International, Las Vegas Convention and 
Visitors Authority, and many others. Over the past 5 years, our work 
for these and other clients has earned us 29 Addy and 2 Telly 
awards. We offer 5-machine lockup in addition to a Pro Tools digit-
al audio workstation. Video streamers are available for ADR, and 
our numerous sound effect and music libraries may be uploaded 
digitally for sweetening. An elaborate Mac-based MIDI system fea-
turing Sample Cell and over 3 gigabytes of CD-ROM based samples 
may be used for your custom music needs. Please call for more 
information and reasonable rates. 

POWERHOUSE RECORDING 
Las Vegas NV 

POWERHOUSE RECORDING 

1124 
3111 S. Valley View Blvd.; Las Vegas, NV 89108; (702) 871-6200. 
Owner: Powerhouse Corp. Manager: Paul Buda. Engineers: Paul 
Badia. Tony Corporate. Scott Papich. Dimensions: Studio 35x40'. 
control room 18x20'. Mixing Consoles: D&R Avalon 64x32x64. 
Audio Recorders: Stephens 821 24-track, Scully 2800 2-track. 
Ampex 700 2-track. ( 2) Panasonic 3700 DAT, (2) Nakamichi MR-1 
cassette deck. Monitors: Fostex LS3-B, Yamaha NS-10M. Other 
Major Equipment: EMT 240 gold foil reverb, Yamaha REV5. Roland 
SDE-3000 delay, Korg SDD-2000 delay, Eventide 910, Eventide in-
stant phaser. Lexicon prime time. Aphex Type C aural exciter, ( 2) 
Spectra Sonics 610 comp-limiters, (2) ADR SO1 comp-limiter, (2) 
ADR SO6 gates, ADR S23 autopanner. Orban 516-EC de-esser, dbx 
500 sub-harmonic generator. Neumann microphone, AKG micro-
phone. Sennheiser microphone. RCA microphone. Audio-Technica 
microphone. ZETA III synchronizer. Specialization & Credits: Pow-
erhouse specializes in providing a comfortable and impeccably 
maintained environment for projects of all kinds. Our clients include 
Englebert Humperdinck, Dionne Warwick, the Four Tops, Steve 
Dorff, Rich Little, and all the major video, production and advertis-
ing agencies in our region. 

New Mexico 
MAX HIGHSTEIN RECORDING 

lini0[0iPs& II?'! 
5 Herrada Pl.; Santa Fe, NM 87505; (505) 986-1055. Owner: Max 
Highstein, Manager: Max Highstein. Specialization & Credits: Set 
in the high desert near Santa Fe, New Mexico. we're geared toward 
NAC, folk, jazz, and eclectic album projects. We understand your 
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need to produce great sounding, professional recordings on a rea-
sonable budget— that's our specialty. The studio features beautiful, 
natural-sounding rooms designed to bring out the best in acoustic 
instruments and voice; a superb piano; a complement of synths: 
and a full array of gear to faithfully capture and mix your perfor-
mances. World-class backing musicians can be readily drawn from 
Santa Fe's active cultural community. Low rates include engineering 
with optional producing services available to oversee your project 
from start to finish. Credits include the debut album by CHANCE. 
featured on the TV series Northern Exposure: and Max Highstein's 
Touch the Sky. one of NAC radio's most heavily played albums. Call 
for information on rates and accommodations. 

MOONDANCE RECORDING STUDIOS 

[111 R16 1111114 OP& 
PO Box 3318: Taos, NM 87571; (505) 758-9113. Owner: Morten 
Nilssen Manager Morten Nilssen. 

QUINCY STREET SOUND INC. 

[N 
130 Quincy St. NE; Albuquerque, NM 87108; (505)265-5689; FAX: 
(505) 256-9345. Owner: April L. La Monte. Manager: Daryl Piper. 

1116 

SPOTS 

CM RD Pi to] tzl& 
PO Box 4872; Albuquerque, NM 87196; (505) 255-3225. Owner: 
Barro Productions Manager: Barbara Sue Rosen 

JOHN WAGNER RECORDING STUDIOS INC. 

cg R24 () UM 
12000 Candelaria NE, Ste. E: Albuquerque, NM 87112; (505) 296-
2766; FAX: (505) 296-9374. Owner: John Wagner, Laurie Zachery. 
Manager: John Wagner. Specialization & Credits: John Wagner 
Recording Studios is the only full-service 24-track recording stu-
dio in New Mexico capable of sophisticated SMPTE-interlocked 
audio-for-video. We use the Adams-Smith SMPTE synchronizing 
system with compact controller along with a 32-channel. 16- bit 
Yamaha digital automated mixing console, plus our new 2-channel 
digital master hard disk recording system. Our 3,200-sqAt. facility 
has two control rooms, two large voice-over booths, and a large 
(30'x20') studio. We have over 25 years experience in all aspects of 
audio recording, including recording products for RCA, Capitol, 
MCA, Motown, CMH; creating numerous award-winning jingle cam-
paigns; and recording two Grammy-nominated albums. Recent 
clients include Saatchi & Saatchi. Southwest Productions, American 
Laser Games, Storyville Productions. 

Oklahoma 
AMBIENT SOUND PRODUCTIONS 

1116 
2733 NW 12th St.: Oklahoma City, OK 73107; (405) 949-1602. 
Owner Doug Matthews. Manager: Doug Matthews. 

RD 01Q1i,'? 

CARUMBO RECORDING 

liN A1 6 
519 N. Porter; Norman, OK 73069; (405) 329-6060. Owner: Mi-
chael McCarty. Manager: Michael McCarty. 

HAMILTON HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP 
Duncan, OK 

HAMILTON HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT 

1132 IZ11711 
1512 W. Plato Rd.; Duncan, OK 73533; (405) 255-6431; FAX: 
(405) 255-6391. Owner: Sandi Hamilton. Manager: LG Brown. En-
gineers: LG Brown. Dimensions: Room 1: Studio 38538', control 
room 32x38'. Room 2: Studio 12.x12', control room 12x12'. Mix-
ing Consoles: Otari Series 54P 46/46, Amek Tac Magnum 36/32 
LED, (6) Yamaha DMP 7 Total Recall, Flying Fader, automated sub-
mixers. Audio Recorders: Otari MX-80 24/32-track w/ Dolby SR. 
Akai A-DAM 24-track digital. Panasonic SV-3500 DAT. Panasonic 
SV-3700 DAT, Otari MX-50/50 2-track w/Dolby SR. Marantz CPR 
600 recordable CD. Digital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Pro 

—LISTING AND PHOTO/LOGO CONTINUED TOP OF NEXT COLUMN 

HAMILTON HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP 
Duncan. OK 

Tools 8-track, Digidesign Sound Tools 2-track, Apple Macintosh II 
FX w/8 MB RAM, 80 MB HD, 650 MB HD, Apple Macintosh SE/30 
WI 20 MB RAM. CD ROM drive, Digidesign 0 Sheet AV, Mark of the 
Unicorn Composer. Mark of the Unicorn MIDI Time Piece, Opcode 
Studio Vision. Monitors: (2) Tannoy SGM-1513. ( 2) Genelec, (2) Dig-
ital Design DD 161. Other Major Equipment: Lexicon 300, Roland 
R880, Eventide H3000 SE, Yamaha SPX-1000, Yamaha SPX-901I, 
Yamaha REV7. ( 2) Yamaha PCM 42, ART SGE, Alesis Ouadraverb, 
(3) dbx 166. Eventide HC910. (2) JBL 5547 Ax. Audio Logic 440 
quad noise gate. Rockman sustainer/chorus, Neumann microphone, 
AKG microphone. Sennheiser microphone, Beyer microphone, 
Shure microphone. Crown microphone, E- mu Emulator III 8 
MB/300M0 XHD, E-mu Emax II 8 MB, E-mu Proteus 1 XR, E-mu 
Proteus 2 XR, E-mu Proteus Master System, E-mu Prof ormance 1+, 
E-mu Procussion, Roland A-80, Roland JD-800, (2) Roland D-70, 
Roland D-550, Roland S-550 w/monitor, Roland P-330, Roland 
MKS-20, Roland MKS-70, ( 2) Roland R8M, Roland R-70, Roland 
Juno 106, Korg 56K-ID sampling grand. Korg M1 R. Korg M3R, 
Kurzweil 1200 Pro Ill, Kurzweil GX-1000, Yamaha TX 816 (loaded 
8 modules each). Yamaha TX 802. Alesis 04, Alesis SR- 16, Alesis 
HR-160. Kimball 60-year-old grand piano. Specialization & Cred-
its: Offering privacy and seclusion in a totally creative environ-
ment...featuring full service, luxury guest accommodations...an en-
chanting guest house or magnificent guest rooms with color TVs. 
VCRs. and personal workstations, complete food service designed 
to satisfy your culinary preference and your budget, a swimming 
pool, spa, sauna, environmental booth, tanning bed, and exercise 
equipment are all part of the basic amenities...conveniently located 
between Dallas/Fort Worth and Oklahoma City, on five fenced, beau-
tifully landscaped acres. A private country club, golf course and ten-
nis courts as well as dog runs, child care and limousine services 
are also available. Complete package prices guarantee total cost 
control, convenience, and efficiency. You can pay more, but you 
can't get more. The LG BROWN Sound is being acknowledged on an 
international level beyond the cutting edge of the new music 
scene...focusing on "hit" music, film scores, and special audio pro-
jects. Come on over to our house. 

THE 25TH TRACK 

D16 
PO Box 1333: Broken Arrow, OK 74013; (918) 455-2459; FAX: 
(918) 455-2168. Owner: Walt Bowers. Manager: Walt Bowers. 

R24 1140 PIb& 

- Texas 
BEE CREEK STUDIO 

o 
Spicewood, TX 78669; (512) 264-1379. Owner: Spencer Starnes 
Manager: Spencer Starnes 

CEDAR CREEK RECORDING 

1124 
5012 Brighton Rd.; Austin, TX 78745; (512) 444-0226. Owner: 
Fred Remmeit Manager: Fred Remmert. 

line0011!:1 El& 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND 

Clq R24 0 
4902 Don Dr.; Dallas, TX 75247; (214) 630-2957; FAX: (214) 630-
5936. Owner: Sam Paulos. Manager: Keith Rust. Engineers: Keith 
Rust ( chief engineer), Sia Ahmadzadeh. Dimensions: Studio 
35x45', control room 23x17'. Mixing Consoles: DDA 224V with 
Uptown moving fader automation. Audio Recorders: Studer A827 
24-track, Studer A810 2-track, Sony 5002 ve & 1/2" heads, (3) 
Panasonic SV3700 RDAT, Panasonic SV3500 RDAT, (50) KABA real-
time cassette. Monitors: (2) UREI 811, ( 2) KRK 703C, ( 2) Yamaha 
NS-10M, (2) JBL 4311. Other Major Equipment: IC Electronic 
M5000 EFX processor. AKG 68K EFX processor. Eventide H3000 
EFX processor, Lexicon 200 reverb, Lexicon LXP-1 reverb, Lexicon 
LXP-5 EFX, Yamaha SPX900 EFX, Yamaha SPX90 EFX, Korg SOD-
3000 delay. Akai S1000 sampler, ( 2) Tube-Tech PE-1B tube E0, 
Summit Audio LA100 tube compressor. API 5502 EQ. (3) Aphex 
612 gate, Aphex Compellor compressor. (4) JBL 7110 compres-
sor/limiter. (2) dbx 165A compressor/limiter, Baldwin SD-10 concert 
grand piano, Hammond 03 Leslie cabinet, Dolby MT-24 SR&A. 

REAL-TIME/ HIGH-SPEED 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

SOO C 
1t4C1-°°ES:. 

Master Prep 
Free„en printeg sees 

acard 
• te & & stginkveav 
packing 

Send your sounds 
direct to disc. 

Finally. An affordable way 

to transfer all of your 

audio to compact disc. 

Take advantage of the latest in 
audio storage & playback technology. 

You and your clients benefit from this 
short-run CD recording service. 

Get all the advantages of tight cues, 
digital storage, and long life on the 
most durable format available. 

SOUND CONCEPTS 
PO Box 1047 

Manhattan Beach 

CA 90266 

10000101000101 101001110 

Call for FREE brochure: 

(800) 524-5706, Ext. 115 

/ N/ AL i/ IFS .11R11(./ i I RD I•Ole . 11('RE I\ to 

CD-LIKE 
QUALITY 

ON CASSETTES!! 

5 Da 
-yurnaroune 

pSSf,TTES 1,"eness 
sessp.e0,401 

See Next 
Page for 

CD SPECIAL 

KLARITYIKASSETTE, INC. 
Waterville, ME 04901 

1-800-458-6405 
207-873-3911 
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DIGITAL IMAGE RECORDING STUDIO 
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AUDIO GALLERY 
AMERICA'S BEST PLACE TO BUY 

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS 

• Best Prices, Service, Warranty 

II Newest Models in Stock 
• No Commission Sales Staff 

• DAT Accessories, Mics, more 

NOW AVAILABLE: 

SONY DAT WALKMAN 
TCD-3! 

World-wide model available 

LOWEST DAT TAPE 
PRICES ANYWHERE! 

Latest Sony DATs 
and Mics from Japan 

here now! 

Cade' AéoperaL5afebaàeee 

AUDIO GALLERY 
213 • 829 3429 
2717 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica 
CA 90403. FAX: 213 • 829-0304 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Burlington Audio Video Tapes, Inc. 
is a distributor of the complete line of ... 

-61 BASF 
Professional Audio and Video Products. 

BASF 911 MASTERING TAPE 
Transparent Sound with a 
Solid 10-Year Guarantee! 

BASF 911 has outstanding reliability and 
long term storage stability. 
Guaranteed 10-year replacement policy. 
BASF's unique double coated product is 
the one you can count on for sound 
transparency...recorded sound with striking 
source duplication. 
Your music is safe with us! 

e 
e 

Burlington 
Audio/Video Tapes, Inc. 
106 MOU STREET 

OCEANSIDE, NY 11572 

USA/CANADA 800-331-3191 
NYC AREA 516-678-4414 

obi 3: MI FAX: 516-678-8959 
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Texas 

DALLAS SOUND LAB 
Irving, TX 

DALLAS SOUND LAB 

Pill 
6305 N. O'Connor Blvd., Ste. 119: Irving, TX; (214) 869-1122; 
FAX: (214) 869-1135. Owner: Russell Whitaker. Manager: Johnny 
Marshall. Engineers: Thom Caccetta, Michael Vazquez, David 
Rosenblad, Tim Kimsey, Frank Salazar, Sterling Winfield. Dimen-
sions: Room 1: Studio 46X52', control room 24X21'. Room 2: Stu-
dio 10X8, control room 1604. Room 3: Studio 24)(12', control 
room 28x26'. Room 4: Studio 24x18', control room 20X16'. Mix-
ing Consoles: SSL 6056. MCI JH-536, MCI JH-636, Tascam M-512. 
Audio Recorders: Sony PCM-3324 24-track digital, Otan MTR-90 
24-track analog, Otan MIR-10 4-track analog, Otan i MTR-10 2-track 
analog, MCI JH-24 24-track analog, MCI JH-110 2-track/4-
track/center, MCI JH-110 video layback, Tascam ATR-60 24-track 
analog, Tascam AIR-80 center stripe, (4) Panasonic R-DAT. Digit-
al Audio Workstations: New England Digital Post Pro 16-track, 
Digidesign Pro Tools 4-track. Monitors: (2) UREI 813B, (2) Westlake 
custom. ( 2) Tannoy SRM-12, (2) Meyer Sound Labs HD-1, ( 10) 
Yamaha NS-10, (2) JBL 4401, (6) JBL 4673, (8) Auratone 5-C. Other 
Major Equipment: New England Digital Synclavier 56 voice, Stein-
way 9' Concert Grand, Hammond B-3 w/Leslie, KABA 10-slave cas-
sette, MTM 16/35mm recorder, MTM 16/35mm reproducer, BTX 
SoftTouch synchronizer, DIX maxi-pad synchronizer, Tascam ES-
S1/51 synchronizer, Lexicon 480L, Lexicon 224, Ouantec room sim-
ulator, AMS RMX-16, AMS DMX 1580-S. ( 2) Yamaha SPX90 digit-
al efx processor, Yamaha REV7 digital reverb, Lexicon PCM70 dig-
ital efx processor, ( 2) Lexicon PCM41 digital delay, (54) Dolby "A" 
noise reduction, (24) dbx noise reduction. Specialization & Cred-
its: STUDIO A: up to 48-track digitaVanalog recording with inter-
lock to video or film. Services include 40-piece capacity orchestra 
scoring to picture, video sweetening, and album/jingle production 
with audio and video tielines to three sound stages 
(15,000/6,000/3.000 sq.ft.) for live shows, concerts, etc. STUDIO B: 
4-track digital audio workstation for voice-over and sfx production. 
STUDIO C: 16-track NED POST-PRO direct-to-disk digital audio 
workstation interlocked to 3/f and 1' videotape with a large isola-
tion booth for ADR(looping), SFX assembling and mixing to picture. 
STUDIO D: 24-track studio for album/jingle production. STUDIO F: 
film chain for 16/35mm transfers and cassette duplication. STUDIO 
G: SYNCLAVIER 56-Voice Hard disk-based Digital Music Produc-
tion Studio. Past clientele include: Phil Collins, U Top, BB King, 
Grover Washington Jr., Stevie Ray Vaughan, Herbie Mann, Rod 
Stewart, Tri-Star Pictures, NBC, Universal Studios. 
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RECORDING STUDIO STUDIO 

DIGITAL IMAGE RECORDING STUDIO 
San Antonio, TX 

[1111112 On& 
555 Cicero; San Antonio, TX 78218; (512) 656-1382. Owner JIM 
Waller. Manager: Swell Waller 
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Houston's House o' Hits ! 

Digital 
Services 

Recording Studios 
• • U. 1M .11. MI 

DIGITAL SERVICES RECORDING STUDIO 
Houston, TX 

DIGITAL SERVICES RECORDING STUDIO 

048 
5805 Chimney Rock; Houston, TX 77081; (713) 664-5258; FAX: 
(713) 663-6518. Owner: John Moran. Manager: K T White Engi-
neers: Roger Tausz, James Hoover, John Moran. Dimensioes: 
Room 1: Studio 35x40, control room 30X25'. Room 2: Control 
room 15x13'. Room 3: Studio 45x60'. Room 4: Control room 
20x12'. Mixing Consoles: SSL 6056EIG. Sony/MCI 636, Sony/MCI 
628, Neve 5442, Tascam MM1. Audio Recorders: (2) Sony 3324 
dig. multi., Otan MIR-9011 analog multi., Sony 1610 CD master 
recorder, Otan MTR-12 4-track 1/2, Otani MIR-10 2-track ve, Otani 
MX-55 3-track ye, (3) Tascam DA-30 DAT, (3) Sony/RTW F-1 dig. 
processor, ( 10) Nakamichi MR-2B, (2) Sony BVU 800D. Digital 
Audio Workstations: SSL Screen Sound, Sony DAE 1100A, (3) 
Apple Macintosh. Monitors: (2) Meyer Sound Labs 833/834, (8) 
Yamaha NS-10M, (4) JBL 4411, (2) AMR ref. monitors, (2) CSI 
MDM-4, (2) Auratone 5C, (2) Klein 8, Hummel monitors, Sony PVM 
1040. Other Major Equipment: (5) Adams-Smith 2600 synchroniz-
er, Lexicon 224 XL, ( 6) Lexicon PCM 70, Lexicon Prime Time It, 
Eventide H3000, Eventide 969, Yamaha REV7, Yamaha SPX90, 12) 
Lexicon LXP-1, (2) Lexicon LXP-5, (8) dbx 160X, AMS DMX 
delay/sampler, (4) Tube-Tech mic preamp, (2) Tube-Tech CL1 com-
pressor, (2) Tube-Tech E0, (4) Summit Audio E0E-100 EQ. (2) Sum-
mit Audio EOP-200, Summit Audio mic preamp, (4) UREI 1176, (2) 
Audio & Design vocal stressor, Neumann TLM150, Neumann U89, 
Neumann U69 stereo mic, Sennheiser 421, Sennheiser 441, AKG 
414, AKG C460, AKG 012, Schoeps CMC-5, Crown PZM, Crown 
GLM, Shure 57, Shure 58, Shure 89, Shure 81, RCA DX77, Cour-
tryman DI, TimeLine Lynx synchronizer, TimeLine keyboard con-
troller, DSR V2-1 prototype steam-powered Hoo-Doo. Specializa-
tion & Credits: Digital Services produces audio for records, televi-
sion and film. Our clients include Genesis, ZZ Top, Clint Black. The 
Young Riders/ABC-TV, Houston Grand Opera, Geto Boys, Choice, 
Bushwick Bill, Talking Heads, B.B. King, Neil Young, Willie Nelscr, 
Herb Ellis, Hyundai, American Electric Power Co., Houston Astros, 
The Mariana° Kid, Gunsmoke 3, JVC Jazz Festival, Placido Domes-
go, Little Joe y la Familia, Merle Haggard, Van Clibum Inter'l Piano 
Competition, American Medical video, Houston Symphony Orches-
tra, Barbra Streisand, Robo Cop 2, Mazz, La Mafia, That's Black En-
tertainment, Burger King, Compaq Computer, Chrysler, Blue Bence 
Cream, Dow, Culture Club, Frank Zappa, Timbuk 3, 0-52's, 3 Times 
Dope, GTE, Coca-Cola, Coppertone Conspiracy, Carl Lewis, and at 
least two other clients we can't remember right now. World class 
studios, CD mastering lab, soundstage & remote truck make us 
Texas' most advanced studio facilities. 

R24 

EDENWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS 

pg R24 () U11,:j& 
7319-C Hines Pl.; Dallas, TX 75235; (214) 630-6196; FAX: (2141 
637-1835. Owner: Jerry Swatford Manager: Jerry Swafford. 

ELK AUDIO 

Pi 118 
PO Box 142763; Austin, TX 78714; (512) 323-2016. Owner: Eve 
Kurnanslw. Manager: Eve Kuniansky. 

EMERALD STUDIOS INC. 

032 
2411 NE Loop 410, Ste. 132; San Antonio, TX 78217; (512) 656 
2427; FAX: (512) 656-8024. Owner: Mitchell and Sunny Markham. 
Manager: Sunny Markham 
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FAST FORWARD RECORDING STUDIOS 

111 us Om, 
505 Apache Trail; Leander, TX 78641; (512) 259-3742. Owner 
John S. Ward. Manager: John S Ward 
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FIRE STATION STUDIOS 

MI El 024 
224 N. Guadalupe; San Marcos, TX 78666; (512) 396-1144; FAX: 
(512) 396-2296. Owner: Lucky Tomblin Manager: Becky Tomblin 

R24 

FOREST GLEN AUDIO 

RR 
1014 Forest Glen; De Soto, TX 75115; (214) 223-6999. Owner: 
Dave Hughes Manager: Dave Hughes 

GOODNIGHT DALLAS/REAL TO REEL 

D24 
11260 Goodnight In.; Dallas, TX 75229; (214) 241-5182. Owner: 
Anvil Media Companies. Manager: Ron Morgan. Specialization & 
Credits: Specializing in the recording of music projects, radio com-
mercials and audio-for-video. Two locations offer five studios for 
flexible scheduling. Digital music recording on Sony Digital 24 track 
with a Neve console. Commerical digital recording, editing and mix-
ing on WaveFrame workstations and DAT. Analog recording 2- thru 
24-track. Also offering music and SFX libraries, sound design and 
music production with Sound Tools/Sample CeIVStudio Vision, real-
time dubbing of reel-to-reels and cassettes. Clients and projects we 
have beeen involved with include: Coca Cola Texas, Coors Light, 
Mason Dixon Band, McDonalds, Motel 6 (Clio Award winner), Ste-
vie Ray Vaughn, Mercantile Momentum/MCorp (Clio Award winner), 
First Gibraltar, Colors movie soundtrack (RIAA Gold Record Award), 
Ron C, Nemesis, Stevie Nicks, (RIAA Gold/Platinum Record Award). 
Waltman, TGI Friday's, Whataburger, Wolf Brand Chili, Ponderosa 
Steakhouse, Long John Silver's Seafood, Buckwheat Zydeco and 
The Texas Tornados for El Chico. 

R24 OUPem& 

BOB GREEN PRODUCTIONS INC. 

t=, RIG 
7950 Westglen; Houston, TX 77063; (713) 977-1334; FAX: (713) 
977-1305. Owner: Bob Green. Manager: Emily McGowan. Spe-
cialization & Credits: By the time this is printed, we'll be on our 
way to adding a digital room, but we concentrate more on selling our 
production expertise and people than on touting only equipment. 
Our producer/engineers bring special talents and judgment that our 
advertising and corporate clients rely on. We have a gigantic music 
and sfx library that we know and use well. We offer creative options 
and ideas, yet perform our work with extreme efficiency. As to fol-
low through and getting those dubs out on time, we'll be glad to 
supply a client list, and you can ask them. Free brochure and vari-
ous demos including great voice-over talent pool on request. With 
FAX, phone patch and Fed. Ex., consider us one of your local 
sources...or fly here for a Texas welcome! 

KNIGHTLIGHT STUDIOS 

o f124 
1609 Taster Rd.; Dallas, TX 75229; (214) 506-9162; FAX: (214) 
506-9250. Owner: Tim Miner Manager: Jeff Adams. 

LOMA RANCH STUDIO 

R24 
Rt. 1, Box 97A3; Fredericksburg, TX 78624; (512) 997-3521. 
Owner: John & Laurie Hill. Manager: John Hill. 

MANNA PRODUCTIONS 

024 Pi 0 [01 6:/ tee) 
397 Dal Rich Village #252; Richardson, TX 75080; (214) 239-
9636; FAX: (214) 239-9636. Owner: Mike Taylor. Manager: Shaval 
Taylor. Engineers: Mike Taylor. Dimensions: Studio 23x13, control 
room 26x19'. Mixing Consoles: Soundtracs 72 channel MIDI au-
tomated. Audio Recorders: A-DAT 24-track digital, Panasonic 3700 
RDAT, Alpine F-1 PCM digital processor, Tascam MS16 16-track r, 
Fontes G-16 16-track 1/7, (2) Tascam 122 MKII cassette. Nakamichi 
MAI cassette, Foules 4030-4035 syncro. Digital Audio Worksta-
tions: IBM 330 MB HD, Turtle Beach & Texture 24-track sequencing. 
Monitors: Tannoy SGM 15 gold series, Hafler power amplifier. 
Other Major Equipment: Eventide H3000 SE with Steve Vai preset, 
Lexicon 200 digital reverb, Lexicon Prime Time 11 delay, (2) Roland 
R880 digital reverb, Hughes Kellner tube guitar equipment. 
Symetrix 528 vocal processor, Klark-Teknik DN780 digital reverb, 
(2) Alexis 3630 comp limiter, (4) Symetrix comp limiter, ADR stereo 
comp limiter, Hammond B-3 organ, Roland GP16 guitar processor, 
E-mu Procussion drum module, Double Kick Set drums digitally 
triggered sampler, E-mu SP12 sampling drum machine, E-mu Pro-
teus 1, E-mu Proteus II, E-mu E-max sampler rack, Korg M-1 rack, 
Yamaha TG77 rack mount keyboard. 

PATRICK MCGUIRE RECORDING 

DIG 
1402 Rockdale; Arlington, TX 76018; (817) 467-1852. Owner: 
Patrick A. McGuire. Manager: Patrick A. McGuire. Engineers: 
Patrick A. McGuire, David Morgan. Dimensions: Studio 20x22', 
control room 10x12'. Mixing Consoles: DAR 4000 Series 24 chan-
nel in-line. Audio Recorders: Mitsubishi X-4000 16-track digital, 
Sony PCM-2500 Pro DAT, Otani 5050 B-Il 1/4' 1/2-track, Yamaha C-
300, Tascam 122. Digital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Sound 
Tools on Macintosh Ilci w/1 Gigabyte HD. Monitors: Tannoy LGM, 
Tannoy PBM 6.5. Other Major Equipment: Opcode Studio 3 MIDI in-
terface, Opcode Studio Vision sequencer, Eventide H-3000 Ultra-
Harmonizer, Yamaha REV5 multi efx, Yamaha EMP700 multi eta, 

Yamaha SPX90-11 multi efx, ART 01A reverb, Alexis Ouadraverb. 
Aphex 612 Gates. Aphex Dominator 11, Aphex Compellor II. ( 2) 
Symetrix 528 voice processor. (2) Symetrix 501 comp./limiter, Bar-
cus-Berry 822A sonic maximizer, Neumann U87A microphone, AKG 
D112 microphone, AKG 012E microphone, (2) Audio-Technica 
ATM63 microphone. (2) Crown PZM 30GP microphone, Sennheis-
er MD431 microphone. (2) Sony C535P microphone, Yamaha MZ 
204, (4) Shure SM57. Shure Beta 57, Yamaha G3 6' grand, Yama-
ha DX7I I FD, Yamaha FG335 acoustic/electric guitar, Yamaha 
BB3000 bass guitar, Fender thin line Telecaster, E-mu Proteus 1 
sound module, Alesis D-4 percussion module, Peavey Special 130 
guitar amp, Acoustic G6OT tube guitar amp, (2) Sony headphones, 
(2) AKG headphones, ( 3) Fostex headphones, (2) Sennheiser head-
phones. Specialization & Credits: Patrick McGuire Recording was 
established in August of 1984 to give musical artists in the Dallas-
Ft. Worth Metroplex a quality, relaxed and affordable place to record. 
Patrick, with 20+ years at that time as a working musician, saw a 
place in the market for a studio that catered to the special needs of 
the artist. Music recording is still our primary focus. At Patrick 
McGuire Recording, we treat you with the respect you deserve. We 
want you to leave our studio with your sound, not ours or anyone 
else's. If you're proud of work you do here, you'll come back and 
you'll tell others. This service-oriented approach has made us one 
of the most successful studios in our class in the Southwest. 

WIXOM REMOTE SERVICES 
Irving. TX 

MIDCOM REMOTE SERVICES 

IN 11411 17,1 
6311 N. O'Connor Rd., Ste. 108; Irving, TX 75039; (214) 869-
2144; FAX: (214) 869-0898. Owner: Mike Simpson. Manager: Jeff 
Jones. Engineers: Jeff Jones. Mixing Consoles: Soundcraft TS-24 
32x24x16x2x1 w/custom stereo grouping, Amek/TAC Bullet 12x4x2 
w/2 stereo input module. Audio Recorders: (2) Otani MIR-9011 24-
track w/custom transport software, Studer A-810 T.C. 2-track w/cen-
ter stripe time code, (2) Nakamichi MR- 1B cassette recorder 
w/Dolby BAC, Panasonic SV-3500 R-DAT recorder. Nakamichi 
DMP-100 F-1 PCM encoder w/external sync. Monitors: UREI 811B 
Time Align, Westlake BBSM-6 nearfield, Digital Designs DD161a 
nearfield, Auratone 5C video nearfield. Other Major Equipment: (2) 
White Instruments 1/6 oct. CO for mains, Hafler P-505 mains am-
plifier, Haller P-230 near-field amp.. TIM 24-ch frame accepting 
Dolby, dbx & Telcom, Cipher Digital 4700 Shadowll synchronizer 
w/Shadowpad, Cipher Digital Cypher reader/generator/ inserter. Lex-
icon 480L digital effects processor w/sampling. Lexicon 224XL dig-
ital reverb, Lexicon Prime Time II digital delay, Eventide H910 har-
monizer, (8) dbx 903 compressor/limiter, (2) dbx 904 noise gate, 
MicMix Dynafex noise reduction for dbx BBC 702 sonic maximizer 
for dbx 900, (2) dbx 160X compressor/limiter, Aphex Compellor 
stereo compressor/limiter, Sony CV-1900 19' color monitor/receiv-
er, Sony VO-5800 3/4 U-Matic recorder, Panasonic AG-6800 VHS 
Hi-Fi recorder, RTS 2-channel intercom system, Clear-Corn 2-chan-
nel intercom system. Jensen custom 40 channel transformer mic 
splitter, Neumann TLM170, Neumann U89, Neumann KM84i, AKG 
C-414EB. AKG C460B/CK61-ULS, AKG 012E, Electro-Voice RE20, 
Sennheiser MD421, Sennheiser MD441, Beyer M69, Beyer M88, 
Beyer MC734, Beyer M201, Crown PZM, Shure SM57, Shure SM58, 
Shure SM81. Specialization & Credits: Eddie Money "Unplugged" 
tour; Z-Rock Radio Network 1990-1992 live broadcasts including 
"Metallica." Oueensryche, Dio, King's X. Black Crowes, Vinnie 
Moore, Ugly Kidd Joe. & Shotgun Messiah: Dallas Cowboys Radio 
Network 1991-1992: Mary Kay Cosmetics 1985-1992 seminars: 2 
Live Crew live music video. Stevie Nicks benefit concert for Jane 
Goodall; Alan Jackson music video for Fox network; Marcus Roberts 
"Deep in the Shed" music video: Island Records "Deep Ellum" Com-
pliation project; The Cure "Prayer" tour; Mark Stetler 6th String 
debut album. "Aida," " Nixon in China," "The Aspern Papers," Great 
Performance series for PBS; "Dolly," ABC-TV prime time; 1989 Miss 
US Pageant for CBS TV; "The Vocal Majority" two live albums; "The 
Texas Debates" presidential debates for APR; Anthrax "I'm the Man" 
live album (gold); George Strait New Year's Eve Video for MCA; Bob 
Banner Productions "Face of the 80*s" syndicated TV special: 7th 
Van Cliburn Piano Competition for APR. 

NEW AGE RECORDING 

OUP& DU 
8607 Wurzbach Rd.; San Antonio, TX 78240; (512) 641-9818; FAX: 
(512) 641-9908. Owner: Richard Veliz/Keith Hailer, Manager: David 
Garza. Mixing Consoles: TAC Scorpion 24/16/2, Yamaha DMP7 dig-
ital mixer, Soundtracs PC series. Audio Recorders: Sony APR-5003 

—LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Coming to AES? 
YOU MUST NOT MISS THIS SALE! 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO Presents: 

THE USED AUDIO SALE 

OF THE YEAR! 

Just eight short blocks from the convention 
at 1340 Mission St. 

Tube Mics, Neve Modules, Tape Machines, 
Outboard Gear of all Types, Parts, Studio 

Furniture, etc, etc...Consignments Welcome. 
(Please call for info) 

Every day during the AES convention from 
3PM till 8PM... 

WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO FOR FUN II 

SAN IHAPJCISCO ???? 

, Special guest appearances by well known 
! audio nuts...drawing for free dinner at SF's 
best chinese restaurant with a group of other 

crazed audio types!!! 

MAKE US AN OFFHI WE CAN'T UTURSTAM:1 

...111 PERSON !! 

THE USED AUDIO SALE OF THE YEAR! 

October 1-4 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
1340 Mission St, San Francisco, CA 

Info: (510) 601-1146  

st READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Greater Wiring Efficiency 
with 

new easy identification 

SUPERFLEXIBLE 

"Snake" 
MULTI-PAIR CABLES 

by 

- mogami - 
* drain wire with each pair 
* color & number coding 
* 2,4,8,16,24 & 32 pairs 
* super flexible 
* neglex 25awg OFC 
* cros slink insulation 

Marshall Electronics Inc_ 
P.O. Box 2027 

Culver City, Calif. 90230 

Phone 310/390-6608 
Fax 310/391-8926 
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—LISTING CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
2-track w/center channel IC.. (2) Panasonic SV-3700 RDAT, Sony 
PCM-7030 time code RDAT, Sony TCD-D10 PRO Portable RDAT. 
Otani MX-70 16-track, Tascam MS16 16-track, (5) Tascam 32 2-
track dubbing, (3) Tascam 122 cassette dubbing, TEAC Z-7000 mas-
ter cassette. Digital Audio Workstations: Digidesign Sound Tool. 
Digital Performer. Monitors: JBL 4430, Tannoy System 2 near-field. 
(2) Yamaha NS10 near-field, Auratone Cubes. Other Major Equip-
ment: (2) Adams-Smith Zeta-3 synchronizers, ( 2) Zeta-remote, 
Eventide H3000S w/mod. factory upgrade. (3) Yamaha SPX90, Mark 
of the Unicorn wave board, Digidesign PRO I/O digital interface, 
Digidesign DAT I/O digital interface, (4) Mark of the Unicorn MIDI 
time piece, Mark of the Unicorn video time piece, Kurzweil 250 MIR 
rack mount w/soundblock A,B,C&D, (2) Korg, Korg M3r, (2) E-mu 
Proteus I & II, Korg Wavestation AID. Roland 050, Roland U220. 
Roland R8-M, Roland D70, Yamaha TX 802. 

OMEGA PRODUCTIONS/ENTERPRISES 
Dallas. TX 

OMEGA PRODUCTIONS/ENTERPRISES 

048 
7027 Twin Hills Ave.. Ste. 5: Dallas, TX 75231; (214) 891-9585: 
FAX: (214) 891-9623. Owner: Paul Christensen, Chuck Billings 
Manager: Steve Lowney. Engineers: Steve Lowney. Dimensions: 
Control room 30x8'. Mixing Consoles: API custom 32x32, Hill Mul-
timix 16x16x8x4x2, Midas 40x24 (available on request). Audio 
Recorders: (2) Otan MTR-90 II 24-track analog, Otani MTR-10 2/4-
track, (2) Sony 3324 24-track digital (available on request). (3) Tech-
nics cassette decks, (2) Mitsubishi X-850 32-track digital (available 
on request). Sony 3348 48-track digital (available on request). Mon-
itors: (2) JBL 3340, (2) Yamaha NS-10. (2) Auratone. Other Major 
Equipment: Dolby SR noise reduction (available on request), ( 7) 
dbx 160 limiter, Teletronics LA-2A limiter, (2) UREI 1176LN limiter, 
ADR vocal stresser, dbx 162 limiter, dbx 165 limiter, Dyna-Mite Val-
ley People limiter. BTX 4700 shadow sync unit, BTX 4500 time code 
reader/generator, Deneke time code reader/generator, Sony 14" 
video monitor, JVC 6600U 3/4 video recorder, (8) AKG 414 mics. 
(6) Beyer 201 mics, (2) Neumann U47 mics, (3) AKG 451 mics, (3) 
Shure SM81 mics, (6) Shure SM58 mics, (7) Sennheiser 421 mks. 
(5) Sennheiser 441 mics, (4) Shure SM53 min, (7) Shure SM57 
mics, (4) Crown P2M 31S mics, (3) Sony ECM 22P mics. ( 7) Coun-
tryman DI mics, (5) Heider DI mics, Audio-Technica ATM 5-R mic, 
AKG 10-12E mic, (2) Electro-Voice RE-20 mics. Specialization & 
Credits: Omega has been supplying remote audio recording serv-
ices to the record, film and video industries since 1973. Their 40-
foot Kenworth diesel remote facility is specially equipped to travel 
coast to coast. Partial credits/awards: two platinum records, five 
gold records, two Ampex Golden Reel awards, Two RIAA gold video 
awards, three Grammy nominations, six Dove awards and one Sil-
ver Screen award. Artists: Lyle Lovett Genesis, U2, REM, Lynyrd 
SInmyrd, B.B. King, Reba McIntyre, Ricky Van Shelton, Little Feat, 
Neville Brothers, Joe Walsh, Prince, Art Garfunkel, David Byrne, 
Dizzy Gillespie, Roy Orbison. Fats Domino, Ray Charles, Clint Black. 
Neil Young. Fabulous Thunderbirds, Ramsey Lewis, Molly Hatchett, 
Texas Tornados, David Bowie and Jerry Lee Lewis. 
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PEDERNALES RECORDING STUDIO 

D24 
897 Briarcliff; Spicewood, TX 78669; (512) 447-8558; FAX: (512) 
447-0174. Owner: Freddy Fletcher. Manager: Robert Dodds. Engi-
neers: Stuart Sullivan. Larry Greenhill, James Tuttle. Bobby Arnold, 
Spencer Starnes Dimensions: Studio 2,000 sq. ft.. control room 
25x30'. Mixing Consoles: Tascam M700 40x32 w/Moving Fader 
Automation. Audio Recorders: Tascam ATR80 24-track 2 analog, 
Tascam DA-800 24-track DASH digital, Tascam AIR 2-track 1/2' 

024 

analog, Tascam AIR 2-track ve time code, Tascam DA-30 DAT. 
Monitors: Custom Steve Durr 2-way passive crossover w/OSC & 
Belles amps, KRK 701 Reference, Yamaha NS-10, Auratone 5-C. 
Other Major Equipment: Acoustic Tile chamber, ( 2) EMT 
reverb/echo plates, Lexicon 480L reverb, Lexicon 300 reverb, Even-
tide H3000 SE w/sampler. Yamaha REVS, ( 2) PCM42, (2) Yamaha 
SPX1000, (24) Neve 80 Series inputs, (6) Neve comp/limiter, (2) 
Tube-Tech GLIB, Tube-Tech stereo mic preamp. Summit stereo mic 
preamp, (2) Summit tube compressor, (6) Summit tube EO, (6) dbx 
160X, (2) UREI 1176, ( 2) UREI LA-4A, ( 8) Drawmer gates, 
Bosendorfer 7A grand piano, large selection of mics. Specializa-
tion & Credits: Clients—Willie Nelson, Ray Charles, Neil Young, 
Merle Haggard. Les Paul, Kris Kristoff erson, Julio Iglesias, Herb 
Ellis. Bruce Hornsby. Stephen Tyler. Dolly Parton. Leon Russell. 
Waylon Jennings. Keith Carradine 

PLANET DALLAS RECORDING STUDIOS 
Dallas. TX 

PLANET DALLAS RECORDING STUDIOS 
Dallas. TX 

PLANET DALLAS RECORDING STUDIOS 

FI 24 
PO Box 191447; Dallas, TX 75219; (214) 521-2216; FAX: (214) 
528-1299. Owner: Richard Rooney. Manager: Tammy Whitt. Engi-
neers: Rick Rooney, Ben Yeager. Dimensions: Studio 50x50, con-
trol room 25x20. Mixing Consoles: MCI 5288 with Otan disk mix. 
Audio Recorders: MCl/Sony JH-24. Sony JH-110C, Tascam 42, (4) 
Tascam 122 MK, Panasonic SV-3500. Monitors: (2) Lakeside Cus-
tom/TAD. (4) Yamaha NS-10M, ( 2) Auratone Cube, (2) Tannoy PBM 
8, (2) Ouadraflex 2041. Other Major Equipment: (10) API 560-8 
EQ. (2) Summit Audio TLA 100A compressor. (2) Summit Audio 
EOP 200A ECI, (4) Orban 6-22 B parametric, ( 2) Dietz 0-Metric para-
metric. (2) BASE Bedini Audio Spatial Environment, ( 2) BBE 822 
Sonic Maximizer, (4) Brooke-Siren DPR 402, (4) dbx 160 compres-
sor, (2) dbx 166 compressor, (2) UREI 1176 LN, AKG ADR 68K, (2) 
Yamaha SPX 900. (2) Yamaha SPX 90-Z, (2) Yamaha REV7, (2) Lex-
icon PCM 60 with udpdates, DeltaLab DL-4 Time Line, Lexicon 
Prime Time, Master-Room XL-305. (2) Aphex 612 expander gate, 
(4) Valley People Dyna-Mite noise gates, (2) Dolby 363 SR, (2) Net: 
mann 1147, (2) Neumann U87, (4) AKG 414, (2) AKG D-12E, (4) AKG 
C460 B, (2) AKG C451 E, (9) Sennheiser 421, (2) Sennheiser 441, 
(8) Shure SM 57. (2) Electro-Voice EV DS35. Beyer M380, MIDI-
MAN Syncman Pro syncronizer. Yamaha Drum Kit 8-piece record-
ing series. Specialization & Credits: 24-Track with Otan Disk Mix 
Automation; analog or digital mixdown: DAT-to-DAT editing; studio 
design by Lakeside Associates of Los Angeles. Clients include RCA, 
Capitol, SBK, EMI, Rykodisk, Warner Brothers, Nettwerk, IRS. Gef-
fen, Sub Pop, Island, Priority, Virgin. Profile, Ray Ruff, MC 900 FT 
Jesus, Nemesis, XTC, The Bodeans, Sara Hickman. Mojo Nixon, 
Michelle Shocked. The Smithereens. Evan Johns and His H-Bombs, 
Earthquake. The Moon Festival, Shock TV, The Spin, Uptown Girls, 
Winter Hours, The Daylights, The Trees, Shallow Reign, Lesson 
Seven, Royal Flush, Consolidated. Gregory "D" and DJ Mannie 
Fresh, Reverend Horton Heat, Clever Pennies, The Shagnastys, Cool 
Christine. Voodu Zyn. The Nixons. and Trisha Lynn. Also ShowBiz 
Pizza, Pizza Hut Inc. and Mitchell Fox Agency. 

THE PRODUCTION BLOCK 
11211 
906 E. Filth St.; Austin, TX 78702; (512) 472-8975; FAX: (512) 
476-5635. Owner: Production Block Studios, Inc. Manager De-
laine Frasier. 

RS 
RAMPART STUDIOS 

Houston, TX 

RAMPART STUDIOS 

1:11 
6105 Jessamine; Houston, TX 77081; (713) 772-6939. Owner: 
Steve Ames. Engineers: Steve Ames. Dimensions: Studio 4Crx25', 
control room 13x18'. Mixing Consoles: Soundcraft 1624 w/au-
tomation. Audio Recorders: Sony JH-24 24-track, Sony APR-5000 
2-track 1 /2' & ve, Panasonic 3500 DAT, (3) Nakamichi cassette 
decks. Monitors: (2) JBL 4330, (2) Yamaha NS-10M. Other Major 
Equipment: (24) dbx noise reduction, Lexicon 20 digital reverb, Lex-
icon PCM 41, Lexicon PCM 60, Lexicon 91, ( 2) Aphex 9000 Aural 
Exciter. (2) Aphex Expressors, (2) UREI 1178, (2) Orban para E0. 
Orban de-esser, (2) Yamaha SPX-90. Sony CD player, tube micro-
phones, Neumann microphones. Roland R-8M, Atari 1040st com-
puter, Hybrid Arts software. Aphex Impulse, Aphex exp./gate. Spe-
cialization & Credits: Rampart is a creative environment for both 
artists and producers, with an experienced, professional staff. 
Specialists in record, jingle and demo projects. Clients include ZZ 
Top, Kings X. the Judy's. the LA's, the Hunger, Galactic Cowboys. 
Geffen, Atlantic, SBK. Megaforce. EMI, Columbia, Metalblade, and 
Rap-a-Lot Records. 

[I 24 

REELSOUND RECORDING CO. 

DI RH 
2304 Shen Oak Ln.: Austin, TX 78748; (512)472-3325; FAX: (512) 
282-0713. Owner: Malcolm H. Harper Jr. Manager: Deborah Harp-
er Specialization & Credits: Forty-two foot Sierra/Hidley audio 
truck-trailer designed for 24, 32 and 48-track digital and analog 
recording. For over 23 years we have been serving the on-location 
audio market. Some recent projects are: "Allen Jackson in Concert" 
(Nashville Network), "Riverwalk Live from the Landing" (American 
Public Radio Network), "Arcangel" (ABC In Concert), "Farm Aid V" 
(Nashville Network), "Oueensryche Live Mindcrime" video ( EMI), 
and "Bronco Live from Monterey, Mexico" (Apodaca). Whether 
you're working on a video, live broadcast, or album project, give us 
a call for complete information, rates and credits on the truck. Thank 
V 0 

SATURN PRODUCTIONS 

024 ine OP& 
17703 Craft Ct.; Crosby, TX 77532; (713) 328-6752. Owner: 
Richard Cagle Manager: Richard Cagle. 

SOUND ARTS RECORDING STUDIO 
Houston. TX 

SOUND ARTS RECORDING STUDIO 

012 
2036 Pasket In.; Houston, TX 77092; (713) 688-8067; FAX: (713) 
464-2622. Owner Jeff Wells. Manager: Alicia Valdez. Engineers: 
Jeff Wells, Brian Baker. Dimensions: Room 1: Studio 24)(32', con-
trol room 20x16'. Room 2: Studio 10x10', control room 24x16' 
Room 3: Control room 12x10'. Mixing Consoles: Trident Series 
808 30x24 for 54 channels in remis, Neve 8014 modified for 24-
track w/1073 EQ. Neve BCM 10 w/1066 EQ. Audio Recorders: Tas-
cam ATA 80 24-track 2" w/20 point auto locator, Otari MX80 24-
track 2 w/remote, Tascam DA-30 DAT, Sony ES-75 DAT, Sony DAT-
MAN DAT, 3M 2-track analog, Yamaha C300 cassette deck, 
Nakamichi MR-2 cassette deck. Digital Audio Workstations: Sonic 
Solutions digital time code editor w/graphics programs (Quark, Pho-
toshop, Pagemaker 5) and w/Macintosh Ilfx. Monitors: ( 2) Altec 

1124 Pi 0 
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604 8G system w/stereo 31 band White ED. ( 2) Yamaha NS- 10, ( 2) 
JBL 4312, (2) TAC Studio 1 system w/offset correction, (2) Aura-
tone. Other Major Equipment: Eventide H3000S Ultraharmonizer, 
Lexicon PCM 70 digital reverb, Yamaha REV7 digital reverb, Lexicon 
Prime lime II digital delay, (8) Alesis MIDIverb II/III/Duadraverb, 
(2) Yamaha SPX90, ( 2) Neve 2254E compressor/limiter, Teletronix 
LA-2A tube comp/limiter, (2) UREI LA-4 tube comp./limiter, (2) dbx 
160 comp./limiter, (2) UREI 1176LN black comp./limiter, ( 10) Nene 
1066/1073 mic pres w/E0, (9) Neumann U47/U67/M49/KM54 tube 
microphone, (50) AKG/Sennheiser/Neumann/EV/Beyer/Shure mi-
crophones, (6) Crown/Bryston power amps. Yamaha 6 Grand 
Piano, ( 8) Roland/EPSNamaha/Korg MIDI keyboards, Roland 
MC500 Mark II sequencer, LinnDrum w/JL Cooper MIDI. Much 
more. Specialization d Credits: Sound Arts Recording Studio is 
conveniently located three blocks from the northwest corner of 
Houston's 610 Loop. We have a newly remodeled facility with a Tri-
dent 80B 54-channel console complete with an arsenal of outboard 
equipment, including desirable vintage pieces, synthesizers and a 
Yamaha 6' grand piano. Also, a fully equipped MIDI pre-production 
room and a relaxed, creative, professional atmosphere. In the midst 
of Houston's city life, we have created a beautiful outdoor garden 
setting with waterfall, pond and barbecue pit. Experienced engineers 
and producers to help you complete your project, on time and with-
in budget. Composers, arrangers and studio musicians available. 
Other services include BMI music publishing and recording engi-
neering classes. We personally invite you to come visit us and lis-
ten to our quality productions. Recent projects include the platinum 
album Gets Boys, gold album Scarface, Gansta Nip, Too Much Trou-
ble and 0G-Style Call for brochure and affordable rates. Thanks! 

SOUND FACTORY 

R16 
1807 Post Oak Ln.; Carrollton. TX 75007: ( 214)394-4515. Owner: 
Steve Garrett. 

Pçïl 

SOUTHWEST RECORDINGS 

CO R24 OlUM& 
2031 Libber Houston, TX 77018; (713) 681-7565. Owner: Jeff 
Smith Manager: Jeff Smith 

STUDIO WEST 

E!N A2'lOc,1, 
15523 Barbarossa: Houston. TX 77083; (713) 530-1179; FAX: 
(7131 530-1705 Owner Tom Tena, J.R. Kuzniar. Manager: J.R. 

SUMET SOUND STUDIOS 

A 2'1 
7027 Twin Hills Ave.; Dallas, TX 75231: (214) 691-1740; FAX: 
(214) 691-6616. Owner: Ed Bernet Manager: Bobby Dennis. 

UNREEL SOUND 

0 ei 

PO Box 426. Rt. 1 Box 156; Decatur, TX 76234; (817) 62-80000; 
FAX ( 817) 627-1004. Owner: Barry Eaton, Kenneth Wilson. Man-
ager: B.1,r, E r• 

Mexico 
PROMECAST 

,);) R16 
Minatitlan No. 8-1: Col. San Jeronimo Lidice; 10200 Mexico D.F., 
Mexico; (011) 525/65205 93; FAX: (011) 525/65224 08. Owner: 
Eugenio Castillo. Manager: Rossana Fernandez. 

Want More 
Information? 

The advertisers in Mix are happy 

to supply readers with additional 

information about the products 

and services advertised in this 

issue. To receive more informa-

tion, just circle the appropriate 

numbers on the Reader Service 

Card on page 184. 

TAPE & DISC 

—FROM 1.19. 11:1 -110It• A.V .1 11- 1 11 — 

mastering engineers Randy Kling 
(Disc Mastering Inc.) and Denny Pur-
cell (Georgetown Masters) noted that 
when they had been given the op-
portunity to work with duplicators in 
optimizing program for cassette, the 
results were very positive. Purcell 
said that in some cases he had gone 
so far as to prepare his own Dolby B-
encoded DATs for use at the plant. 
Kling told of the improved quality he 
had been able to achieve by com-
municating with dupe plants regard-
ing how his cassette masters could 
best meet their needs. 

Part of the process of communi-
cating, of course, is the use of a com-
mon language. Given all the variables 
like tape type and slave electronics 
that can affect the sound of a finished 
cassette, it is important that engineers 
in mastering houses and dupe plants 
can easily communicate about prob-
lems with a particular program and 
how to deal with those problems. 
One step toward improving this com-
munication has been the efforts of 
Sony Music Technology, working 
through the RIAA engineering com-
mittee, to adopt a Maximum Dupli-
cation Level standard as a point of 
reference in discussing cassette mas-
ter signal content. 
Tom Rucktenwald of Sony was on 

hand as part of the panel to describe 
the MDL proposal. His presentation 
covered much the same ground as 
the interview with him that ran in this 
space in May 1992, but he was more 
specific about Sony's ideas for im-
plementation of the standard in vari-
ous meters. The core of the design is 
a set of circuits that will be part of the 
MDL specification, available to any 
equipment supplier who wants to 
make MD!. meters. The circuits pro-
vide a frequency response character-
istic that is the inverse of the signal-
handling capacity of the tape ( de-
fined as less than 3% THD below 5 
kHz, and MOL above 5 kHz). Selec-
table curves for average Type I and 
Type II tape will be provided, as well 
as an adjustable setting for tailoring 
to the capacity of a specific tape. 

Once pre-emphasized by the cir-
cuits, the signal is sent to a metering 
device. Sony envisions different types 
of metering for different applications, 
ranging from a simple LED-overload 
indicator to PPM meters or a full 
spectrum analyzer. PC-based systems 

that could be optimized for this func-
tion are in development. The simple 
indicators would let engineers, pro-
ducers and clients know when they 
are up against the limitations of the 
tape type they plan to duplicate on. 
The more sophisticated implementa-
tions would yield the kind of infor-
mation that could help in deciding 
whether to handle a problem by up-
grading tape type, reducing level, 
using EQ and/or compression, etc. 

REUSABLE/RECYCLABLE 

PACKAGING 

In a forward-looking move from one 
of the duplication industry's main 
suppliers, BASF has developed a sys-
tem for the collection and reuse or 
recycling of packaging materials from 
its bulk tape products. Explaining the 
need for such a system, BASF's Wern-
er Singhoff told the seminar that the 
cartons, cores and related packaging 
used by the company each year 
could fill a 25-mile-long line of 40-
foot semis. 

As an alternative to simply dispos-
ing of this waste, BASF came up with 
the Eco-Shuttle system: Tape is sup-
plied in reusable plastic boxes, dou-
ble-molded for stability and insula-
tion, that may also serve as pancake 
trays. Once all the pancakes are re-
moved, the boxes may be flattened 
and returned to the outer carton in 
which they arrived at the plant, along 
with spacers, hub supports and cores. 
When the cartons are full, they are 
returned to the regional BASF distrib-
utor, who ships them back to BASF 
factories in Europe. When the mate-
rials become too worn for further 
use, they are recycled into new pack-
aging. 

Singhoff said the system has been 
field-tested over the last year, and 
user suggestions have been incorpo-
rated. He emphasized that its ultimate 
success will depend on a c()operative 
partnership between BASF and du-
plicators. BASF won't charge for the 
packaging, but the company will ask 
that the materials are returned with-
in three months. While freight charg-
es between the regional distributors 
and BASF's factories in Europe will 
be paid by BASF, it has yet to be de-
cided who will pay freight from the 
duplicators to the distributors. U 

Philip De Lande is a mastering engi-
neer at Fantasy Studios, Berkeley, 
Calif. 
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in and out can block your view of 
the players. You can reduce the traf-
fic by using the kind of low, soft, 
bean-bag couch that's hard to climb 
out of. Better still, take the legs off. 
That'll really anchor 'em. 
Two small problems remain. One 

is that a couch only holds a few peo-
ple, and we occasionally get 
mobbed with visitors. The other is 
that ordinary carpet has virtually no 
low-end absorption because it's so 
thin. In a larger area, thin carpet can 
unbalance the room with its top-
only effect. 

Both these difficulties yield to a 
single solution. Cut off the platform 
floor at the console to make a 3-inch 
pit up front, and fill the pit with 
padding and shag carpet. The bass 
absorption will be greatly improved, 
the carpet will be soft enough to ac-
commodate surplus visitors, and if 
you cut it out around the couch you 
will effectively lower it even further. 
They'll never get out of it. 

Cable runs to the studio for mi-
crophones, tielines, cue circuits and 
the like are most practically carried 
in standard electrical trough. It's not 
pretty, but it gives great shield, it's 
easy to seal at the walls (wet news-
paper), and you can't beat it for run-
ning new cable. It'd be a damn 
shame to turn down film work be-
cause you'd run everything in the 
walls and couldn't drop in co-ax for 
video monitors in the studio. 

Walls and Materials 
The job of control room walls is to 
keep outside sounds out and inside 
sounds in: i.e., soundproofing. 

Actually, a reasonable degree of 
soundproofing. Nothing on earth 
will make a single room genuinely 
proof against all sound. Worse, per-
fect soundproofing is expensive be-
yond belief, so let's define the de-
gree of isolation needed for record-
ing work. The idea is to avoid feed-
back from the monitors to the studio 
mies, not to preserve the silence of 
death in the studio. 

It's easy to figure. Worst case: 
You'll have a mixer listening at full 
thunder to a quiet singer six inches 
off a mic. That's 120dB SPL for the 
mixer, 84dB SPL for the mic. The dif-
ference is 36 dB. Sounds wrong? It 
is. So add 12 dB for vocal limiting, 
yielding 48 dB, and then subtract 20 
for the studio absorption. Final nec-
essary isolation for the control room 

walls is 28 dB, which suggests that 
we overbuild control rooms some-
thing terrible. We do and we don't. 

As anybody with a little studio ex-
perience knows, the usual control 
room walls shut out the top-end 
sound from the studio very well in-
deed, but if you sky a condenser 
mic, the 30-50Hz feedback will send 
the woofer cones across the room. 

Fact is, most control rooms have 
marginal isolation at low frequencies 
as a result of wall construction, very 
big windows and/or sound transmis-
sion through the floors and ceilings. 

Let's begin with the control room 
walls. To avoid transmitting sound, a 
wall must be rigid enough not to 
drumhead section by section, heavy 
enough not to move as a whole, and 
air-tight. The only ordinary construc-
tion that meets all those specifica-
tions is masonry. Not a popular idea, 
this answer is usually met with dis-
belief, followed by sputterings about 
weight, costs, and problems with the 
landlord. 

Most of the objections are based 
on misinformation, although the 
weight problem can be real. Even 
with the lightweight cinder block 
currently available, masonry walls 
come in at about three times the 
mass of the more conventional dou-
ble-wall with an inch of gypsum 
board on each side. So if the foun-
dation slab won't take the weight, 
forget it. On the other hand, it's 
smart to look into the possibility of 
using masonry, as there are a num-
ber of advantages to the stuff. 
Among these are speed of construc-
tion, which makes the total costs 
very competitive, the cleanliness of 
the process of building a wall and 
tearing it down, and the fact that cin-
der block is a good acoustical mate-
rial. Block is rigid, so its inherent 
low-frequency rejection is much bet-
ter than that of flexible materials. 

The rigidity bit is what separates 
silk sows from standard oinkers. 
Building a rigid wall with flexible 
materials is obviously absurd and 
even becomes embarrassing if you 
look at the published data on gyp-
sum-paneled walls. Not the Sound 
Transmission Class figures, which 
are a form of average loss intended 
for rough comparisons rather than 
design purposes, but the more com-
plex charts that list losses at various 
frequencies. These charts show that 
the 125Hz loss of walls is commonly 
20 dB or so less than the published 

STC loss. Why? Because the STC 
contour has a built-in 20dB slope 
from 1,250 Hz to 125 Hz, but even 
allowing for that, STC is an unreli-
able figure for music isolation, 
where the bass is likely to be as loud 
as anything else, if not louder. 

For example, an STC 35 2x4 wall 
with 1/2-inch gypsum board on each 
side loses 47 dB at 2 kHz, but only 
15 dB at 125 Hz. Double the board 
thickness and the STC is 39 and the 
2kHz figure rises to 53, but at 125 Hz 
it's still 15. That's a difference of 24 
dB between STC and low-end per-
formance. Build for 39, get 15. We 
need a minimum of 28, remember? 
So if you sky a drum mic... 

While a 2x4 frame is nearly as 
heavy as one layer of gypsum board, 
you'd expect that nearly doubling 
the mass of a wall would improve its 
isolation. In fact, nothing happens at 
125 Hz, and the 15dB loss through 
the walls just detailed is 3 dB worse 
than for a single sheet on an open 
frame, which demonstrates that gyp-
sum board is a strange material in 
terms of soundproofing. 

Time for some hard data. The 
most common studio walls are 
8x8x16-inch concrete block and dou-
ble 2x4, 16-inch O.C. stud walls with 
1/2-inch sheets of gypsum board 
outside and seven inches of Fiberglas 
between walls. A third, less common 
construction is double sheets of 1/2-
inch gypsum board on either side of 
single 3-5/8 metal studs on 24-inch 
centers, again stuffed with Fiberglas. 
(See Fig. 1.) 

All three work at 125 Hz, but the 
low-end loss curve for the double-
wall construction is about 12 dB per 
octave, so 60 Hz should be 26 dB 
and 40 Hz, where the speakers 
pinch off, about 17. 

The metal stud wall is better at 
about 8 dB/octave, and masonry 
shows the flattest response at 6. Un-
like the others, masonry follows the 
mass laws, allowing it to be calculat-
ed at a firm 28 dB for 40 Hz. That'll 
work. 

At this point we have two basic 
kinds of wall: masonry, which any 
apartment dweller will testify is 
soundproof, and lightweight, sophis-
ticated wallboard construction that 
depends on design and fabrication 
to work properly. Leaving out the 
Fiberglas, for instance, will cost you 
about 10 dB of isolation. 

There is nothing in the literature 
to suggest that using two sheets of 
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wallboard on each side of a double 
stud wall will improve low-end re-
jection, although two 1/2-inchers or 
one 5/8 on one side would probably 
be good for 2 to 3 dB. The problem 
lies in one side resonating the other 
across the gap between them, so dis-
similarity helps. 

For a real difference, use stiff 
panels on one side of the wall. Stiff 
translates to hard, rigid, makes no 
sound when you hit it. In short, par-
ticle board. 

Particle board is not the name of 
a product, but of a process. Georgia-

inside a control room, if only on the 
speaker walls, makes sense from a 
monitoring standpoint. 

One-inch board is easy to set in 
place and seal, as it has big, square 
edges. At 125 pounds a sheet, you 
need a little help, but it supplies 
some, and it's less than half the 
work of two individually caulked 
1/2-inch sheets of wallboard. 
A 3-5/8-inch metal stud wall is 

not only superior acoustically but 
does better on costs. For one thing, 
the number of studs is about 30% of 
the double-wall construction, with 

FREQUENCY ( Hz) STC 125 250 500 1K 2K 4K 

MASONRY 

DOUBLE STUD 

50 38 44 49 54 58 62 

59 36 48 59 64 66 63 

METAL STUD 54 39 46 55 61 63 55 

Figure 1: Sound Transmission Class ratings of wall materials at various 
frequencies. 

Pacific lists 63 varieties of the stuff, 
ranging from thin, flexible, incredi-
bly cheap chipboard to something 
called Lamiboard, at 200 pounds for 
a 1-inch sheet. The more ordinary 
products found in building supply 
houses come in 1/2- through 1-inch 
thicknesses. They're 17%-20% heav-
ier than gypsum wallboard, but at 
3/4- and 1-inch, they're rigid. 

Also expensive. Don't panic, 
though. While a double stud wall 
control room without a back wall re-
quires three gross of 2x4s, it needs 
only 80-odd sheets of paneling, so 
the panels are a fairly small propor-
tion of the material costs. 

Size for size, common particle 
board costs three to four times as 
much as wallboard, and the fireproof 
versions, which carry the same fire 
ratings as gypsum, are about 2-1/4 
times the cost of the standard. But 
even if you used the fireproof stuff 
for both sides, the difference would 
be about half the cost of the 2x4s. 
Wallboard is dandy above 1 kHz, 
particle's good down low. 

The resonance and drumming of 
wallboard has a nasty tendency to 
add harmonics to bass, giving the 
mixer a warm, smooth, false bass 
sound that leads to surprises when 
listening to the product in other 
rooms. One-inch particle board 
doesn't drum much, and 2-inch 
won't drum at all. So using the stuff 

an equivalent reduction in labor. For 
another, the studs themselves are 
about the same price as standard 
2x4s but half that of the fireproofed 
version. If you're building in an area 
with fire codes that specify no com-
bustible materials in a compound 
wall, metal stud construction re-
duces the frame costs to 15% of a 
wooden double. Finally, metal studs 
can be bought at any length, which 
makes building 16- to 20-foot walls 
simple, and for high walls or a little 
better isolation, 2x6 metal studs are 
available at 50% over the cost of the 
2x4s. 

To summarize, if you can stand 
the weight and are willing to hire 
the work out, cinder block is proba-
bly the best choice for control room 
wall construction. If not, a single 2x4 
or 2x6, Fiberglas-stuffed, metal stud 
wall with fireproof particle board in-
side and either that or two sheets of 
gypsum board outside will likely 
prove lighter, easier, better and 
cheaper than double wood stud 
construction. 

This series concludes next month 
with Part 3, covering acoustical ma-
terials, windows, lighting, equipment 
locations, airflow and...a door. U 

Chicago-based Malcolm Chisholm 
has worked as an audio engineer, 
acoustician and consultant for the 
past 30 years. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Acoustic 
Consulting 

Ell 
IIIE SONE1SOURCE 
58 Nonetuck St , Norternplon. IAA 01080 

st,,et 
BEST PRICES-NATIONAL DELIVERY 
900-484-1003 ert 0032 413484-7144 
ORDER FAX OR INFO 

AtCiVISA Accepted  

Business 
Opportunities 

CASH FOR TRACKS 
We pay cash for your unsold/un-
claimed music tracks. All styles; all 
lengths. No junk please! Send cas-
sette to: PMW, Box 947, Bryn Mawr, 
PA 19010, or call Andy at (800) 368-
0033. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $500,000. Free re-
corded message: (707) 448-0270. 
(NL3). 

Employment 
Offered 

MIXING ENGINEER 
10 yrs. exp. in sound recording/ 
mixing pop songs & jingles. Please 
send resume, contact numbers with 
expected salary to PO Box 31411, 
Causeway Bay Post Office, Hong 
Kong. 

Employment 
Wanted 
Creative Recording Engineer & 
Producer. Currently staff Prod/Eng 
for L.A. label. Great with people, 7 
yrs. studio exp. in analog, digital & 
MIDI. Ex-DJ, ideal for a remixer. 
Looking for a creative change & 
challenge. Pls. call (818) 996-5945. 

Equipment 
For Sale 
Mail order prices with knowledge-
able, helpful people! Major brands of 
MIDI-based music and recording 
equipment: Korg, Roland, Kurzweil, 
E-mu Systems, Akai, Tascam, TOA, 
JBL, Lexicon, Mackie, DOD/Digi-
tech, AKG, Crown, Panasonic, Ram-
sa, Fostex, Carver, AmekfTAC and 
much more! Plus all Macintosh, IBM 
and Atari software and interfaces. We 
take trade-ins! Sweetwater Sound 
Inc., 5335 Bass Rd., Ft. Wayne, IN 
46808; (219) 432-8176. 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

LARGEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
OUTBOARD 

Otan 24-trk recorders and 
consoles, Soundcraft 6000, 

Trident 90, complete Digidesign 
Protools systems, Apogee 
converters, Cypher 3 mach 

system w/Softouch, mobile 24-
trk facility, processors, Roland 
R880, KRK monitors, Genelec 
1031As, Tannoys, Westlake 
BBSM8, Summit tube gear, 

Yamaha CD recorder, Marantz 
CD recorder, LA-2A. 

EQUIPMENT LEASING AND 
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS-NEW 
AND USED COMPONENTS 
CALL FOR CURRENT FAX 
USTING OF EQUIPMENT 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(602) 267-0600 

WORLDWIDE DELIVERY! 
KEYBOARDS & RECORDING 

EQUIPMENT. 
GREAT SELECTION - GREAT 

SERVICE. 
OVER 60 YEARS IN BUSINESS. 

CARUSO MUSIC 
20 BANK ST., NEW LONDON, CT 
06320, U.S.A. (203) 442-9600 

Fax: (203) 442-0463 

TAC Scorpion console 28/12/24/2 
w/4 patch bays wired w/Mogami 
cable in custom desk w/12 single 
rackspaces equally spaced above 
meter bridge. Comes w/ten 30-ft. 
snakes, 24-trk & 2-trk harnesses, 
MIDI stn. & mic input panel. Call Bob, 
(805) 251-2599. 

35 mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: Mag-
na-Tech Reproducer/Recorders w/ 
Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, MR-
436 for Sale. Call Michael Temmer, 
(212)206-1475. Fax: (212) 929-9082. 

FOR SALE 
Reconditioned Yamaha 

PM-3000 40-Ch. Consoles. We 
also have new Yamaha PM-4000s! 

A-1 Audio Inc. 
Lyndon 

(213) 465-1101 

TUBE MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Power supplies for all tube mics. 

Bill Bradley Microphones 
(216) 723-6494 

Fax (216) 723-6595 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
• No Down Payment • True Lease or $ 1.00 Buyout 

• Fixed Rates, Long Terms • No Financial Statements Required 

• New or Used Equipment for Transactions Under $50,000 

RICOM 
LEASING. INC 

rippivor request i;?formaiion contact lobn Mt-Mimics 

(713) 680-8822 

FINE 
USED EQUIPMENT 

Bought & Sold 

Summit 

IFIr#: Audio 
erte Inc, 

P 0 Box 1678 
Jillbr Los Gatos 

CA 95031 
408-395-2448 

FAX (408) 395-1403 

Demo Tascam, ATR-60 2N 2-track; 
$1,995. (4) demo Tascam CD701; 
$850 ea. New Adams-Smith Zeta 3B 
synchronizer, $1,995. Thoroughbred 
Music, (800) 800-4654 or (813) 238-
6485, ext. 125. Ask for Bill. 

MITSUBISHI X-850 we remote 
and meter bridge. Well-main-
tained, low hours. $65k. Serious 
inquiries please. Ask for Bill, (212) 
333-2206. 

AMPEX RECORDERS 
AG440-8 — 8-track — $2k. 
AG440 — 2-track — $1k. 

Both in good working condition. 
Both machines — $2,700. 

(919) 983-5469 
(919) 983-2027 

NEOTEK ELITE 
32-input Neotek Elite, all factory re-
placed switches last year. Mic 
patching on bay. Well-maintained; in 
excellent condition. $25,000. 

(818) 907-5161 

JH10-16 2" 16-track w/remote EC 
15, 30 ips, $4.5k; ATR-800 4-track 
w/remote, EC, $2.5k, with Saki 1/2" 
2-track heads, $3.5k; 3M79 24-
track, selecttake II EC, $10k; 3M798-
track EC, $2k; Bob Yauger (315) 
839-5841. 

MCI JH-636 VU auto console, 32-
in, 13 para EQ, $21k. Otari MTR-10 
1/4" 2-trk, $3k. Emulator Ill w/ 
RM45 HD, $6,800. Sony PCM 
701ES Dig Enc., $600. Echoplate 
III, $500. ARP 2600, $600. YAMA-
HA 816, $1,300. Amps—UREI 
6300, $700; JBUUREI 6290, $600; 
Crown MT1200, $550. Peavey 
8410 Line Amps (2), $150 ea. UREI 
537 1/3-oct EQ (2), $500 ea. (916) 
421-5159. 

HARBOR SOUND & VIDEO 
197 East Main Street 

Gloucester, MA 01930 
Consoles: Soundtracs MAX 32-in, 
$6.5k * Soundcraft 1600 24x24, 
$9.5k Amek 2500 32x24 w/Mas-
termix, $28k " Trident 65 32x8x16 
demo, new, $12.5k ' Trident TSM 
32)(24)(24, $33k Neve 8058, Call 
• 24-Tracks: Studer A80 MkIll 
Studer A80 MkIV • Otan MTR 90-II, 
$25k (2) Otan MX-80 Ampex 
MM1200, $12.5k • 16-Tracks: 
Tascam MS- 16 (4) w/dbx Otani 
MX-70 Soundcraft 1" new, $6.9k 
• Microphones: AKG C-414' (3) 
Neumann U-87s * Sanken CMS-7 
stereo • (2) Sanken CU-41 (2) B & 
K 4006, $1,349 ea., new Neu-
mann TLM-170, $1,650, new 
Reverbs: AMS RMX-16 Klark-
Teknik DN-780, $1.5k (3) Lexi-
con-224 (2) Lexicon 200. 

Phone: (508) 281-0711 
Fax: (508) 281-0470 

1=1. 

Newest Name In Tube/Compressor! 
Limiters Is The ADL 1000 

LA-2A Type Design, Quieter With 
More Frequency Response 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
818-340-0228 
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Buy, Sell CI Trade 
New, Used CI 

Vintage 
• 

Innovative 
Studio Design 
and Installation 

Anything Audio Presents 
Console module rack Li power supply system, 

features: 2-6 Neve module systems 
(Ion, 1066 etc.) twitcheable 48v phantom, xlr 
mie line in, xlr line in, insert points, xlr line 

out, optional rr jacks available. 
Call For Quote on 

Your Custom System 

800-788-2875 
KJSED SPECIALS - MItsubakh, X Ifi0 w/apagee filtere, calll • Soundtracs PC Midi. $6,800 • Eventide 989, 5750-7\ 

( 21 Eventide 949 wideglitch, $1000 each • TC Electron CS 2290 (Bale Mode)). $ 1,350 • Sony 3324A, 400 hrs., 157K • 
Trident Trimut/70 24,,24 w PS. $ 12,503 • Fist. E 2. $ 1,1930 • C2) Otan MTR 900, 127K • (2) Studer A KG Mid)). USK 
• Studer A 80 Mal, $25K • Neumann Lens% $1.500 • AXG C 414, $700 • Neve 1086 scenic pr.!, $1,400 • Neve 
1073 ecenic pre, $ 1,500 • Neve 8088 Midi 32 bro. mint. 185X • Neve V2 48 VO wftnovIng fmzeen.S1615K • SSI. 4048G. 

call for once • SS). 4C6111E/G, call for once • SS). 8058E, call for poce • Lexicon 4801 mr/ Larc, $8200 • 
DBX 160, $450 • AMS 1555, $6K • AMS RMX 16, $4,20) • Lexicon 200, 11,500 • Neumann M49, M50, U47, U48, 
U87, call for price • EMT 250, $12.500 • API 32x18x24 w/ Moving Faders, $80K • Neve 19)48, mint, $79K • %Ws 

E16, 4K • Taecern 543600 32x8 $4,500 • Otan MX 70 18, mot, 15,500 • ( 4) Drawmer DS201, $475 each • 

Teacart, MSR le, $4K • Tascam ATA SO16,57,800 

CALL FOR A USTING OF OUR INVENTORY CLEARANCE ITEMS 

anything audio, 
professional audio sales and service 

FAX 617-426-2763 
63 NIELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA 02210 617-426-2875 

See-ea Ike. 
Eguifrotee. Pukficee 

..e4te.4 
ADAMBSMITH AKAI 

ARIU-DIGITAL ARO 

ALLEN U HEATH ANS 

API ART ASHLT 

AVALON SSE BSS 

CASIO-DAT CREST 

CROWN OBI DDA 

DEMETER DRAWMER 

RAW EVENTIDE 

FOSTER GRO, NAPLES 

RLARRTERNIII 

LEXICON MACIUX 

DESIGNS 

MOLAR MITSUBISHI 

MON SEER CARLE 

NEVE 

PS-SYSTEMS 

SANE SAMSON 

WIRELESS 

SENN HEISER filfERTA 

SONY SOUNDTRACS 

STUDIONASTEll 

«MET= TANNOY 

T.C. ELECTROICS 

TUBE-TECH 

WAVETIAMIL 

WHITE 

db 
ENGINEERING  

We Need Your Clean Used 24 Track !!! 
Phone(617)782-4838 Fax(617)782-4935 
List Your For-Sale Items With Us Free!! 

SS L parts; G Computer from $3.8K; E modules from $2.6K 

SS L 6056E TR, $165K; 4048, $125K; Neve 24/24, 4 bnd 1081 eq 
$50K; 8108, $45K; BCM 10, $10K; Trident 80B, $32K; Neotek 
Elite, $30K. API, DDA, Amek call. 24 trk Studer A800, $30K; MCI 
JH24, $ ISK; Otani MX80, $18K; MX70 16tr, $9K. Neumann U67, 
$2.5K; U47FET $ 1.4K; Sony PCM601, $850; UREI 1176LN, $650. 

New Aphex,Eventide,Tannoy Adams-Smith dbx call 
Now roudl re • resentin • the Quested powered monitor " 

FAST • EASY • TIDY 
Velcro Cable Wraps 

LASALLE 
MUSIC & SOUND 

993 Main St., E. Hartford, CT 
06108. Phone: (203) 289-3500 

Fax: (203) 289-4382 
BEST BUYS ON: 

TASCAM, JBL, E-mu, 
SOUNDCRAFT, FOSTEX, 
TANNOY, AKG, RAMSA 

SENNHEISER and MUCH, MUCH 
MORE! 
WE SHIP! 

USED AND DEMOS! 
SOUNDCRAFT TS12 (24 in w/ 

patch bay); $14,500. 
Call for details. 

Lasalle Music & Sound 

FOR SALE NOW 
'87 Sony JH-24 24-trk, great shape 
$18k; '83 MCI JH-24 24-trk, good 
shape, $16k. $32k for the pair. Call/ 
fax Phil or Ralph, (401)247-0218; fax 
(401) 247-1280 

FOR SALE: (2) SONY 3324 
DIGITAL MULTITRACKS W/ APO-
GEE, REMOTES, & ROAD CASES 
48 TRKS. OF DIG. CHEAP! CALI 
JOHN NOWLAND @ (415) 851 
1195. 

Sony BVH 2000, $23k (1,100 hms 
sync hd) w/Grumman sync gen 
waveform/patch bay/rack, $27k 
Sony 3/4" V05800, $2k. Video DAs 
GV & Telemet. Studer A80 Mk 1.5 
16-tk, $9,500. Trident 65, 16x4xi' 
$9,900. U67s matched pr., $5,50( 
4-tk Tascam 34, $1k. dbx 150s (8 
tk), racks, Yamaha dig. drums w/ 
stands, EMII, Roland MKB300/5 DX7 
brains & rack. (212) 581-6210.  

APR 24, 1,000 hours, $5k - take 
over lease. D&R 8000, 32x24 con-
sole, $19k. Roland R880; Eventide 
H3000 SE, 1176, 166, S770, mics, 
connectors, speakers, etc. 

(818) 508-7848. 

Mix Classifieds-(800) 747-3703 

SKR ATA Rack Mounts at 
an Affordable Price 
fin Meets ATA class 300, Cat.] Spec. available in 2U - 12U sizes and is KEi half the weight of conventional wooden rocks. Call your local dealer 

MADE IN LJ S.A. for a demo or fax for the rime of your nearest distributor. 
434 West Levers Place, Orange, CA 92667 (817)847-5400 FAX(817)847-6319 

lerreveedeeàf_iireniii »de% 
Has 

"The Cool Guy Stuff" 
a de•a'C' 

OTARI • PRO DISK • AKAI • MEYER 

TANNOY • JBL • NEUMANN • AKG 

APHEX • API • SUMMIT • KLARK • DBX 

DRAWMER • LEXICON • EVENTIDE 

SOUNDCRAFT • EV • RAMSA • CREST 

financing and much more! 
A Full Service Pro Audio Dealer 
Serving Chicago & Midwest for 18 yrs. 

708-339-8014 

Over 100 Pro Audio lines! 

For $7500 you can record 
onto your own compact discs! 

Kingdom Sound & 
Recording Systems 

MIDI, Passport, Mark of the Unicorn, 
Digidesign, Opcode, JL Cooper, 
Tascam, Mies, Decks, R-DAT Re-
corders and Tape, plus much more! 
Everything for your project studio! 

Call for our Free Catalog 
Call 1-800-334-1456 

8:30am-5:00pm EST ( FAX) 717-662-3875 
Request catalog I MX 9•92 

MidiVox 
Factory Direct 

(800) 433-MIDI (6434) 
Growl a trumpet-Croon a sax 
Hum a bass-Scream a guitar 
Laugh a clarinet-Yell a cello. 

2-yr. warranty. $1,595 

Extremely Quiet 
Mie Preamps 

EIN=-l33dI3M 1500 20 kHz 

550 / Channel 48 V Phantom 
PORTIBLV OR KM k MOUNT 

AERCO ( 51 2) 451-5874 
Pre ... rei the (rueler 

Box 1 809 3 Austin,TX 78760 
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audio village 619/320-0728 
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DATRAX® D A A 

Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Black Finish 

• DAT/DAT Tape Flight Cases 

• Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: 
• DATRAX 40 • Video 8mm Rao, holds 36 
• Cassette Roo, holds 48 

For information or to order: 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 
Tel: 818.783.9133 • Fax: 818.783.9318 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 13444 Moorpark St., 
Suite 23, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON 
SSLs, APIs, NEVEs, etc. 
ALSO OTARls, STUDERs, 
AND MOST OTHER HIGH-

QUALITY 
PIECES OF PROFESSIONAL 

USED EQUIPMENT. 
WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

in stock: 
MITSUBISHI X-850 32-TRACK 
FAIRCHILD 670, 660, 666 
NEUMANN U47s, 67s, SM2 
NEUMANN M49, 269, SM69 
AKG C-24, C-12, C-28s, 224s 
RCA 77-DX, BK5A, BK5B 
SONY C-37A, C-500s, 107A 
PULTEC EQP-1A3s, MAVEC 
TELETRONIX LA-2A 
UREI LA-4s 
NEVE & HELIOS MODULES 
AMS RMX-16, 1580 
GML 8200 w/PSU 
STUDER A8OVU 2- & 4-TRKS 

"this is not a problem" 
(617) 784-7610 TEL 
(617) 784-9244 FAX 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
SUPPLEMENTING THE BEST IN 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT WITH 

THE BEST IN NEW 
EQUIPMENT 

now representing 
FOCUSRITE MODULES 

SUMMIT AUDIO 
STUDER/REVOX 

GML-EQs MIC-PRE COMP/LIM 
DEMETER 

NEUMANN MICROPHONES 
B & K MICROPHONES 
ADL COMPRESSORS 
CAD CONSOLES/ 
AUTOMATION 

"still not a problem" 
(617) 784-7610 TEL 

Excellent Multitrack 
3M S. 79 2" 24-trk. (Selecteck II auto-
locator) upgrade it, 95% life on original 
heads. New UREI 811c. Lexicon 224 
Digi. Rev. (305) 378-4417. 

American Pro Audio 

• Sony/MCI • Trident • 
• Tannoy • Eventide • 
• Yamaha • Tubetech • 
• Fostex • Soundtracs • 
• Beyer • Roland • Akai • 
• Ramsa • Panasonic • 

Mini Lease Program 

New or used, trade-ins 24-60 
months with buyout option 
$5K-25K no financials 
required min. 2 yrs in business. 

1-800-333-2172 

Audio Systems 

Project Studio HQ for 
the Pacific Northwest 

Pro Tools • Mackie 
Sound Tools II 
Roland DM-80 

Tascam • Fostex 
KRK Monitors 
Tannoy • Crest 
Sony • Aphex 
AMEK Einstein 

Timeline Microlynx 

and much more. 

Seattle: (206) 632-7810 

Portland: (503)721-0824 

SYNCLAVIER 32 Poly voices, 20M 
RAM, sample-to-disk, two EOM 
drives, 8 MIDI outs, SMPTE, velccity 
keyboard, music printing, 100K 
sampling, road cases, & printer. Re-
lease 0 and Release 2 software, plus 
extras. $35k. Call John (305) 284-
2439.  

AMS Audiofile. 2-Hour 16-bit system. 
7.21-h software. Solid, retable work-
horse. $ 16,000. Call David at (213 
876-0336. 

FOR SALE 
Harrison MR-4, 36x24 w/8 sub-
groups, $26,500; Otari MTR-9011 
24-trk., $25,500; (2) Ampex AR-
102 1/4", $4,000 each; Neumann 
U87a mics, $1,350; AMS RMX- 16 
Digital Reverb, S4,800. Call for a 
greater list! Tom at (816) 931-3338; 
or fax (816) 931-6841. 

CONDENSER MICS. 
(2) Bruel & Kjaer 4006 omni-di(ec-
tionals, $1,000 each. Like new. Call 
Toad Hall Studio at (914) 359-3667. 

THE ONLY CALL YOU HAVE TO MAKE FOR OVER 100 LINES, 
AMONG THEM: 

Adams-Smith; ADC; Aircraft; Aiwa-HHB; Akai; AKG; Allen & Heath; Am-
pex; Anchor Audio; Annis; Anvil Cases; Aphex; API; ART; Ashly; Atlas/ 
Soundolier; Audio Control; Audio-Teonnica; BBE; BeyerDynamic; Biamp; 
Bose; Brainstorm Elec; Bryco; Bryston BSS; CAD; Calzone; Carver; Casio; 
Community; Courtryman; Crest Audio; Crown; Cutting Wedge; dbx; DDA; 
Demeter; Denon; Digidesign; Drawmer; Dr. T's; EAW; EFFX; Electro-Voice; 
Eltekon; E-mu Systems; Eventide; Fishman; Focusrite; Fostex; Furman; 
Gauss; Gentner; GoldLine; Hailer; liarrison; Hollywood Edge; Horizon; 
Hose; Hybrid Arts; Innovative Audio Intraclean; JBLJUREI; Jeanius; JL 
Cooper; John Hardy; Juice Goose; Klark-Teknik; Klipsch; Latin Percus-
sion; Lexicon; Littlite; Mackie Designs; Mark of the Unicorn; Meyer Sound; 
Microtech; Mida Middle Atlantic; MIDIman; Milab; Mogami; Monster 
Cable; MRL: Nakamichi; Neve (Prism); Numark; Omnimount; Opcode; 
Orban; Otan; Panasonic; PLI; ProCo;Prosonus; Pro Tek Cases; Ramsa; 
Rane; Rapco; Servo Drive; Sennheiser; Shure; Simon Systems; Sony; 
Soundcraft; Sound Ideas; Studiomaster; Summit Audio; Switchcraft; 
Symetrix; TAD; Tannoy; Tascam; TC Electronic; TDK; Telex; 3M; 
Threshold; TimeLne; Trident Audio; Turbosound; Turtle Beach; Ultimate 
Support; Whirlwind; Whim; and Zoom. 

Otari's full-line Dealer for New England and Brazil. 
Oferecendo assitencia tecnica e instalacai 

no Rio e em Sao Paulo. 
Studio and control room desigi, technical and maintenance 
service, plus z, large selection cf warrantied used equipment. 

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF USED GEAR 

LA-2A (mint condition), call; MCI JH-24/ 1980 w/ALIII, $17.5k; Otan MX 
80, $18k; Fostex E-1630 ips, $5,800; Tascam 8516 w/dbx, $5,200; Otan 
MX 5050 Bll w/rernote, stand, $1,550; Lexicon 480L w/LARC, 3-mo.-old, 
$9,500; Yamaha SPX 1000 (2 avail.), $900 ea.; Tannoy SRM 10D moni-
tors (MINT), $700, JBL 4311 monitors, $250; UREI 813s, $2,500; Tascam 
122 Mkt' (exc. cond.), $550; Studer A-800 Mkt (24- & 16-trk heads), 
$27,500; Tascam 112R Cassette (exc. cond.), $480; Crown Macro Ref-
erence Amp (in sealed box), $3,400; Crown DC 150, $250; Soundtracs 
Megas Monitor 32x16 wicase, $12K Amek Hendrix 40 in. w/dynamics 3-
mo.-old, call; NeoltekSenes II 36 in w/patch bay, P &G faders (exc. cond.), 
$15,500; Neotek ELAN 36x24x36 w/patch bay "mint", $26k; Sound-
Workshop 34C 28x24 amtomated V2.3 patch bay, $32k; Trident TSM 40 
ch. w/patch bay stand, $35k; Sony PCM 601 (mint), $800; Digidesign 
Soundtoolsw/DAT VO& Pro VO, $2,440; Eventide H 300se, $1,850; NEVE 
Medici full para 2-channel, $5,500; AKG C-12, $4,500; Beyer M-740 w/ 
shock, $1k; Maceosh 1.2-gig erasable optical drive, $2,500. Much, Much 
More! Call for our complete used product listing. 

ALL WARRANTIED AND CALIBRATED TO FACTORY 
SPECS OR YOUR $ BACK. 

WE BUY, TRADE AND LIST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE 
MC In Connecticut (203) 289-9475 VISA 

65 MAIN STREET WFTERTOWN MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924 -0660AFAM (617) 9Q4.0497 

Heads for an MG JH-24. Complete 
set of 24-channel heads, never used, 
perfect condition, $2,900. Also, P & 
G faders, Prof. VJ meters, Ampex 
MM- 1200 transport control & search 
to cue boards. Call (215) 624-5564.  

Lexiccn Opus 
Complete digital workstation, in-
cluding 8-Irk disk-based editor, 12x2 
automated mixer machine control, 
time compression, 28 digital and 4 
analog ins and out, 2.5 gigs storage, 
latest software. Mint condition (under 
Lexicon maintenar ice comract); $99k/ 
best offer. Call (617) 522-1412. 

Private Studio Equipment Sale 
Everything low-use, very clean. ATR 
102 w/1/4" & 1/2" stacks (never lap-
ped), 4-speed cards, cue amp, cher-
ry. $7,500. Pultec EQP-1, $2,295. 
Pultec MEQ-5, $1,295. Publison 
1M90, $5,995. Stephens 16-Irk w/ 
custom ash cabinet, beautiful sound, 
$6,900. 0-lock cards & cables, JH-
24 & A800. Belden cable, mic, multi 
pr., coax, various lengths e/S. Con-
tact Ben (916) 265-8003.  

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 747-3073. 
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DIGITAL AUDIO FORMAT CONVERSION 
PLUS 4- OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION AMP 

Adjust all important Channel Status Bits 
Connect AES/EBU & S/PDIF in any combination 

Easily interlace Consumer/Professional Recorders 
Feed 4 devices ( OAT. 0/A, etc.) simultaneously 
For Studios, Remote, 8 Duplication Facilities 

All inputs/outputs transformer coupled 
Reduces Digital Jitter 

MODEL FCN-1...PROFESSIONAL NET $450 
FCN-1/OPTICAL...$495: FCN-1E...$750 

Ask about our DAT modifications 
NON1INI egita/.. For your nearest dealer. contact: 

0/77 8/17 309 E. 90 St. - B NY, NY 10128 (212)369-2932 FAX 427-6892 

TEC 

OF DENeRK 

t ".c. e lectromc 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (WEST) 
Lease or Purchase the TC6032 
Moving Fader Remote Eq System 
Direct from the Manufacturer 

(805) 373-1828 

MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T.• MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Vate Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

Mitsubishi X-850 
Super Excellent Condition 

Original owner. Never moved from 
one place. 6,000 hrs used w/ 

controller. $80k firm. 

For info call (212) 228-3777 
Serious Inquiries 
Only Please. 

Vintage audio equipment for sale. (1 
Fairlight II-X with black custom finish 
and ( 1) pre-Sony MCI416 console 
(24-inout/16-bus). Both in excellent 
condition. Call anytime. (212) 675-
7345. 

National Tech-Traders 
MitsJbishi X-850 digital 32-trk re-
corder, $50k. Cameras, VTRs, Mix-
ers, Recorders, Broadcast Equip-
ment, etc. Fax your equipment lists 
today! Call or fax for our list. (800)565-
2324. Fax: (902) 477-8970. 

OF DENWRK 

t.Lelectromc 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (EAST) 
Lease or Purchase the TC6032 
Moving Fader Remote Eq System 
Direct from the Manufacturer 

(800) 451-6032 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

• Up to $75,000 with 
credit application only 

• Provides: 
Off-balance sheet 
financing, Tax benefits 

• New & used equipment 

• Generate capital by 
selling & leasing back 
equipment 

• Nationwide 

• Dealers welcome 

• Over 10 yrs in the A/V 
industry 

Apply by phone 
(800) 626-LFCI 

PROTOOLS, Mac llfx, Radius Pivot, 
Microtech 1.2HD, Studiovision, Fi-
nale, $ 12,080; Meyer HD- 1s, $2,800; 
Mac Ilci, Radius 2 Page & Card, 
$3,900; Sony TCD-10 Pro, $1,600; 
Sony C-48, $350, (616) 695-3068.  

Looking for used or new MIDI 
equipment? We've got tons of super 
clean Yamaha, Roland, Korg, En-
soniq, Kawai, Akai, Kurzweil and E-
mu products in stock. Great prices! 
Come in or do it all through the mail. 
Call, write or fax for prices & details. 
Caruso Music, 20 Bank St., New 
London, CT 06320, USA; (203) 442-
9600. FAX (203) 442-0463. 

Faidight Series III with MFX console. 
The machine is equipped with (2) 
380-megabyte ESDI hard disks and 
190 SCSI hard disk, 14 megabytes of 
waveform RAM, full complement of 
voices, and streaming tape back-up. 
Please call (213) 836-7688. 

RAMSA WR-T820B 48-input capa-
bility, 20 mic/line, 8 aux out, mint 
cond., $4,500. Lexicon 224 w/re-
mote $2k. UREI LA-4, $450. Tascam 
MS- 16 recorder w/AQ-65C auto, 
$5k. (704) 372-3132. 

professional digital recording 
digidesugn-sonic solutions- spectral 

7 day tech support/español/export. 
MIRMI 305.666.2890 fax 666.5281-1 

Reliable Musk 

TASCAIVI 
RECORDING 
PACKAGES 
GREAT DEALS! 

EMU E-3 
8 MEC SAMPLER $7500 NEW 

• * • ATTENTION • • • 
SI L n 101 cA,,'At,qt S RAMOS 

SONY PANASONIC TASCAM 
DATS 

IN STOCK CALL FOR PRICE 
LOTS NOME RECORDING. PRO SOURIS 

AND IIIIUSICIAL FOOFTEITT 

CALL BOW AT GREAT RAKES CALL 
704 375-8662 EXT. 325 
Au. nvean SUBJECT 10 PRIOR SALE 

Studer A820/24 w/internal Dolby 
SR, full remote, 48-ch. stand; Stud-
er/SSL interface only 1,100 hours, 
mint, $69,500; Kurzweil K250 key-
board, voice blocks A & C, mint, 
$3,200; Neotek Series 1 16x4x2, 
very clean, $4,500.  (802) 658-0044.  

OTARI Series 54 Console 
Otan Series 54 46/46 console with 
DiskMix Moving Faders, expanded 
spare parts kits, and DiskMix host PC 
computer. Brand new, still in crate. 
Call (609) 243-4472. 

BERLER 
COMMUNICATIONS 

COMPANY 

HAVE: but must sell 
•KORG DRV-3000 reverb, $600 
*LEXICON PCM-42, $600 
*LEXICON 480L, $9.5k 
•AMEK "Hendrix" w/auto, $85k 
*EVENTIDE H-3000, $1.7k 
*NEUMANN U-89, $1.6k 
•AKAI DD1000 wksta., $7.9k 
•NEVE 1073 EQs, $1.5k 
•NEVE 2254 compressor, $1.5k 
•NEVE 20x8x16 console, $35k 
•NEVE 12x2 w/bay, $13k 
•NEVE 5305 12x4x4 w/bay, $15k 
•NEVE BCM10, $18k 
•NEVE 8014 16x4 bay/cp, $20k 

HAVE NOT: but need 
•LA-4 compressors 
*96 point bays 
•Midpriced rack gear 
(708) 263-6400/Fax: 336-5776. 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALE 

ALL DISCRETE Neve 8078, $125k. 
EMT 240 Gold Foil Plate, $2.5k. 

Otan 5050B 1/4", $ 1.8k. 
Other Equipment, Mics, Amps, 
Speakers. Call for full listing. 

(914) 232-1396. 

AKAI DIGITAL A-DAM DR1200 
12-TRACK RECORDERS, 2x12 
WITH LOCATOR AND METERS. 
$24k. 
HARRISON RAVEN 32x24x2 IN-
LINE CONSOLE WITH VCA AUTO-
MATION AND LCD METERS, $26k. 

Michael Witte (708) 336-7702  

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800)747-3073. 

Equipment 
Rentals 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
CONSOLE & FX RENTALS 
All Paragon Soundcraft Europa 
Midas XL-3 Soundcraft Series 4 
TAC SR6000 Soundcraft 8008 

Yamaha PM3000 Soundcraft Venue 
Gamble EX56 Ramsa WR-S852 
Gamble EX48 Ramsa WR-S840 

Gamble HC40 TAC Scorpion II 

Gamble SC32 TAC Scorpion 
Yamaha 2408 TOA RX-7-328 

Lexicon • Klark Teknik • t.c. electronic 
Eventide • Yamaha • dbx • Panasonic 

Roland • Drawmer • Aphex • Symetrix 

• FREE travel and shop setup time 
• World's largest live console inventory 
• 10 yrs of console rental specialization 
• Tours - Weekly - Daily - Long Term 
• Extremel Com etitive Prices! 

IV 

Imb• Li 0 I 0 

PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO RENTALS 

310/838-6555 
800/441-4415 

24-hour Service 

AUDIO/VIDEO RENTALS 

GET ACQUAINTED!...SAVE! 
FIRST TIME CALLERS 

MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL SAVINGS 

Well- Maintained Equipment 
24- Hour Technical Support 

FREE Local Delivery 

1:1101filL 
deelefeee  

Analog/Digital Recordcrs, VTR's. 
DATs. Mirs, DnIhy. Outboard Gear 

213-664-FAST 800-446-FAST 
OUTSIDE CALIF 

A Production Rental Service 
365 DAYS A YEAR • ANY TIME, ANYWHERE 
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UNDERGROUND SOUND 

PRO AUDIO RENTALS 
Drum Machines • Monitor Speakers • Amplifiers • Microphones 

Noise Reduction • Preamps • Samplers • Synchronizers • Sequencers 
Digital Reverbs • Digital Delays . Digital Tape Mach • Analog Tape Mach 

Compressors • Mixers • Noise Gates • De-Essers/Exciters 
Tube Mico • Equalizers • Custom Racks...We've Got Em 

WE CAN BEAT OUR COMPETITOR'S PRICES!!! 
Seven Days A Week • 24 Hours A Day 

(8151321-4081 (815)684 - RENT FAX (815) 327-9285 

db Rents Exotic & Tube Gear !!! 
Tubes Exotica 6_0At_ier 

Neumann U47 API 550E0 
Neumann U67 ITI/Sontec Para EO 
Pultec Mavec Eq/Pre A&D Vocal Stressor 
Demeter Mic Preamp Aphex Compellor 
Altec 1566A Tube Pre dbx 165A 

Calf for Medal>,ley 

db ENGINEERING Inc. 
Tel:(617) 782-0648 Fax:(617) 782-4935 

Equipment 
Wanted 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602)267-0600 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 
AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS OF 
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO 

QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(617) 784-7610 TEL 
(617) 784-9244 FAX 

WANTED 
NEVE CONSOLES 

8058-8068 or later model. Call (21 2) 
581-6210 or fax (212) 581-2776 w/ 
details. Small desks also considered 

AMS AUDIOFILE WANTED 
Basic, 8-channel, 2-hour DAT back 
up system. Please contact Charlie or 
Alberto at (809) 793-8821. Fax (809) 
793-8509.  

FADEX MODULES WANTED 
Mfg. by Allison or Valley People. Up to 
48 fadex modules needed. Also 
wanted: Aengus console modules. 
Contact: Richard (310) 558-8832.  

WANTED 
Autolocator For Studer A80 MkII, 24-
track. Complete or parts. (209) 251-
1516. 

Mix Classifieds—(800) 747-3703 

•7363 

Instruction 
EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS 

12-hour sound mixing/recording 
course: $239; 2-hour course: $39; 2-
hour MIDI course: $39; plus shipping/ 
handling. Visa/MC/check. For bro-
chure: RECORDING ASSOCIATES, 
5821 SE POWELL, PORTLAND, OR 
97206. (503) 777-4621.  

MUSIC RECORDING 
INDUSTRY 

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
SF State Univ. Extended Education. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pro;. 
Expand skills or earn certificate. En-
gineering, management, songwriting 
& more! 

Call (415) 338-1372. 

BOOKS, TAPES, VIDEOS 
Get the worlds most complete collodion of 

resources for the audio and music professional 

Write or call now for your free catalog. 

111. 

BOOKSHELF 
6400 Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

18001233-9600 • 1510)653-3307 

The services of your company shouldr 't 
be classified information! Instead, adver-
tise in Mix Classifieds and unveil your 
specialty. (800) 747-3703. 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repair 

MAGNETIC RECORDING 
HEADS 

RELAP/REPLACEMENT for Audio, 
Video, Time Code, Duplication. 20 
years of head design experienc?.. 
IEM, 350 N. Eric Dr., Palatine, L 
60067; tel. (800) 227-4323.  

ATR SERVICE COMPANY 
Michael Spitz, formerly of Ampex, s 
now offering REPAIRS PARTS • 
MOD KITS for Ampex recorders * All 
repaired assemblies and refurbished 
motors for ATR- 100/124/800 and 
MM-1200 are machine-tested prior 
to shipping • New FLUX MAGNET-
ICS mastering heads 0 Call (415) 574-
1165 for details and price list. 

,,,,(),-7.--NVDSVI • War., • 833NOld • ANOS • 

Pro Digital inc. 
Recorder 
Service 

-1 1000 

/>- 
> Fast, expert repairs 
• Sony 8, Panasonic Specialists • 

215.328.6992 Ta,cAM • PIONEER • FO ST « 

e 

Music 
Products/ 
Software 

FREE-Manny's 
1st EVER 

MUSIC CATALOG! 
Manny's brings 48th St, to your 
doorstep. Become a charter sub-
scriber. Send name and address to: 
AudioTechniques c/o Manny's Mail 
Order #7, 1600 Broadway, Suite 803, 
New York, NY 10019. 

Records, Tapes 
& CD Services 
and Supplies 

COMPACT DISC 
MANUFACTURING AND 

HIGH QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

Affordable pricing for the independent labels 
or individuals. Complete services include 
digital mastering, graphics, color separations, 
printing, packaging and fulfillment All work 
is guaranteed. We will be glad to answer any 
questions that you may have. 

CALL (317) 353-1113 or write to: 

vviviG, Inc. 
(World Media Group) 
8472 Brookville Road 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46239 
Fax (317) 353-0750 

Attention: Jeff Mellentine 

How To Get A 

RECORD DEAL 
Make Your Music LOOK 
As Good As It SOUNDS 

Custom Loaded 
Cassette Blanks 

utilizing 
MAXELL XLII HIGH BIAS TAPE 

or your choice of 
AMPEX, AGFA, BASF PREMIUM TAPE 

Any length up to C-96 rushed to you n 
runs of 100 cassettes 

TRUTONE INC. 
310 Hudson St. Hackensack, NJ 07601 
201-489-9180 Fax: 201-489-1771 

CD Re hcation 8 Cassette Duplication 

r A-, 0 

C'''''"1111161 

802884.9020 

RealTime & 
HighSpeed... 
Digital Editing 
Graphic Design 
Printing 
Full Packaging 
CD & Cass. Pkgs 

Pests 4 
One Mill Sr 

Rio laVT 

CASSETTE PROOFS-2 DAYS 
Artwork Proofs - 2 days 
Finished Product - 5 days 
Bin Loop Duplication 

BASF or MAXELL XLII Cr02 
Call 904-399-0424 • Fax: 904-398-9683 

AUDIO EAST 
The Warehouseshwel975 

2071-20x Emerson St • lacitsonvIlle, FL 32207 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
SERVICES 

.. AND ChEAPER roof  
Real Time duplication package: 
- BASF. AGFA or AMPEX CRO 2 
- clear SHAPE shell (made in US A.) 
- direct • NORELCO box - shrink wra 

CALL FOR FREE SAMPLE: 

as be as 

$1.05 ea. 

PRO AUDIO/VIDEO 
REAL TIME DUPLICATION 
ON NAKAMICHI DECKS 300 CHROME 

CASSET7FS / FULL 
STLyRATEEc OFSYSTHTEEM AFIgR COLOR INSERTS 

MAJOR LABEL °Q UALITY 

HI-SPEED DUPUCATION 

PACKACGDE PRIFNTIRENGE GARANDpHPICACDKAESGIGINe 

VIDEO DUPLICATION 

sigga  LOWEST PRICESI 
BLANK TAPES ACCESSORIES 

FREE CATALOG 1-800-365-TAPE(8273) 

BLANK AUDIO 
CASSETTES 

BASF Chrome - Clear Shells 

DAT TAPES 
I mintitc. oni:c 

ONLY $6.99! 
$5.99 ee 50 

M/CARD-VISA 
Money Rack Guarantee 

800-321-5738 
Run by songwriters 

oid musicians since 1981 

CASSETTE HOUSE 

Mix Classifieds (WO) 747-3703 
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1000 PACKAGED CASSETTES 
• BASF Chrome Tape 
• Clear Shell • Clear Norelco Box 
• Direct Imprint • Plastic Wrap 
• Full Color Std J Card 
; Production Master/Test Copy 
• Polymer Imprint Plates Price dom. not in( hide composite film or talo or k 

phylco audio/video hr. 1474 

AAPEX  
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock. 

Wholesale distributors of: 

AMPEX•BASF•3M•MAXELL•SONY 
• Audio video tope 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tape 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 

Col for Quote 

(800) 854-1061 
TEL (619) 277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
7190 Claremont Mesa Blvd Son Diego. CA 9211] 

Viso mid Mastercard accepted A 
W.OLESALE 0451R 

Oea. c 
800-348-6194 j 

ESP 
TAPES & 
CD'S 

EASTERN 
STANDARD 

PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DR 
BUFFALO NY 14228 

TEL 716-691-7631 
FAX 716-691-7732 
1-800-527-9225 

• CD REPLICATION 

• HIGH SPEED CASSETTES 

• AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME 

CASSETTES ON TOK-SA 

• DIGITAL MASTERING 

AND EDITING 

• COMPLETE 

PRINTING 

AND PACKAGING 

1-800-527-9225 
FORA FREE BROCHURE 

COMPACT DISCi 
REAL-TIME CASSETTES 
duplicated on the largest KABA 

System in the Southwest. 

"Quick turnaround, low prices." 
MasterCard and Visa accepted 

(214) 830-2957 
(CR Crystal Clear Sound 

4902 Don Drive Dallas Texas 75247 

If You Don't Sound Good, 
We Don't Look Good. 

State of the art mastering, replication, and duplication services 
edwre  for the discriminating producer. 

TRUTONE INC. 
310 Hudson St. Hackensack, NJ 07601 201-489-9180 Fax: 201-489-1771 

WHEN YOUR READY FOR THE BEST! 

State Of The Art 
Cassette Duplication 

HIGHEST QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION . 
CUSTOM LOADED BLANKS. LOWEST PRICES 

1-800-242-2015 
CUP OF WATER PRODUCTIONS • 

13E80 ISTH ROAD • PLYMOUTH. IN 46563 

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy. For rates call 

(800) 747-3073. 

For Exellence in Sound Make the BEST Choice 

BEST SERVICES UNLIMITED 
RECORD PRESSING 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
CHROME BLANKS 

COMPLETE ART DEPARTMENT 

FULL COLOR PRINTING 
7729 Oakport Sr COMPLETE PACKAGING 

Oakland, CA 94621 VIDEO DUPLICATION 

' ' . ...... .... 
$ I ,699.00 $3. I 99.00 

11.1/1, I FiCAHD 1 (800) 627-7365 

1000 CD'S $ 2,850.00 
Ut 41M Al itk 414 to% Pitt( t 

INCLUDES 
Pre-rnmster 
Glass Master 
CD Fabrication 
Filin Label 
Printing 
- 4 Color Booklet 
-4 Color Tray Card 

IRS 
1-( 800 ) 942-DISC 

(3472) 

We'll put your DAT or 1/4 Master 
in any sequence at no charge 

Video 
Cassette 

Call for a brochure - 

(800) 423-4643 

ULL 
United Ad Label Co. 
P.O. Box 2216 
Brea, CA 92622..2216 

Bann II BBBBBB BB 

100 Audio C62's 
from 49( ea. 

Best quality—best prices. 
Recording giants know the 
difference—you should too. 

%At also have the 
finest blank videos. 

Call lbday! 

1-800-972-0707 
\linuntun order 25 lapes 

GREENCORP USA um. 
mumnimmmumm 

L 

Disc Mastering & Record Prod. 
CDs, LPs, 45s, Cassettes 
CD REFS AVAILABLE 
THE CUTTING EDGE 

Box 217M 
Ferndale, NY 12734 

(914) 292-5965 

TRAXX RECORDING PRODUCTS 
325 Long Hill Road 
Gillette, NJ 07933 

Real-time cassette duplication 
From cassette, DAT, Reel to Reel 
Custom-loaded cassettes 

For Free Catalog call: 
(908) 580-9042. 

FREE Graphic Design • 
Complete Packages 
Mope Lobel Quality • 

Money Bock Guarantee • 

Call Today For Our 
FREE Full Color Catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 

DISC MAKERS 

Cassette 8t CD 
Manufacturing 

500 CDs 
with 

B&W inserts 

in piece 
'ietwwel boo 

1790 

1328 N. 411, Si., Phila., PA 19122 
215-232-4140 FAX: 215-236-7763 

RECORDING& 
DUPLICATING 
SUPPLIES  

1-800-272-2591  
ARCALm call for new catalog 
2732 Bay Road with beer prices 

Redwood City, CA 94063 

3M AGFA AMPEX SONY 
Audio, video & digital tapes 
Sony Professional Pro Audio, 
Neumann, Sennheiser, B & K, 
Shure & Crown Products. 
R&M PRO AUDIO 

691 10th Ave., S.F., CA 94118 
(415) 386-8400 

Time to upgrade your equip-
ment? Look in the Equipment 

for Sale category or place an ad 
under Equipment Wanted, 

Mix Classifiedsworki 
Phone (800) 747-3703. 

Recording 
Services 

113 
DiqiTAl SERVICES, INC. 

CD MASTERING 
DIGITAL EDITING 
CD PR oDucnoN 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

250 West 57th. St, Suite 725 

New York City, NY. 10019 

212-379-4099 397-2207 (Fax) 

AUDIOPHILE 
QUALITY... 

US' MOST 
COMPLEIE MAIM 

• Cassette Duplication 
• Compact Disc Production 
• OMM Vinyl Pressing • Custom 
Graphics • Mastering Studios 
COMPLETE PACKAGES with state-of-the-art 
Nene Digital Mastering for CD, Studer & Lyrec 
HX-Pro Cassette Duplication, OMM Mastering 
for Vinyl and a complete in-house art 
department - design, layout, typesetting, color 
separation. Get THE BEST at no extra cost! 

For a Complete Brochure. cat or wnte 

EUROPADISK, LTD. 
75 Week Street, New York, NY 10013 
9121212264401 FAX 121219660456 % mite 
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SOMETHING EXCITING IS HAP-
PENING IN NEW YORK. At Electric 
Kingdom Studios, we're recording 
some of the TOP recording artists of 
our time with our TAPELESS STU-
DIO. Multitudes of digital tracks with 
the most advanced editing available 
can be yours for rates only slightly 
higher than analog 24-track! Our 
engineers, programmers & produc-
ers have charted top-ten for over 15 
yrs. Big live room, New Synclavier & 
NED PostPro disc recorder, Great 
Outboard. Call for appointment. (212) 
431-7755. The future is now....  

Plus 4 Recording Studios, Sherman 
Oaks, CA. FEATURING...32-trk X-
850 digital • 24-trk analog • TS 12 
Soundcraft automated mixer • 
1,000-sq.-ft. live room; 450-sq.-ft. 
cont. room • Lots of MIDI, seq., keys, 
samp. etc. • Good mic select. new & 
vint. • Boulder Mic Pre's • Great in-
house eng/mixer & progs. All in for 
about $100/hr. Check us out.. Call 
Bobby (818) 981-0102. 

Studios 
For Sale 

12 L.A. STUDIOS 
FOR SALE NOW! 

Starter rooms to world-class fa-
cilities. Commercial & residential, 
some with property included 
Prices from $200k to $7 million. 
Bruce Conover, Studio Agent. 
(310) 649-3250 or 306-0204. 

24-TRACK STUDIO 
Eugene, Oregon. Acoustically cor-
rect rooms, 2 iso rms. Lobby, living 
space/expansion, tech & stg rm. 
Auto console, MM1200, etc. Creative 
atmosphere, client base, serious 
only, $300k, negot. (503)687-9032. 
A. Sauers.  

NYC LIVE-WORK CO-OP REC. 
STUDIOS. Don't rent, own in Bklyn 
Hts, 1-stop M'hattan historic area. 
Ideal producer, musician. No hr/hm/ 
rap. ( 1)1,500-ft., AC, hookups, booth, 
window, etc., no equip, $235k. (2) 
900-ft., fully equip, mint; MCI 636 
auto, Sony 24-trk, 1/2" Studer, outbd 
galore. $350k. (718) 852-3572.  

The services of your company shouldn't 
be classified information! Instead, ad-
vertise in Mix Classifieds and unveil 
your specialty (800) 747-3703. 

Video Equipment 
Services & 
Supplies 
Video for Audio Lockup. Rebuilt 3/4" 
VTRs for sale w/warranty (some w/ 
address-track time code). JVC: 
CP5500U, CP5550U, CR6650, 
CR8200U, CR8250U & CR850U. 
Some remote control units avail. 
Sony: VT-5000,V0-5600, VO-5800, 
VO-5850, BVU-800. (212) 580-
9551/(212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. Michael Temmer. 

VIDEO HI-FI Miscellaneous 
DUPLICATION 
NTSC • PAL • SECAM 

1-800-USA-DUI31 
• • dIM 
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Frustrated 
with owner's manuals? 

Lt a free copy of our catalog, which features 
tips and techniques books for equipment by 
Roland, Alesis, Yamaha, Casio, Korg, Ensoniq, 

Kawai, Kurzweil and Oberheim. 

All titles reviewed and guaranteed! 
MIX BOOKSHELF: 6400 Hollis St. # 12 

Emeryville, CA 94608 
()233-%04 • (415)653-3307 

COMM' CD AND CASWIE 
PRODUCTION 

rir ¡ TOI 
Ull_Il Il Il_ 1-11 si ID, 

212-333-5950 

MASTERING REPLICATION 

PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING 
POSTERS GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

330 WEST 58TH ST NEW YORK rl Y 10019 

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE" 

CLASSIFIED AI) DEADLINES 
SEPT. IS. 92 closing...NOV. * 2 issue 

OCTOBER IS. 92 closing...DEC:92 issue 
Robin Boyce (800)747.3703 

HAVE AUDIO 

PATCH PANELS 
ONLY $739r 
• 2 rows 0124 lie IRS lacks 
• Normale are brought out to an ADC 

ultra-patch backplate 
• Available with either ie deep chasis 
or a harnessed cable 
• 3.ext9" high 

BEST QUALITY • BEST PRICES 

800-999-4283 
FREE CATALOG 

of Professional Tape, Equipment, 
Cable, Accessories & Supplies 

,•••-rsvi.---
. r 

309 POWER AVE HUDSON NY 12534 

How to Place a 
Mix Classified Ad 

Please print or type in CAPITAL LETTERS and lowercase. There are 8 lines to the 
inch and approximately 24 CAPITAL letters or 32 lowercase letters per line. $80 per 
inch-1" minimum. Each additional line is $ 10. BOLD TYPE is $10 per line; a border is 
$10 extra; and a gray screen is $15 extra. Logos or display advertising up to 4" will be 
charged at $100/inch. Logos or display advertising must be camera-ready ( width is 1-
5/8" or 10 picas). Frequency discount rates are available. Call for information. Payment 
by check, money order or charge must accompany ad. DEADLINE is the 15th of 
the month, 6 weeks prior to publication. (Classified ads cannot be canceled or 
refunded after the deadline date.) 

Categories Available (check one): 
O Music Products/Software 
• Records, Tapes 8£ CD 

Services & Supplies 
O Recording Services 
O Studios For Sale 
LI Video Equipment, 

Services & Supplies 
O Miscellaneous 

U Acoustic Consulting 
CI Business Opportunities 
U Employment Offered 
O Employment 'Minted 
U Equipment for Sale 
O Equipment Rentals 
O Equipment Wanted 
O Instruction 
• Maintenance Services 

(3). Name  

\ame  

\ddress  

I'ls inc 

I am paying by (check one): 
VISA J MASTERCARD J AMI RICAN EXPRESS 

Card e: Expiration Datt• 

Signature:  

J lack or 1V1( »ley Order e Arrunint Endosed: S  

MAIL TO: MiX Classifieds, Attn: Robin Boyce. 
6400 I I( ) 11is St. . 1.3. Emeryville. CA 94)08. Toll-Free Order Line: (800) 747-3703 

(510) 653-3307- FAX: ( 511): 653-51.42 
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—FROM PAGE 84, DIGITAL FILM SOIN!) 

time, with its consequent smearing 
of one syllable into the next, with 
deleterious effects on intelligibility. 
The stereo era solved the problem of 
hearing monaural films in dead the-
aters, where the location of the loud-
speaker became overly evident, for 
now we had a means to reproduce 
reverberation of any space, correctly 
balanced and spatialized. So low re-
verberation time is very useful for 
speech intelligibility and for stereo-
phonic localization. 

Low background noise is useful 
too, for obvious reasons. THX spec-
ifies a maximum background noise 
level of NC-30. As a design goal, NC-
25 is highly desirable. The Stag the-
ater at Lucasfilm has a background 
level of NC- 15. Since it is that much 
quieter than typical theaters, it is also 
more revealing. This can be a prob-
lem because too much time may be 
spent in the mix on details that will 
be inaudible elsewhere. For this rea-
son, we generate electronic noise 
that sounds like an air handler, op-
erating at recommended background 
levels, so that the mixers can hear 
the effect that the noise has on their 

MIX 
Reader Service 

or more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 

program material. 
The most interesting thing about 

film mixing is the degree to which 
the various producers and theaters 
are highly standardized. While not 
all theaters meet all of the standards, 
there is one common goal in mind, 
that of reproducing the dubbing 
stage sound in the theater. And 
while reproducing music is compli-
cated by comparison to live situa-
tions, for film sound there never is a 
"live"; the only sound heard in a film 
mix is produced by loudspeakers. 
Now a great deal is known about 
this loudspeaker experience: the fre-
quency range and room response, 
the stereo localization including en-
velopment and depth, the direct-to-
reverberant ratio, and the like. And 
thanks to the development of new 
digital sound-for-film formats, repro-
ducing sound the way the filmmak-
er intended is an available goal 
today. 

Tomlinson Holman was instrumen-
tal in the development of the THX 
motion picture presentation environ-
ment. He now teaches at the USC 
School of cinema-Television. 

—FROM PAGE 80. WHERE ANALOG & DIGTIAL.2 

the interest charges on the produc-
tion loan to exceed the post-produc-
tion budget on a weekly basis. So, 
lots of people are hired for a short 
period of time to get the job done 
fast, despite the fact that this makes 
post on film an extremely labor-in-
tensive process when there are cap-
ital-intensive processes (the digital 
audio workstation) available as al-
ternatives. 

The peak-to-RMS problem has to 
do with use of digital audio work-
stations. If enough were purchased 
to handle the 50 sound editors 
working on the largest pictures (and 
even granting that it might take 
fewer people), what would this 
equipment do until the next time 
that many stations are needed? There 
simply isn't enough work to keep 
them all busy all of the time. Thus 
we have a post-production "peak 
headroom" problem that has nothing 
to do with audio! So analog tech-
niques are used for these reasons 
today, but it is clear that the future 
lies with random access digital post 
systems because of their speed of 
access to the material. 

sell it. rent it. fix it. teach it. 

MIXCLASSIFIEDS 
661 

would like to tell you how delighted I am with the 
results I've had advertising in Mix magazine's Classified 

section. On the day of publication, the first call I received was from 
a studio owner on the other coast who bought the equipment 
immediately for the price I asked. No problem. Seems like, 'If it's 
in Mbc, it's a match.' And you can quote me on that!" 

—Mark Greenhouse, Studio Techniques 

Think about it. Who doesn't read the Classifieds? 

For more information or to place your Mix Classified Ad, call 
(800) 747-3703. Deadline: 15th of the month, six weeks prior to cover date. 
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The Vocalist' 
has two new fea-
tures for 1992. Most 
Innovative Product 
of the Year and Most 
Innovative Effects 
Device from The 
Music & Sound 
Retailer Magazine. 
It's the only voice 
processor that real-
ly sounds like human voices, 
not like chipmunks. 

The Vocalist from Digitech' 
delivers real voice harmony 
and pitch correction. It even 
remembers every song and 

1992 Most Innovative Eels Device in the category of signal processor. 

never gripes about rehearsal 
time. 

The Vocalist is perfect 
when you need one or two har-
monies for back-up, or when 
you need up to five harmonies 

Beachbe.ez_ 
51-S-1 3rd 7 tr 

110111 llllIvIllee Proem of the Year 

DIOITECtl VHM,4 VOCALIST 
NM* IA fin 

TFC 
amenzram 
1992 NOMINEE 
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The Vocalist from Digihch 

Moot kworrative Effect. Devi» 

DIOITECH VHAt•s rocAust 

to save time in 
the studio. 

No other har-
mony processor 
can give you 
natural sounding, 
human voice har-
mony and can 
compensate for 

The Music & Sound Retailer Magizine, 1992 Most Innovative Product  tithe Year. off-key voices. 
If you want 

award-winning harmony, check 
out the Vocalist from Digitech. 
Srnd $10 is, the Vocalist Video D, run 

Igirech 
H A Harman International Company 

© 1992 DOD Electronics Corp. 5639 South Riley Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 (801) 268-8400. Intl Fax (602) 672-6550 
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The 4200 Series. Designed For The Control Room, 
Not The Living Room. 

Today's recording studio has evolved into a 
multi-function facility which simultaneously 
addresses the specialized needs of music 
recording, film and video post, and radio 
production. In this environment, where the 
most critical listening often occurs in the final 
mix, close proximity monitors are often more 
important than the mains. The problem: most 
console top monitors, unfortunately, were 
designed for the living room not the control 
room. Until now. 

With the 4200 Series we're taking our stand 
from where you sit: right where you work at 
the console. Designed, engineered 
and tested from this position, the 
4200 Series is the first console mount 
monitor created specifically for the 
professional recording environment. 

Both models give you pin-point 
imaging by delivering high and low 
frequency information to your ears at 
precisely the same instant. By virtue 
of their symmetrical design the 4200 
Series monitors are mirror imaged. 
And so nothing gets in the way of your music, 
the 4200 Series introduces our uniquely sculpted MulÚRadialTM 
baffles incorporating newly designed pure titanium tweeters and 
low frequency transducers. The combination of these technologies 
successfully corrects time arrival anomalies and eliminates baffle 
diffraction distortion. 

4200 Series: console top monitors designed in the studio, for the 
studio, with sonic performance rivaling much more expensive 
monitors. 4200 Series: the shape, and sound, of things to come. 
Available at your local authorized JBL Professional dealer. 

TEC 
1992 NOMINEE 

11BL 
JBL Professional 

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 

Frequency Response (Model 4206). 96 dB at 1 m, typical console listening levels 
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Distortion vs. Frequency (Model 4208) 96 dB at 1 m, typical console listening 
levels (distortion raised 20 dB) 


